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HEARING ON THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCA-
TION, OFFICE OF CIVIL RIGHTS POLICY ON
STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 19, 1990

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, DC
The committee met, pursuant to call, at 1:00 p.m., in Room 2175,

Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Augustus F. Hawkins [Chair-
man] presiding.

Members present: Representatives Hawkins, Clay, Hayes,
Mfume, Coleman, Petri, Gunderson, and Smith.

Staff present: Reginald C. Govan, counsel; Jack jennings, counsel;
Gale Baron Black, associate counsel; Beth Buehlmann, education
coordinator; Jo-Marie St. Martin, education counsel; Dottie Strunk,
labor coordinator; and Randy Johnson, labor counsel.

Chairman HAWKINS. The Committee on Education and Labor is
called to order. The hearing today is to provide an opportunity for
the Department of Education to explain its recently announced
policy pertaining t( racially based school scholarships and for the
affected groups to testify pertaining thereto.

I believe this will be the last hearing of the committee this Con-
gress. We thought three weeks ago that we were in the last one but
apparently things change. I am confident that this is the last one.
With that in mind, we invited Mr. Michael Williams, Assistant Sec-
retary for Civil Rights, to testify. I personally issued this invitation
some days ago. I thought he had made a committment. Is Mr. Wil-
liams present? Is anyone representing the department ready to tes-
tify?

When we scheduled this hearing, we were assured that Mr. Wil-
liams would be available.

On Monday, December 17, I received written confirmation of his
appearance from Ms. Nancy Kennedy who in part said, on behalf
of the department, "I am pleased to inform you that Michael Wil-
liams, Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights, will testify at the hear-
ing." Without objection, these letters will be printed in the record
at this point.

[The information follows:]

(1)

4
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UNITED STA1ES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCAllON

onicmOF LEGISLATION AND coNoRessioNAL AFFAISS

December 17, 1990

Hon. Augustus F. 4awkins
Chairman,
House Committee on Education and Labor
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman,

Thank you for the invitation for the Department of Education to
testify at the hearing to be held on Wednesday Decenber 19, 1990
at 1:00 p.m. in room 2175 of the Rayburn House Office Building.

On behalf of the Department, I am pleased to inforn you that
Michael Williams, i.ssistant Secretary for Civil Rights will testify
at the hearing.

I am confident that the hearing will provide an opportunity for a
thorough and complete discussion of the issues.

Sincerely,

UAL.,
/

Nan y Mohr/ ennedy
Assistant Secretary for Legislation
and Congressional Affairs

4ck, ktAftl'LANII V SW WAN nro. Vs, c I.,'
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Decembor 13. 1990

Mr. Michael Williams
Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights
Department of Education
400 Maryland Avenue. S. U.
Washington, D. C. 20202

Dear Mr Williams,
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I wish to extend a personal invitation to you to attend a meeting of
the full committee of the House Committee on Education and Labor, Wednesday
December 19, 1990 at 1:00 p.m., in 2175 of the Rayburn House Office
Building.

The meeting is in reference to en Order pertaining to student aid and
compliance with Title VI and a letter dated December 4. 1990 from you to yr.
John Junker regarding the Fiesta Bowl.

I appreciate you taking time out of your busy schedule to attend this
meeting and I look forward to your participation.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Chairman HAWKINS. Actually the Chair had prepared two state-
ments to introduce the hearing today, one based on Mr. Williams'
appearance, which I changed to make a little stronger after learn-
ing last evening that neither Mr. Williams nor anyone else would
be representing the department. I have never attempted to be
overly aggressive or too emotionally involved in an issue on this
committee.

I try to maintain at least some semblance of objectivity, which
may be controversial to some. But the department's decision not to
offer a witness today is an affront to the committee, to the Con-
gress, and to the American people.

I won't read aloud my prepared statement which is a iittle
stronger than the Chair usually issues on these matters. But, the
policies and misguided efforts to turn back the clock of equality are
very apparent in this instance.

A fe.. weeks ago I talked to a friend of mine who was going over-
seas to the Middle East. I had a chance to discuss with him his as-
signment. Let's just refer to him as "GI Joe." He was headed over-
seas. I questioned him about his concerns for himself and his
family. I was somewhat surprised that he didn't seem worried
about what he was to face overseas. He was not worried about the
weather, the enemy or even the possibility of not coming back.
What he was worried about was what would or what might happen
to his family while he was over there.

Among the things he expressed great concern about were his
three children, whether they would be educated and eventually he
hoped they would be able to get a college education. Well, I com-
mended him and assured him that you do what you have to do and
God bless you, and some of us wil: try to take care of things on the
home front.

The hearing today is one attempt to take care of a few things on
the home front. I regret that there are some in the Bush Adminis-
tration who apparently don't want to do that.

The Chair would like to yield to any of the other members who
would like to make a brief statement at this time.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Augustus F. Hawkins followsd
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Honorable Augustus F. Hawkins
OPENING STATEMENT

OVERSIGHT HEARING ON THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION,
OFFICE OF CIVIL RIGHTS POLICY ON

STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
1:00 p.m.

Wednesday, December 39, 1990

REGRETTABLY, LATE YESTERDAY THE DEPARTMENT OF

EDUCATION CANCELLED ASSISTANT SECRETARY WILLIAMS PREVIOUSLY

AGREED TO APPEARANCE. THAT DECISION IS AN AFFRONT TO THE

CDMMITTEE, TO THE CONGRESS AND TO THE AMERICAN PEOPLE.

LURCHING FROM POLICY BY PRESS RELEASE TO POLICY BY

PRESS ONFERENCE, THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND, INDEED,

THE ADMINISTRATION ITSELF HAS DEMONSTRATED A DISDAIN FOR THE

ORDERLY PROCESS OF GOVERNMENT.

THIS FIRST HEARING IS TO EXAMINE YET ANOTHER OF THE

ADMINISTRATION'S POLICIES AND MISGUIDED EFFORTS TO TURN BACK

THE CLOCK ON EQUALITY. LAST WEEK, SOME IN THE

ADMINISTRATION ANNOUNCED AND YESTERDAY CONTINUED THEIR

ABRUPT AND UNWARRANTED ABANDONMENT OF DECADES OF FEDERAL

POLICY TO PROVIDE HIGHER EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY TO MINORITY

SCHOOL CHILDkEN. BOTH DECISIONS REVERSE LONG-STANDING

FEDERAL POLICIES. NEITHER DECISION WAS TAKEN AFTER

CONSULTATION WITH COLLEbES, UNIVERSITIES, BUSINESS LEADERS,

STATE GOVERNMENTS OR PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS THAT FUND AND

ADMINISTER FINANCIAL AID PROGRAMS.
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- 2 -

BOTH DECISIONS ARE FATALLY FLAWED BECAUSE THEY FAIL TO

TAKE ACCOUNT OF THE VARIETY OF SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAMS

DEVELOPED IN EXPLICIT RELIANCE FOR THEIR LEGALITY ON

LONG-STANDING FEDERAL POLICY. UNOER THAT LONG-STANDING

POLICY, MINORITY-RESTRICTED SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAMS WERE

PERMISSIBLE WHERE ADMISSIONS AND FINANCIAL AID OECISIONS

WERE MADE SEPARATCLY, AND WHERE SUCH PROGRAMS DID NOT

PRODUCE A RACIAL IMBALANCE IN A SCHOOL'S OVERALL FINANCIAL

AID ALLOCATIONS. THAT POLICY WAS BOTH LEGALLY AND

PRACTICALLY APPROPRIATE AND FULLY CONSISTENT WITH TITLE VI

OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1964.

THE LATEST POLICY ANNOUNCED YESTERDAY IS A HOAX. IT

OISAPROVES SCHOLARSHIPS ESTABLISHED AND FUNDED BY COLLEGES,

BUT APPROVES THOSE ESTABLISHED AND FUNDED BY PRIVAlE

PERSONS. SUCH A DISTINCTION HAS NO BASIS IN LAW OR FACT;

MOREOVER, IT IS CONTRARY TO THE EXPRESS LETTER OF THE CIVIL

RIGHTS RESTORATION ACT -- ENACTED OVER THE VETO OF THE

REGAN-BUSH ADMINISTRATION. ACCORDINGLY, THE LATEST POLICY

IS INDEFENSIBLE AND SERVES MERELY AS AN INVITATION TO YEARS

OF LITIGATION. SUCH UNCERTAINTY AND INSTABILITY IS NEITHER

WISE NOR NECESSARY.

2



- 3 -

THE PAST WEEK DRAMATICALLY ILLUSTRATES AN

ADMINISTRATION EMPTY OF NEW IDEAS ENTHUSIASTICALLY EMBRACING

ONE VERY OLD IDEA-LASHING OUT AT THE POOR, THE VULNERABLE,

AND THE MINORITY AMONG US.

THERE ARE MANY DISTINGUISHED WITNESSES TODAY, ANO I

LOOK FORWARD TO THEIR TESTIMONY.
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DEP,ALITIEILI OF EDUCATION
0

!Eli;
UNITED STATES

Contact: Rodger Murphey
December 4, 1990 (202) 401-0774

FIESTA ROM OFFICIALS ADVISED OF CIVIL RIGHTS OBLIGATIONS

The U.S. Education Department Office for Civil Rights (OCR)

today offered to review for netts Bowl officials any plans for

a scholarship program named for Martin Luther Xing Jr. The

offer was prompted by OCR concern that a proposed scholarehip

may inadvertently violate civil rights provisions governing

participating insititutions.

"I commend your fforts st advancing minority opportunities

in education, Michael L. Williams, assistant ecretary for

civil rights, said in a letter to the executive director of the

Fista Bowl, Tempe, Aria. "However, you should be sware of

certain civil rights obligations of the participating

universities under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964...-

Williams cited regulations (34 C.F.R. 100.3 (b)) that

prohibit recipients of Department funds from denying,

restricting, or providing different or segregated financial aid

or Other program benefits on the basis of race. color Or

national origin. OCR has interpreted th law to prohibit, in

most cases, race-exclusive scholarship..

Fiesta Bowl officials have announced contributions of

$100.000 to ach of the schools fielding a team in the annual

college foctball game. The funds would then be used to sward

sCholarshipS to minority applicants. The University of

Louisville Cardinals will play The University of Alabama Crimson

Tide on Nw Yelir'e Dey.

1 4
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.2.

In his letter to the xecutive director of the Fiesta Bowl,

Williams suggested, "Alternatively, the University may wish to

consider changinc the Martin Luther Xing Jr. scholarship fund

from a roce-esolusive program to a program in which race is

considered pollitive factor among similarly qualified

individuals, or to a program that utilises rat:se-neutral

criteria.'

Examples of such criteria include scholarships limited to

students who are economically disadvantaged, ducationally

disadvantaged or from single-parent families.

In his letter, Williams said the prohibitions undr the

Title VI statute apply to recipient universities, not to the

Fiesta Bowl. mThe Fista Bowl con, therefore, award

racs-ezclusiv scholarships directed to studnts. MOwever, the

universities that those students attend say not directly, or

through contractual arrangements, assist the Fiesta Bowl in the

award of those scholarships through solicitation, listing,

approval, provision of facilities, or other services."

Violations of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act place

schools st risk of losing ell federal funding, including the

ability of their students to participate in the federal student

grant programs.

888
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Of NCR FOR CIVIL iGur

Mr. John !linker
ri.ceutive Director

Ciesta Bowl
1:0 Suuth Ash Avenue
Tcinpe, Arizona 85281

Dvor Mr. Ju.sker:

THE Assismar 51CAL1ARY

per c7e,

!1,:eot news reports have indicated that the riesla Bowl intends to contribute $W0.0(10
to c.ich of this year's parlicipants to create a Martin Luther King Jr sL hularship fund

ior minority students. I coinmend your efforts at advancing ritinonty oportunities in
eLliivation. However, you should be aware of certain civil righis ublitotions ul !hew
reit impaling universities under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act ot 1964. which is
enforced by the Office for Civil Rights (OCR).

Title vl prohibits discrimination on the ground of race, color, or national origin in any
program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance. OCR enforces this statute

the Title VI regulation of the Department of Education (ED) with respect to
recipients of Federal education funds. The Title W regulation includes several
provisions that prohibit recipients of ED funding from denying, resuming, or providing
Lhirerent or segregated financial aid or other program ttnefila on the basis of rem
Ldor, or national origin. 31 CFR 100.3(b)(1)-(3) (1989). OCR ;nterprets these
proviions as generally prohibiting race-exclusive scholarships. However, recipient
iody adopt or participate in a race-exclusive financial aid program when mandated to
,to %o by a court or administrative order, corrective action plan, or settlement agree-
mem. kg 31 CFR II 100.3(bX6).

While these prohibitions apply to recipient universities, the Title VI statute and
rvii.Lition do not apply to the Fiesta Bowl. Assuming !hat the Fiesta Bowl is u stritly
ri is ale entity that receives no Federal financial assistance, it can dwnrd race.exclusive

iiciltrships directly to students. However, the universities thdi Ihoe sludenb d itcnd
111.1 1101 directly, or through contractual or other arrangements. ds)ot ihe Fiesta Bowl
ii ihe award of those scholarships unlesi they are subjeci to d doegrei"tion plan that
'mind ties such scholarships. Examples of such university assistance would include

lisVng, approving, or providing facilities or other services in connecuon with
cxiltitive financial aid program.

i;
BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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P.ige 2 Mr. John Junket

Consequently, assuming that par(icipants in the Fiesta Bowl are recipients uf Federal
education funds, they could permit the sponsors of the Fiesta Bowl to provide their
students with race.eschisive scholarships or other financial aid, but could not receive or
disperse such scholarship funds or otherwise assist the Fiesta Bowl sponsors unless
subject to a desegregation plan that includes such scholarships.

Alternatively, you may wish to consider changing the Martin Luther King Jr. scholarship
rand from a rareeitelusive program to 1) a program in which race 3 tuntidergli
positive (Dont amongst similarly qualified individuals if the institution is one where
there has ban Mitited participation of I particular race kg 34 CFR
sir 7) a program thi ulilizes l'ace.aeutral Criteria. For example, eligibility to par.
tivipate in a raceneutra1 scholarship program could be limited to students who are
disadvantaged because of economic status (studenis from low.income families),
ttlucutional status (students (rom poor school districts), or social status (students (Mill
xiiigle.pnrent families, or families in which few or no members ever attended a
pitstsecondary institution).

Jeanette J. Lim, a senior attorney on my staff, will contact you in the near future tu
provide you assistance in designing and ,mplementing the Martin Luther King Jr.
scholarship program in a manner which will accomplish the goals you wish to achieve.
If yOu wish, you may contact her at k202) 7324641

Sincerely,

Khael L illiams
Assistant Secretary

(Or evil Righu

L*Ilian Guilerres, Regional Civil Rights Director, Region VIII

'C
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DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

12

NEWS
FOR MAASS Contaote John Mertak
December 1S, 19110 (202) 4011576

DEPARTMENT iSIMMIS man STUMM
OM RILOW.UOLUSITS SONOLARSEZPS

The U.S. Department of Education today announced a six-point

administrative policy regarding raow-emolusive scholarships to

prevent disruption to the efforts of colleges and universities to

attract minorities to their campuses and to reassure students

that no scholarships that have already been awarded, vaether in

the current year or in a multi-year cycle, will be affected in

any way.

The six point. are:

1. The Adsinistration fully endorses voluntary affirmative

action in higher education, and .enctourages educational

opportunities for minority and disadvantaged students.

2. ED has decided that the Title VI regulations will be

enforced in such a way as to permit universities

receiving federal funds to administer scholarships

establighed and funded entirely by private parsons or

entities vhere the donor restricts eligibility for such

scholarships to minority students. under Title VT,

however, private universities reveiving federal funds

may not fund race-exclusive scholarships with their own

funds.

.401111..
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3. Race-exclusive scholarships funded by state and local

governments are covered by the Supreme Court's

decisions construing the Constitution and thus

cannot be addressed amministratively.

4. Given the evident contusion among the universities on

the preceding point, ED will provide universitiee a

four-year transition period in order to permit

universities to review their programs under Title VI,

end to assure that any students under scholarship, or

being evaluated tor scholarship, do not suffer. ED is

sager to provide teOhnioal assistance to any

institution during this four-year period. euoh

technical assiatance has already helped universities

administer their scholarship programs in full

compliance with Title VT.

S. During the four-year transition period, ths

adeinistration will not pursue a broad compliance

review with respect to minority scholarship, but will

fulfill its statutory obligation to investigate any

complaints recaivad.

s. The Administration will encourage state legislatures,

local governeents, and private universitias receiving

federal funds to carefully review and analyse the legal

restrictions on minority scholarship programs imposed

by the courts, so that these entities may continue to

the fullest extent possible to provide scholarship

assistance to minorities and other parsons in need.

OOP
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Mr. CouraAN. Thank you. We are called together here today to
hear testimony that most of us anticipated hearing today. The cir-
cumstances and the issues that surroLnd the testimony indicate a
constitutional and certainly a political thicket which lawyers and
those on all sides of the legal issue can probably argue meritorious-
ly. We are faced, of course, with the long view of things here.

Quickly scheduled hearings sometimes serve as an escape valve
for pressure and that is appropriate and this hearing is appropri-
ate. These issues will stay with us into the next Congress.

We do have the responsibility of drafting the Higher Education
Act in the next Congress. These issues will have to be reevaluated
and hearings held in the future. So, this is not certainly the end of
that process. It may well be a preliminary beginning.

I think all of us were taken somewhat by surprise, by the Admin-
istration official's interpretation of the laws and constitutional
issues, such interpretations raise questions about the administra-
tion of these laws.

But I will be here today to hear the testimony of the witnesses
and look forward to the discussion of some very complex issues
which do affect many people in this country.

Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Clay.
Mr. CIA?. Mr. Chairman I don't think too many of us were really

shocked and surprised at the rulings by Mr. Williams over there at
the department. I think it is indicative of a long line of examples of
lack of concern about what happens to minorities in this country
on the part of this Administration.

They seem to be only concerned about quotas that include and
not quotas that exclude women and other minorities. Just for the
record, historically the only way people who have been disadvan-
taged can catch up is by affirmative action and special set asides.

One of the most popular programs ever initiated and instituted
in this country was the GI Bill of Rights. That was an affirmative
action program that set aside certain kinds of government pro-
grams to assist those who had been disadvantaged because they
went to World War II or the Korean War and were taken out of
the economy for two or three years.

That is precisely what we are saying in terms of affirmative
action and set asides. For 200 years, women and blacks and His-
panics have been disadvantaged because of their sex, their race or
because of both.

If we don't do something positive aggressively, affirmatively to
enable them to catch up, then they will never catch up. They will
always be behind and always be disadvantaged. I just want to say
to you, Mr. Chairman, I don't know why Mr. Bush was shocked or
surprised that one of his subordinates would issue such a ridiculous
ruling as that recently issued by Mr. Williams.

What does he expect after fostering the kinds of racial and
sexual hostilities that he has since he has been the President of the
United States.

Thank you.
Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDERSON. I have been trying to detect a blessing in dis-

guise about the controversy over the last week. I think I found one.
I think it is indeed proper that the final hearing you chair for the
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FAucation and Labor Committee will be a hearing where this com-
mittee moves to enforce its will if not to legislate to make sure we
protect the rights of all people and all minorities.

I think there is something proprietary about us being here at
this time. I share your disappointment at Mr. Williams not testify-
ing today. 1 was surprised as I guess most members of the commit-
tee with the Administration's original decision and was pleased
with their reversal but wish they could have discussed it today.

I think Mr. Williams can ably defend himself, whether we agree
or disagree. But most importantly I think there is a need for clari-
fication. We have had one interpretation of the Civil Rights Act as
it affects higher education since 1964 to present. Apparently that
will now continue for four years but after the four years, "it will
not." I think we need to ask questions about what that means.

It is no secret to anybody in this room, I am sure to no one at the
Members' table, that I am one who would oppose the civil rights
legislation coming out of this committee for a couple of reasons.
But I think it is equally important that we emphasize the differ-
ence in the issue in front of us today from what many of us per-
ceived were the mandates of that civil rights legislation.

The question today is whether or not colleges, universities, indi-
viduals and entities can voluntarily engage in actions to promote
affirmatively the destinies of certain individuals within our society.
If you believe in affirmative action as I believe most Americans do,
I think the issue before us is probably at the very heart of how are
we going to put our commitment to affirmative action into reality.
If you believe that in American society we reward people based on
individual initiatives but it is the role of government and in educa-
tion to guarantee everyone an equal opportunity at the same start-
ing line, then certainly recognizing the diverse histories and envi-
ronments of our young people, our greatest resource, certainly
these programs for equal access and opportunity seem to be justi-
fied.

I pledge to work with you, Mr. Chairman, even when you are not
the chairman, to make sure we do continue progress for more than
four years in this direction.

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you. You stated well the purpose of
the hearing; it is for clarification. It may be a beginning but it is
an important beginning because if we delay, even a day, there are
students out there who are in the process of applying for these
scholarships. If they are discouraged, no matter how much or how
few, if they are discouraged, then obviously this hearing, in trying
to clarify the issue, will help somebody, and some program which
may be in the process of accepting applications.

So I hope that the hearing today will provide some clarification.
We have a list of distinguished witnesses who care about what is
happening. Many potential wittnesses were turned back because
we thought that we would not have the time. Apparently, we will
have more time than what we had anticipated.

I indicated to Mr. Williams that we would put him on first and
accommodate his schedule. We had anticipated that he would testi-
fy between 1:00 and 2:00 p.m. and probably as late as 2:30. That
obviously will not take place. We will go then to the other wit-
nesses.
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To anyone who wanted to testify but was not listed on the
agenda, I want to apologize. We thought we would not have enough
time. I have several letters that should be entered into the record
at this point. Without objection, I ask that a letter of the Council of
Chief State School Officers in opposition to the attempt by the De-
partment of Education to change regulations regarding the award
of scholarships; and a statement from Mr. Donald Stewart, presi-
dent of The College Board, be entered in the record.

[The information follows:]

2 2
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WRITTEN STATEMENT

by

DR. DONALD M. &MOW

PRESIDENT, 1NE couza BOARD

to the

HOUSE EDUCATION AND LABOR commilru

U.S. CONGRESS

DEMBER 19, 1990

Though the subject of this hearing has to do with civil rights legislation and

recently announced regulations, I first have a message for all minority

students. It is this: I know it must be difficult for you to ignore the

recent headlines and press reports indicating an end to minority

scholarships. Du not be discourrgod. The opportunity and the funds ate still

there. Don't let these press reports cause you to give up your dream of

higher education.

I offer that message first because through bitter experience the College Board

has learned over the years that even the discussion of reducing financial aid

for college-huund students creates in them the impression that financial aid

has in fact been reduced. That impression in turn discourages them and they

A "O"rso I olo 30 ,..d.,1%th.-41. d" .(),,,(11'. So., .1.1 '--.te hx.r., ,o0-1 r: .I d qd); ,
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STATEMENT BY DR. DONALD M. STEWART TO THE
HOUSE EDUCATION AND LABOR COMMITTEE, U.S. =MESS
December 19, 1990

do not leak the aid they need--aid the in fact is there for thembut resign

themselves to abandoning a dream. I do not want that to happen in this most

recent and unfortunate controversy.

As an educator, and an African American, I take pride in the progress that has

been made since I was a college student in the number of minorities going to

college. It should be noted for the record that the number of black men and

%omen attending college has increased markedly over the pest decade, as has

the number of Hispanic men and wcmen. The scores of African Americdn students

on our SAT exams have increased significantly over the past 10 years, even as

those of white students have remained the same. And the number of mdnority

students taking and doing well in our Advanced Placement courses hAs

skyrocketed.

And yet, even though significant progress has been made, much remains to be

done. Over the past decade the number of black and Hispanic men and women

graduating from high school has grown even more swiftly than the number going

on to college. The sad news is that as a consequence, for example, the

proportion of black high school graduates aged 18 to 24 going to college has

leveled off. On a percentage basis, it has remained at 28 percent in the

decade of the 1980s. More omincusly, the American Council on Education

reports that degree attainment for these groups has declined in recent years.

-2-
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STATEMENT HY CR. DONALD M. STEWART TO THE
HOUSE EDUCATION AND LABOR COMMITTEE, U.S. CONGRESS
December 19, 1990

Unquestionably, one of the reasons for the success achieved with regard to

minorities in higher edUcation has bee4 the growing availability of minority

scholarships at institutions that are predominantlywhite. We have found that

nearly 700 colleges and universities nationwide have scholarships designated

for minorities. And they have them for good, self-interested reasons as well

as for democratic and civic-minded ones. As Donna Shalala, chancellor of the

University of Wisconsin at Madison has noted, no college or university can apy

longer call itself great unlesa its administrators, faculty, programs and

students fully reflect the rich, multicultural diversity of contemporary

America.

Apy policy or action by the Office of Civil Rights that would end these

programs would not only undo the great progress we have made in increasing the

diversity of students on formerly white campuses, but it would also have a

secondary consequence cd discouraging potential donors from giving to higher

education in general.

While I welcome the administration's endorsement of "voluntary affirmative

action in higher edUcation" eugressed in the Department of Education press

release yesterday, I fear that the six-point adOinistrative policy announced

then raises more questions than it answers. It certainly does little to allay

the fears we have about the ultimate impact of this initiative on minority

-3-
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STATEMENT BY DR. DONAUD M. STEWART TO THE
HOUSE EDUCATION AND Luce COMMITTEE, U.S. CCNGRESS
December 19, 1990

scholarships, and the message that is sent to students by any diminution of

aid for them.

Most importantly, a ruling of this scrt can seriously put in joopardy the

future of our great nation. As my good friend, Lou Harris, told the College

Board's national forum two years ago here in Washington, "By the end cd the

next decade, our country will have either succeeded or failed on the pivotal

issue of how to open the doors cd opportunity to minority young people.
If we

succeed in (maNing]...them creative, thinking workers, as must happen with

young whites, then surely we will have created a strongly competitive Americt

that will be the envy of the world. But if we fail... that will condemn us to

second tier economic status as a nation. Mark it well."

In closing let me say that I share with my colleagues in the education

community and among the member colleges and universities of the College Board

the shock and dismay they have expressed at the new and draconian policy

announced by Assistant Secretary Williams, even in light of the efforts to

clarify itsmeaning. It surely was not the intent of Congress, when it

enacted Title VI of the Civil Righta Act of 1964, to outlaw efforts to

increase the distressingly low numbers cd minority students in predominantly

white colleges and universities nationwide.

-4-
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STATEMENT BY DR. DONALD M. STEWART TO THE
HOUSE EDUCATION AND LABOR COMMITTEE, U.S. CONCUSS
December 19, 1990

However, if this policy is allowed to stsmd, the clear message it will send to

young minority men and women is that their higher education in predominantly

white institutions is a matter of indifference to this nation....Coming after

so many years of trying to persuade then that, in fact, the way is open, and

that their presence is desirable and desired in the educational community, and

necessary for our national social and economic wellbeing, that would be a

tragic outcome indeed.

3069F
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The Honorable Augustus Hawkins
Chairman
U.S. House of Representatives
Committee on Education and Labor
2181 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington. DC 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

December 19, 1990

1 write to express the Council's vigorous opposition to the attempt by the Department
of Education to change regulations regarding the award of scholarships to minority students.
I request that this letter be made a part of the record of your hearing on this topic today.

During ibis past year, I have had the privilege of testifying before your Committee
on behalf of our Council and our Task Force on Minority Teachers, which represents the
major elementary, secondary and higher education organizations of this nation, urging the
Conwess and Administration to take action to increase the numbers of minority elementary
and secondary edur.tion teachers. A copy of the Task Force proposal is attached. We have
urged this special action because of the critical circumstance of decline in the numbers of
mino.Ity teachers in our schools and the need to provide a diversity of racial and ethnic
backgrounds of teachers for the benefit of all students.

We have been extraordinarily distressed these past few days mer the incredibly incpt
actions by certain members of the Education Department and the Administration with
respect to attempted revisions in regulations and policies on scholarships for minority
students. At the time when it is so important in our nation to encourage minority students
to undertake collegiate study and preparation for professions such as teaching. these
Administration actions have resulted in confusion and negative signals which impede the
efforts of states and institutions to e Icourage minority students with their plans for collegiate
study.
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The Honorable Augustus Hawkins
Page two
December 19, 1990

We urge you and the members of the Committee take steps to force the Administra-
tion to take immediate and decisive steps to ensure continuing authorization for the
provision of scholarships for minority students. The Administration must cease ad hoc
interpretations which change essential practice&

GMA:dib

Attachment

217kGordon M. Arnbachal&
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PROPOSED FEDERAL ACTION TO INCREASE THE NUMBER OF MINORITIES
IN ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY TEACHING

Statement of Need

The number of minority teachers in American elementary and secondary schools is
declining, as is the proportion of minority teachers. The decline occurs at a time when
the proportion of minority teachers to total teachers is significantly lower than that of the
minority students to total students and a time :n which the proportion of minority students,

especially those at risk, is Steadily increasing.

Urgent actions are needed at federal, state, and local government levels and by
institutions of higher education to increase the numbers of minorities qualified tor and

serving in elementary and secondary teaching for the following reasons:

1. To assure that a substantial portion of talented and
qualified persons from all racial and ethnic groups are
teachers;

2. To increase the number and proportion of minority role
model teachers with special Impact in helping minority
students to succeed In education, at least through
graduation from high school, and to pursue higher levels
of education; and

3. To Increase the number of minority teacher, so that all
lementary and secondary students will hays experience
with these role models, thereby advancing multicuitural
and multiracial understanding and appreciation.

Proponed Action

National leadership is essential. Federal resources must be provided in partnership with

states, localities, and institutions of higher education to support initiatives over at least a

ten-year period. The proposed action includes three major parts. The first provides
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incentive awards for minority candidates in undergraduate and graduate study preparing
to teach. The second provides support of programs and projects which introduce
minority students in grades 7 through 12 to a teaching career. The third provides
support for institutions of higher education, in conjunction with elementary and secondary
schools, to enable minorities to use career ladders combining study and employment or
make professional changes to enter teaching.

These provisions are not the sole means to solve the problem of increasing the numbers
of minority teachers, nor are they considered to be the only steps needed to address the
comprehensive problems of qualified teacher supply and demand in the United States.
They are, however, the highest priority actions we now recommend.

A summary of the three parts of the proposal follows:

PROPOSED FEDERAL ACTION

L Demonstration rQwsms to IncreaseMirsAy_CAgoland!
tor Teaching in Elementerv and Secondary _Schools

Purpose: To increase the number of minority candidates in
undergraduate and graduate programs preparing to teach
in elementary and secondary schools.

Eligible Recipients: Institutions of Higher Education (IHE) compete for Federal
demonstration grants administered by the State Education
Agency (SEA) under an approved State Plan.

Description: A 5-year demonstration program, authorizing $50 million
federal funds annually, to be matched 50/50 by nonfederal
funds and administered by the States.

The Secretary of Education would allocate funds to states
having approved plans which will increase the numbers of
minority candidates in teacher preparation programs.
Federal funds would be allocated among the states on the
basis of the proportion of minority population of the state
to the total minority population of the nation.
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(Section continued) Each SEA with an approved plan would conduct a
competition open to all public and private undergraduate
and graduate IHEs, including community colleges, with
approved teacher preparation programs. The SEA would
select the most promising proposals which commit the
institution to increase the number of minority candidates in
its teacher preparation program. Priority would be given
to institutions with records of success In enrolling and
graduating minority students.

Continuation grants would be subject to annual reporting
by the recipient IHE of progress made in achievement of
the performance standards established in its project.

Grants to IHEs would provide incentive awards to students
and the costs of administration and evaluation of
demonstration projects. IHEs would make incentive
awards to eligible students with a total value of $3500 a
year for up to four full-time undergraduate years and
$7000 for one full-time year of graduate study. Each
incentive award would be used either as a 'scholarship" or
a "performance paymenr or combination of the two as
determined by the institution and student. For each
student the part of the award used to support the cost ot
college attendance would be considered a scholarship.
The amount could range from $3500 to zero for
undergraduate studente and $7000 to zero for graduate
students. Students using the award for schdarship aid
would have to meet the need criteria for eligibility for
Stafford Loans under Title IV of the Higher Education Act.

The balance of the incentive award for each vear would be
reserved by the IHE in escrow for use as a performance
payment(s) to be made at the end of each year of
elementary andfor secondary toaching completed for
which the candidate is obliged to serve.

Performance paymente would be non-taxable. II

candidates fail to complete their teaching obligation, their
escrow accounts would revert to the program and be
available for other candidates.

Q '')
t ; 4.#
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(Section I continued) An incentive award would be in addition to any other
federal, state, or institutional student aid for which the
student is otherwise eligible but the part of the award used
as scholarship together with other aid received in any one
year could not exceed the cost of attendance in that year.
tt would not be considered "Income" for purposes of
calculating eligibility for student aid or taxes.

Incentive awards would be limited to candidates who are
in good academic standing,who demonstrate their
commitment to teaching by obligating themselves to
complete at least one year of service in public or nonpublic
elementary or secondary school for each year in receipt of
an award as an undergraduate and two years of teaching
for one year as a graduate student recipient. Award
recipients who decide not to teach must repay the awards
received with interest in lieu of teaching.

In any year the total potential demonstration grant to an
IHE would be based on the proposed number of minority
candidates to be increased over the number for the base
year (1988-89) multiplied by $3500 per undergraduate or
$7000 per graduate student year award. IHEs would have
discretion as to the number of students, level of study and
distribution of incentive awards among eligible students.

For administration of the State Plan and for evaluation of
the demonstraion projects, the state education agency
would be authorized to use up to 5% of the state's
allocation.

IL Introduction to Teaching

Purpose: To identity and encourage minority students in the 7th
through 12th grades to aspire to and prepare for careers
in elementary and secondary school toaching.

Eligible Recipients: Local Education Agencies (LEA) through State Education
Agencies (SEA).

37-441 0 - 91 - 2
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Description:

Implementation:

Federal funds would support projects in local school
districts which would include but not be limited to tea..;hing
career exploration programs, introduction to teaching
partnerships of LEAs and teacher training
programs,work-study, teaching assistant or tutorial
programs, luture teacher clubs or activities and special
projects to prepare minority students for entry into
teaching preparation programs.

$25M per year would be allocated among states on the
basis of the minority population percentage in each state
to the total national minority population with no state
receiving less than $50,000. States would award project
funds on the basis of competitive applications from local
education agencies.

111 Support Programs for Teaching Career Ladders
or Career Changes to Teaching

Purpose:

Eligible Recipients:

Description:

To attract minority candidates to careers in teaching
elementary and secondary school who are in school
support or paraprofessional positions, attending
community colleges, or in occupations other than teaching
and seek a career change to teaching.

Institutions of Higher Education (IHE) in conjunction with
Local Education Agencies (LEAs).

A nationally competitive program to encourage IHEs
together with LEAs to design and implement projects to
encourage and enable minorities without preparation and
qualifications to teach to have such preparation and gain
such qualifications. Projects would include but not be
limited to coordinated efforts of IHEs and LEAs for
paraprofessionals to prepare for careers as licensed
teachers while in paraprofessional practice, teaching career
counseling services, public information recruitment
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(Section III continued)
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activities, identifying promising minority students attending
community colleges, and career reentry projects with
special professional preparation arrangements.

Implementation: $20M per year administered by the United States
Department of Education for nationally competitive IHE
applications prepared in conjunction with LEAs and
endorsed or commented on by the appropriate SEA.

April 6, 1989
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The first witness will be Robert Atwell, President, American
Council on Education; Dr. Richard Rosser, President, National As-
sociation of Independent Colleges and Universities; Dr. Adib
Shakir, President, Tougaloo College on behalf of the United Negro
College Fund; Mr. David Tatel, Esq., Former Director, Office of
Civil Rights, now with the law firm of Hogan & Hartson.

STATEMENTS OF ROBERT ATWELL, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
COUNCIL ON EDUCATION, WASHINGTON, DC; DR. RICHARD
ROSSER, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF INDEPEND.
ENT COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES, WASHINGTON, DC; DR.
ADIB SHAKIR, PRESIDENT, TOUGALOO COLLEGE ON BEHALF
OF THE UNITED NEGRO COLLEGE FUND; AND DAVID TATEL,
ESQ., FORMER DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF CIVIL RIGHTS, HOGAN &
HARTSON, WASHINGTON, DC
Chairman HAWKINS. At least we will have a former Director of

the Office of Civil Rights of the Department of Education.
Mr. MFUME. Mr. Chairman, I ask that my prepared statement be

made a part of the record. May I also ask 1,..Av the committee was
informed by the Assistant Secretary, Mr. Williams, that he would
not be here today? Was that in writing?

[The prepared statement of Hon. Kweisi Mfume followsj

'3 i;
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Thank you Mr. Chairman, I will make my comments brief because

I am very interested in hearing our panel presentations. First,

I must reiterate that I am very dieturbed by the Department of

Education's recent policy statements concerning minority

scholarships.

Not only was this decision very abrupt, but it appears that

it was made with no consultation from the affected constituencies

and no indication from the Administration whatsoever that such a

policy review was underway.

It further disturbs me that this action is yet another blow

to the gains that minorities have made over the past twenty years

and falls in line with the current offensive against the civil

Lights community. How many times have we been in this room to

object to policies and statements that strike at the very heart of

issues that Affect millions of Americans.

The decision to attend college for many minorities all too

often comes down to the question of can I afford it? Where it

should be the case of is this institution the best for my future

and what programs are offered. Minority students comprise a

disproportionate number of our nation's disadvantaged student

population and this country can not retreat from its pledge to help

these persons lift themselves up from their bootstraps.

Like many Members of Congress, I have children who are in

college and the costs of tuition and other expenses has nearly gone

through the roof. How can we expect gifted students from poorer
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urban and rural areas to keep pace if they are not even allowed to

get their foot in the door.

I have plenty of questions and concerns that I hope the

Administration's representatives can address. This is not an issue

that will subside overnight and I want to put you on notice that

the affected communities will not take this new policy decision

lying down.

Thank you Mr. Chairman.
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Chairman HAWKINS. No, it was a telephone conversation with
committee counsel Govan, late yesterday, approximately 3:00
o'clock.

Mr. MFUME. I might ask, Mr. Chairman, whether or not the com-
mittee thinks it is necessary to try to get some clarification in writ-
ing from the Assistant Secretary.

I think the request of this committee was legitimate and deserves
more than a phone call the day before he is to appear.

Chairman HAWKINS. Well, the Chair will certainly respond to
the wish of the committee. It was my intent, in view of the lack of
appearance of a witness for the department, to request that ques-
tions be made directly to the department, officially.

They would go to the new secretary, at least to the new acting
Secretary of Education, together with a list of specific questions
that need answers. At that time I shall indicate our position that
hereafter if the department intends not to appear before the com-
mittee, to provide an official explanation.

We were operating a little bit at a disadvantage because, as you
know, the very day the new policy was issued, Mr. Cavazos re-
signed and a new name was mentioned. Because we were without
leadership at the department, there was no one to call other than
the Assistant Secretary for Legislative and Congressional Affairs.
Ms. Kennedy is the only one I had contact w,th.

Mr. MFUME. I appreciate that, Mr. Chairman. I am expressing
my own frustration. I think it is insulting to the committee and the
people of this Nation that the Assistant Secretary would make this
sort of policy change, then retreat on that position and then fail to
show up before this committee.

But to offer a telephone call the day before by someone else indi-
cating he would not be here; I don't believe this is the way to do
business. This point needs clarification. It is difficult to clarify
when a chief principal stonewalls this committee.

Mr. Chairman, I would just ask and I respectfully would request
of you at least while you are still chairman of this committee and
under your leadership that we could get something in writing from
the Assistant Secretary as to why he chose not to appear today and
answer what I am sure will be a broad range 0" questions of this
committee that only he as Assistant Secretary could and should
answer.

I appreciate that. I would yield back at this time.
Chairman HAWKINS. I would be glad to do it if there is no objec-

tion, to write a letter on behalf of the committee requesting some
explanation of his failure to appear and/or to the department itself
as to whether or not some other witness was or was not available.
If there is no objection, the Chair will comply with that request,
and the letter together with the response will be made a part of
the record.

[The material follows:]
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COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR
US HOUSE Of REPRESENTATIVES

i.s. MOM 0,..ef
WASIOINGTON DC 20 15

December 27, 1490

The Hun,rable Lamar Alexander
Ses:retary Designate
Depar'ment of Education
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.
Waiihingtm, D.C. 2010)

Dear Mr. Secretary:

sa Je .41. J7i 0

: am writrng to requPA a. official explanafron of the
dect-ilon to cancel Assistanr Secretary Williams' appearance
a: the, Comm:Yee's De,:ember 19. 1991 oversight ti.ating
apvl:crion of Title VI of tho C;v11 Right Act of 1464 to
min,r,ty sch.ilatship programs.

As you may know, on Thur-Iday, December 1990. I

personally spoke witb Assistant 'ecretary Na':cy Kennedy
(Office for Legislative and Congressional Aftairs) and
extended an invitation to Assistant Secretary Willrams to
testify at the Committee's December 19, 1990 hearIng. Thar
invita.ion was accepted. As an accommodation to Mr.
Williams' schedule. I agreed to schedule him as the lead-off
wItnc.... Those arrange-ens were confirmed by letter dated
Monday, December 17, 1990, from Assistant Secretary Kennedy
to me. Need:ess to say, : was quite surprised to leatn on
Tuesday afternoon that staff of the Office of Legislative
and Cngress;,)nal Affairs notified Committee Counsel
Regrnald Govan that Mr. Williams would not be testifying at
the hearing.

As was noted by Assistant Secretary Kennedy in her
l,ecember 17. 1970 letter, the hearing was scheduled to
"provide an opportunity tor a thorough and complete
discussion of the issi:es." Unilateral cancellation of Mr.
Williams' appearance before the Committee abrogates the
obligation of all Presidentia: appointe subject to
confirmation to appear before Congress and, indeed, of Mr.
WillIaTs' own .l'ommitment at his confirmation hearing to
-appear berore any duly constituted body of this Congress."
(Confirmation Hearing of Assistant Secretary Williams before
the Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee. May 2),
1990, p.4).

4 () BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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The Honorable Lamar Alexander
Page 2
December 21, 1990

According to published news reports Assistant Secretary
Williams decided not to testify because he "wanted more time
to study legal cases and other material concerning the new
scholarship policy" and because he had "fully explained the
policy at a news conference." It is ironic that Assistant
Secretary Williams asserts the need for time to study cases
and other material after the Department abandoned decade
long enforcement poirEiand after press conferences were
held to announce new policies. It is also ironic that the
very official who created uncertainty and instability by
abruptly abandoning well settled federal policy should take
it upon himself to decide when such policies have been
"fully explained" as wall as the forums in which such
explanations are offered.

Against that background, members of the Education and
Labor Committee who attended the December 19, 1990 hearing
agreed to request from the Department an official
explanation of Assistant Secretary Williams' failure to
appear beZore the Committee to answer questions concerning
Administration policies on minority scholarship programs.

Also enclosed is a 'ist of questions to be answered by
Assistant Secretary Williams. In order to include such
answers in the official record of the hearing, I ask that
they, together with answers to questions set forth in my
December 18, 1990 letter, be submitted to the Committee on a
timely basis.

Thank you in advance for your consideration of these
matters.

AFH/rga
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CHAIRMAN HAWKINS QUESTIONS
for

ASSISTANT SECRETARY MICHAEL WILLIAMS

1. Who first suggested that the Office for Civil Rights examine
the legality of the proposed Fiesta Bowl rcholarship programs
and who first Suggested that the Office for Civil Rights
write to the Director of the Fiesta Bowl and inform him that
plans to donate funds for minority scholarships to the
University of Louisville and the University of Alabama might
be illegal?

2. With whom outside of the Office for Civil Rights was the fact
of the proposed scholarship discussed? What was the
substance of such discussions?

3. Please identify all federal officials who were aware that the
Office for Civil Rights was reviewing or consideqq74
responding to the Fiesta Bowl scholarship program. Please
identify all other individuals or groups who were aware of
such.

4. Who participated in the drafting of, reviewed, or had
knowledge of the development of the policy expressed in the
December 4, 1990 letter to the Fiesta Bowl, the University of
Louisville, the University of Alabama, and the press release.

5. Did the Office for Civil Rights notify, consult, or discuss
with any higher education association, any college or
university or person connected to the same before it issued
its December 4, 1990 Fiesta Bowl policy and press release?
What discussions were held with the University of Louisville
or the University of Alabama?

6. As set forth in my December 18, 1990 letter to Secretary
Designate Alexander, please provide copies of all memoranda,
critiques, or analyses prepared prior to the issuance of the
December 4, 1990 Fiesta Bowl policy.

7. What analyses did the Office for Civil Rights prepare
regarding the potential impact of the December 4, 1990 Fiesta
Bowl policy on minority enrollment in higher education or the
availability of financial aid to minority students.

8. What analyses did the Office for Civil Rights prepare
concerning the number, variety and scope of financial aid
programs which consider race in awarding such aid prior to
announcin^ its December 4, 1990 Fiesta Bowl policy?

9. What analyses did the Office for Civil Rights prepare
concerning the potential effect of financial aid programs
which by their terms may have the effect of limiting
participation by minority students (i.e., scholarships
designated for members of particular nationality, or ethnic
groups, for students from certain geographical areas, for
children of alumni, etc.)

el 2
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10. Did the Office for Civil Pights consider the potential impact
of the December 4, 1990 Fiesta Bowl policy on financial aid
programs which consider a students' gender or religion before
it issued the policy?

11. Please answer each of the above questions with reference to
the December 18, 1990 policy.

12. Have any of the analyses referenced in questions 7, 8, 9, and
10 been initiated or prepared since the December 18, 1990
Fiesta Bowl policy?

13. With respect to paragraph 2 of the December 18, 1990 policy,
what is the legal basis for distinguishing between the
legality of minority scholarships which are funded by a
university's own funds and those established and funded
entirely by private persons or entities?

14. With respect to paragraph 3 of the December 18, 1990 policy,
what is the legal basis for the conclusion that race-
exclusive scholarships funded by state and local governments
ca .not be addressed administratively?

Does the rationale or legal basis for that conclusion extend
to other race-based educational decisions made by state and
local governmental entities? If not, why not?

15. With respect to paragraphs 4 and 5 of the December 18, 1990
policy, will OCR during the four year transition period
require scholarship programs to be modified in order to
comply with the policy.

\
ILA ,

a. I
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COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR
u s HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

till 11..411,01.0,1. 01,C! atm DmG

WASHINGTON DC 2051E

December 18, 1990

The Honorable Lamar Alexander
Secretary
Department of Education
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W,
Washington, D.C. 20202

Dear Mr. Secretary:

Amore, wiaIRI
rntar, 0000110 .nrIsa

(WY. 10.0010...I II ivt* wawa..
r.A.K4 %COW. met Ant,
stivi 4001n1C. sIsCONS.
in. WOW, nuswaft. t.J nwn

IiWt.. 410:.,.. I AN*. WO..
IMD CANO Kn.
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I have read with interest that the Department by letter
and press release dated December 4, 1990 modified its
long-standing policy concerning the application of Title VI
to scholarship programs.

Based on those reports, concerns have been raised about
whether such a policy is consistent with existing law and
precedent governing the Department's administration of Title
VI.

To that end, I request the Department to provide to the
Committee a copy of its complete file in this matter
including but not limited to the following documents:

(1) names, and summary of the role played by all
persons who participated in, were consulted, or
discussed the December 4, 1990 policy prior to its
adoption;

(2) memorandum, critiques and other analyses of the
Dpcember 4, 1990 policy at all stages of its
development;

(3) OCR op. ion letters prior to the December 4, 1990
policy reviewing the legality of race, ethnic, or
gender sensiti/e scholarship/financial aid
programs, including, but not limited to, the
University of Denver (March 1983 and 1989) and
the Massachusetts Institute of TeclInology
(September 1981); and matters referred by the
Assistant Secretary at today's press conference,
including the 1986 "Dutch American," 1988 -
"Darthmouth" issue and 1990 "other individual
matters in which the Assistant Secretary and
Deputy Assistant Secretary took position.

4 .;
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/t is my understanding that Committee counsel has already
requested and received many of these such documents during the
past two days.

Thank you in advance tor your attention to this matter.

AFH/rga

incerely,

111
airman
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

THIt EMCIKET4'.R1

February 14, 1991

Hon. William Ford
Chairman
House Committee on Education and Labor
U.S. House of RepresentatiVes
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman

This is in response to the letters from former Chairman Hawkins of
December 18 and 27, 1990 and your letter of February 1, 1991
regarding the minority scholarships issue.

The Department shares the Education and Labor Committee's
commitment to ensuring educational opportunity for all Americans,
and we will work closely with you toward that end. With regard to
your Committee's request for testimony by Assistant Secretary
Michael Williams, we regret that he was unable to appear. However,
having just formulated a new position on this issue the previous
day, we did not believe that we had adeu Preparation time for
a proper presentation before your Comuli

As you are aware, at his confirmation hearing Secretary Designate
Lamar Alexander indicated that upon taking office he "would start
over. (w)e'll go back to the policy...that existed before
Decen er 4." In his hearing, Governor Alexander told the Senate
Labe. and Human Resources Committee that if confirmed, he would
immediately begin a thwrough review of this issue that would
include consultation with Administration officials (including the
Attorney General), Congress, and experts in the civil rights and
higher education communities. I believe this statement by
Secretary Designate Alexander should address most of your concerns
with the earlier announced policy.

I am providing you with the documents requested in your earlier
letters. The enclosed documents are being made available to the
committee pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552(d) for review in the exercise of
the committee's oversight responsibilities. These include draft
documents, advisory and legal memoranda that reflect the agency's
internal deliberations and documents in open investigations. The
Department does not authorize disclosure of these documents or any
portion of them.

400 MARYLAND AVE WASHINGION Dt 202(12 WOO
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page 2 - Hon. William Ford

We are particularly concerned with safeguarding the confidentiality
of the names of the complainant and witnerses in the
investigations. hny improper release of such information could
subject innocent persons to harm. The disclosure of files of
active investigations may impede the timely completion of
investigations and actually jeopardize successful voluntary
compliance effort. Thus, the need for confidentiality concerning
their contents by Members of the Committee and Committee staff is
critical. I appreciate the assurances of confidentiality contained
in your February 1 letter. I look forward to working with you on
this and other education issues in the 102nd Congress.

Ted Sahders
Acting Secretary

cc: Hon. Bill Goodling

Enclosures
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Mr. Atwell, you may proceed.
Mr. ATWELL. Mr. Chairman, you have performed countless acts

of leadership on behalf of education in this country. Thus it is fit-
ting that you hold this, perhaps the last hearing of your long and
illustrious tenure on this committee, on matters so important to
the Nation. I must note for the record thot the directors of the
American Council on Education will have the pleasure of awarding
you our award for distinguished lifetime service to higher educa-
tion. That is an award you richly deserve and some of us in this
room will be there in San Francisco to be sure you receive it prop-
erly.

I am here to testify today on the policy concerning race-designat-
ed scholarships announced recently by the Education Department's
Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights. I have a statement I would be
pleased to have inserted in the record together with a letter sent to
John Sununu at the White House.

We vehemently oppose the policy the Assistant Secretary an-
nounced. We believe it is misguided, poorly reasoned and just plain
wrong. Having said that, let me elaborate on several of our con-
cerns. First I am appalled at the abysmal process followed by the
Department of Education in formulating and announcing what con-
stitutes a radical shift from past interpretation and procedures. We
first learned about this new opinion on December 4, when the
Office for Civil Rights sent out a press release along with a letter
from Assistant Secretary Williams to the director of the Fiesta
Bowl. To my knowledge, at no time prior to that date did anyone
from the Office for Civil Rights consult with any member of the
higher education community here in Washington or elsewhere, or
with any Member of Congress, or give any indication that existing
policy in this area was under review.

Using this method to announce a policy change of such magni-
tude is particularly disturbing in light of positions taken previously
by the department over an extended period of time. A letter to a
football bowl committee is not the way to try to change public
policy, especially when literally hundreds of institutions and tens
of thousands of students would be affected.

Yesterday, the Assistant Secretary held a press conference and
released a new policy statement that altered part of the opinion ar-
ticulated in the Fiesta Bowl letter. However, this policy statement
only increased confusion and uncertainty about the status of mi-
nority scholarships, for reasons I will detail later.

Needless to say, this process of policy-making by press release
and press conference has caused considerable consternation and
confusion among colleges, students, and members of the public. It
has raised a myriad of questions that were left unanswered in the
press release, the letter, public statements by the Assistant Secre-
tary, and yesterday's policy statement.

Second, as to the substance of this policy, we believe it would
trammel the legally protected rights of colleges and universities to
encourage minority participation in American higher education. It
is inconsistent with the policy of all prior administrations that
have addressed this question, regardless of political party. And, it
is inconsistent even with the few legal precedents cited by the As-
sistant Secretary.
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Minority scholarships and fellowships have been recognized by
the Federal Governmen t as an essential feature of strategies to en-
courage diversity in college and university student populations.
The executive branch, including President Bush, the Congress, and
the Supreme Court have for many years expressed their approval
of diversity as a compelling interest for institutions of higher edu-
cation. Congress has also supported expansion of opportunities for
minorities in higher education by enacting Federal financial aid
programs for minorities, including the Patricia Roberts Harris Fel-
lowship Program and the Graduate and Professional Opportunities
Program. These efforts are consistent with the objectives expressed
in Executive Order 11246 and many other presidential actions over
the decades.

Programs of minority-targeted student financial aid are uncon-
nected with admissions decisions. Their availability helps to in-
crease and diversity the pool of qualified students able to pursue
higher education, and results in broader inclusion of qualified stu-
dents from all backgrounds in our colleges and universities. Unlike
the minority admissions program invalidated in the Bakke case,
such programs do not entail quotas. Nor do they curtail the admis-
sion on nonminority students. If they have any effect on financial
aid available to nonminr,rities, the impact is minimal, widely dif-
fused, and within legal limits.

All prior administrations that have examined this issue have ap-
proved minority scholarship and fellowship programs. For example,
in 1983 the Office for Civil Rights concluded that three fellowship
programs for minorities at the University of Denver were legally
permissible and consistent with the Bakke decision. Similarly, the
Internal Revenue Service has permitted tax-exempt organizations
to maintain minority-targeted scholarship and fellowship funds as
long as the financial aid program as a whole is nondiscriminatory.

Although some have interpreted the policy statement released
yesterday by the Assistant Secretary as a retreat from or a rever-
sal of the position taken in the Fiesta Bowl letter, we do not be-
lieve that is the case. The policy statement apparently creates a
very narrowly drawn class of minority scholarshipsthose "estab-
lished and funded entirely by private persons or entities where the
donor restricts eligibility for such scholarships to minority stu-
dents"that would be considered legal. Upon what basis, we are
not told. It also states that institutions may not use their own
funds for minority scholarships. And, although it does not cite any
particular cases, the statement implies that Supreme Court deci-
sions outlaw minority scholarships funded by state and local gov-
ernments.

I believe this creates a distinction without a difference. Once
money is given to a college or university, it generally is considered
institutional funds. That is certainly the case with public institu-
tions, where money donated for scholarships is considered public
funds, no matter what the source, and subject to the annual state
appropriations process. In addition, let me emphasize, Mr. Chair-
man, that privately donated and designated scholarships constitute
only a tiny minority of the awards that currently go to minority
students. The vast majority of minority scholarships are funded by
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state governments or by the institutions themselves out of their
own resources.

The four-year transition period offered by the department for
schools to bring their practices into conformance with its interpre-
tation of the law does not mitigate the highly discouraging message
this policy sends to institutions, students, state lawmak.ers, and po-
tential donors. It creates an unnecessary stigma around all minori-
ty scholarship programs, an impression that those now in existence
are living on borrowed time because they are illegal, and it fosters
an incorrect and divisive public impression that scholarships for
minority students are somehow denying other students their right-
ful place in our nation's colleges and universities.

The policy statement also invites a surge of lawsuits against in-
stitutions and complaints to the Office of Civil Rightscomplaints,
I might add, that the office is poorly equipped to handle. It also
raises a host of questions about whether the same arguments ap-
plied to minority scholarships will be extended to scholarships re-
stricted by gender, national origin, religious affiliation, or handi-
capped status.

Mr. Chairman, the institutions that will be most affected by this
policy shift are private colleges and universities and the more se-
lective public instituticns. Those are the institutions that are
having the most difficulty attracting and retaining minority stu-
dents, and that in the past several years have been increasing sig-
nificantly their efforts in this area. From the President on down,
these institutions have been urged to demonstrate their commit-
ment to minority educational advancement. Yet now, the Adminis-
tration would deprive them of an essential tool to do so.

I need hardly tell this committee how crucial it is for the United
States to make every effort to guarantee that minority citizens are
incorporated into the mainstream of American life. Just two years
ago, this committee held a hearing on a report issued by the Com-
mission on Minority Participating in Education and American Life
entitled, "One-Third of the Nation." The commission was sponsored
by the American Council on Education and the Education Commis-
sion of the States. It consisted of almost 40 distinguished Ameri-
cans and former presidents Gerald Ford and Jimmy Carter served
as honorary co-chairs.

The report revealed a wealth of data and information on the
status of minority Americans and reached a disturbing conclusion:
America is moving backwardnot forwardin its efforts to
achieve the full participation of minority citizens in the life and
propriety of the Nation. It found that our economic future, our
international credibility, and the viability of our democratic society
hinged on our capacity to reverse this decline.

The commission set a challenge for the Nation: within 20 years
to surpass the progress of the previous 25, and to eliminate the
gaps that mark so many in our racial and ethnic minority popula-
tion as disadvantaged. It identified strategies for all sectors of
American societygovernment, educational institutions, businesses
and corporations, and the voluntary sectorto achieve that goal.

Mr. Chairman, we have barely begun that effort. This thought-
less policy, announced so casually by the Office for Civil Rights,
would take us another giant step backward. I think it is significant

5 t)
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that it has been opposed not only by those of us in higher educa-
tion but by such organizations as the U.S. Chamber of Commerce
and corporate members of the Business-Higher Education Forum,
wl ) recognize that we must expand opportunity for our growing
number of minority citizens if we are to have a well-educated, com-
petitive work force.

We hope the Administration recognizes the error of this ap-
proach and the foolishness of pursuing such a policy. If not, Mr.
Chairman, we certainly hope the Congress will undertake to re-
verse the policy and deny the Administration the opportunity of
putting it into effect.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Robert Atwell and letter to John

Sununu follows:I
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Testimony by Robert H. Atwell
President, American Council on Education
House Committee on Education and Labor

Wednesday, December 19, 1990

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I want to thank you for the
opportunity to testify today on the policy concerning race-designated scholarships
announced ricer tly by the Education Department's assistant secretery for civil
rights. I want to say at the outset that the American Council on Education
vehemently opposes this policy. We believe it is misguided, ill-considered, poorly
reasoned, and just plain wrong. Having made our position dear, let me OtItliM
several of our concerns.

First, I am appalled at the abysmal process followed by the Department of
EducaCon In formulating and announcing what constitutes a radical shift from past
Interpretation and procedures. We first learned about this new opinion on
December 4, when the Office for Civil Rights sent out a preas Mease along with a
Mir from Assistant Seaetary Williams to the director of the Resta Bowl. To my
knowledge, at no time prior to that date did anyone Ken the Office for Civil Rights
consult with any member of the higher education community here in Washington
or elsewhere, or with any member of Congress, or give any indication that edsUng
policy In this area was under review.

Using this method to announce a policy change of such magnitude is
particularly disturbing in light of positions taken previously by the department over
an extended period of time. A letter to a football bowl committee is not the way to
try to change public policy. especially when literally hundreds of institutions and
tens of thousands of students would be affected.

Yesterday, the assistant secretary held a press conference and released a new
policy statement that altered part of the opinion articulated in the Plesta Bowl letter.
However, this policy statement only increased confusion and uncertainty about the
status of minority scholarships, for reascas I will detail later.

Needless to say, this proms of policy-making by press release and press
cooference has caused considerable consternation and confusion among colleges,
students, and members of the public. It has raised a myriad of questions that were
left unanswered In the press release, the letter, public stasements by the assistant
secretary, and yesterdays policy statement.

Second, as to the substance of this policy, we believe it would trammel the
legally protected rights of colleges and universities to encourage minority
participation in American higher education. It is inconsistent with the policy of all
prior administrations that have addressed this question, regardless of political party.
And, it is Inconsistent even with the few legal precedents cited by the assistant
seadary.
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Minority scholarships and fellowships have been recognized by the federal
government as an essential Feature of strategies to encourage diversity in college and
university student populations. The executive branch, including President Bush,
the Congress, and the Supreme Court have for many years expressed their approval
of diversity as a compelling interest for institutions of higher education. Congress
has also supported expansion of opportunities for minorities in higher education by
enacting federal financial aid programs for minorities, Including the Patricia Roberts
Huth' Fellowship Program and the Graduate and Professionel Opportunities
Program. These efforts are consistent with the ob}ectives expressed in Executive
Order 11246 and many other presidential actions over the decades.

Programs of minority-targeted student financial aid are unconnected with
admissions decisions. Their availability helps to increase and diversify the pool of
qualified students able to pursue higher education, and results in broader inclusion
of qualified students from all backgrounds in our colleges and universities. Unlike
the minority admissions program invalidated in the Bakkecase, such programs do
not entail quotas. Nor do they curtail the admission of nonminority students. If
they hove any effect on financial aid available to nonminoritles, the impact is
minimal, widely diffused, and within legal limits.

All prior administrations that have examined this issue have approved
minority scholarship and fellowship programs. For example, in 1983 the Office for
Civil Rights concluded that three fellowship programs for minorities at the
University of Denver were legally permissible and consistent with the Bakke
decision. Similarly, the Internal Revenue Service has permitted tax-exempt
organizations to maintain minority-targeted scholarship and fellowship funds as
long as the financial aid program as a whole I. nondiscriminatory.

Although I am not an attorney, I am told by legal counsel with long
experience in this area that the authorities on which the Office for Civil Rights
apparently relies do not support the position expressed in the Fiesta letter or
its more recent policy statement. Bakke was decided over a decade ago, in 1978, and.
as I have noted, OCR took that decision inio account in its subsequent approvals of
minority scholarship and Fellowship programs.

The Civil Rights Restoration Act has no impact here. Even under the
Supreme Court's restrictive decision in wove City College v. Bell, the "student
financial aid program as a whole remained ubject to federal civil rights statutes.
Accordingly, the enactment of the Civil Rights Restoration Act had no effect on
minority scholarship and fellowship posterns.

Nor, evidently, does the Supreme Court's decision in City of Rkhmond v.
I,A. Crown Co, or a variety of other cases cited by the assistant secretary support this
new position. I will be happy to provide the Committee with further
documentation front counsel on *he legal aspects ol this issue.

r.
)
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Although some have interpreted the policy statement reieased yesterday by
the assistant secretary as a retreat from or a reversal of the position taken in the
Fiesta Bowl letter, we do not believe that is the case. The policy statement
apparently creates a very narrowly drawn class of minority scholarships those
'established and funded entirely by private persons or entities where the donor
restricts eligibility for such scholarships to minority students that would be
considered legal. Upon what basis, we are not told. It also states that institutions
may not use their own funds for minority sliolarships. And, although it does not
cite any particular cases, the statement implies that Supreme Court decisions outlaw
minority scholarships funded by state and local governments.

I believe this creates a distinction without a difference. Once money is given
to a college or university, it generally is considered institutional funds. That is
certainly the case with public Institutions, where money donated for scholarships is
considered public funds, no matter what the source, and subject to the annual state
appropriations process. In addition, let me emphasize, Mr. Chairman, that privately
donated and designated scholarships constitute only a tiny minority of the awards
that currently go to minority rudents. The vast majority of minority scholarships
are funded by state governments or by the institutions themselves out of their own
resources.

The four-year transition period offered by the department for schools to bring
their practices into conformance with its interpretation of the law does not mitigate
the highly:discouraging message this policy sends to institutions, students, state
lawmakers, and potential donors. It creetes an unnecessary stigma around all
minority scholarship programs, an impression that those now in existence are
living on borrowed time because they are illegal, and it fosters an incorrect and
divisive public impression that scholarships for minority students are somehow
denying other students their rightful place in our nation's colleges and universities.

The policy statement also invites a surge of lawsuits against institutions and
conplaints to the Office for Civil Rights ccenplaints, I might add, that the office is
poorly equipped to handle. It also raises a host of questions about whether the same
arguments applied to minority scholarships will be extended to scholarships
restricted by sender, national origin, religious affiliation, or handicapped status.

Mr. Chairman, the institutions that will be most affected by this pollcy shift
are private colleges and universities and the more selective public institutions.
Those are the institutions that are having the most difficulty attracting and
retaining minority students, and that in the put teveral years have been increasing
significantly their eficets in this area. From the Prealdere on down, these
institutions have been urged to demonstrate their commitment to minority
educational advancement. Yet now, the administration would deprive them of an
essential bool to do so.
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I need hardiy tell this Committee how crucial it is for the United States tomake every effort to guarantee that minority citizens are incorporated into the
mainstream of American life. just two years ago. this Committee held a hearing ona report issued by the Commission on Minority Participation in Education and
American Life entitled "One-Third of A Nation. The commission was sponsored
by the American Council on Education and the Education Commission of the StitesIt consisted of almost 40 distinguished Americans, and former presidents Gerald
Ford and Jimmy Carter served as honorary co-chaks.

The report reviewed a wealth of data and information on the status of
minority Arnerkans and reached a disturbing conclusion: America is movingbackward not forward in its efforts to achieve the full participation of minority
citizens In the life and proeperity of the nation. It found that our economic future,
our international credibility, and the vialelity of our demoaatic society hinged on
our capacity to reverse this decline.

The Commission set a challenge for the nation: within 20 years to surpass
progress of the previous 25, and to eliminate the gaps that mark so many in our
racial and ethnic minority population as disadvantaged. It identified strategies forall sectors of American society government, educational institutions, businesses
and corporations, and the voluntary sector to achieve that goal.

Mr. Chairman, we have barely begun that effort. This thoughtless policy,
announced so casually by the Office for Civil Rights, would take us another giant
step backward. I think it is significant that it hu been opposed not only by those of
us in higher education but by such organizations SS the U.S. Chamber of Commerce
and corporate members of the Business-Higher Education Forum, who recognize
that we must expand opportunity for our growing number of minority citizens if weare to have a well-educated, competitive work force.

We hope the administration recognizes the error of this approach and the
foolishness of pursuing such a policy. If not, Mr. Chairman, we certainly hope the
Congress will undertake to reverse the policy and deny the administration the
opportunity of putting it into effect
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AMERKAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION
Oaxe QI NesJoent

December 17, 1990

RY HAND

Honorable John H. Sununu
Chief of Staff to the President
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20500

Re: Minority Schoiarshios and Fellowshivs

Dear Mr. Sununu:

The December 4 letter from the Department of
Education's Office of Civil Rights to the Fiesta Bowl reverses
long-established, repeatedly declared, sound federal policy
approving scholarships and fellowships for minority students.
OCR's letter has caused dismay throughout the higher education
community and elsewhere. / write on behalf of the American
Council on Education, whose members are more than 1500 colleges
and universities located throughout th country -- public and
private, large and small, urban and rural. We wish to
emphasize that OCR's advice in the Fiesta Bowl letter (1)
trammels legally protected rights to encourage minority
participation in American higher education, (2) is inconsistent
with tho policy of all prior administrations that have
addressed the question, regardless of political party, (3) is

devoid of citation to legal precedents, while the relevant
precedents are inconsistent with the letter, (4) is the product
of a failure of analysis or consultation, and (5) would if put
into effect result in a profound setback to efforts long
encouraged by the federal government and the schools to foster
minority participation. The letter should be rescinded or
superseded by a reaffirmation of the government's long-standing
policy.

1. Minority scholarships and fellowships are
consistent with articulated constitutional and statutory policy
encouraging diversity in college and university student
populations. The Executive branch. Congress, and the Supreme
Court have for many years xpressed their approval of diversity
as a compelling interest for institutions of higher education.
See Regents of the Univiarsity _of Cillininia v. Bakke, 438 U.S.
265 (1978); Elets_g_11112111FUltiiiii..111QA_IAERIIRLILS.01/111AnialtigUll
Commission, 110 Sup. Ct. 2997 (1990). Congrells has also
expressed its support of expanding opportunities for minorities
in higher ducation, by enacting federal financial aid programs
for minorities, including the Patricia Roberts Harris
Fellowship Program and the Graduate and Professional

Ore Dkocre Que. Wof DC 20336-1193 (202) 939.9310
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Opportunities Program. see 20 U.S.C. 1134d, 1134e(d)(3); 34
C.F.R. 649.1, 649.12. These efforts are consistent with the
objectives expressed in Executive Order 11246 and many other
Presidential actions over the decades. Title VI should be
interpreted in light of these Congressional declarations of
policy as WE 1 as Executive and judicial pronouncements.

Unconnected with admissions decisions, programs of
minority-targeted student financial aid increase and diversify
the pool oE qualified students able to pursue higher education,
and result in broader inclusion of qualified students from all
backgrounds in our colleges and universities. Unlike the
minority admissions program invalidated in BAkke, such programs
do riGt entail quotas. Nor do they curtail the admission of
nonminority students. If minority scholarship programs have
any effect on financial aid available to nonminorities, the
impact is minimal, widely diffused, and within legal limits.
See, for example, Wvgalat V. Jackson Board of Educalign, 476
U.S. 267, 280-82 (1986); Met_r_o_Broadcastina. Inc. V. Federal
Communications Commission, 110 S.Ct. at 3025-26; Vauahn V.
Boacd of Education of Prince George's County, 742 F. Supp.
1275, 1303 (D. Md. 1990); Flanagan v. President and DirectorS
of Georaetown_Colle1e, 417 F. Supp. 377 (D.D.C. 1976)
(set-aside of 60 percent of institutional aid for minority or
disadvantaged students in first year law class violated Title
VI).

2. All prior administrations that have examined the
question have approved minority scholarship and fellowship
programs. For example, in 1983 OCR concluded that three
fellowship programs for minorities at the University oE Denver
were legally permissible. OCR reaaoned:

We do not believe that Bakke is controlling as to
the award of student financial aid, as the decision
addresses issues relating only to admissions. It is
important to note the distinction between financial
aid and admissions. It is our understanding that
students are admitted to the University of Denver
Graduate School of Business and Public Management
according to ordiaary criteria. The issue in this
case is not one of exclusion from the school on the
basis of race or national origin.

Memorandum from G. Roman to J. Standlee (March 22, 1983); see
also, for example, Letter from B. Taylor (March 24, 1982);
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Memorandum from A. Califa to R. Randolph (September 11. 1981).
Similarly, the Internal Revenue Service has permitted
tax-exempt organizations to maintain minority-targeted
scholarship and fellowship funds as long as the financial aid
program as a whole is nondiscriminatory. See Rev. Proc.
1975-50, 1975-2 C.B. 589. Thus, official federal policy has
long been that such programs are legally permissible.

The legal authorities on which OCR apparently
relies (none are cited in the Fiesta Bowl letter) do not
support the position expressed in the letter. Bakke was
decided over a decade ago, in 1979, and as noted above OCR
expressly took that decision into account in its subsequent
approvals of ninority scholarship and fellowship programs.

The Civil Rights Restoration Act, Pub. L. No. 100-259 .
has no impact here. Even under the Supreme Court's restrictive
decision in Grove City Colleae v. Bell, 465 U.S. 555, 571
(1984), the "student financial aid program" as a whole remained
subject to federal civil rights statutes. Accordingly, the
enactment of the Civil Rights Restoration Act had no effect on
minority scholarship and fellowship programs.

Nor does the Supreme Court's decision in City QE
gi_clungild_1,_r_gagn_f-o, 109 S. Ct. 706 (1989), support
OCR's new position. In Croson the Court invalidated on two
grounds a Richmond ordinance that required prime contractors on
city construction contracts to subcontract 30 percent of each
prime contract to minority-owned businesses. id. at 712-13.
The Court concluded, first, that the City Council had failed to
establish sufficient evidence of past discrimination against
minority contractors in the Richmond area to justify a
race-restricted contracting program. Id. at 727. Second, the
Court described the 30-percent subcontracting requirement as a
"rigid, numerical quota". id. at 728.

Neither of the Court's concerns in Croson has any
bearing on the administration of minority scholarships and
fellowships by colleges and universities. First, colleges and
universities with minority scholarship or t,llowship programs
have adopted them to further diversity within their student
bodies. Thus, in many cases whether or not a college or
university has a record of past discrimination is immaterial to
its legal authority to undertake a minority scholarship or
fellowship program.
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Secondly, the minority-targeted financial aid programs
administered by higher education institutions do not form a
barrier to entry of nonminorities to our nation's colleges and
universities. In accordance with Bakke, many colleges and
universities can and do make admissions decisions by taking
race into account as one of a number of considerations in the
admissions process. 5eg Reaents of the University of
California v. Bakke, 438 U.S. at 316-18. Admissions decisions
are generally made separately from financial aid decisions, and
the availability of minority scholarships and fellowships has
not caused nonminorities to be denied admission.

Nor has the availability of minority-directed financial
aid denied norminorities the assistance necessary to Einance
higher education. Typically, once an institution has made its
admissions decisions, the institution determines the type oE
financial aid that may be offered to students requesting it.
In accordance with the guidance from OCR and the Internal
Revenue Service discussed above, colleges and universities have
targeted scholarship and fellowship funds for minorities in
such a manner that the financial aid program as a whole remains
nondiscriminatory.

4. The Fiesta Bowl letter is the result of a failure
of analysis or consultation. There can be little doubt that
the overwhelming consensus of persons informed of and concerned
with the subject strongly supports minority scholarship and
fellowship programs. In addition to very broad private
philanthropic support for efforts of this kind, the federal
government and a number of state governments have specifically
legislated minority-targeted higher education financial aid
programs that are currently in effect. We find it virtually
unthinkable that a decision of the gravity and ramifications of
the one announced in the Fiesta Bowl letter would be taken
without any opportunity for those affeCted by it to comment.
The effect of such rash process, valess promptly reversed,
inevitably would be to inhibit eff.:rtS of great importance to
the United States at a tim when minority participation is
essential to our nation's well-being. We note, for example,
the widely reported decline in minority enrollments in a number
of higher education programs. Some may question as a matter of
public policy if not as a matter of law minority-targeted
government funding in this area, but we can find no warrant in
policy or law for a rule prohibiting private philanthropy aimed
at encouraging minority participation.
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5. This administration has expressed the urgency it
attaches to making education a national priority and to
ensuring that all able citizens have access to colleges and
universities. ACE and many other groups have strongly
supported that objective and called on member institutions and
the nation at large to renew their commitment to educate
members of minority groups that not only have suffered historic
discrimination, but represent an increasingly vital part of the
nation's destiny. fige American Council on Education and the
Education Commission of the States, Onerthird of _a_Natioril A
watQL_thit_rammilijancuLidiagsity_EasligijairdgaLjaLSA ue a t ion

aniA_American Life (chaired by Presidents Ford and Carter) (May
1988). As Justice Powell stated, "(I)t is not too much to say
that the 'nation's future depends upon leaders trained through
wide exposure to the ideas and mores of students as diverse as
this Nation of many peoples." Regents of the University o
California v. Bakke, 438 U.S. 265, 313 (1978) (quoting
Keyishian v. Board of Reaents, 385 U.S. 589, 603 (1967)).

rn the Fiesta Bowl letter OCR suggests that colleges
and universities can achieve the goal of expanding minority
access to higher ducation through scholarships and fellowships
directed toward disadvantaged students or financial aid
programs "in which race is considered a positive factor amongst
similarly qualified individuals if the institution is one where
there has been limited participation of a particular race."
Although such programs do exist, ACE and its member
institutions believe based on xtensive xperience that
scholarships and fellowships designated for minority students
remain essential to providing minorities with meaningful access
to higher education. Such programs are not so disproportionate
as to render discriminatory financial aid programs as a whole.
within appropriate limits, the programs play an important role
in focusing the attention of applicants as wll as the
institution on the objective of recruiting qualified minority
students.

Minority scholarship and fellowship programs have not
limited nonminority access to higher education, nor have they
imposed quotas. Instead, they foster the national objective of
making higher education available to all qualified studnts.

6 ti
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The American C.-.)uncil on Education urges the administratIon to
withdraw OCR's policy change as reflected in the Fiesta Bowl
letter and to confirm that prior policy approving
minority-targeted financial aid remains in effect.

We appreciate your consideration of our concerns.

Sincerely,

Robert H. Atwell
President

cc: C. Boyden Gray, Esquire

bcc: Sheldon E. Steinbach, Esquire
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Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Atwell.
Our next witness is Dr. Adib Shakir, President, Tougaloo College,

on behalf of the United Negro College Fund.
Mr. SHAKIR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I am Adib Shakir, President of Tougaloo College

in Tougaloo, Mississippi. Tougaloo College was founded in 1869 by
the American Missionary Society of New York and is now affiliated
with the Christian Church, Disciples of Christ, and the United
Church of Christ. We offer the Associate of Arts in Early Childhood
Education, in addition to the Bachelor of Arts Degree and Bachelor
of Science Degrees. Our academic program emphasizes the physical
and natural sciences, mathematics and a .nputer science. In addi-
tion, our social sciences program features solid offerings in political
science and psychology. Our uniqueness as an academic institution
lies in our external academic programs, including the African
study travel project and the creative writing workshop, as well as
our student exchange programs with Brown University and Bow-
down College. We also offer cooperative academic programs with
many outstanding colleges and universities around the country, in-
cluding Boston University, Early Medical School Selection Pro-
gram, Brown University, Early Identification Program in Medicine,
Howard University, Tuskegee University, Georgia Institute of
Technology, University of Mississippi and University of Wisconsin
at Madison, Joint Engineering Degree Programs.

I appear before you today on behalf of the United Negro College
Fund, UNCF, and the 41 member college presidents who serve the
more than 48,000 students from almost every state and 30 foreign
countries. UNCF colleges and universities are integrated institu-
tions which include more than 1000 non-minority students who
attend our member institutions each year. Since most UNCF stu-
dents come from low income familiesalmost 30 percent of our
students receive financial aidthey are highly dependent on Fed-
eral, state and institutional support to pay their college costs.

I want to commend you, Mr. Chairman, for your willingness and
dedication to hold this hearing to gather public support for con-
tinuing the various institutional minority scholarship programs,
and to provide a forum to express our opposition to this proposed
retreat from the Nation's commitment to equal opportunity in
higher education. I am pleased to join my colleagues, Bob Atwell of
the American Council on Education, ACE, and Dick Rosser of the
National Association of Independent Colleges and Universities,
NAICU, here today. We want you to know that the higher educa-
tion communitypublic and private, traditionally white and his-
torically blackis united in its opposition to the initiative an-
nounced by Assistant Secretary Michael L. Williams on December
12, 1990. Further, we are equally concerned about the revision or
"reversal" announced yesterday. We share a common view that
every young man or woman, regardless of family income, heritage
or circumstances, ought to have the opportunity to attend college.
For most minority students, whether they are black, Hispanic or
Indian, that means providing financial assistance to overcome gen-
erations of discrimination against their parents and grandparents
in employment. The 14acy of race and national origin discrimina-
tion in t erica obligates this Nation to use every possible weapon
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in the fight to make equal opportunity in higher education a reali-
ty, not just rhetoric for minorities in America.

As President of Tougaloo College, with its 950 students pursuing
their dream and their family's dream of a college education, I was
shocked to learn last week that the Department of Education
planned to embrace a policy which would eliminate scholarships
for minorities because they discriminate against non-minority stu-
dents. My colleagues in UNCF and I were outraged that a relative-
ly inexperienced presidential appointee would propose the reversal
of a decades long Federal commitment to equal opportunity in
higher education. To have done so without consulting with key offi-
cials in the Department of Educationnot to mention anyone at
the White Houseraises a concern about where minority educa-
tion and "civil rights" are on our national agenda in 1990.

Several things are clear. Even as the White House seeks to un-
scrabble the law and its own policy in this area; and as we assess
the damage already wrought when we make public policy by press
conference; and we entrust the futures of thousands of African-
Americans, Hispanic Americans, and Native Americans to those
who place politics above principlewe must remain vigilant and
committed.

First, Mr. Williams needs to review his history because he seems
to have forgotten that it took Congress almost 30 years after the
first Morrill Act, to create "separate but unequal" historically
black land grant colleges. Almost 100 years later, black and His-
panic youngsters remain in largely-segregated urban school dis-
tricts receiving below quality preparation for the economic and
educational challenges of the year 2000 and beyond. Their certifi-
cates of attendance often return to haunt them when they enter
college or seek employment in our technological society.

Second, Mr. Williams needs to review the statistical realities of
minority participation in higher education. Notwithstanding the
fact that increasing numbers of African-Americans are graduating
from high school, their enrolled-in-college rates continue to decline.
According to ACE's eighth annual status report on "Minorities in
Higher Education" between 1976 and 1988, the enrolled in college
rate of dependent, low-income African-American high school gradu-
ates dropped from 40 percent to 30 percent, while the percentage of
low income Hispanic high school students graduates going on to
college fell from 50 percent to 35 percent. Even more disturbing is
the fact that in 1989, the number of black males 18 to 24 years old
who were in prison, on parole or on probation exceeded the number
of 18 to 24 year old black males enrolled in college.

Third, apparently Mr. Williams apparently has forgotten the ad-
monition in "One-Third of a Nation regarding minority progress
in American society. "America is moving backwardnot forward
in its efforts to achieve the full participation of minority citizens in
the life and ?...:rosperity of the Nation ... In education, employment,
income, health, longevity, and other basic measures of individual
and social well-being, gaps persistand in some cases are widen-
ingbetween members of minority groups and the majority
populatiun ... If we allow these disparities to continue, the United
States will suffer a compromised quality of life and a lower stand-
ard of living." "One-Third of a Nation" May 1988.
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It is apparent to me that the Nation's success at fulfilling its dec-
ades long commitment to eliminating racial and financial barriers
to college participation for minorities represents something less
than complete victory.

UNCF joints today, with the rest of the higher education commu-
nity, in repudiating the efforts of some in this Administration to
renege on America's promise to her citizens of color. Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. summarized that promise in his 1963 March on
Washington speech at the Lincoln Memorial:

"In a sense we have come to our Nation's Capital to cash a
check. When the architects of our great republic wrote the magnifi-
cent words of the Constitution and the Declaration of Independ-
ence, they were signing a promissory note to which every Ameri-
can was to fall heir.

"This note was a promise that all men, yes black men as well as
white men, would be guaranteed the inalienable rights of life, liber-
ty, and the pursuit of happiness.

"It is obvious today that America has defaulted on this promisso-
ry note insofar as her citizens of color are concerned. Instead of
honoring this sacred obligation, America has given its colored
people a bad check, a check that has come back marked 'insuffi-
cient funds.'

"But we must refuse to believe that the bank of justice is bank-
rupt. We refuse to believe that there are insufficient funds in the
great vaults of opportunity of this nation. So we have come to cash
this check, a check that will give us upon demand the riches of
freedom and the security of justice." "I Have a Dream," Martin
Luther King, Jr. 1963.

The mWor question that arises from the events of last week and
the announcement by Assistant Secretary Williams was not an-
swered by the President's decision to reverse the 'Civil rights policy
by press release' afft ting minority scholarships. In fact, those of
us who are most concerned about assuring that minorities of all
income levels and educational backgrounds have that opportunity
to enter and complete college need to redouble our efforts.

The Department of Justice and others in the Bush Administra-
tion intend to destroy affirmative efforts to eliminate the vestiges
of racial segregation in America, and to dismantle Federal efforts
designed to equalize opportunity in America. News accounts of the
meeting called on Monday by White House Chief of Staff John
Sununu with Assistant Secretary Williams makes it quite clear
that the reversal decision was based on political, not substantive
grounds. Tuesday morning's Washington Post indicated that both
the White House counsel and the Justice Department lawyers
agreed with Williams interpretation of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
and relevant court opinions prohibit "race-specific" scholarships.
The fact that the minority scholarships "grenade" is being rolled
"... back into the Education Department's backyard ... whence it
came" does not mean that we have seen the last of it.

Recent history, in fact, suggests that we will certainly see it
again. Twice during the 10.ot Congress, the Bush Administration
Justice Department opposed Congress' efforts to provide "race-spe-
cific" minority scholarship and loan assistance for persons entering
the health professions. H.R. 3240/S. 1606, the Disadvantaged Mi-

6
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nority Health Improvement Act, and entering the handicapped
teaching profession, H.R. 1013, The Education of the Handicapped
Amendments of 1990. In both instances, the Justice Department, in
letters of opposition to Senator Kennedy and Congressman Owens,
cited Croson as the basis for their view that even Congress may not
enact a remedial racial preference or race specific "set-asides"
when racially-neutral alternatives are available. This same line of
reasoning has been advanced here in support of the elimination of
minority scholarships.

The Justice Department's consistent position has been one of op-
position to affirmative efforts to enhance minority access to higher
education. Justice's reading of Bakke precludes the consideration of
race in making admissions decisions and aid award decisions. Their
reading of Croson, which we believe to be inapplicable to financial
aid decisions by institutions of higher education, is both narrow
and inaccurate.

The Department of Justice's and the Department of Education's
consistently prescriptive reading of both Bakke and Croson under-
lie their misguided attempts to constrain both Congress' and the
higher education community's efforts to reverse centuries of dis-
crimination by implementing affirmative efforts to enroll and grad-
uate minority students. We believe that Bakke provides ample
guidance to colleges and universities: One, seeking to provide schol-
arships to highly qualified minority students as a means of diversi-
fying their student body and enhancing the representation of mi-
norities in certain career fields/professions; two, engaging in the
implementation of voluntary affirmative efforts to enhance minori-
ty participation in higher education through scholarships that con-
sider race as one factor in making the award; and three, using
"other-race" scholarships at majority and minority institutions to
effect desegregation pursuant to a court order, consent decree, or
administrative order/agreement.

The Supreme Court was quite clear on the central point here
the use of race as one factor. Justice Powell, writing for the court
said:

"The experience of other university admissions programs, which
take race into account in achieving the educational diversity
valued by the First Amendment, demonstrates that the assignment
of a fixed number of places to a minority group is not a necessary
means toward that end ...

"In such an admissions program, race or ethnic background may
be deemed a "plus" in a particular applicant's file, yet it does not
insulate the individual from comparison with all other candidates
for the available seats.

"... In short, an admissions program operated in this way is
flexible enough to consider all pertinent elements of diversity in
light of the particular qualifications of each applicant, and to place
them on the same footing for consideration, although not necessari-
ly according to the same weight. Indeed the weight attributed to a
particular quality may vary from year to year depending upon the
`mix' both of the student body and the applicants for the incoming
class." (438 U.S. 265 316-18)

The Supreme Court's Croson decision is specifically focused on
the ability of local governments to emulate Congress in enacting

37-441 0 - 91 - 3
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race, national origin or gender-based "set-asides" and not to aca-
demic institutions, public or private. Even if Croson could be ex-
tended to the admissions decisions of public institutions of higher
education, we believe it is wholly inapplicable to the award of
scholarships or other student financial assistance.

The United Negro College Fund welcomes President Bush's deci-
sion to modify the proposed policy change announced last Wednes-
day by the Assistant Secretary of Education for Civil Rights. We
urge the President, however, to go further and to direct the Assist-
ant Secretary and the Attorney General to abandon their opposi-
tion to congressionally-mandated "race-specific" set asides and re-
medial Federal assistance programs. In addition, UNCF believes
that voluntary efforts to ameliorate the present effects of past dis-
criminationaffirmative admission and minority scholarship pro-
grams, in particularshould be encouraged and affirmed. This has
been the case in the past and it should be the case for the foreseea-
ble future.

Such a decision by the President would remove the pall cast by
Assistant Secretary Williams' announcement last week and the
certain "chill" place on colleges and universities who want to do
the right thing. Equally important, a presidential announcement or
executive order would covey to the American people the Presi-
dent's sincere concern about the need to encourage academic
achievement among minorities and to provide financial assistance
for them to attend college. Many minority students who benefit
from the scholarships that would have been called into question,
will not quality for assistance if the surrogates of "low income"
and "educationally disadvantage" are used. To be more direct,
many of the students being recruited and awarded these scholar-
ships are academically gifted and black. To suggest that all minori-
ty students who receive scholarship or financial assistance to
attend collegemust do so based on "need" or "educational disad-
vantage" or based on race/national origin aloneis mistaken and
racist. I reject the notion, advanced by the Administration, that
"race alone" is ever the only consideration.

I do, however, believe that race can and should be the overriding
consideration when all all factors are equal, e.g., academic qualifi-
cations, financial need or educational disadvantage. Race, after all,
was the mopt important factor in determining the status of Afri-
can-Americans in this countryit should also be the critical factor
in remedying the evils that discrimination wrought on black Amer-
icans, Hispanic Americans, and Native Atnericans.

I will depart from my test here. If we review the situation we
discovered African-Americans have the leading homicide and sui-
cide rate. African-American males who make up somewhere be-
tween 6 to 7 percent of the general population now populate our
prisons at a rate of 55 percent with predictions for the year 2000 to
soaring to 80 percent.
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How can we in our right and civil minds, how can we in wisdom
and sagacity retreat at this point in time from minority scholar-
ships when the social picture is so bleak and young people need en-
couragement, incentive and inspiration.

Thank you for your attention, M-. Chairman, and for your vigi-
lance over the years in the defense of minority Americans.

Our children, African-American and white American, bi own and
red, and the educational institutions that serve them owe you, Mr.
Chairman, a great debt of gratitude.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Adib Shakir follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF DR. ADIB SHAKIR, PRESIDENT

TOUGALOO COLLEGE

Before The

HOUSE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR

December 19, 1990

MR. CHAIRMAN, MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

I AM ADIB SHAKIR, PRESIDENT OF TOUGALOO COLLEGE IN TOUGALOO,

MISSISSIPPI. TOUGALOO COLLEGE WAS FOUNDED IN 1869 BY THE AMERICAN

MISSIONARY SOCIETY OF NEW YORK AND IS NOW AFFILIATED WITH TPF

CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) AND THE UNITED CHURCH OF

CHRIST. WE OFFER THE ASSOCIATE OF ARTS IN EARLY CHILDHOOD

EDUCATION, IN ADDITION TO THE BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE AND BACHELOR

OF SCIENCE DEGREES. OUR ACADEMIC PROGRAM EMPHASIZES THE PHYSICAL

AND NATURAL SCIENCES, MATHEMATICS AND OOMTER SCIENCE. IN

ADDITION, OUR SOC. AL SCIENCES PROGRAM FEATURES SOLID OFFERINGS IN

POLITICAL SCIENCE AND PSYCHOLOGY. OUR UNIQUENESS AS AN ACADEMIC

INSTITUTION LIES IN OUR EXTERNAL ACADEMIC PROGRAMS, INCLUDING THE

AFRICAN STUDY TRAVEL PROJECT AND THE CREATIVE WRITING WORKSHOP, AS

WELL AS OUR STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAMS WITH BROWN UNIVERSITY AND

BOWDOIN cOLLEGE. WE ALSO OFFER COOPERATIVE ACADEMIC PROGRAMS WITH

MANY OUTSTANDING COLLEGES AND UNIVER(IITIES AROUND THE COUNTRY,
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INCLUDING BOSTON UNIVERSITY (Early Medical School Selection

Program), BROWN UNIVERSITY (Early Identification Program in

Medicine), HOWARD UNIVERSITY, TUSKEGEE UNIVERSITY, GEORGIA

INSTITUTE of TECHNOLOGY, UNIVERSITY of MISSISSIPPI and UNIVERSITY

of WISCONSIN at Madison (Joint Engineering Degree programs).

I APPEAR BEFORE YOU TODAY ON BEHALF OF THE UNITED NEGRO

.COLLEGE FUND (UNCF), AND THE 41 MEMBER COLLEGE PRESIDENTS WHO SERVE

THE MORE THAN 48,000 STUDENTS FROM ALMOST EVERY STATE AND THIRTY

FOREIGN COUNTRIES. UNCF COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES ARE INTEGRATED

INSTITUTIONS WHICH INCLUDE MORE THAN 1,000 NON-MINORITY STUDENTS

WHO ATTEND OUR MEMBER INSTITUTIONS EACH YEAR. SINCE MOST UNCF

STUDENTS COME FROM LOW INCOME FAMILIES -- ALMOST NINETY PERCENT OF

OUR STUDENTS RECEIVE FINANCIAL AID -- THEY ARE HIGHLY DEPENDENT ON

FEDERAL, STATE AND INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT TO PAY THEIR COLLEGE

COSTS.

I WANT TO COMMEND YOU, MR. CHAIRBAN, FOR YOUR WILLINGNESS AND

DEDICATION TO HOLD THIS HEARING TO GATHER PUBLIC SUPPORT FOR

CONTINUING THE VARIOUS INSTITUTIONAL MINORITY SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAMS,

AND TO PROVIDE A FORUM TO EXPRESS OUR OPPOSITION TO THIS PROPOSED

RETREAT FROM THE NATION'S COMMITMENT TO EQUAL OPPORTUNITY IN HIGHER

EDUCATION. I AM PLEASED TO JOIN MY COLLEAGUES, BOB ATWELL OF THE

AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION (ACE) AND DICK ROSSER OF THE NATIONAL

ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES (NAICU), HERE

TODAY. WE WANT YOU TO KNOW THAT THE HIGHER EDUCATION COMMUNITY -
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- PUBLIC AND PRIVATE, TRADITIONALLY WHITE AND HISTORICALLY BLACK -

- IS UNITED IN ITS OPPOSITION TO THE INITIATIVE ANNOUNCED BY

ASSISTANT SECRETARY MICHAEL L. WILLIAMS ON DECEMBER 12, 1990.

FURTHER, WE ARE riQUALLY CONCERNED ABOUT THE REVISION OR "REVERSAL"

ANNOUNCED YESTERDAY. WE SHARE A COMMON VIEW THAT EVERY YOUNG MAN

OR WOMAN, REGARDLESS OF FAMILY INCOME, HERITAGE OR CIRCUMSTANCES,

OUGHT TO HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO ATTEND COLLEGE. FOR MOST MINORITY

STUDENTS, WHETHER THEY ARE BLACK, HISPANIC OR INDIAN, THAT MEANS

PROVIDING FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO OVERCOME GENERATIONS OF

DISCRIMINATION AGAINST THEIR PARENTS AND GRANDPARENTS IN

EMPLOYMENT. THE LEGACY OF RACE AND NATIONAL ORIGIN DISCRIMINATION

IN AMERICA OBLIGATES THIS NATION TO USE EVERY POSSIBLE WEAPON IN

THE FIGHT TO MAKE EQUAL OPPORTUNITY IN HIGHER EDUCATION A REALITY,

NOT JUST RHETORIC FOR MINORITIES IN AMERICA.

AS PRESIDENT OF TOUGALGO COLLEGE, WITH ITS 950 STUDENTS

PURSUING THEIR DREAM AND THEIR FAMILY'S DREAM OF A COLLEGE

EDUCATION, I WAS SHOCKED TO LEARN LAST WEEK THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF

EDUCATION PLANNED TO EMBRACE A POLICY WHICH WOULD ELIMINATE

SCHOLARSHIPS FOR MINORITIES BECAUSE THEY DISCRIMINATE AGAINST NON-

MINORITY STUDENTS. MY COLLEAGUES IN UNCF AND I WERE OUTRAGED THAT

A RELATIVELY INEXPERIENCED PRESIDENTIAL APPOINTEE WOULD PROPOSE THE

REVERSAL OF A DECADES LONG FEDERAL COMMITMENT TO EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

IN HIGHER EDUCATION. TO NNVE DONE SO WITHOUT CONSULTING WITH KEY

OFFICIALS IN THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION -- NOT TO MENTION ANYONE

AT THE WHITE HOUSE -- RAISES A CONCERN ABOUT WHERE MINORITY

-3-
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EDUCATION AND "CIVIL RIGHTS" ARE ON OUR NATIONAL AGENDA IN 1990!

SEVERAL THINGS ARE CLEAR. EVEN AS THE WHITE HOUSE SEEKS TO

UNSCRAMBLE THE LAW AND ITS OWN POLICY IN THIS AREA: AND AS WE

ASSESS THE DAMAGE ALREADY WROUGHT WHEN WE MAKE PUBLIC POLICY BY

PRESS CONFERENCE: AND WE ENTRUST THE FUTURES OF THOUSANDS OF

AFRICAN AMERICANS, HISPANIC AMERICANS AND NATIVE AMERICANS TO THOSE

WHO PLACE POLITICS ABOVE PRINCIPLE -- WE MUST REMAIN VIGILANT AND

COMMITTED.

FIRST, MR. WILLIAMS NEEDS TO REVIEW HIS HISTORY BECAUSE HE

SEEMS TO HAVE FORGOTTEN THAT 1T TOOK CONGRESS ALMOST THIRTY YEARS

AFTER THE FIRST MORRILL ACT, TO CREATE "SEPARATE BUT UNEQUAL"

HISTORICALLY BLACK LAND GRANT COLLEGES. ALMOST ONE HUNDRED YEARS

LATER, BLACK AND HISPANIC YOUNGSTERS REMAIN IN LARGELY-SEGREGATED

URBAN SCHOOL DISTRICTS RECEIVING BELOW QUALITY PREPARATION FOR THE

ECONOMIC AND EDUCATIONAL CHALLENGES OF THE YEAR 2000 AND BEYOND.

THEIR CERTIFICATES OF ATTENDANCE OFTEN RETURN TO HAUNT THEM WHEN

THEY ENTER COLLEGE OR SEEK EMPLOYMENT IN OUR TECHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

SECOND, MR. WILLIAMS NEEDS TO REVIEW THE STATISTICAL REALITIES

OF YINOPITY PARTICIPATION IN HIGHER EDUCATION. NOTWITHSTANDING THE

FACT THAT INCREASING NUMBERS OF AFRICAN AMERICANS ARE GRADUATING

FROM HIGH SCHOOL, THEIR ENROLLED-IN-COLLEGE RATES CON1INUE 10

DECLINE. ACCORDING TO ACE's EIGHTH ANNUAL STATUS REPORT ON

-4-
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"MINORITIES IN HIGHER EDUCATION" BETWEEN 1976 AND 1988, THE

ENROLLED IN COLLEGE RATE OF DEPENDENT, LOW-INCOME AFRICAN AMERICAN

HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES DROPPED FROM 40 PERCENT TO 30 PERCENT, WHILE

THE PERCENTAGE OF LOW INCOME HISPANIC HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES GOING

ON TO COLLEGE FELL FROM 50 PERCENT TO 35 PERCENT, EVEN MORE

DISTURBING IS THE FACT THAT IN 1989, THE NUMBER OF BLACK MALES 18-

24 YEARS OLD WHO WERE IN PRISON, ON PAROLE OR ON PROBATION

(609,690) EXCEEDED THE NUMBER OF 18-24 YEAR OLD BLACK MALES

ENROLLED IN COLLEGE (436,000).

THIRD MR. WILLIAMS APPARENTLY HAS FORGOTTEN THE ADMONITION

IN "ONE-THIRD OF A NATION" REGARDING MINORITY PROGRESS IN AMERICAN

SOCIETY. "America is moving backward not forward -- in its

efforts to achieve the full participation of minority citizens in

the life and prosperity of the nation....In education, employment,

income, health, longevity, and other basic measures of individual

and social well-being, gaps persist -- and in some cases are

widening -- between members of minority groups and the majority

population....If we allow these disparities to continue. the United

States will suffer a compromised quality of life and a lower

standard of living." "ONE-THIRD OF A NATION" MAY 1988,

IT IS APPARENT TO ME THAT THE NATION'S SUCCESS AT FULFILLING

ITS DECADES LONG COMMITMENT TO ELIMINATING RACIAL AND FINANCIAL

BARRIERS TO COLLEGE PARTICIPATION FOR MINORITIES REPRESENTS

SOMETHING LESS THAN A COMPLETE VICTORY!
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UNCF JOINS TODAY, WITH THE REST OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION

COMMUNITY, IN REPUDIATING THE EFFORTS OF SOME IN THIS

ADMINISTRATION TO RENEGE ON AMERICA'S PROMISE TO HER CITIZENS OF

COLOR. DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. SUMMARIZED THAT PROMISE IN HIS

1963 MARCH ON WASHINGTON SPEECH AT THE LINCOLN MEMORIAL:

"In a sense we have come to our Nation's Capital to cash

a check. When the architects of our great republic wrote the

magnificent words of the Constitution and the Declaration of

Independence, they wer- signing a promissory note to which

every American was to fall heir.

This note was a promise that all men, yes black men as

well as white men, would be guaranteed the inalienable rights

of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.

It is obvious today that America has delaolted on this

promissory note insofar as her :itizens at olcr Ire

concerned. Instead of honoring this sacred obligation,

America has given its colored people a bad check, A check that

has come back marked "insuffiCient funds."

But we refuse to believe that the tank of 3ustice is

hanK-upt. We refuse tci believe that there are insufficient

funds in the great vaults of opportunity of this nation. So

-6-
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we have come to cash this check, a check that will give us

upon demand the riches of freedom and the security of

justice." "I HAVE A DREAM," Martin Luther King, Jr. 1963.

THE MAJOR QUESTION THAT ARISES FROM THE EVENTS OF LAST WEEK AND

THE ANNOUNCEMENT BY ASSISTANT SECRETARY WILLIAMS WAS NOT ANSWERED

BY THE PRESIDENT'S DECISION TO REVERSE THE 'CIVIL RIGHTS POLICY BY

PRESS RELEASE' AFFECTING MINORITY SCHOLARSHIPS. IN FACT, THOSE OF

US WHO ARE MOST CONCERNED ABOUT ASSURING THAT MINORITIES OF ALL

INCOME LEVELS AND EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUNDS HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO

ENTER AND COMPLETE COLLEGE NEED TO RE-DOUBLE OUR EFFORTS.

THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE AND OTHERS IN THE BUSH

ADMINISTRATION I "END TO DESTROY AFFIRMATIVE EFFORTS TO ELIMINATE

THE VESTIGES OF RACIAL SEGREGATION IN AMERIcA, AND TO DISMANTLE

FEDERAL EFFORTS DESIGNED TO EQUALIZE OPPORTUNITY IN AMERICA. NEWS

ACCOUNTS OF THE MEETING CALLED ON MONDAY BY WHITE HOUSE CHIEF OF

STAFF JOHN SUNUNU WITH ASSISTANT SECRETARY WILLIAMS MAKES IT QUITE

CLEAR THAT THE DECISION WAS BASED ON PDLITICAL, NOT SUDTANTIVE

GROUNDS. TUESDAY MORNING'S WASHINGTON POST INDICATED THAT BOTH THE

WHITE HOUSE COUNSEL AND THE JUSTICE DEPARTMENT LAWYERS AGREED WITH

WILLIAMS' INTERPRETATION or THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1964 AND

RELEVANT COURT OPINIONS THAT " RACE-SPECIFIC" SCHOLARSHIPS ARE

PROHIBITED. THE FACT THAT THE MINORITY SCHOLARSHIPS "GRENADE" IS

BEING ROLLED "...BACK INTO THE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT'S BACKYARD ....

WHENCE IT CAME" DOES NOT MEAN THAT WE HAVE SEEN THE IAST OF IT.
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RECENT HISTORY, IN FACT, SUGGESTS THAT WE WILL CERTAINLY SEE

IT AGAIN. TWICE DURING THE 101ST CONGRESS, THE BUSH ADMINISTRATION

JUSTICE DEPARTMENT OPPOSED CONGRESS' EFFORTS TO PROVIDE "RACE-

SPECIFIC" MINORITY SCHOLARSHIP AND LOAN ASSISTANCE FOR PERSONS

ENTERING THE HEALTH PROFESSIONS (H.R. 3240/S. 1606, THE

DISADVANTAGED MINORITY HEALTH IMPROVEMENT ACT) AND ENTERING THE

HANDICAPPED TEACHING PROFESSION (H.R. 1013, THE EDUCATION OF THE

HANDICAPPED AMENDMENTS OF 1990). IN BOTH INSTANCES, THE JUSTICE

DEPARTMENT, IN LETTERS OF OPPOSITION TO SENATOR KENNEDY AND

CONGRESSMAN OWENS, CITED CITY OF RICHMOND V. J,R, CROSON AS THE

BASIS FOR THEIR VIEW THAT EVEN CONGRESS MAY NOT ENACT A REMEDIAL

RACIAL PREFERENCE OR RACE SPECIFIC "SETASIDES" WHEN RACIALLY-

NEUTRAL ALTERNATIVES ARE AVAILABLE. THIS SAME LINE OF REASONING

HAS BEEN ADVANCED HERE IN SUPPORT OF THE ELIMINATION OF MINORITY

SCHOLARSHIPS.

THE JUSTICE DEPARTMENT'S CONSISTENT POSITION HAS BEEN ONE OF

OPPOSITION TO AFFIRMATIVE EFFORTS TO ENHANCE MINORITY ACCESS TO

HIGHER EDUCATION. JUSTICE'S READING OF REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY

OF CALIFORNIA, DAVIS V. BAKKE PRECLUDES THE CONSIDERATION OF RACE

IN MAKING ADMISSIUNS DECISIONS AND AID AWARD DECISIONS. THEIR

READING OF CROSON, WHICH WE BELIEVE TO BE INAPPLICABLE TO FINANCIAL

AID DECISIONS BY INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION, IS BOTH NARROW

AND IVNCCURATE.
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THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE'S AND THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION'S

CONSISTENTLY PRESCRIPTIVE READING OF BOTH ULU AND CROSON UNDERLIE

THEIR MISGUIDED ATTEMPTS TO CONSTRAIN BOTH CONGRESS' AND THE HIGHER

EDUCATION COMMUNITY'S EFFORTS TO REVERSE CENTURIES OF

DISCRIMINATION BY IMPLEMENTING AFFIRMATIVE EFFORTS TO ENROLL AND

GRADUATE MINORITY STUDENTS. WE BELIEVE THAT BAKK PROVIDES AMPLE

GUIDANCE TO COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES: (1) SEEKING TO PROVIDE

SCHOLARSHIPS TO HIGHLY QUALIFIED MINORITY STUDENTS AS A MEANS OF

DIVERSIFYING THEIR STUDENT BODY AND ENHANCING THE REPRESENTATION

OF MINORITIES IN CERTAIN CAREER FIELDS/PROFESSIONS; (2) ENGAGING

IN THE IMPLEMENTATION OF VOLUNTARY AFFIRMATIVE EFFORTS TO ENHANCE

MINORITY PARTICIPATION IN HIGHER EDUCATION THROUGH SCHOLARSHIPS

THAT CONSIDER RACE AS ONE FACTOR IN MAKING THE AWARD; AND (3) USING

"OTHER-RACE" SCHOLARSHIPS AT MAJORITY AND MINORITY INSTITUTIONS T-

EFFECT DESEGREGATION PURSUANT TO A COURT ORDER, CONSENT DECREE, OR

ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER/AGREEMENT.

THE SuPREME COURT WAS QUITE CLEAR ON THE CENTRAL POINT HERE

-- THE USE OF RACE AS ONE FACTOR. JUSTICE POWELL, WRITING FOR THE

COURT SAID:

"The experience of other university admissions programs,

which take race into account in achieving the educational

diversity valuea by the First Amendment, demonstrates that the

assignment of a fixed number of places to a minority group in

not a necessary means toward that end...

-9-
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In such an admissions program, race or ethnic background

may be deemed a "plus" in a particular applicant's file, yet

it does not insulate the individual from comparison with all

other candidates for the available seats.

In short, an admissions program operated in this way is

flexible enough to consider all pertinent elements of

diversity in light of the particular qualifications of each

applicant, and to place them on the same footing for

consideration, although not necessarily according to the same

weight. Indeed the weight attributed to a particular quality

may vary from year to year depending upon the "mix" both of

the student body and the applicants for the incoming class."

(438 U.S. 265 316-18)

THE SUPREME COURT'S CROSON DECISION IS SPECIFICALLY FOCUSED ON THE

ABILITY OF LOCAL GOVERNMENTS TO EMULATE CONGRESS IN ENACTING RACE,

NATIONAL ORIGIN OR GENDER-BASED "SETASIDES" AND NOT TO ACADEMIC

INSTITUTIONS, PUBLIC OR PRIVATE. EVEN IF CROSON COULD BE EXTENDED

TO THE ADMISSIONS DECISIONS OF PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER

EDUCATION, WE BELIEVE IT IS WHOLLY INAPPLICABLE TO THE AWARD OF

SCHOLARSHIPS OR OTHER STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE.
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THE UNITED NEGRO COLLEGE FUND WELCOMES PRESIDENT BUSH'S

DECISION TO MODIFY THE PROPOSED POLICY CHANGE ANNOUNCED LAST

WEDNESDAY BY THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF EDUCATION FOR CIVIL RIGHTS.

WE URGE THE PRESIDENT, HOWEVER, TO GO FURTHER AND TO DIRECT THE

ASSISTANT SECRETARY AND THE ATTORNEY GENERAL TO ABANDON THEIR

OPPOSITION TO CONGRESSIONALLY-MANDATED "RACE-SPECIFIC" SETASIDES

AND REMEDIAL FEDERAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS. IN ADDITION, UNCF

BELIEVES THAT VOLUNTARY EFFORTS TO AMELIORATE THE PRESENT EFFECTS

OF PAST DISCRIMINATION -- AFFIRMATIVE ADMISSION AND MINORITY

SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAMS, IN PARTICULAR -- SHOULD BE ENCOURAGED AND

AFFIRMED. THIS HAS BEEN THE CASE IN THE PAST AND IT SHOULD.BE THE

CASE FOR THE FORESEEABLE FUTURE.

SUCH A DECISION BY THE PRESIDENT WOULD REMOVE THE PALL CAST

BY ASSISTANT SECRETARY WILLIAMS' ANNOUNCEMENT LAST WEEK AND THE

CERTAIN "CHILL" PLACED ON COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES THAT WANT TO

DO THE RIGHT THING! EQUALLY IMPORTANT, A PRESIDENTIAL

ANNOUNCEMENT OR EXECUTIVE ORDER WOULD CONVEY TO THE AMERICAN PEOPLE

THE PRESIDENT'S SINCERE CONCERN ABOUT THE NEED TO ENCOURAGE

ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT AMONG MINORITIES AND TO PROVIDE FINANCIAL

ASSISTANCE FOR THEM TO ATTEND COLLEGE. MANY MINORITY STUDENTS WHO

BENEFIT FROM THE SCHOLARSHIPS THAT WOULD HAVE BEEN CALLED INTO

QUESTION, WILL NOT QUALIFY FOR ASSISTANCE IF THE SURROGATES OF "LOW

INCOME" AND "EDUCATIONALLY DISADVANTAGE" ARE USED. TO BE MORE
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DIRECT, MANY OF THE STUDENTS BEING RECRUITED AND AWARDED THESE

SCHOLARSHIPS ARE ACADEMICALLY GIFTED AND BLACK. TO SUGGEST THAT ALL

MINORITY STUDENTS WHO RECEIVE SCHOLARSHIP OR FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

TO ATTEND COLLEGE -- MUST DO SO BASED ON "NEED" OR "EDUCATIONAL

DISADVANTAGE" OR BASED ON RACE/NATIONAL ORIGIN ALONE IS MISTAKEN

AND RACIST. I REJECT THE NOTION, ADVANCED BY THE ADMINISTRATION,

THAT 'RACE ALONE' IS EVER THE ONLY CONSIDERATION.

I DO, HOWEVER, BELIEVE THAT RACE CAN AND SHOULD BE THE

OVERRIDING CONSIDERATION WHEN ALL OTHER FACTORS ARE EQUAL, E.G.

ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS, FINANCIAL NEED OR EDUCATIONAL

DISADVANTAGE. RACE, AFTER ALL, WAS THE MOST IMPORTANT FACTOR IN

DETERMINING THE STATUS OF AFRICAN AMERICANS IN THIS COUNTRY -- IT

SHOULD ALSO BE THE CRITICAL FACTOR IN REMEDYING THE EVILS THAT

DISCRIMINATION WROUGHT ON BLACK AMERICANS, HISPANIC AMERICANS AND

NATIVE AMERICANS.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION, MR. CHAIRMAN, AND FOR YOUR

VIGILANCE OVER THE YEARS IN THE DEFENSE OF THE RIGHTS OF MINORITY

GROUP AMERICANS THROUGHOUT THE NATION. OUR CHILDREN -- BLACK AND

WHITE, BROWN AND RED -- AND THE EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS THAT SERVE

THEM OWE YOU A GREAT DEBT OF GRATITUDE!

12
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December 21, 1990

The President
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear Mr. President:

/ am writing on behalf of myself and the 41
member Presidents of the United Negro College Fund
(UNCF). As you know, our historically black,
predominantly liberal arts institutions, are
located throughout the South and in Ohio and
Texas. More than 48,000 students from around the
Nation and thirty foreign countries are enrolled
at our member institutions. Although we are
viewed as all-black institutions, more than 1,000
of our students are not African American.
Included among our black student population, about
fifty-eight percent are black women and 42 percent
are black men. The overwhelming majority of
students attending our colleges are low-Income and
ninety percent of all UNCF students receive some
form of financial aid.

Because many of these students are aid-
dependent and low-income, they could not attend
college without both the institutional and Federal
financial assistance we provide. The UNCF member
presidents, as well as the board members and
officers of the College Fund, are quite concerned
about the two recent announcements by the
Education Department Assistant Secretary for Civil
Rights affaztirg minority scholarships. Along
with many -.he-3 in the nigher education
commuo:tr, we urge you to review and reverse
Assistant "ecretary Williams first and second
pronouncements in their entirety.

While some have placed great significance on
the legal arguments involved, we believe the
public policy issue is far more important. The
Federal government's historic legacy of "separate,
but equal" in higder education did not end with
the Supreme Court's =Lin decision in 1954, nor
did its decades-old commitment to fostering equal
opportunity in higher education and to eliminating
financial barriers to "access" and "choice" begin

*A mind is a tcrribk thing to waste'
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with the passage of the 1964 Civil Rights Act.
Although discrimination has been determined to be
unconstitutional and outlawed as an official
policy with the sanction of law, the practice of
discrimination in the economic life oc the Nation,
as well as in our educational insti
continues. That fact of life leaved Aany African
American youngsters, who disproportionately come
from lower income families and thus are second-
generation victims of discrimination in
employment, unable to afford the rising cost of a
college education. Even sadder than the econonic
discrimination that disproportionately affects
black youngsters, is the discrimination that
assigns them to interior schools with less well-
prepared teachers second-class facilities, and
insufficient booi- and the other tools of quality
instruction. Frequently, even those with high-
school diplomas are unprepared and underprepared
to compete successfully in college.

Many students, however, overcome even these
societal, familial and institutional barriers to
achieve academically in public, private and
parochial secondary schools. They are not always
"educationally disadvantaged" and many --
depending on their family situation -- may not
meet need-based criteria to be considered as low-
income, and thus they do not qualify for Federal
student aid or other need-based awards.
Institutions of higher education must compete for
these minority students who can afford to be
select..ve in a competitive market. Since most of
these institutions have, implicitly or explicitly,
operated institutions which excluded African
Americans and other racial o: national origin
minorities, it is entirely arpropriate for these
institutions to undertake affirmative efforts to
enhance linority enrollment. Many in the 3outh,
like th. ')rtiversity of Alabama and the University
of Louisville, are under court order or have
entered intc a consent/voluntary agreement to
increase minority enrollment.

The civil rights enforcement policy
articulated by Assistant Secretary Williams not
only will reverse our collective efforts to
Increase the numbers of minorities entering and
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completing college, but will renege on the Federal
government's commitment to achieving equal
opportunity in higher education. At a time when
the Nation is -- moving toward the Year 2000 when
its human resource needs and economic growth will
be more dependent than ever on minorities --
certainly going to need every trained African,
Hispanic and Native American it can find, it is
both legally indefensible and morally repugnant to
learn that someone sworn to uphold the law is
attempting to undercut it. We were especially
appalled to learn that the reversal of the
decades-long commitment to equal opportunity is
announced at a press conference, rather than
pursued through the normal rule-making or judicial
processes.

Race-conscious efforts in Federal programs
have been approved by the Supreme Court of the
United States in fullilove v. rlutznicK, so long
as its purpose is remedial, and countenanced in
Board of Regents of the University of California,
Davis v. Dakke so long as race is not the sole
factor in determining admission. Mr. Williams'
decision will adversely affect not only the
affirmative efforts of majority institutions that
voluntarily seek to increase minority
enrollments, but also our forty-ono black private
colleges which currently administer racially
exclusive scholarships and UNCF which raises funds
for the sole purpose of providing a college
education for Black Americans.

Left unchecked, these announcements will
decimate the national effort to eradicate a
century of segregation in our Nation's colleges
and universities, and to equalize educational
opportunity in higher education. The December 18,
1990 announcement is so confused in its attempt to
articulate an enforcement policy, and simply wrong
as to its interpretation of the existing case law
and the application of the Civil Rights
Restoration Act of 1989, that we believe the
entire initiative must be withdrawn and/or
rescinded.

While the UNcF takes no position on the
merits of the Martin Luther King, Jr. holiday
issue in Arizona, we do strongly support
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voluntary efforts to enhance minority enrollments
at majority institutions and to provide college
opportunities for African Americans and all other
minority and under-represented student groups. We
therefore strongly oppose Assistant Secretary
Williams, proposed reversal of a longstanding
policy luvoring the use of affirmative efforts --
through "other-race" scholarships
-- to promote desegregation in higher education,
and -- through the use of minority scholarships --
to enhance the enrollment of African American,

Hispanic American and Native Americans at
traditionally white institutions.

We believe Mr. Williams initiative, although
perhaps well-intentioned, is wide of the mark on
both legal and public policy grounds. All
Americans believe, as you do, that the use of
education as a tool in our efforts to advance the
cause of equal opportunity and full citizenship for
all must remain a National goal. Erecting this new
barrier, at a time when our Nation needs to educate
and train every person who is able and willing to
work, is wrong.

The UNCF college presidents join in urging you,
in the strongest possible terms, to reverse this
decision in its entirety and direct both the
Department of Education and the Department of
Justice cease their opposition to congressionally-
mandated race-specific "set-asides" and remedial
Federal assistance programs. In addition, we hope
you will issue a public statement or Executive Order
in support of voluntary efforts to ameliorate the
present effects of past discrimination --
affirmative admission and minority scholarships, in
particular -- should be encouraged and affirmed.

Sincerely,

Oswald P. Bronson, Sr.

OPB:bve
cc: "'Christopher F. Edley, Sr.

Virgil Ecton
UNCF Presidents

t,
1/4- IA
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Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Shakir.
I wonder if some of the staff people who are occupying seats in

the audience would care to occupy some of the seats on a lower
rung that ordinarily Members would be occupying so that some of
those who are standing in the rear of the room might be seated.

Do we have any volunteers of staff people?
Those who have been on the payroll?
The next witness is Dr. Richard Rosser, President, National Asso-

ciation of Independent Colleges and Universities.
Mr. ROSSER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and members

of the committee.
I am Richard F. Rosser, President of the National Association of

Independent Colleges and Universities. I am very happy to he here
because, unfortunately, private higher education really has become
the focus of the department's second, December 18, 1990 policy ex-
planation.

I would like my written comments entered into the record.
Chairman HAWKINS. Without objection, the prepared statement

will be entered in the record.
I would also notify the other witnesses that we would be delight-

ed to do that and then have you summarize highlights which will
permit us the opportunity of questioning the witnesses and also
favor the other witnesses who will come after you so that we will
not be here too late tonight, I hope.

Dr. Rosser, thank you for offering that suggestion.
Mr. RO.ISER. I also might note that if you find the testimony per-

suasive, it was prepared by Shirley VVilcher who had excellent
training as a member of your staff.

Chairman HAWKINS. We want to recognize that and to thank Ms.
Wilcher for continuing her professional service to the Nation and
we are delighted that she is able to do so.

Mr. ROSSER. Independent colleges have been committed to access
for students from all backgrounds for years and years and one of
the major factors indicating that commitment is that right now
this last year we gave more financial aid out of our institutional
resources to all students attending our schools than did all of the
Federal Government's combined, including the subsidy for the Staf-
ford loan program.

That is our commitment in general to trying to make ourselves
accessible. We have had a special commitment to try to bring in
minorities.

First, we assumed it was national policy going back to civil rights
acts. We saw the regulations coming out of the department and
these have not been focused on.

It is important to note that there have been regulations in effect
for years, which have never been changed. After Bakke there was a
special directive printed in the Federal Register which showed that
Bakke did not basically change the affirmative action.

Secretary Cavazos spoke about the need to increase access for mi-
norities. It is possible for you as a legislative body to set up specific
programs for minority students so we thought we really were
trying to carry out the national purpose.

As a matter of fact, we have done remarkably well. We did a
study a year ago, how many minorities do we actually enroll in all
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our institutions. We found that we now enroll the same percentage
of minorities in private colleges and universities as are found in
four-year public institutions and the rates of increase of minority
enrollment in our schools is now higher than public institutions.

This has been because of voluntary affirmative action and that is
meaningful where, of course, you have financial aid available.

Eighty-two percent of the A.fro-Americans in our institutions are
on financial aid. Where we are talking about shall we say a fairly
expensive institution, say, a institution with tuition of $10,000 or
$11,000, room and board another four or five, a total cost of $16 to
$17,000, where we are dealing with a minority student with full fi-
nancial need, we are supplying eight or nine thousand dollars out
of that total package.

The rest comes from Federal and State grants. Federal money is
declining in terms of the actual money going to individual stu-
dents. One question I have been asked frequently, how many pro-
grams do you have specifically for minorities. VVe don't know. It
was never an issue until two weeks ago when we were suddenly
told that all of these programs, if specifically for minorities and re-
gardless of the source of the money, that these were illegal.

Yesterday, we are told that it is perfectly proper to have these
programs if they are given by a donor and specifically dedicated to
recruiting minorities but not if the institution provides the funds.

I don't know whether you have had a chance, you must have, to
read the six points which Mr. Williams enunciated yesterday.

Under Title VI, however, private universities receiving Federal
funds may not fund race-exclusive scholarships with their own
funds. Does this mean that State institutions can use their institu-
tional funds, and I suggest this is happening right now.

We called the Department for a clarificaticn. We were then told
after the press conference that the world private should not have
been in there. if the world "private" should not have been in there,
does this mean that the Department is now saying that State insti-
tutions may not use institutional funds?

I don't know where the Department is but if it is saying that we
cannot use institutional funds, this is complicated our efforts to
brinj in minorities into our institutions.

at is a better example of voluntary affirmative action than
our decision to use these funds towards these ends. Most of the
money that we now use is not from endowed funds, it is from other
sources.

I wish that we had all of these programs endowed. We don't.
The idea that after a four year period we could endow all these

programs rather than simply using institutional aid, that is the
kind of miracle I don't expect to happen. There is a program,
Young Black Scholars of Los Angeles. It is now a program which is
trying to help at this point 1200 black high school seniors in Los
Angeles to prepare for college.

Some 700 of these, our private colleges in California are looking
at.

They have publicly announced to these black students that if
they are acceptable in terms of admissions, that our private institu-
tions will meet remaining financial need and this money can only
come out of institutional funds and not endowed money.
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This was declared illegal yesterday. Well, I suppose we could say,
could we just get the department to follow its own regulations,
which have never been changed.

Could we get the Administration to encourage the department to
do this? Because, after a1.1, these regulations are based on your leg-
islation, and Supreme Court decisions. We just cannot have one As-
sistant Secretary unilaterally crippling the efforts of 1600 private
colleges and universities and also I am afraid of State colleges and
universities in our attempt to do everything possible to bring in mi-
norities into our institutions.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Richard F. Rosser follows:]
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the coamittee. xy name

is Richard F. Rosser, and I am president of the National Associa-

tion of Independent Colleges and Universities (NAICU). I am very

pleased to testify before you today on an issue that is critically

important to our meaberst financial assistance in the form of

scholarships for members of minority groups -- and women, as well.

Biglankung

NATCU's membership includes more thar 540 colleges and

universities. Our membership is as diverse as the nation itself.

NAICU institutions include tradWonal liberal arts colleges, major

research universities, church- and faith-related colleges,

historically black colleges and universities, women's colleges,

junior colleges, and schools of law, medicine, engineering,

business, and other professions. This extraordinary diversity

offers students wide selection from which to choose the type of

education that will best servo their interests, needs, and

aspirations.

Enrollments at independent colleges range from fewer than 100

to more than 30,000 students. While we enroll 21 percent of all

students, we award 33 percent of all baccalaureate degrees, 40

percent of all master's degrees, 36 percent of all doctoral

degrees, and 60 percent of all first professional degrees in fields

such as law, medicine, engineering, and business.
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Commitment to Access

NAICU institutions are committed to increasing the nrollment

of minorities in our institutions. In 196B, the year for which the

most current statistics are available, the proportion of minority

students nrolled in four-year independent colleges and univer-

sities was 16.2 percent, compared with 17.6 percent in four-year

state-supported institutions. Of the 16.2 percent minority

enrollment in our colleges, 6.1 percent were African Americans, 6.2

percent were Hispanics, 3.5 percent were Asian Americans, and 0.3

percent were native Americans.

In order to increase the sinority nrollment in our institu-

tions, we must provide financial assistance where needed, and we

do. According to the latest figures from the Department of

Education, 62 percent of all African-American undergraduates

attending independent colleges and universities received financial

assistance, as did 72 percent of all Hispanic undergraduates, and

59 percent of all Asian-American lndergraductes. In 1966, 309,000

minority students attending public and independent colleges and

universities received a total of three-guarters of a billion

dollars in aid from the institutions' own resources.

There are no data, to date, on the amount of aid specifically

earmarked for minority students that is awarded per year on our

campuses, but I firmly believe that the vast majority of

independent colleges and universities provide some form of

scholarship assistanr's for minorities. In addition, I estimate

-2-
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that funds awarded by private colleges are in larger amounts,

compared with state colleges and universities, because our tuitions

are higher on average than at state institutions.

The New OCR "Policy"

The progress we have made in increasing the nrollment of

minorities was seriously undermined by the recent announcement by

the Education Department's Office for Civil Rights (OCR) that our

schools run the risk of violating the Civil Rights Act of 1964 if

we award race-specific scholarships. In Assistant Secretary

Michael L. Williame's letter of December 4 to John 3un3cer,

executive director of the Fiesta Bowl, Williams stated that "the

Title VI regulation includes several provisions that prohibit

recipients of ED funding from denying, restricting, or providing

different or segregated financial aid or other program benefits on

the basis of race, color, or national origin. . . . ocR interprets

these provisions as generally prohibiting race-exclusive

scholarships." The letter goes on to say that "the universities

that those students attend (the University of Louisville and the

University of Alabama] may not directly, or through contractual or

other arrangements, assist the Fiesta Bowl in the award of those

scholarships unless they are subject to a desegregation plan that

mandates such scholarships.°

On the heels of the justifiable outrage expressed by members

of the higher education and civil rights communities, OIR reversed

-3-
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its controversial policy announcement, but only partially. We are

now told that while *the administration fully endorses voluntary

affirmative action in higher education, and encourages ducational

opportunities tor minority and disadvantaged students. . . ED has

decided that the Title VI regulations will be nforced in such a

way as to permit universities receiving federal funds to administer

scholarships established and funded entirely by private persons or

entities where the donor restricts eligibility for such scholar-

ships to minority students." /t goes on to say that "under Title

VI, however, private universities receiving federal funds may not

fund race-exclusive scholarships with their own funds." Aig U.S.

Department of Education News Release, Dec. 10, 1990.

We are relieved that the OCR has begun to modify its position

regarding minority scholarship programs. /t now believes that

scholarships (such as those awarded by the fiesta Bowl) that are

specifically reserved for minority students are consistent with

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. However, OCR has added

to the confusion about what is permissible for colleges and univer-

sities that award scholarships to minority students from all other

sources. It has drawn a distinction between restrioted funds and

other funds available to private colleges and universities to award

minority scholarships. By doing so, OCR seems to suggest that

private colleges and universities may accept money from donora who

designate that it be spent on minority scholarships, but they

-4-
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cannot use their own funds for the identical purposes. This notion

is patently absurd, and has no legal foundation.

The new OCR policy alao conflicts with the department's appeal

to colleges and universities to find ways ta enroll and retain

minority students. Its endorsement of voluntary affirmative action

rings hollow and effectively ties our nands, preventing us from

practicing what OCR preaches.

The administration's review of the OCR policy shows that it

understands the importance of increasing the number of minorities

on our campuses -- hence the rapid revision of Assistant Secretary

Williams's first announcement. But the revision continues to

reflect a fundamental lack of knowledge about the way colleges and

univereities finance their student aid programs, the overwhslming

majority of which uae unrestricted funds. In fact, 61.5 percent of

all scholarship and fellowehip expenditures by both public and

private institution. in 1915-16 were derived from unrestricted

funde. lee U.S. Department of Education, National Center for

Education Statistics, "Financial Statistics of Institutions of

Nigher Education,* 1985-86.

In reality, private colleges and universitiee use money from a

variety of sources, including restricted scholarship. (which are

very few in nusber) and contributions from alumni and others, to

provide financial aid. Thie aid ie awarded to student, based on

need) talent in particular fields such as athletics, music, and

-5-
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science: and to promote diversity. Awarding scholarships has

enabled us to enroll an increasing number of minority students who

have been historically underrepresented on our campuses. Now the

OCR tells us that our efforts to promote diversity have violated

feder61 law.

This new policy comes after wdecade of guidance from the

federal government indicating that scholarships targeted for

minorities were legal. For example, in response to a complaint

filed against the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)

concerning its Minority Tuition Fellowship Program, the Office for

Civil Rights at the Department of Health and Human Services

concluded that MIT did not violate Title VI of the Civil Rights Act

of 1964 by excluding the complainant from its program. us letter

of the Department of Health and Human Services to unnamed

complainant, Complaint Number 01-30-2J46, Sept. 30, 1961.

In its letter of findings dated Sopteaber 30, 1961, OCR

wrote: *The Title VI Regulations state that '. . . a recipient in

administering a program may take affirmative action to overcome the

effects of conditions which resulted in limited participation by

persons of a particular race, color, or national origin." It also

cited the illustrations given in the regulations regarding

permissible voluntary affirmative actions

-6-
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°Even though an applicant or recipient has never used
discriminatory policies, the services and benefits of the
program or activity it administers may not in fact be equally
available to some racial or nationality groups. In such
circumstances, an applicant or recipient may properly give
special consideration to race, color, or national origin to
maks the benefits of its program more widely available to such
groups, not then being adequately served. For exasple, where
a university is not adequately serving sombers of a :particular
racial or nationality group it may establish special recruit-
ment policies to make its program better known and more
readily available to such group, ang_tacathir_atipi_tri

a " (Emphasis
added).

Als jam letter of R. Randolph, Acting Director, OCR, U.S.

Departsent of Education, to Dr. Paul F. Gray, President, MIT,

September 30, 1961, in which ED reached the same result.

The OCR in the Department of Education reached the sass

conclusion in 1982: "The [Title VI) Regulation explains that

remedying the effects of past discrimination say require more than

the application of a race-neutral policy and . . . that voluntary

affirmative action in the absence of past discrimination may

include race-conscious behavior." Aga U.S. Department of

Education, Office of tha Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights,

letter of Burton Taylor, Director, to unnamed complainant (March

24, 1982).

To ay knowledge, the OCR regulations cited in these letters of

findings (34 C.F.R. Section 100.3(b)(6)(ii) and Section 100.5(i))

hav not been rescinded or revised in cny manner. To do so would

require notice in the rederal_Register and opportunity for the

public to comment. We have seen no such notices. Thus, we must

-7-
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question the procedural and legal base. for the recently announced

policy change that clearly conflicts with the policy embodied in

the above-mentioned letter of finding..

Moreover, none of the Supreme Court decisions that may be

relevant in this case support the OCR's policy reversal. lam e.g.,

Ailments of the University of California v. Bakke, 438 U.S. 265

(1978); and City of Richmond_ v. J.A. croson co., 109 S. Ct. 706

(1909). In fact, OCR found in 1983 that the Jakke decisior, which

w. based on a controversial admissions policy at the University of

California at Davis, was not controlling as to the award of

financial aid. It went on to stets that the time of voluntary

affiraative action efforts was consistent with Bakke. Am

Department of Education Memorandum to Gilbert D. Roman, Regional

Director, Region VIII, from Joan Standlee, Deputy Assistant

Secretary for civil Rights, regarding policy clarification re Title

VI and minority fellowship programs at the University of Denver

(March 22, 1983).

In 1989, OCR reportedly dismissed a complaint against the

University of Colorado medical school, which awarded financial aid

to minority students Inder the Patricia Roberts Harris Fellowships

program. ala Washington Post, December 15, 1990. This is a

program created by Congress and administered by the Department of

Education. It is ironic that the department approves of federally

funded scholarships that Congress establishes for groups

traditionally underrepresented in higher education, but not of

- 8 -
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privately funded fforts Jnitiated by the colleges themselves to

achieve the same goals. Surely ths drafters of ths Civil Rights

Act of 1964 did not intend this result.

The steps that our colleges have taken and will continue to

take to increase the number of underrepresented students on our

campuses are entirely consistent with the nation's policy to

promote qual educational opportunity for all Americans. The

legislation that this committee approved in the 101st Congress

xemplifies the goal of providing access to higher education for

all students. For example, the Twenty-First Century Teachers Act

(H.n. 4130) would award financial assistance to institutions of

higher education for programs to identify, recruit, and retain

students to enter the teaching profession. In this legislation,

minorities are specifically earmarked for assistance. In the

Excellence in Mathematics, Science and Engineering Education Act,

Public Law 101-569, signed into law by President Bush on November

16, Congress stated that "women and minorities are significantly

underrepresented in the fields of mathematics, science and

e ngineering," and that its national objective was, among othkr

things, to "substantially increase the number of women and

minorities pursuing careers in mathematics. ocience and engi-

neering." Title IV of the legielatioh is specifically targeted to

e ncourage women and minorities to enter tha math, science, and

e ngineering professions.

-9-
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You are no doubt aware of the minority and gender-based

scholarship provided under the Higher Education Act of 1965 as

amended, including the Patricia Roberts Harris Graduate Fellowships

for financially disadvantaged women and minorities, which was

funded at $17.6 million in ry 1991, and the Minority Participation

in Graduate Education Program, funded at 65.9 million in FY 1991.

What we arw doing in higher education with our own resources is no

less important. Our goal is the same -- to recruit and retain

minority students and women, who have been historically under-

representld in higher education.

I have suggested in my testimony that voider-based scholar-

ships ars in jeopardy under the 07CR's recent iAterpretation of the

law. Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 derives from and

is analogous to Title VI of the Civil Rights Aot of 1964. in 20

U.S.C. Section 1661 t seq. Thus, programs established by many

colleges and universities for the purpose of recruiting and

retaining underrepresented women in various academic and profes-

sional fields may also be of questionable legality.

/In Ouota Issue

I wish to emphasize that scholarships used to recruit and

rwtain underrepresented minorities and women am not guotas.

Quotas deny access to higher education, and without couri. order,

may be illegal under both the Constitution and federal statutes.

Minority or gender-based scholarships do not establish or

-10-
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constitute a barrier. While cholarships may sake it easier for

minority tudent to attend a given institution, they guarantee

neither entry to nor graduation fros an institution.

Conclusion

The National Association of Independent Colleges and

Universities calls upon the administration to rescind totally and

unequivocally the policy directive esbodied in the Iducation

Department's December 18, 1990, news release. If the

administration doe not exercise leadership in this issue, it will

call into question virtually every financial aid program of every

private college and university in the country, create chaos on our

campuses, instigate a barrage of unwarranted litigation, further

discourage sinority students fros applying to college, and

exacerbate the severe shortage of educated workers that this nation

will face in and beyond the year 2000.

Thank you, Kr. Chairman. I will answer any questions that you

or the other members of th committee may have.

9 S
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Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Tatel, we are glad to welcome you back
again. We look forward to your testimony.

Mr. TATEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, my name is

David Tatel. I served as Director of the Office of Civil Rights from
1977 to 1979 when it was part of the Department of Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate very much your kind remarks at the
opening of today's hearing. I today practice law in Washington, and
I would like the record to reflect that although I do advise my own
clients on the issue that is before you today, I am speaking solely
for myself in my somewhat amorphous capacity as a former OCR
director.

I, too, have a written statement. Actually, I had several versions
of this that I had to keep changing on a daily basis to reflect OCR
changes, but I would like to submit a final version for the record
and I will summarize it.

My statement begins with a brief summary of how OCR inter-
preted Title VI with respect to minority scholarships while I was
there and during the period before my tenure. I then point out that
after the Bakke decision, the policy was re-examined in view of'
that case, re-examined, I should add, on the basis Jf a legal opinion
prepared by the Dopartment's general counsel and a judgment was
made that no changes in OCR policy were necessary.

In my view, Mr. Chairman, the Assistant Secretary's effort to
alter OCR policy should be of grave concern to the Congress for
two reasons. The first reason is procedural, and the other witnesses
have mentioned it, as well.

The issues that are before you today are issues of enormous im-
portance. Minority access to higher education, relations between
the races, which are not getting any better in our country, are dif-
ficult and subtle questions of constitutional law.

These are issues that should not be resolved by an Assistant Sec-
retary acting unilaterally and without consultation or fact-finding.
I think it is not inappropriate to remind ourselves that ours is a
government of laws, not of men, and that this kind of capricious
behavior should not be tolerated in our system.

It would have been far preferable for the Assistant Secretary to
have proceeded through the formal regulatory process or at least to
have sought the broadest possible consultation before he took his
action.

This would have allowed him to hear and consider the views of
the higher education community, of civil rights organizations, of
the business community and of all other concerned parties.

And most important, it would have enabled him to have learned
some very important facts about this issue that OCR obviously does
not now know.

How many minority scholarships are there in this country and
what are the'r terms?

How many are funded by public funds and how many private?
What has been their impact on increasing minority enrollment?
What has been their impact on non-minority enrollment?
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These are important questions and it is inconceivable to me that
the Assistant Secretary would have attempted to deal with this
issue without first gaining control of these facts.

The second concern is with the substance of his announcement.
OCR policy until now has represented a careful balance between
the national desire to increase the number of minorities in higher
education without interfering with the rights of non-minorities.

This is an important balance. This is a balance which has
worked successfully for over two decades. There is no evidence that
I know of that minority scholarships have adversely affected the
rights of non-minority and I cannot think of any legitimate reason
for changing the policy now.

A change in policy is certainly not required by the Bakke and
Richmond decisions and I discuss those in my statement.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, although Title VI depends very heavily
on voluntary compliance and although under normal circum-
stances the statements of the Assistant Secretary regarding the
meeting of Title VI should be given great weight, it is very impor-
tant to emphasize that his recent announcements do not bind re-
cipients uf Federal funds.

The fact is that the Assistant Secretary has absolutely no author-
ity to bind any recipients of Federal funds simply by issuing a
press release.

The Assistant Secretary for OCti can act with binding effect in
only one of two wayk, either by initiating the formal regulatory
procedures or by initiating an enforcement proceeding and prevail-
ing before an administrative law judge and, if necessary, a Federal
court.

Since OCR chose neither of these routes, the Assistant Secre-
tary's statements should be viewed as no more than his own per-
sonal opinion as to the applicability of' Title VI to n:inority scholar-
ships.

In conclusioa, Mr. Chairman, let me make a couple of observa-
tions about yesterday's announcement, and about the possible need
for legislation.

In a city that is accustomed to a blizzard of press releases, yester-
day's has to be one of the most interesting and disturbing that I
have ever read. Two examplesparagraph two says that universi-
ties can continue to usecan continue minority scholarship pro-
grams with privately donated money.

In my view, that policy is directly contrary to the Civil Rights
Restoration Act, which the Congress passed several years ago to
overrule the Grove City decision.

Paragraph 3 is even more interesting.
Paragraph 3 is the paragraph which apparently says that OCR

has no administrative enforcement authority where an issue is con-
trolled by a court decision interpreting the Constitution.

Now, if that is what it, in fact, means, the consequences of that
are dramatic. It means, for example, that OCR no longer has juris-
diction over school desegregation cases, which are also controlled
by Supreme Court decisions interpreting the Constitution.

It means, in fact, that the very purpose of OCR and of Title VI,
wnich was passed by Congress to provide an administrative en-
forcement mechanism for implementing the Supreme Court's inter-

160
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pretation of the Constitution, has been co:npletely erased by this
announcement.

I don't even understand how the Assistant Secretary will imple-
ment his own strategy that he announced several days earlier if
this is, in fact, the policy that guides OCR. for a number of his pri-
orities, such as the over-identification of minority childrwl in spe-
cial education and racial harassment on campus are also controlled
by decisions of the Supreme Court interpreting the Constitution.

Finally, the question will naturally arise what should Congress
do. Initially, Congress should wait.

OCR has already changed its position once. It may change it
again, and we should wait, Congress should wait to see what OCR's
final policy is in this area. It may well be, however, that in the end
legislation of some kind will be necessary.

It may be necessary to clarify the tremendous confusion that the
Administration has already created.

It may be necessary to help avoid a great deal of what will be
expensive and divisive litigation and it may be necessary in view of
the increasing conservative views of the courts to preserve minori-
ty scholarships altogether.

If it does become necessary for Congress to act, however, it is ex-
tremely important that Congress act only after the kind of careful
and thorough fact-finding that the Department of Education failed
to do.

There needs to be a thorough record about the role of minority
scholarships, about their impact on increasing minority enroll-
ment, about their impact, if any, on non-minorities so that what-
ever legislation Congress does pass will be fully justified, carefully
targetted to solving the problem and as defensible as possible if it
is challenged in courts.

Thank you for the opportunity to be here today. I would be glad
to join the panel in answering any questions you might have.

[The prepared statement of David S. Tatel followsj
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STATEMENT OF DAVID S. TATEL BEFORE THE

HOUSE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR

DECEMBER 19, 1990

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, my name is

David S. Tatel. I served as Director of the Office for Civil

Rights Elm 1977 to 1975 when it was part of the U.S.

Department of Health, Education E. Welfare. I now practice law

in Washington, D.C.

I appreciate this opportunity to share with the

Committee my views about the legality of minority scholarship

programs. Minority scholarships have played an important role

in increasing minority participation in higher education. The

possibility that they might be viewed as inconsistent with

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 should be of grave

concern to everyone.

Until the week before last, the Dep.rtment of

Education, and the Department of Health, Education & Welfare

before it, had interpreted Title VI and its implementing

regulations to permit minority scholarship programs, either as

part of court-ordered or department-approved desegregati'm

plans or as legitimate efforts to increase the number of

underrepresented minorities on campus and to promote

diversity. As long ago as 1972, OCR indicated that "CsItudent

financiai aid programs based on race or national origin may be

1 (
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consistent with Title VI if the purpose of such aid is to

overcome the effects of past discrimination." Summary of

Requirements of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 for

Institutions of Higher Education. In 1979 OCR reviewed its

interpretation of Title VI in light of the Supreme Court's

decision in Bakke and expressed no change in its view of

minority financial aid programs. age 44 Fed. Reg. 53509 (1979).

The Nssistant Secretary's effort to alter this

long-standing policy should be of great concern to the Congress

for two important reasons. The first is procedural. The

question of the legality of minority scholarships raises issues

of enormous importance: minority access to higher education;

relations between the races, which are not getting any better

in our country; and subtle questions of constitutional law.

Questions like these should not be resolved by an Assistant

Secretary of Education acting unilaterally and without any

consultation or fact-finding.

It is unfortunate that the Assistant Secretary chose

to proceed in this manner. Because of the importance of

minority scholarships and their long-standing legality, it

would have been far preferable for OCR to have proceeded

through the formal regulatory process, or at least to have

sought public comment before making its announcements. This

would have enabled OCR to hear and consider the views of the

university community, of civil rights organizations, and of the

- 2 -
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business community. It would also have enabled OCR to learn

some very important facts about minority sclr)larships that the

agency clearly does not now know, such as the number and scope

of such scholarships, the extent to which such scholarships are

funded by pri.ate donors, the impact such scholarships have had

on minority enrollments and higher edlcation, the proportion of

total scholarship aid that minority scholarships represent, and

the impact, if any, that minority scholarship programs have had

on non-minority students. It is, to say the least,

disappointing that OCR attempted to deal with this important

issue without such information.

The second concern is with the substance of the

Assistant Secretary's announcements. Minority scholarships

have played an important role in increasing minority access to

higher education, and they have done so without any evidence

that they have had an adverse effect on non-minority students.

This is an importala balance, it has worked for over two

decades, and there does not appear to be any legitimate reason

for changing it now.

Rezents of the University of_Salifornia v. Uakke, 438

U.S. 265 (1978), and City_cd_Rirdlinard v. bL.A..Croson Co,, 10q

S. Ct. 706 (1989), certainly do not require a change in

policy. Bakke involved an admissions program, not

scholarships, and as I indicated above, OCR examined its

- 3 -
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policies in view of Bakke shortly after the deciaion was

announced by the Supreme Court, and decided that no change was

necessary.

In Richmond v. CrosAn. the Supreme Court invalidated

Richmond's minority set-aside program because the record

contained insufficient evidence of past discrimination to

justify a race-conscious contracting program. Minority

scholarships, in contrast, are part of a university's ef2ort to

promote diversity, an objective that the Supreme Court held in

Dakkg is a constitutionally acceptable justification for taking

race into account in the admissions process. Only a few monthp

ago, the Supreme Court reaffirmed the importance of diversity

to institutions of higher education. Metro Broadcasting. Inc.

v. Federal Communications Commission, 110 S. Ct. 2997, 3010

(1990).

Moreover, the impact of a minority scholarship program

on non-minod.ties is significantly less and materially

different than the impact on non-minorities of the set-aside

programa involved in both Richmond and Dakkg. Even in those

cases where universities shift modest amounts (az existing

scholarship funds to minority scholarship programs, the impact

on non-minority Students is slight compared to the benefit the

university realizes in terms of promoting diversity.

- 4 -
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The ASsistant Secretary's announcements are

particularly unfortunate because they will, if adopted,

inevitably reduce the amount of scholarship aid available to

minority students. At a time when colleges and universities

need minority participation more than 'aver before, this is a

result that the nation cannot and should not tolerate.

Finally, although Title VI depends heavily on

voluntary compliance, and although the Assistant Secretary's

views as to the meaning of Title VI should normally be given

great weight, it is important to emphasize that the Assistant

Secre'..dry's announcements, in and of themselves, are not

binding on recipients of federal funds, particularly since he

first announced that Title VI meant one thing and then

yesterday announced it meant something quite different. I

mention this because of the many reports in the press following

his first announcement that university administrators were

considering abandoning minority scholarship programs. Indeed,

one OCR employee was quoted last week as saying: "We think

that most institutions . . . will comply with the law if we

tell them what it is." (Education Daily, December 14, 1990).

OCR has no authority to "tell" anyone that some

minority scholarships are now suddenly illegal simply by making

an announcement. OCR can bind recipients of federal funds in

only two ways: either by formal regulation, which involves

- 5 -
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publishing a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking and inviting public

comment; or by initiating formal fund termination proceedings

and prevailing before an Administrative Law Judge and, if

necessary, a federal court. Since OCR has used neither of

these procedures, its announcements should be viewed by

recipients of federal funds as no more than the Assistant

Secretary's opinion as to how Title VI applies to minority

scholarships.

6576t
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Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Tatel.
The Chair will not use the five-minute rule, but I hope the Mem-

bers will accommodate each other by confining their questions as
much as possible to that rule. The Chair will try to set the exam-
ple.

Mr. Atwell, it is my understanding of the new policy that a col-
lege cannot use its own money but can administer money from out-
side sources for minority scholarships. The policy assumes that in-
dividuals or agencies operating scholarship programs are delegated
to separate such funds.

I am wondering about the auditing and the oversight burden in
the compliance with such a policy and trying to administer a finan-
cial aid program under the policy which was stated yesterday.

Mr. ATWELL. I suggested, Mr. Chairman, that the distinction
which Mr. Williams is attempting to draw in point 2 which was re-
ferred to by Mr. Tatel, that is a distinction I suggested without a
difference; when funds come into an institution, they become the
institution's funds.

As Mr. Rosser and I testified, most of the funds that are used for
minority-specific scholarships are the funds of the institution in
every sense of the word, their own funds, tuition and unrestricted
gifts and things of that sort.

So I think that we are into a thicket here. It is at least confusing
and certainly very damaging.

Chairman HAWKINS. Secondly, it appears that technical assist-
ance is going to be offered during a four-year period instead of a
definitive policy or interpretation of the law. Is that your interpre-
tation?

Mr. ATWELL. Mr. Chairman, I haven't the vaguest idea.
Chairman HAWKINS. How do you provide technical assistance if

you don't have a clear-cut policy?
Mr. ATWELL. You are right. I haven't the vaguest idea what tech-

nical assistance means in this instance.
Chairman HAWKINS. If it is the advice given in the last two

weeks, it is going to be conflicting advice that jeopardizes institu-
tions and student assistance.

Mr. ATWELL. All yesterday's statement did was confuse things
even further and offer a four-year transition period to whatever
regulations may be issued. It was more confusing and in many re-
spects a step backward.

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you.
Mr. Coleman.
Mr. COLEMAN. No one would argue the point here today that we

don't need additional minority representation on campus, that di-
versification is an appropriate concern for all of us, and that we
have written much legislation to try to increase underrepresented
minorities on our college campuses.

From the general to the specific, members of the panel, I want to
ask the following question. If you don't agree with this statement,
so state and clarify

Do you believe that the Constitution permits race-based scholar-
ships as the sole criteria for recipients receiving said funds? As a
general statement, is that permitted by the Constitution? If any-
body disagrees with that, they should say so now.

10 3
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Hearing silence, then I will go a step further. Do you want
me---

Mr. ROSSER. Are you saying that according to current interpreta-
tion, et cetera, or what?

Mr. COLEMAN. No, your interpretation of the Constitution.
Mr. ROSSER. It seems to me there are a few links. I would say as

the law is currently interpreted, and we have no indication to the
contrary except for this one change by one individual, that this is
perfectly acceptable and is deemed desirable, voluntary affirmative
action is deemed desirable at this point in time.

We all hope that we will get to the juncture in the history of this
country where this will no longer be necessary, but at this time we
deem it essential.

Mr. SHAKIR. I would echo the same. We have to understand that
the need for the existence of the scholarships are based on the his-
tory that created a situation of inequity that still affects minorities,
so it does become I think a very necessary and affirmative act that
certainly is in accord with the spirit of the pursuit of freedom, jus-
tice and equality, particularly when there have been historical oc-
currences and events that have precipitated the situation that ne-
cessitated the need for some kind of affirmative position to rectify
historical injustices.

Mr. COLEMAN. In both your answers, you were assuming that the
racially restricted scholarship was restricted to blacks, minorities,
or minority members specifically.

I guess the converse of that is the next question I have for you. If
it is constitutional to make scholarships to race based because of
prior discrimination for purposes of trying to create more represen-
tation now, do you not feel it is constitutional if those scholarships
were specifically set up for, say, a majority group such as white
men?

Mr. TATEL. The reason why public and private institutions of
higher education have the constitutional authority to operate mi-
nority scholarship programs stems from their obligation and right
under the First Amendment to promote diversity on campus. That
flows from Justice Powell's decision in Bakke and it was restated
as recently as last year in the Metro Broadcasting case. That
means that race-sensitive scholarship programs, minority scholar-
ship programs are justified if their purpose is to promote cnversity.

A scholarship program for whites on a white campus would not
promote diversity. One on a predominantly black campus would.

Mr. COLEMAN. The crux of the specific issue here is the makeup
of the particular college in question. But as somewhat of an aca-
demic question, Mr. Tatel, do you believe that a person coultt set up
a scholarship program acting as an individual source or corpora-
tion and not limit it to a perticular college campus, but just claim
that they want to set it up for a particular group that might be a
mAjority or might be a minority. Is this illegal or unconstitutional
or would that person lose his IRS tax-exempt status?

Mr. TATEL. I am not a tax lawyer, but there may well be tax con-
sequences to it. The Bob Jones, as you know, controversy was over
just that. It was not a program for funding scholarships for whites,
but it was a segregated white academy. I assume the same policy
would apply.
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The point here is that a certain degree of race-sensitive decision
making has been tolerated by the courts in order for universities to
fulfill their own constitutional authority to promote diversity on
campus, and that is why programs of these kinds have been ap-
proved by OCR for many, many years.

Mr. COLEMAN. I appreciate that. My question is not whether col-
leges are able to administer it. The question is setting it up.

In law school we had a case where you could not restrict who you
sold your properties to. Theoretically you could sell a piece of prop-
erty and set up a trust that would be restricted to race-based schol-
arships. How do you determine whether you can or cannot set up a
scholarship even before it is administered by a college, especially
when this money is generated from outside, not from internal
sources.

Mr. ATWELL. We are saying quite the reverse, Mr. Coleman.
Mr. COLEMAN. People grve schools money--
Mr. ATWELL. Most of this is funded 1,sy the institution's own funds

generated through tuition and gifts.
Mr. COLEMAN. Individuals who wanted to do that on their own,

you are not referring to today?
Mr. ATWELL. That appears to be okay according to yesterday's

statement.
Mr. COL EMAN. In your opinion, it is okay?
Mr. ATWELL. In my opinion, it is okay, certainly.
Chairman HAWKINS. The timer will be operating to help guide

the Members.
Mr. Hayes.
Mr. HAYES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I don't really have but one question I want to raise about the

entire package. Your testimony has been excellent, all of you. I
think you are right on target.

I am reaching the point where I am almost vicious about what I
see happening to us as relates to education. When I say vicious, it
is no accident to me that our kids are being deprived of an opportu-
nity to really be educated and fit into this society of ours.

The Secretary of Education, Lauro Cavazos, a minorityI will be
blunt with youdid not represent minority concerns. He has
moved on and is going to do something else. However, Cavazos used
an African-American to come out and enunciate a policy that may
not necessarily be his own. I believe that Michael Williams hap-
pened to be dancing to the tune, so to speak.

I don't separate this from the position that this Administration
has in relation to the Civil Rights Act and the veto of the Civil
Rights Act because I think it is tied in. You talk about quotas and
they go all the way back to reverse discrimination and this kind of
stuff.

I remember marching in Jackson, Mississippi with Martin
Luther King. I was there a week before Medgar Evers was mur-
dered. I see now they are going out after the fellow to try him
again in the Evers' case. But the thing that is really disturbing to
me and the question I want to put to you all is what can we do to
counter these sentiments. I was a leader of a labor organization
who dared to go down to Mississippi and march. Barnett was gover-
nor of the State of Mississippi.

1 I o
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What can we do about it as legislators to stop what I see as going
back to the times that we fought against to try to eliminate dis-
crimination in education, in all facets of life and sort of make de-
mocracy work?

Minority kids cannot get into some of these institutions without
help. When you have got a state like Maine, the University of Illi-
nois where they have an enrollment of almost 30,000 students and
less than 2 percent of them are African-Americans and the tuition
is so high and the parents don't have the money, doesn't govern-
ment have a responsibility? What can we do about it?

This is the thing that bothers me. What can we do together, you
as educators? One thing you can stop doing, inviting some of the
people who you know are not for the kind of programs we are talk-
ing about to come on these campuses and address your student
bodies. You know they are leading them in the wrong direction.

I think we need to put more pressure on people to help us and
what specifically can we do together?

Mr. SHAKIR. Congressman, I believe first of all that there are a
couple of things that are important as relates to issues of clarity
and specificity about what has happened over the last 27 years.

You reference the fact that Mr. Beckwith was just arrested yes-
terday. I think there is an assumption that the last 27 years have
in the minds of some people have in fact eradicated all vestiges of
any racism in this nation. I think that is fundamentally incorrect,
and I think that is a position we have to be public about.

When you examine what is happening with African-Americans
specifically and minority populations in general, statistics suggest
that the challenge is a greater challenge today than 27 years ago.
It is interesting to note, for example, that this generation of Afri-
can-American youth is the first generation who will not excel or
exceed the accomplishments of their parents.

We notice the establishment of a permanent underclass in socie-
ty for the first time where there is economic as well as social and
educational incarceration occurring, what has happened is there is
an effort I feel on the part of some who are not imbued and totally
engulfed in the spirit of bringing equality to this Nation to retreat
under the guise of technical and sophisticated outs that have noth-
ing to do with the social or educational trends in this Nation and
nothing to do with taking an affirmative stance as to what is neces-
sary to encourage diversity.

I think the Congress has a responsibility to in fact ensure and
enhance and encourage diversity through positive affirmative
action policies and rules and regulations and through race-specific
situations that rectify historical injustices. I find it so interesting
that if we look back historically and we look at what created the
situation, race was the question, was the issue that created the
problem in this Nation from 1619 to 1865 with the enslavements of
African-Americans, yet we somehow feel that that period of time
can be quickly eradicated with actions that have occurred since
1963.

I think we are just being naivt: at best about what it takes to
generate diversity and equality in this nation.

Mr. ROSSER. One of the problems clearly in the last several weeks
was just the absence of understanding in the department and per-

jt
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haps somewhere else about what the implications were, and sec-
ondly, how important these programs have been in truly increasing
minority representation in our colleges and universities.

I suggest that one thing, Mr. Chairman, you may want to do is to
direct an in-depth study of this so we can begin to think how we
can do even better than we are in helping minorities get into insti-
tutions of higher education. There is obviously a lot of misinforma-
tion concerning this.

Mr. ATWELL. The committee could ask the Department of Educa-
tion to return to the situation which pertained prior to December
4th, and if it wishes to change the policy to have fact-finding, anal-
ysis, consultations and hearings to proceed in an orderly fashion if
it wishes to make changes.

Chairman HAWKINS. We will certainly invite them to come
before the committee next session. I am sure Chairman Ford will
do that. We hope that when they are requested to come before the
committee that they will do so.

Mr. HAYES. The committee does not have subpoena power.
Chairman HAWKINS. We do. This being my last meeting, I didn't

think it was possible to get all the Members of the committee to-
gether, which is required. I am appreciative that some of you re-
sponded today, more than I thought. I thought we would only have
two or three Members. That would not be sufficient to exercise sub-
poena power, but certainly a subpoena is available to the commit-
tee and we may have to use it soon.

I will be watching the committee from the outside next year.
Mr. Petri.
Mr. PETRI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have just a few questions, and I think maybe Mr. Tatel could

respond, or one of the others if anyone wants to.
I appreciate your testimony very much and I think it puts this

all in context, including the procedural implications of what has
happened or really hasn't happened if what you said was true
that this is a press release by an Under Secretary and nothing
more, except perhaps the Department of Education s examination
of the rules under which a press release may be issued by an
Under Secretary.

As I understand it, you said this is a letter and a press release by
an Under Secretary and does not affect the rules for any other
scholarship or university or educational institution in this country.
This is not the procedure that is required for a broad-based policy
change anti there has in fact bee... -o policy change, is that correct?

Mr. TATEL. I was distinguishing, Congressman, between what
could be binding in colleges and universities and what was a state-
ment of OCR more or less law enforcement strategy.

The reason I made the point is that there were many, many re-
ports in the press of college and university presidents considering
abandoning their scholarship programs. And I think it is important
that they understand that what has happened so far does not re-
quire that.

The only way OCR can require that is by either issuing an en-
forceable regulation, which it has not done, regulations which by
law must be signed by the President although the President has
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delegated that authority to the Attorney Generri, or by starting an
administrative proceeding. Either one of those would be binding.

Short of that, what the Assistant Secretary's announcement rep-
resents presumably are his views about his law enforcement strate-
gy. He has told us that he doesn't intend to enforce it for four
years, but presumably when four years is up, he will conduct com-
pliance reviews and attempt to terminate funds from universities
who he feels operate like that. It is at that point the process be-
comes binding on v.niversities.

Mr. PETRI. This case arose because the organizers of a scholar-
ship to be funded by die pros from a football game asked for some
advice aS to how they could organize it, is that correct?

Mr. TATEL. No, no one asked for any advice. What happened was
that in orderthe Fiesta Bowl, in order to entice the two universi-
ties to come to Arizona, notwithstanding the state's rejection of the
Martin IPther King holiday, offered a $100,000 minority scholar-
ship program to each institution.

As far as I know, no advice was [eked from anyone. The Office of
Civil Rights on ith own sent a letter advising them that such a
scholarship could not be accepted by these two institutions.

What we have read in the press indicates that this issue of what
types of minority scholarships are lawful and what aren't has been
percolating up through the agency for several months.

I know what I have read in the newspapers, and that was appar-
ently an investigation of scholarship programs operated by two uni-
versities in Florida, and maybe there are some others. Those are
still in process, but the Fiesta Bowl scholarships are apparently
what precipitated the letter and this entire flap.

Mr. PEeRI. knothctr area related to this; you emphasized very
strongly how it is proper to vigorously r.romote diversity in educa-
tion to ensure access for underrepresente,i groups in our society.

That does mem to be a laudatory and important objective, but
isn't there a difference between promoting diversity in education
and in recognizing need among members of various groups for the
purpose of awarding scholarships? If you have a diverse group be-
comse you haw favored African-Americans and Mexican Americans
and a variety of other groups in education, and now you are giving
a scholarship, why would you give it to a wealthy minority as op-
posed to a poor non-minority?

Mr. SHAKIR. This is the point that I attempted to make in my
testimony when I indicated that I felt that race should be the over-
riding issue and it has to do again, I think, with the question of not
only diversity, but the question of history.

It is no question that the inequities that we are struggling with
and that we are attempting to rectify in 1990 were facilitated based
on actions that were taken from race.

From 1619 to 1865, whether you were fat or skinny, tall or short,
rich or poor, if you were black, you were a slave.

Race wa. the overriding issue.
That subsequently and in other efforts of inequity, in other cases

of oppression as relates to the Indian and Hispanic community, we
saw it was the overriding issue.
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Just because an African-American student may be wealthy does
not assure that that African-American student will indeed attend a
school where African-Americans have not historically attended.

So you have to be aggressive in that process to recruit that indi-
vidual and I think that race does become the overriding factor in
that regard.

Mr. ROSSER. If I could add to the question about the significance
of the particular decision, sometimes we overestimate the impact of
what we say in Washington.

This is a case where I think it would be a terrible danger to un-
derestimate the impact of this across the country.

We have presidents of colleges and universities right now want-
ing to know what should I do, should I cancel this program, just
forget our efforts at this point in time?

They don't know and you can well imagine that if they go to
their legal counsel what they will be told.

I wouldn't do anything that legal counsel would say, given the
uncertainty of the situation.

Don't do it. Try to raise money for an endowment, but they
might say I am not even sure whether that will be legal, it wasn t
two weeks ago.

Another important factor is the impact on public opinion par-
ticularly on the parents of minority students, those families.

Here we had efforts for a number of years to them and to assure
them that they were wanted at our institutions and now they are
told, maybe that just isn't going to be the case anymore.

This could really set back the efforts, I think to encourage minor-
ity students to attend colleges and universities all over the country.

Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Mfume?
Mr. MFUME. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I want to also thank the members of the panel for their testimo-

ny this morning, for being here and for helping to clarify a very
confusing and evolving set of public policies.

There is a phrase that I grew up with as a child that did not gain
a lot of meaning until I got older that said, "the hurrieder I go, the
behinder I get."

Many of us who have worked as I have, as an individual, as a
Member of Congress, as a member of a board of regents of a his-
torically black college year after year for the development and ad-
ministration of scholarship funds for minorities feel violated by
what has taken place in the last seven or eight days.

Someone mentioned earlier the Constitution.
Let me mention the Declaration of Independence, a phrase that

oftentimes is politely referred to, but not often upheld.
That is that "We hold these truths to be self-evident that all men

are created equal and that they are endowed by their creator with
certain inalienable rights, and among those shall be life, liberty
and the pursuit of happiness."

There is still in this Nation millions of people of African-Ameri-
can and Asian and Mexican persuasions who because of the color
of their skin have suffered, endured and survived despite those
words.

After centuries of slavery, oppression, deprivation, and denial
their pursuit of happiness got side tracked.

1
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So in an attempt to correct past injustice, people in their own
way have realized that we have got to find a way as a Nation to do
what we have the capacity to do, and that is to bring all boats up
with the same tide.

Yet, as a student, I recall I had to read the Supreme Court deci-
sion of 1896 that said it is okay to be separate and unequal in this
country. Later, Brown v. Board of Topeka, Kansas in 1954, a unani-
mous consent Supreme Court decision that said no, we can't pro-
ceed as a Nation in that way, then the Bakke ruling in 1978 and
now in 1990 the Michael Williams decision.

I am a bit lost and I feel violated.
This four-year transition period that has been offered by the De-

partment of Education in its so-called clarification yesterday for
schools to bring their practices into compliance really creates a
new stigma.

The stigma is around minority scholarships and that has made
them in many respects the orphans of educational policy and like
orphans we all feel sorry for them, but we do very little.

The sad irony is what Mr. Atwell referred to earlier, that the in-
stitutions that will be most affected by the Michael Williams policy
are those who already are having the greatest difficulty attracting
and retaining minority students.

So against that backdrop, we are now faced with an Assistant
Secretary of Education who operates as a free agent, who snubs his
nose at the American public, at our congressional request to come
and to help bring further clarifications to a very confusing and
ever evolving day-to-day state of policy development within that
Department.

It is a ship without a rudder, moving aimlessly, and it does not,
it does not help any of us to be able to understand and not correct
that which is wrong.

I wanted to take a moment to ramble because I feel very strongly
about this.

I, like many of you, am still groping for answers.
Let me just ask a question of the panel that maybe you can

answer and maybe you cannot.
I hoped to ask this of Mr. Williams today.
That is, will this new policy, Michael Williams II, affect scholar-

ships that are based on a person's gender or their religious affili-
ation or their national origin?

Should Jewish students be concerned? Should women students be
concerned?

If so, how do we go about correcting it?
I will leave that before the panel and let me say one other thing.

I would hope Mr. Williams, if you are listening or watching, that
you will do the right thing and resign your position as Assistant
Secretary, move out of the way, allow the Administration, the ex-
perts in this field, the Members of Congress and the educational
community to develop policy as it should be developed.

Allow us all to continue unviolated into the next century.
I would yield, Mr. Chairman, and if there is a member of the

committee who has some idea as to whether or not there is an
effect on gender-based scholarships or scholarships for others as a
result of this, if they could respond.
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Mr. ROSSER. It was instructive that at the press conference Mr.
Williams had that he listed other questions which would need to be
invested in terms of their impact on scho'arships.

One was Title IX. Now does this mean that if he follows his logic
that any gender-based scholarships would be illegal, in other words,
calling into question men's or women's scholarships or historically
men's or women's colleges or at co-ed colleges where they were
trying for years to increase the representation of women.

He also listed the question of the handicapped.
I am not sure whether he meant that scholarships specifically for

handicapped might be illegal and he brought in the question of age,
a sweeping indication of the interest of his office at that time.

I suspect he is not quite as interested now, but just a few days
ago, that was listed right on his agenda.

Mr. MFUME. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAWKINS. Did you indicate that this astounding para-

graph 3 on page 2 of the December 18, 1990 policy statement,
"might even erase OCR's authority over school desegration?"

Was that you, Mr. Rosser?
Mr. ROSSER. I mentioned that we were told after the press confer-

ence yesterday that in paragraph 2 on page 1 of the December 18,
1990 policy that the word "private" should be stricken from the
phrase "private universities receiving Federal funds."

If that is the case, it laises the very interesting question, is Mr.
Williams now saying that any institutionally-based scholarships at
State institutions are illegal? But, then in paragraph 3 of that
same statement, he says in effect that the department will keep
hands-off questions concerning funding at state institutions.

Chairman HAWKINS. That is an additional thought, too.
Mr. Tatel is the one who raised the point with respect to para-

graph 3. Was it you?
Mr. TATEL. Yes, it was.
Chairman HAWKINS. Briefly repeat what you said with respect to

paragraph 3.
Mr. TATEL. Let me say before I repeat it that I was interpreting

paragraph 3. Mr. Rosser has raised an interesting point about the
difference between paragraphs 2 and 3.

I assume that what paragraph 3 covers is scholarship programs
operated by state or public institutions. That is what it says. If that
is the case, and if his reason for not pursuing minority scholarships
at those institutions, if his reason for concluding that there is no
administrative remedy is the one he says here, namely that those
institutions are covered by Supreme Court decisions interpreting
the Constitution, that same point could be made about every school
system in this countey with respect to school desegregation or any
other discrimination against minorities. It could also be said about
higher education desegregation and in fact it could be said about
every Title VI issue.

If he means what he says here, if this sentence actually does
apply to public colleges and universities, it is hard tor me to know
why OCR needs the size staff it now has because it will have very
little to do.

i t;
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Chairman HAWKINS. If Mr. Williams had come here today, no

doubt he would have denied that is what he meant.
Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me join my colleagues in thanking all of you for your testi-

mony. I think this is enlightening. I am not sure the conclusion is
quite what I anticipated.

As I reflect on your testimonies and on the discussions that have
followed, I think we have a problem and we may want to frankly
credit Mr. Williams for bringing it to our attention before the reau-
thorization process.

I doubt there is much disagreement in this room that affirmative
action in this type of a scholarship is something most of us would
support and believe is necessary for diversity.

Mr. Shakir, on page 9 of your testimony you refer to the Su-
preme Court ruling that considers race as one factor in making the
award. You say the Supreme Court was quite clear in the central
point of the use of race as one factor; "I took that and then I re-
ferred back to the statements that have come from the Department
of Education where Mr. Williams cited regulations that prohibit re-
cipients from denying, restricting or providing segregated aid on
the basis of race, color or national origin.

OCR has interpreted it to mean race exclusive scholarships. That
seems to suggest to me that there is not all that much difference
between your interpretation and Mr. Williams'. That is that both
of you are saying that race can be a factor or one factor. It cannot
be the sole factor or threshold for a scholarship.

Am I at least correctly stating your interpretation of present
law?

Mr. SHAKIR. I think that you are correctly stating Justice Pow-
ell's interpretation of the Constitution as it relates to admissions
and, possibly, to Mr. Williams' actions.

If you continue in my testimony you will note I go on that all
factors being equal that race should be the overriding factor. We
simply attempted to show that race was acknowledged as a factor.

What I amplified in the testimony, particularly as the testimony
continues, is that race becomes the overriding factor and should be
the plus factor for remedying the kinds of historical inequities that
we are dealing with as well as the issue of diversity.

I think that is further clarifying.
Mr. GUNDERSON. I appreciate that but it gets to my earlier point

that I think we have a problem here and I think Mr. Williams has
helped us discover it. That is, that I am not sure present statutes
say that race should be an overriding factor among factors. I guess
I would ask each of you, do we need to look at some different statu-
tory language in the reauthorization process to assure that the
legal language follows the consensus and intent?

Mr. SHAKIR. I beg to differ. I think in the last reauthorization of
the higher education in 1985 there was action taken by the Con-
gress to indicate the support and the use of race-specific language
as it relates to Title III, Part B where, in fact, I think an excellent
justification and rationale was provided for the use of race-specific
language.
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I am sure the Chairman is familiar with that particular legisla-
tion. I think that legislation does go on to even give further clarifi-
cation and support for race as an overriding factor, particularly
when you are trying to restore historical inequities.

I think that question was answered in the Reauthc, ization Act of
1985 by the Congress.

Mr. GUNDERSON. I hate to disagree with you, but that is histori-
cal black colleges. Supreme Court rulings have made it wry clear
that the Congress has the authority to designate special initiatives
in the area of the diversity that we are trying to promote.

That is very different than a university or a private entity
having the same authority that the Supreme Court has given the
Congress which leads back to my question.

Do we need to develop some legislative language that, frankly,
gives other entities than the U.S. Congress that same authority to
provide a race priority scholarship? I know a couple of the other
gentlemen want to speak here.

Mr. ATWELL. I think it would be very helpful for the Congress to
amend the Civil Rights Act to specifically authorize minority schol-
arships. If you have the kind of concerns you expressed--

Mr. GUNDERSON. Do you have those concerns?
Mr. ATWELL. Yes, I do.
Mr. ROSSER. Part of the action of the Office of Civil Rights over

the last decade was to give the specific approval to race-based pro-
grams. The program at MIT was a classic point. If we need to clear
this matter up, then let's do it by all means.

Mr. GUNDERSON. I would appreciate it if all of you within your
organizations have your legal counsel spend some time looking into
this and at least get back to me after the holidays. I would appreci-
ate it.

Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Smith?
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I don't know if I have a question. There have been a lot of times

in the last six weeks when I regretted that I am not going to be
here for the 102d Congress. Sitting in this hearing makes me regret
it a newI need to check what I have heard from you gentlemen.

I think you have been articulate to a point. My only concern is
that as we investigate todayand there will be countless other
days and hours invested in trying to undo something that may not
have happened and should not have happened when, in fact, we
could so well use those hours and those days talking about other
problems that effect our schools and our children and our work
force and surrounding the issue of class and of race in this country,
and of gender. So, in effect, we are fighting a rear-guard action to
try to hold onto something we thought we had gained.

The cost is double. The hidden cost is that it takes our attention
away from other pressing issues that should be on our plate in the
months and years ahead.

I am not an attorney. Every now and then I thank God for that.
I have to tell you today is one of those days. But, in fact, I am just
a poor country boy from Vermont.

The 1964 Civil Rights Act was to end race discrimination. Then
we ask what was intended. Could they possibly have intended to
preclude voluntary actions by nonprofit individuals or organiza-

r
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tions to promote the welfare and benefit of people who are in a mi-
nority status? Could they possibly have intended that?

No. In fact, I urge you r ot to make what I consider to be a mis-
take of spending too much time, of being too articulate. You were
all excellent in that regard. But this is nonsense.

It has to be said for what it is. Let's not spend too much of our
time soaring to heights of rhetorical excellence. Let's call it what it
is. It is perverse in its impact. It stands the Civil Rights Act and
the practices of 25 years on their heads and it is wrong. That
means, I believe, that this committee must, and I hope will in the
next year, bring in the appropriate people; if Mr. Williams is still
in the department he would be at the head of the list.

I think it is an insult to this committee for him not to be here.
We need to find out whether this policy is the camel's nose or the
rest of the camel's body coming under the flap of the tent or a
rogue mistake by this individual. But he has to be in here.

I hope you will tell your students to hang in there and don't back
off. I hope the message from this committee will be loud and clear
and across-the-board to this Administration that there is only one
way to solve this and that is to role the decision back not half way
but role it back the whole way and really ask whether we have to
amend the Civil Rights Act.

We would not be sitting here talking about it if Mr. Williams did
not put out that press release. In terms of an expenditure of our
time and our energy, it is not where we ought to be putting our
time and our energy. Let's hope this committee will argue for a 100
percent role-back and reversal. I pray this Administration, and I
believe this President will do that. I hope we will be able to get in
January the appropriate people in here.

That is not a question there but just some fury at a conversation
that we should not need to have today in this country, let alone in
this committee room.

Mr. SHAKIR. Congressman, if I may I would just like to thank
you for that very affirmative statement and hope I speak on behalf
of the panel when I say we certainly hope our message was not
caught up in our eloquence and we do want to say this is nonsense,
simply stated.

Mr. SMITH. That was my question, I am sure. Thank you for the
answer.

Chairman HAWKINS. If this is nonsense, there is no need defend-
ing Mr. Williams or to say this committee needs to change the law.
All we need to do is go back to what we were doing before Decem-
ber 4, 1990. It is simple to say that some positive act is needed to
get minorities into college.

All we need to do is what we were doing. OCR was approving mi-
nority scholarship programs under the Reagan Administration.

Let it be said I agreed with President Reaganin this one in-
stance.

Gentlemen, I think that concludes this panel. We appreciate
your appearing before the committee. You were the lid panel be-
cause we thought we should emphasize the education issues. We
have not gotten to the civil rights issue as such and not lead off
with a lot of lawyers because we did not want to engage in nitpick-
ing over legal technicalities. We appreciate your testimony.

:;
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We will continue with panel three, Dr. Samuel Myers, President,
National Association for Equal Opportunity in Higher Education,
Washington, DC; Julius A. l?avis, President, United States Student
Association, Washington, DC; Raul Yzaguirre, President, National
Council of LaRaza, Washington, DC; Jannel Byrd, Assistant Coun-
sel, NAACP Legal D3fense Fund, Washington, DC.

May I say to the witnesses that all your prepared statements in
their entirety will be entered into the record. We hope you will
highlight your testimony so we will have time for the members to
question the witnesses. I think in that way we can expedite the
hearing and not keep you too long.

Dr. Myers, I think you were the first witness. We appreciate your
many years of diligent efforts in this field. We want to commend
you and say that we have looked upon your record with great re-
spect. We are delighted to have you as our witness this afternoon.

STATEMENT OF DR. SAMUEL L. MYERS, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION FOR EQUAL OPPORTUNITY IN HIGHER EDUCA-
TION, WASHINGTON, DC; JULIUS A. DAVIS, PRESIDENT, UNITED
STATES STUDENT ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, DC; RAUL YZA-
GUIRRE, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL COUNCIL OF LARAZA, WASH-
INGTON, DC; JANNEL BYRD, ASSISTANT COUNSEL, NAACP
LEGAL DEFENSE FUND, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. MYERS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. You have truly been the

giant. We thank you for all the efforts you have made in behalf of
not only blacks in higher education but higher education in gener-
al.

My name is Samuel L. Myers. I am the President of the National
Association for Equal Opportunity in Higher Education (NAFEO),
the membership association of 117 historically and predominantly
black colleges.

I cherish my opportunity to share my views with you concerning
the possible impacts of the Department of Education rulings on
racial scholarship.

NAFEO has a legal issues committee and has access to some of
the leading legal talents among scholars of our time. In addition,
we have a Federal relations committee and an interassociational
committee consisting of presidents who jealously guard their auton-
omy.

The events have transpired with such rapidity that there has
been no time to use our communications infrastructure within
NAFEO. I have, however, talked with our chairman, Frederick
Humphries, who is also president of Florida A and M University.

In addition, I have sampled among our constituency. According-
ly, I believe the remarks I am about to make are in consonance
with the thinking of our constituents. However, I must for the
moment present these views as my own.

We were as upset and disappointed as I understand President
Bush was with Assistant Secretary Williams' letter stating that
scholarships targeted toward a specific race by a private donor
were in violation of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 if ad-
ministered by a college, university then that institution would be
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in jeopardy of losing all Federal funds, if it administered the schol-
arships.

We welcome the Administration's modification of that decision
and a statement by the President of his commitment to affirmative
action. I, however, as are others, am also concerned about the unre-
solved ambiguity of that provision, that private institutions must
not use their funds for race-specific scholarships.

We have been as dismayed as much by what was said in Secre-
tary Williams' letter as by who said it. Now, it is not simply the
physiognomy of the spokesman. Rather, it is that we expect at the
level of the Assistant Secretary that I believe to be a high level po-
sition rather than a low level position that some have alluded to,
but an Assistant Secretary in the Department of Education should
have a broad outlook on society.

One should be cognizant of sociological and economic ramifica-
tions of a technical point of law. In our considered opinion, this
ruling, if not completely reversed could have a devastating impact
on blacks and other minorities in America. In a sense we are at
present caught between the past and the future.

When we view history in terms of centuries, or the immediate
past decade, Federal policies have directly and indirectly contribut-
ed to the educational retrogression among blacks. Projects for the
future, however, based on studies that all of us know are that
blacks and other minorities, others will be constituting an increas-
ing percentage of the labor force. In order that this Nation might
become more competitive and remain economically viable, more
blacks and other minorities must be educated.

Unlike the 1960s, when the rationale for educating minorities
was based on equity or justice, now the rationale is based on com-
petitiveness or national self-interest.

The forecasts for the year 2000 are that one-third of the Nation
will be minority. The majority of new workers entering into the
labor force will be minorities. The labor force must have technical
skills that require a higher education. We must have a more liber-
ally educated population.

Left to their own resources, blacks and other minorities could ill
afford the higher education essential for their own well-being and
for ihe well-being of the Nation.

Alexander Aston, in his data on American freshman norms,
points out that whereas more than one-third of the students going
to historically black colleges will constitute a large percentage of
black students, have estimated parental income of $20,000 or less.
Only about nine percent of students attending universities in gen-
eral come from families with such low incomes.

I have appendix I in which we present those data. It is well
known that in spite of the poor of education, the shift from grants
to loans in the 1980s adversely impaired the participation of blacks
in higher education.

Social security payments, for example, to support the education
of students which stood at $2 billion in 1980-1981 have phased out
to zero. Specially directed aid to veterans which stood at $9 billion
in 1981 has been reduced by two-thirds. Other grants that were at
$135 million in 1980-1981, in 1982 dollars have have reduced in
constant dollars by 55 percent down to about $6 billion.
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These data have been compiled by the college board. I think I
have an attachment with those data.

NAFEO itself produces some research reports. One entitled Re-
cruitment and Retention of Black Students in Higher Education
featured an article by Glenda Carter who also uses college board
data. She reasons that the inability of financial aid and tuition
costs impact upon the college attendance of black students.

NAFEO in its own survey of institutional members data received
some replies from 67 institutions that awar:led $46 million in insti-
tutional scholarships. Our position accordingly is that curtailing
private or institutional scholarships will adversely affect the educa-
tion of blacks and thus of the Nation. Would not the curtailment of
scholarships to black students going to predominantly white insti-
tutions favorably affect the historical black colleges since students
would merely transfer from predominately white to historically
black colleges where tuitions are lower?

This is a question that has been posed to us by some members of
the press. The answer is categorically no. The historically black col-
leges are an integral part of the United States of America. That
which hurts blacks and which hurts America will sooner or later
hurt the historically black colleges.

Indeed, the race-specific strategies not only help to remedy the
past effects of discriminatory practices but they have been used to
increase the flow of black students in predominately white institu-
tions.

And less well known, but it addresses a point raised by this
panel which is important, these race-specific scholarships have
been used to increase the flow of white students at predominately
black colleges.

Part B of Title III of the Higher Education Act help to increase
the flow of educated blacks to the mainstream of our society where
the real segregation continues to exist, in every policy making,
manager profession in our society there is an underrepresentation
of blacks. That is where segregation exists.

Now, by integrating managerial, professional positions in the
broader society, race-specific remedies do not segregate, rather they
help to integrate the broader society and constantly strengthen
America.

I thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Samuel L. Myers follows:]

1 ',
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MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMITINE,

All NAIVE IS SAMUEL L. MY Ea I AM THE PRESIDENT OF THE NATIONAL

ASSOCIATION FOR EQUAL OPPORTUNITY IN HIGHER EDUCATION (NAFEO), THE

MEMBERSHIP ASSOCIATION OF 117 HISTORICALLY AND PREDOMINANTLY BLACK

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES. I CHERISH THIS OPFURIIINITY W SHARE MY

VIEWS WITH YOU CONCERNING THE POSSIBLE IMPACT OF THE RECENT

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION'S RULING ON RACE SPECIFIC SCHOLARSHIPS.

FIRST, HOWEVER, A DISCLAIMER.

NAFE0 HAS A LEGAL ISSUES COMMITTEE AND HAS ACCESS 71) THE

TALENT 0F SOME UF THE LEADING LEGAL SCHOLARS OF OUR TIME. IN

ADDITION, WE HAVE A FEDERAL RELATIONS COMMITTEE AND AN INTER-

ASSOCIATIONAL COMMITTEE CONSISTING OF PRESIDENTS WHO JEALOUSLY

GUARD THEIR AUTONOMY. EVENTS HAVE TRANSPIRED WITH SUCH RAPIDITY

THAT THERE HAS BEEN NO TIME TO USE THIS COMMUNICATIONS

INFRASTRUCTURE AT NAFEO. I HAVE, HOWEVER, TALICED WITH OUR

CHAIRMAN, DR. FREDERICK HUMPHRIES. IN ADDITION, I HAVE SAMPLED

AMONG OUR CONSTITUENCY. ACCORDINGLY, I BELIEVE TIMT THE REMARKS

I AM ABOUT TO MAKE ARE IN CONSONANCE R7TH THE THINKING OF OUR

PRESIDENTS. HOWEVER, I MUST FOR THE MOMENT PRESENT THESE VIEWS

AS MY OWN.
Notional kuoclation For Equal Opportunity ki Higher Education

NAFEO a mai* Higher Educalto Center Lamp( &JAIN 400 1201 $treet. N E
Wsitung100. UC 20002 Twoohone (202) 043-9111 aa x No (202) 543.9113
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WE WERE AS UPSET AND DISAPPOINTED AS I UNDERSTAND WAS

PRESIDENT BUSH VaTN ASSISTANT SECRETARY WILLIAMS' LETTER STATING

THAT SCHOLARSHIPS TARGETED TOWARD A SPECIFIC RACE BY A PRIVATE

DONOR WERE IN VIOLATION OF TITLE VI OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1964

IF ADMINISTERED BY A COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY AND THAT THAT INSTITU-

TION WOULD BE IN JEOPARDY OF LOSING ALL OF ITS FEDERAL FUNDS SHOULD

IT ADMINISTER THE SCHOLARSHIPS. WE WELCOME THE ADMINISTRATION'S

MODIFICATION OF THAT DECISION AND A STATEMENT BY THE PRESIDENT OF

HIS COMMITMENT TO AFFIRMATIVE ACTION. I, AS OTHERS, AM ALSO

CONCERNED BY 'aiE UNRESOLVED AMBIGUITY OF THE PROVISION THAT

INSTITUTIONS RECEIVING FEDER.AL FUNDS MAY ONLY USE THEIR PRIVATE

FUNDS FOR RACE SPECIFIC SCHOLARSHIPS. WE HAVE BEEN AS DISMAYED AS

MUCH BY WHAT WAS SAID IN SECRETARY WILLIAMS' LETTER AS BY WHO SAID

IT. IT IS NOT SIMPLY THE PIYSIOGNOMY OF THE SPOKESMAN RATHER IT IS

THAT WE EXPECT AT THE LEVEL OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY,

PARTICUL4RLY IN THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, ONE WITH A BROAD

OUTLOOK ON SOCIETY, ONE WHO IS COGNIZANT OF THE SOCIOLOGICAL AND

ECONOMIC RAMIFICATIONS OF A TECHNICAL POINT OF LAW. IN OUR

CONSIDERED OPINION, THIS RULING, IF NOT COMPLETELY REVERSED, COULD

HAVE A DEVASTATING IMPACT ON WACO AND ON AMERICA.

Nation& AtiOCIMIon For Equal Oppon'unny In Hiobar Education
NAFF0 Black We, Eauc4000 Center Looeley &king 400 U01 $treet. N

Wtilungtoet. r, c T1002 Ttipbane 5434 111 a Fax No (202) S43-91
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IN A SENSE, WE ARE AT PRESENT CAUGHT BETWEEN THE PAST AND THE

FUTURE. WHETHER WE VIEW HISTORY IN TERMS OF CENTURIES, DECADES OR

ME PAST DECADE, FWERAL POLICIES HAVE DIRECTLY AND INDIRECTLY

CONTRIBUTED M ME EDUCATIONAL RETROGRESSION AMONG BLACKS.

HOWEVER, PROJECTIONS FOR THE FUTURE, BASED ON STUDIES THAT ALL OF

US WELL KNOW, ARE THAT BL4CKS AND OMER MINORITIES WILL CONSTITUTE

AN INCREASING PERCENTAGE OF THE L480R FORCE. IN ORDER THAT THIS

NATION MIGHT BECOME MORE COMPETITIVE AND REMAIN ECONOMICALLY

VIABLE, MORE BLACKS AND OTHER MINORITIES MUST BE EDUCATED. UNLIKE

771E tIO'S, WHEN THE RATIONALE FOR EDUCATING MINORITIES WAS BASED ON

EQUITY OR JUSTICE, THE RATIONALE IS NOW BASED ON COMPETITIVENESS

FOR NATIONAL SELF-INTEREST. ME FORECASTS FOR THE YEAR 2000 ARE

THAT:

O ONE-THIRD OF THE NATION WILL BE MINORITY,

O ME MAJORITY OF NEW WORKERS EA/TERING 77IE LABOR FORCE
WILL BE MINORITIES,

O 771E IABOR FORCE MUST HAVE TECHNICAL SKILLS REQUIRING A
HIGHER EDUCATION,

O WE MUST HAVE A MORE LIBERALLY EDUCATED POPULATION, AND

National Association For Equal Opportunity In HIghar Education
HASID Black Hbah9( Echtlor, GM** LONP{O Bilkirl 400 12th Street N C

Washington D C 20002 TeloVhons (022) 643.9111 KV NO (X2) 843-9,13

1 .)
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0 LEFT TO THEIR OWN RESOURCES, BLACKS AND OTHER MINORITIES
COULD ILL AFFORD THE HIGHER EDUCATION ESSENTIAL FOR THEIR
OWN WELL-BEING AND 77I4 T OF THE NATION.

ALEXANDER ASTTN, IN HIS DATA ON THE AMERICAN FRESHMAN NATIONAL

NORMS, FOR EXAMPLE, POINTS OUT THAT WHEREAS MORE THAN A THIRD OF

THE STUDENTS GOING TO THE HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES HAVE

EVIMATED PARENTAL INCOME OF $20,000 OR LESS, ONLY ABOUT NINE

PERCENT OF STUDENTS ATTENDING UNIVERSITIES IN GENERAL COME FROM

FAMILIES MTH SUCH LOW INCOMES. THESE DATA ARE PRESENTED IN

ATTACHMENT I.

IT 1.5 WELL KNOWN THAT IN SPITE OF THE IMPORTANCE OF EDUCATION,

THE stun FROM GRANTS TV LOANS IN THE 1980'S ADVERSELY IMPAIRED 77IE

PARTICIPATION OF BLACKS IN MGHER EDUCATION. SOCIAL SECURITY

PAYMENTS, DESIGNED TV SUPPORT THE EDUCATION OF STUDENTS, WHICH

STOOD AT TWO BIUJON DOL1ARS IN 1980 Iv 81 HAVE BEEN PHASED OUT 10

ZERO. SPECIALLY DIRECTED AID TV VETERANS WHICH STOOD AT $1,9 BILIJON

IN 1980 TO 81 HAS BEEN REDUCED BY TWO-THIRDS. OTHER GRANTS THAT

WERE AT $135 MILLION IN 1980/81 HAVE BEEN REDUCED IN CONSTANT DOLLARS

BY FIFTY-FIVE PERCENT DOWN TV $66 MILLION. THESE DATA ARE COMPILED

BY THE COLLEGE BOARD. (See Attachment 2).

National Amolatlan Fot Equal Opportuntty Wt Highef EducadOn
NAM Med hilgtP EdginD C Lovejoy Mot" 400 12th She*1 N E

Washnoon. DC 200O2 1fale0041, (202) MS 9111 Fas No. 1202) 5434113

1
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PERIODICALLY, NAFEO PRODUCES RESEARCH REPORTS. ONE, ENTITLED

ND e: TIO I I . . I t

FEATURED AN ARTICLE BY GLENDA F. CARTER WHO ALSO USES COLLEGE

BOARD DATA. (Ste Attachment 3). SHE REASONS THAT THE AVAILABILITY OF

RNANCL4L AID AND TUITION COSTS IMPACTS UPON THE COLLEGE

ATTENDANCE OF BLACK STUDENT& NAFEO, IN ITS OWN SURVEY OF

INSTITUTIONAL MEMBERS, RECEIVED REPLIES FROM 67 INSTITUTIONS THAT

AWARDED $46 MIUJON IN INSTIWTIONAL SCHOLARSHIPS. (See Attachment 4).

OUR POSITION, ACCORDINGLY, IS THAT CURTAILING PRIVATE OR

INSTITUTIONAL RACE SPECIFIC SCHOLARSHIPS WILL ADVERSELY AFFECT THE

EDUCATTON OF BLACKS AND THUS OF THE NATION.

WOULD NOT THE CURTAILMENT OF SCHOLARSHIPS TO BLACK STUDENTS

GOING TO PREDOMINAMLY WHITE INSTITUTIONS FAVORABLY AFFECT THE

HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES SINCE STUDENTS WOULD MERELY TRANSFER

FROM PREDOMINANTLY WHITE TO HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES WHERE

TUITIONS ARE LOWER? THE ANSWER IS A CATEGORICAL NW THE

HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES ARE AN INTEGRAL PART OF THE UNITED

STATES OF AMERICA. THAT WHICH HURTS BLACKS AND WHICH HURTS

AMERICA WILL SOONER OR LATER HURT WE HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES.

National Association For Equal Opoortuntly In Higher Islosseon

1" "'Dr" 'Tr c'"'asorver919Idem,t::(12M1111:41173F
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INDEED, THE RACE SPECIFIC STRATEGIES NOT ONLY HELP 7V3 REMEDY

ME PAST EFFECTS OF DISCRIMINATORY PRACTICES, BUT THEY HAVE ALSO

BEEN USED 7111 INCREASE ME FLOW OF RUCS STUDENTS IN PREDOMINANTLY

WHITE INSTITUTIONS. LESS WELL KNOWN BUT ALSO IMPORTANT, 77IEY HAVE

BEEN USED IV INCREASE THE FLOW OF mum STUDENTS AT PREDOMINANTLY

BLACK INSTMITIONS. BUT, MOST IMPORTANT, RACE SPECIFIC REMEDIES,

SUCH AS PART B OF TITLE HI OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT, ALL HELP 719

INCREASE THE FLOW OF EDUCATED BLACKS Iwo ME MAINSTREAMOF OUR

SOCIETY WHERE THE REAL SEGREGATION CONTINUES TO 1.1E. BY

INTEGRATING MANAGERIAL, POLICY-MAKING, AND PROFESSIONAL POSITIONS

IN ME BROADER SOCIETY, RACE SPECIFIC REMEDIES DO NOT PROMOTE

SEGREGATION, RATHER THEY HELP INTEGRATE 771E BROADER SOCIETY AND

CONCOMITANTLY STRENGTHEN AMERICA.

MANIC YOU FOR THIS OPPORIVNITY 70 PRESENT VIEWS ON BEHALF OF

771E NA770NAL ASSOCIATION FOR EQUAL OPPORTUNITY DI HIGHER EDUCATION

(NAM).

National Aaao0ialon FP Equal Opportunity In HOP Eduattton
NAFEO Maui xschie Euxals:n Coma Loypoy evideli 400 120h Saoot. NE

W4Irercgo4l. 0C 20002 TiPtIOn (202) 543-9111 Fax No 1202) 543.01)3
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ATTACIIMENTS

1. &dig, Alex Tht.ArairicazLettihmax_tiationaLlArmshLPIL Weighted
National Norms for AU Freshmen, Fall 1988.

2. Trends in Student Aid: 1980 to 1988 by Gwendolyn L. Lewis, The College
Board

3. Carter, Glenda F. "Rnaneial Aid and Thition: Factors Contributing to the
Decline of black Student Enrollment in Higher Education," Recnribirtru and
liftediauttlialatudiailalfthaidiuggilm Washington, D.C. NAFEO,
1989

4. Survey of Student Rnetnetal Aid Allocations 1988 1989. Source: NAITO
Research Institute Staff analysis of A NAFEO 1990 Survey of Student financial
Aid at !MCI's.

National Association Pot Equai Opportunity In Moss. Education
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Attachment 1 to Testimony Oven by Pr. Samue) L. Myers, 12/19/90
WEIGHTED NATIONAL NORMS FOR ALL FRESHMEN, FALL 19130
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Estimated Parentel Income
lets than $6.400 . 3.7 5.4 3.3 ':.e 11.6 5.7 1 3 3.4 2.2 1.4 #.5
56.000 - $9.999 2.9 3.1 :.8 1.6 7.0 1.9 1.5 1.0 2.1 3., 2.9
$10,000 - 516.999 5.1 E..' 4.9 3.5 9.2 6.7 6.4 5.1 4.1 5.3 4.5
515,000 519.499 .. 4 t 6 5.5 1.9 9.6 6.6 6.7. 5.9 4.4 5.8 4.0
579.00u - 7'24 .999 6.9 . . I 3.4 9... 6 1 1.9 7.1 5.8 7.7 6.4
5:5,000 . 5:9,994.. ... 1.7) n.$ t..9 5.6 8 6 s 4 7./ 1.2 e.0 7.4 6.3
530,000 1.14,999. 9.1 M., ,1 .0 I.*, 6.0 III.% 8 ? 9.7 7.9 9.2 6.0
575.003 - 5%9.999 9.1 4.9 9.1 8.1 6.9 10.1 6.7 9.7 P.9 6.6 6.8
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I UPDATE

Trends in Student Aid:
1980 to 1988

flus repon pruades the moat recent
and complete statistics available ce stu-
dent aid in the 196.1s, ccaplementing
the pubhcation try Gikaie and Carlson.
Tamils u, Shiderd Md: 1963 So 1983
(New York: The College Board. 1983).
It revises figures presented Wier for
the 1980. and. for du: 5rst tine. gives
estimates for &oedema year 1987-88.
Mischa previously pubkohed updates.
In addition. program coverage has been
emended by fuller reportag on assis-
tance for 'remade; and on aid provided
by the National Institates of Health and
the military.

Gwendolyn L. Lewis

Septembez 198$
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More than thirty-five staff members in
public and private agencies ccombuted
the basic data, as well as their I. -ghts
and expertise. Gwendolyn L Lewis was
responable for usernbling the data and
preparing the report. Lawrence E.
Gladieux and Janet S. Hansen hanished
valuable advice and suggestions. lbdd
E. Hoffmann provided excellent clencal
assistance.

The Washingtca Office of the College
Board conducts research relevant to
public policy issues a educatica The
office is located at 1717 Massachusetts
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Avenue, N.Vi., Sate 404, Washington.
DC 20036. Mate (202) 332-7134.
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886, New York, NY 10101-0886. The
earlier Maas is Student Md: 1963 to
1963 may be ordered for 18 a copy from
the same pickets.
Copyright 12 1988 by College Entrance
Examination Board. New York. All
rights reserved. College Bard and the
so= logo are registered trademarks of
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Table 2. Aid Awanled to Postsecondary Students in Constant 1982 Dollars
(in Millions)

Federally Supported
Programa

Generally Ave llabk Aid

Academic War

Charge
so 87-881980-81 1981-82 11C-83 19113-84 1961-85 19115-86

Estimated Estimmed Parma
1980-87 lamas so-s)

Pell Grant 2.660 2.358 2.377 2.648 2.7E6 1163 2,966 1116 17.1

SEOG 410 371 337 342 341 364 347 330 -19.5
SS1G 86 79 72 57 69 67 63 63 -262
CIVS 736 640 604 648 599 583 556 551 -24.7
Pairs Loan (NDSL) 773 595 587 647 618 623 663 711 - 8.0
Ino3me Gontrsgent Loan 4

GSL. PLUS. and SLS 6,913 7.407 6.584 7.183 7.856 7.838 7.893 9,393 35.9
(GSL) (6.910) (7.332) (6.387) (6.584) (7.431) (7,385) (7.226) (7.481)

(SLS) (16) (77) (137) (201) (235) (401) (1.480)
(PLUS) (3) (58) (120) (162) (223) (218) (266) (431)

Subtotal 11.577 11.449 10.561 11.525 12.241 11638 12.507 14,171 22.4

Specially Directed Aid
Soml Security 2,099 2,047 721 209 32 0 I) 0 - 100.0
Veterans 1.911 1.385 1.333 1.066 915 753 677 645 -66.3
Wavy 227 241 265 285 304 307 316 299 32.1

Other Grants 135 112 87 62 58 60 56 60 - 55.2
Other Loans 69 111 212 250 298 330 273 195 182 0

Subtotal 4.356 3, 004 2.513 1,777 1.470 1.297 1.168 1.054 - 75.8

Total Federal Aid 16.022 15.315 '3.178 13.417 13.547 14.088 13.829 15.370 - 4.1

State Grant Programs' 893 945 989 1.019 1.115 1.162 1.242 1, 284 43_8

Institutionally Awarded Aid 2,296 2,304 2,464 2.731 2.939 3,258 3.518 3,805 65.7

Total Federal, State. and
Institutional Aid 19 '10 18,593 16.631 17,198 17.901 18.509 18.589 20,459 6.5

Note
Ceuta:" dam' figures ore based on Otis In Ts* I. For in mamma ci
constant dollar conversions. see me 13.
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Source: Carter, Glenda F. "Fincial ,id and Tuition: Factors Contributing
to the Decline of black Student Enrollment in Higher Education."
Washington, DC: NAFEO, Recruitment and Retention of Black Students
in HI ED 1989.

TAKE A
Cosa of Co Bap AIItodancp-141a1 Mails lak A10 sad ULNA SWUM Enrollment 1911a-I I in imta-al

Camaro 19412 Maar* tAdjusttd fog lallalinal

OM Alleadaate 134.1 Available Aid
On millisse)

andlmtn1
PUI40.1)

1664
1.11thunal

Pad*
Itaiwrday

1%6114

luo.Vccar Cr UM I I AMAI 59ucia Tokal Mack

140-111 5150 2697 2251 10486 7734 716 12.087 1107 9 2
1981-62 61111 27M 2274 9592 6091 640 44 PO
1912-83 6511 2980 2149 8312 1322 604 12 188 11111 719
1981-84 6869 1115 2401 8070 8040 648 12.162
1984-AS 7163 1210 2562 8115 86% 589 12 233 1076 8 A
191546 7531 3326 2669 8482 8682 SA2 12300
'986-87 7861 14111 2741 8452 8794 514 12.398 . 1066 8 6

%ch&nc 15110-St
to 19S6-117 + 34 5 26 7 21 - 19 17 4 -220 "." 1
'COB aliendente nclude iwkon. Ica a. room .md board
Lloandabk

Eskotaical

Sauget* Cattle Board. 1987 p 11

U S Deparimcm of Educakoo. 1%7
Croakck of 11,ghtt Educakon. July 13. 1986
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tkere was a 10.8 percent drop in black student enrollment
bet ween 1980 and 1984. The Omnibus Budget Reconcili-
ation Act of 1981 brought some sweeping changes to
federal student aid programs and unfavorably affected
two major programs that minority students had come to
rel !. on quite heavilythe Social Security program and
the Pell Grants. Grant aid was further decreased during
this period dut to the reductions in Vietnam-era veteran
educational benefits which were limited to use within ten
years of military service (Lewis & Merisotis. 1987).
During these same years (1980-1984). there were steady

increases in the costs of attending college. Table 6 illus-
trates these patterns in college costs, available aid, and
black student enrollment from 1980-81 to 1986-87. As
college costs have increased and grants and work-study
aid have decreased, and dependence on loans has in-
creased. there has been a corresponding decrease in
black student enrollment. Table 6. therefore, supports
the reasonableness of the assertion that, indeed, the
availability of financial aid and tuition costs impact upon
college attendance of black students. While it is con-
ceded that there are many reasoni going or not going
to college, this paper argues from an economic stand-
point emphasizing the fact that a college education is
becoming more expensive and student aid has shifted its
emphasis and become less appealing to lower-income
individuals, a large portion of whom are black. The
overall result is an erosion of the college participation
rate of black students.

AlrmatIve Sources of Financial Aid

Inflation, recession, budget deficits, and Reagan policy
have all pulled funding away from higher education.

108
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
IN HIGHER EDUCATION (NAFEO)

SURVEY OF STUDENT FINANCIAL AID ALLOCATION3 1988-1989

Program
:: :

Number of Number of Total
Institutions Students Awarded

Average Award Percent
Per Student of Total

1. Pell Grant 71 89655 $134,555,189 1500.80 29.0

2. Supplementary Educational
Opportunity Grant 72 29716 $ 24,765,610 833.40 5.3

3. College Work-Study Program 73 32230 $ 31,317,640 971.69 6.8

4. Guaranteed Student Loans 72 69375 $166,196,499 2395.63 36.0

5. National Direct Student Loans 62 10628 $ 12,136,619 1141.95 2.6

6. Institutional Scholarships 67 25887 $ 46,839,065 1809.36 10.1

7. State Scholarships/Grants 69 28316 $ 27,678,838 977.49 6.0

8. Veterans Benefits 23 1279 $ 2,075,845 1623.02 0.5

9. Other Scholarships/Grants
a.

56 12998 $ 18,658,023 1435.45 4.0

C.

10. TOTAL STUDENTS (UNDUPLICATED) 126730 $464,223,328 3663.09 100.3
RECEIVING AID AND TOTAL AID
ALLOCATED ..(

Source: NAFEO Research Institue Staff analysis ot A NAFEO 1990 Survey of Student Financial

^

Aid
HBCUs.
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Mr. HAYES. [Presiding.] Thank you.
Mr. Yzaguirre?
Mr. YZAGUIRRE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We want to thank Mr. FIawkins for his leadership in the area of

civil rights and education through the years.
Mr. Chairman, I will ask that my testimony be entered into the

record. I will summarize and make a few comments.
Mr. HAYES. We will appreciate it. Your entire statement will be

made a part of this record.
Mr. YZAGUIRRE. We are the National Council of LaRaza, an um-

brella organization that serves the Hispanic community. We are
.better known for our policy work and research in what is happen-
ing in the Hispanic community.

We are pleased to have the opportunity to provide thoughts on
this very critical matter. We were as surprised as most in this
room at the sudden turn of events, the sudden reversal of a long-
standing policy on the race-specific scholarship programs.

Hispanics are the most undereducated minorities in this country.
We have lower college participation than whites or blacks. The
problem is not getting any better. It is getting worse. We have ac-
tually a lower number and lower percentage of Hispanics attending
and graduating from colleges than we had, say, in 1976.

The educational gap between us and the majority community, be-
tween us and blacks, is increasing year by year. So it is very clear
that what we have now is a great need.

We also understand from the reports available to us that Hispan-
ics have a greater need for educational and financial assistance,
that they have, despite the fact that they have a significantly
greater poverty, they are much more dependent on loans to finance
their education than other students in similar circumstances.

So we have a situation now where even the meager levels of fi-
nancial aid are not reaching our community. So we have a very
clear pattern. We are falling behind. We are not graduating the
number of lawyers, doctors, and professionals that we need. We
have a situation where we are about to become the largest minori-
ty in this country, where a larger number of our people are enter-
ing the work force.

In the next 10 years or so, some 22 percent of all job entrants in
the labor force will be Hispanic. The jobs in blue collar and service
industries that we used to fill are disappearing. The Nation needs
our talents, our ability to work in the new job and to be competi-
tive in a new world economy.

We also have another problem, Mr. Chairman, in that we as His-
panics have a long history of a lack of institutions. We don't have
historically Hispanic colleges and universities as our brothers in
the black community do. We don't have so many groups that have
received large amounts of aid in the Federal Government and insti-
tutions. We are sitting in limbo.

In South Texas, as we used to have a graduating ceremony at the
fourth grade, the implication was that is as far as you went. But
there were no other opportunities for us to develop. So this limbo
has created a situation with a predictable result, that Hispanics
will continue to be the most undereducated minority in this coun-
try unless something is done.

,
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The Administration, the public policy apparatus does not seem to
be willing to focus on solutions. Rather than wasting our energy
talking about interesting legal aspects, we would like to see more
energy focused on some of these problems and bringing solutions to
them. Instead of having an Assistant Secretary going around the
country delivering gratuitous opinions on existing policy, we think
that nothing less than the future of our countri is dependent on
whether or not we can reverse this policy direction that was articu-
lated by the Assistant Secretary.

We hope we can count on the action of this committee and its
members in reversing what we think is a very egregious position
articulated by the Assistant Secretary of Education.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Raul Yzaguirre follows:]

1 t ;
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STATEMENT OP
RAUL YZAOUIREE

PRESIDENT
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF LA RAU

A just and equitable ociety, one in which race and national origin are

not determinant of opportunity, is a goal that we all hope to achieve. While

Lmportant progress has been made during the last 26 years, we cannot yet claLm

to have accomplished thin goal. Unfortunately, there is overwhelming and

undeniable vidence that our society is not yet color-blind, nor is our

society fully tolerant of speech accent, non-English urnames, and other

national origin characteritics. Hispanics and other minorities continue to

suffer disproportionately from low educational attainment and to struggle to

gain acces to higher education. Cuts in student financial aid and a steady

retreat from established civil rights initiatives have resulted in a decline

in tho rates of higher education participation for all minorities, but

particularly Hispanics. The Department of Education's abrupt departure from

its lor.-standing policy supporting targeted minority cholarships presents

yet another obstacle to Hispanic and minority participation in institutione of

higher learning.

As indicated in a recent NCLR report, Hispanic SducationJ A Statistical

Portrait 1990, Hispanics L still serioumly underrepresented as college

students nationwide. College etteldance by both middle- as well as low-

income Hispanic youth has declined over the past 14 year.. The proportion of

18- to 24-year-old low-income Hispanic high school graduates enrolled in

college fell from 50.4% in 1976 to 35.3% in 1988. While white middle-income

1
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youth xperinced relative tability in their colleg nrollment during this

period, the percentage of middle-income Hispanic high school graduates

attending college declined from 63.4% in 1976 to 38.5% in 1987 and 46.4% in

1988. The percentage of all minority high school graduates entering college

hit a peak in 1976; however, Hispanic enrollment rates have never qualed the

1976 higl in any subsequent year. Rates of Hispanic college participation

have increased slightly in the past years, but remain below the 1976 peak

(36%). Data from the 1988 Current Population Survey indicate that Hispanic

18- to 19-year-olds comprised only 6.7% of total collg enrcllmont, compered

to 9.2% for Blacks and 86.64 for Whites. Hispanic high school graduates

continue to have lower rates of college nrollment than White high school

graduates at all ages. By age 20-21, only about one-fourth (26.8%) of

Hispanic high school graduats are nrolled in college, compared to nearly

half of Whites (46.51).

One of the factors discouraging Hispanic enrollment in higher education

is the cost of education and the relatively low incomes of Hispanic families.

iven for those who finish high school, financial aid cuts dtr students with

low socio-economic backgrounds from attending college. Compared to Whites and

Blacks, Hispanic etudents must rely lose on grants and more on student loans

at larger average loan amounts to finance postsecondary education. Hispanics

also tnd to rely heavily on self-support and parental support in financing

college costs, although low family incomes make parental upport difficult.

Hispanics are mor dependent than Whites upon federal financial aid to

help finance college education du to low income lvels, so thy have been

particularly hard-hit by cuts in federal aid. Basic iducation Opportunity or

Pell Grants, for example, were designed to nable economically disadvantaged

2
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students to attend postsecondary institutions. In the mid- to late-1910s such

grants accounted for about 80% of student funding. Today Pell Grants account

for only 15% of student funding. Dempite the fact that Hispanics are thnes

times as likely to be poor as Whites, only 40.9% of Hispanic college students

received any federal financial aid in 1986, compared to 55.1% of Blacks and

32.0% of Whites.

Other factors beyond economic disadvantage, however, inhibit Hispanic

tudent access to higher ducation. Increasing school segregation and

disparities in school financing systems combine to produce a second-class

ducation ven for thos Hispanics who manage to complete high school. In

addition, Hispanics complete fewer "Carnegie units" and fewer advanced math,

science, computer, and English courses than other Americans, and are more

often "tracked" into courses which mak. college ntrance unlikely.

At a time whca increasing the access of Hispanics and other minorities

to postsecondary education is of the utmot impor:..ance, the Department of

Education's new minority scholarship policy is quite .geom.. At best, i'..

sends the wrong signal to university administrators who, in good faith, are

attempting to .rease minority enrollments. At worst, it gives aid and

comfort to thoe who seek to reduce higher education opportunities for

minorities. Inevitably, the policy will have a serious 'chilling effect" on

current and proposed efforts to promote increased access of Hispanice and

other minoritie to postsecondary education.

Moreover, the way in which the proposed policy change was initiated is

suspect. The Department took this action unilaterally and affirmatively. It

reversed long-standing statutory and regulatory policy without benefit of

formal rulemaking or guidance from the courts. It failed to consult with

3
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Congress, the higher education community, or minority groups. This process

reflects either a startling naivete or a conscious effort to polarize the

issue in a way that impedes, rather than promotes, consensus on a highly

ensitive issue. We view, with much suspicion, this kind of anctimonious and

hypocritical appeal to strict interpretation of civil rights laws,

particularly when it subverts the true purpose of such laws. Instead of

focusing on narrow legal issues to address problems that do not xist, th

Department of Education neds to apply its time and resources to finding

solutions to the very real, critical, and pervasive problem of the

underreprese'tation of minorities in higher ducation.

Tho attempted *clarifications of the policy issued yesterday by th

Department in fact cause further confusion. In effect, the Department has

indicated it will "go slow"' on implementing its revised guidelines on minority

scholarship policy. In the meantime, it virtually invites complaints from

those who seek to eliminate all scholarship programs that benefit minorities.

Thom, colleges and universities that have failed to remove barriers that

reduce minority access are given a green light to do nothing.

Mr. Chairman, the problem before us is not that Hispanics and other

minorities are taking sdvantage of the educational system. The egregious

problem is that a large number of our total population is being denied an

opportunity to develop their full potential. This is a real problem to which

we urge Congress and the Administration to devote erious attention. A. I

hav indicated, th scope of the problem for the Hispanic community is m ssive

in scale. The educational disadvantages facing Hispanics are widespread, and

occur in *very region of the country and across all Hispanic subgroups.

Increasing Hispanic educational attainment is prerequisite to improving the

4
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social and economic status of Hispanics -- and to keeping the nation

economically competitive. Failure to improve educational access,

opportunities, and outcomes for Hispanic students now will have enormous long-

term coots for the individual, community, and society.

4
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Mr. HAYES. Thank you.
Mr. Davis?
Mr. DAVIS. Thank you.
First, I would like to thank the Chair for allowing me to give tes-

timony on this issue. The phones in our office have been ringing off
the hook. The U.S. Student Association is the largest student group
in the country representing 2.5 million students.

I think it is very important that we be able to give our opinion
from the students' perspective and thank you, agah, for letting us
have this opportunity.

I have listened to a lot of the speakers and in setting this up so I
could give the testimony, the thing that upset me most was that
there was not a student perspective.

In terms of the historical perspective, I don't know if that has
been brought up enough, people understanding historically why
those scholarships are in existence.

I am sad to see that Mr. Coleman has left, but that is okay. I will
give him a visit and have some students from his district give him
a visit as well.

Mr. HAYES. He will be so informed.
Mr. DAVIS. Again, I think what is happening, what President

Bush is doing in his whole Administration is experiencing lapse of
memory. I think that th y don't remember that there were indige-
nous people in this land, that loved this land and didn't want to
tear down trees to build factories, who were concerned about the
welfare of the environment. I think they don't remember that
Asian Americans were promised a land of opportunity only to be
brought here as cheap labor.

I think they fail to realize that Arizona and California and New
Mexico were Mexico. I think they fail to realize that for the Afri-
can-Americans in this country who suffer under oppression, that
we did not ask to be here but now that we are here, we are still
waiting for our 40 acres and a mule.

With all that memory lost, at the very least what they could be
providing is education. Too many times we as students turn on our
TV sets and see our brothers and sisters being hauled away with
arms behind their back because of lack of opportunity in our com-
munity.

Time and time again we are told we are too lazy; we are not fo-
cused and we cannot do it and it is our fault.

Mr. Williams, I use the word "Mister" lightly, I think is putting
forth this attitude of pull yourselves up by your bootstraps. I think
he fails to realize that some of these folks don't have boots.

What we are looking for is for the Federal Government to pro-
vide books. I think that this whole issue brings up another broader
issue, in fact, the fact that the Reagan Administration right now
doesn't sound any different to me than David Duke. Everything
David Duke said on Jesse Jackson or Night Line mirrors the ac-
tions of the Administration.

I think it is sad. These scholarships that are provided for tradi-
tionally disenfranchised peoplefirst we need to understand that
there is not a lot of these scholarships being provided. The majority
of students of color who attend college are getting grants or loans,

,"'
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but more often loans because Bush and Reagan decided that grants
were not the way to go.

The only opportunity that these students have to get an educa-
tion, and the whole question of legality brings to my mindyou
know, I played football in high school but I did not get a athletic
scholarship. Is that discriminatory?

I think that there is a reason for everything and that the real
focus of the Administration is to actually bring all these questions
out in the open and push the fact that white males feel oppressed
in this country.

For as many white males that feel that way, I would love for
them to come and live in my neighborhood where I grew up and let
them see the hunger and starvation and deprivation of our neigh-
borhoods and neglect.

I am very frightened right now. I don't really know how to react
to our Federal Government. Those I am sitting here at the table
with a tie on and speaking in front of a congressional committee, I
still feel like I am in jail. I feel that anything that will help to
move our people forward will be beaten down by those who are not
interested in moving our people forward.

So in my testimony I put down statistics and I am not going to
read themI have copies for those who are interested. What is the
most important to us is that not only do we reject this type of
thought, but that we go fullinto full gear into providing opportu-
nity.

We need to double our efforts. I can't tell you how many times I
have watched the football games or the baseball games and see
commercials about the Army saying "be all you can be." It would
bring a smile to my face to see a commercial that said "be all you
can be, go to college and here is the money to do it."

So I want to thank you for letting us speak. My testimony has all
the information concerning citizens of color and their participation
on the campuses and the views of students who are actually receiv-
ing these scholarships. So thank you very much.

[The prepared statement of Julius A. Davis follows:]
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lu UniLeU 01..ettus oLuilenl AsSuciallun ih Lhe
naLlunS )luesL chid IdlyesL nrtiunal SLutlenL
memUership urydniialiun reprasenLiny mule Lhan 4.5
million colleye ancl univer.ity stuLleriLs. US5A
numuer une pr lUi ily is IUSUI iny access Lu higher
educaLion tor ale sLuUellLS.

A wuuiU like Lu Lnank Lire chart and Lhe
U1SLinguislieU memUels ut Lhe cummitLee tut allowitig
me ylve Leslimuny un LhiS çiil,ii.aI isSue. oince
LIle ollyinai announcement ut Lhe UeparLmenL ot
tuth_aLinn Oil Ills IP4dlity hi schulaiships UdseU
Solely Oh idLe, t.iiH ph011OS al Lhe U4:JA Office have
Uetin I 11191119 uii Lhe hook! ihiS IS Liedi iy du
issue Mal sLuueilLs helve leacLeu Lu wiLli giddL
UUSLefildLiUll. .iheielUie, we die duAlUUS LU dii
Out LUUL.erhs Lu Lhis TIUM Uhl SLuUenL perspecLive.

Hialuhlt,AL rthartt..livt

tdi LOU utLen, some ut US
eAperience d lapse UT MefflUty. :3Ume wUU1U Say LhaL
people (ememUel NISLUiy sehei.Lively anU LtidL Ltiey

Uu flUL 1111U IL lieLeSScify Lu briny tha real hISLUty
Lu Lhe tulettunL ut a illscussiun un attirmalive
acIlun. :Jume people ask how lung Uu we nave Lu
keep attIrmaLive acLiun, well we kepL Slavery and
oLner viulenL turms ut oppression Un people ut
culor tor NU ',eats wall few In di] Uryelit. 10511 Cu

end iL. FusSibly JOU mole years ut attIrmative
action Will give people ut culur time Lo recover
uur minUs trum Llie Llauma LliaL was intlicLeU upun
us anti tinaily pluvlUe peuple ut Lulu( a true equal
uppurtuniLy tut success in Lhis cuunLry.

A recent. nrsLory repleLe wiLh UiscrIminaLlun
dyalfiSL people ut Lulur has buldened this nation
wiLn a legacy ut a UesperaLely unequal educaLiunal
uppurLuniLy tol Lhe vast majurIty the LradiLlundliy
UlsentiancniseU in (Ills cuulaly. we Gehl luuk Hu
tuiLner Lhan LlIe UackyalU ut the naLiuns capitol
twheie 001 sLieeLs have oecume UaLLleyluunUS tui
Lhe neylecLeU Lu teeU upun themselves in urUel Lu
survivel Lu Llle Udttlus ut tdSL Los Anyeles twhere
cniidren lit an uppresseU people wanUel (he sLteeLs
in search ur d Uledrn octeftein Lu SOO Lhe lfdl 191 ut
eApluiLciLlun 8110 neylecL.
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Stile!). Abldh ^mei 'cans, wno were piumiseu a
land ut uppuiLuulLy riches, Only Lu tind
implopliety crilU exploitation
di, the hanUs ot the proplietuts Ut
plantations lu pioviue 4..necto latiul, and whu die HUM
victims ut steteolypes as a sucCeSStul or mudel
minorities, UIU Hut ash fol thiS added etaln ut
discrimlnation that has been and is continually
vlsited upon tnem every Lime they walk int.0 a
compute, class ui watch a Chtysler commercial.
When they wale no lonyer neeUed as cheap labor,
anti-asian hostility swelled, punctuated with mub
violence. political agitatiun, public executlons
anU tlnd Ily UISLI ;minatory leyislatIon. Racist
IdyIhIdLIOfl Mdb USOU LU UlldlI dflU utten deny
lights.

row AMOI li..dils IddIly knuw ut Mexicanos and
lhe Hdr1105 ut Juan Courtina, ureyuriu

cuitec, anU Joaquin muri iota die unknown even tu
must protessurs.ut Amel ican hiStuly. these men,
who Uerenueu tmeil people, ayainst all odds, only
now tu lay IH tneil yraves and watch their people
be denied the I vas ut preference trom a Society
that robbed them Lilintl! Unequivocally, we must
recuynize the piouiem or languaye Uitticully that
puses a need in the rellet area that is tiequently
19HUI0d dflU Utlefl dtACILAOU LIIIUU9H english-onty
campaigns.

Ins utticial disingenuous dehumanization ot
ATI ican Americans oeyan in the United States
Constitution which wets dOupteU in lode. Article 1,
section 1 states that RepresentatIves and direct
laAes shall Ue appottioned among the several
States' and their respective NUMberS...shall be
determined Uy aUdlng tu the whole Number ot tree
persons, including those bound LC Service tor a
lerm ot ;eels, anti excluding not taxed , three
titths of all Petsons. the three tlftliS ot all
persons, ot course, were the slaves.
kacIsm an d Lila dehumanization ut African Americans
were disingenuously wrILLen and adopted into the
constitUtton ot tile United States ot Americe !

lhe othei hiyh sounUing statement that Atrican
Americans was set tolth la the Woad Scott case in
whiLn (-hist Justice letney said that AtIlcdh
Affiel ;cans had no r !Wits which the white mall was
bound Lu respect. laney was sayiny Chat IL was
impossible tor AtrIceil Amelicans 1.0 be citiZenS ot
the United States.

Native Americans, scutneU and afflicted with
Lna moat. bluLal acts ut yenucide known tu
humankind, nu doubt nave Lne yieatest. claim tu
pleterential tteaLment, the greatest mural claim.
An I i 9b, UMe ilibai chief Stated We love the
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quiet; when the wuuds are rustled by the wind, we
tear not; when tne 10aVeS aie disturbed in ambush,
we are uneasy, when a tIOuU obscures Our Uf illiant
sun, UO1 OyOS reel 'Jim. but omen the idyS appeal,
the, give great neat Lu the &Jody and jUy Cu the
heart. ilecichely darkens the chain ot t I ienuship.
but troth makes it br ighter than ever. Ihis is the
Peace that we deslie.

But the vast major ily ut Native Americans were
not to have Chat peace, nu more than the African
American, Mexican, caliturnius, Asian Americans and
Pacific islanders or any other groups that was seen
over the centui les an obstacle to the dynamic
expansion ut Amer Ica

it human prugless folluws a idw, it LIMBS
ottspling is the last; Clef ciViillatieh

Shrill be the noulest, for we die heirs ot all ages
in the foremost. tlies ot Lime and not Only do we
occupy the latitude ur Powel, Out uur land is the
lost to be occupied in that latitude, wrote
Fiellerith JcithStin iurnel in ISYU.

back then, toreign observers tuund the American
excellence puztring. winner Myrual described IL as
a dilemma. Ine natiun was the birthplace ut
mudeln democracy. and yet it IIISLICULIOliallzed
racism. equality and freedom were twin nn L he same
soil aS slavery dnu while supremacy. vrontier
democracy ads itselt partly shaped in weirs against
the Native Americans and Mexicans anU only through
collective agreement and political equality could
the settlers protect Lne idnu that they had taken.
Each white man waS entitled to une vute - and a
gun!

Net time and Lime again, attacks on attirmative
action, whether its the Civil Rights Act or
scholarships set aside tor individdals who are
members ut a traditionally disenfranchised group,
are more prevalent then ever betole. IL Is as it

some people believe that racism does nut exist.
Attirmative Action is essentially a matter of

positive policies, programs and procedures designed
to correct past and present discrimination in the
experiences of people ut color, women, and other
discrete groups. Affirmative action is a special
instrument tor dealing with discrimination, but is
hot simply the absence ut discrimination itself*.
lt is nut possible Lo fully recognize the humanity
of African Americans anu aL the same time be
indifferent to mak'og amends tor more than 200
yeais ot slavery and IUU years of legalized
discrimination arid second class citizenship that we
have experienced. lhe great wrongs ot the past can
nut be ertectively dealt with today through racial
neutiality and i.ndirterence. Ibis nattun, nU
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flidLLOI IMO mucn we miyia want iL lu be, is nut
color (JIM() SuLtely.

WO pupil.. nes uwen iwo Lu uelievw Lnal.
attlimalive dLLiOn is nolliiny mule than lip-utt,

LlIdL IS dfl etfulL Lu place UNO TUIM Uf
UtscihninaLlun with anol.he, tulm Ut diSci iminallun.
And Hunald TvUOUOUI htidydil dint VOUlya TUOJd-VOU-
IMO) allan Haifa done every Lii my that they en Lu
play to this type ut logic.

ih Httb Futt 0LNLILAtibt4lf2 FOR lokUPLL OF LOOM

SOLOIten ll., dlU Vali the pelcenlage ut low
InLUMO ATI ILdli AMOI iLdn elnU Hispanic yuulh
ylaUudLiny trum rilyn schuol has sheatillY lhLleased.

!vets bus ut low MILUMU Hispanic males, and 43k
ut Hispanic fOliidleS yidOUTILIOO tlUal high SchUOI.

same 1wdi Sdtk Of ITO InLUMO Atl ILdil AMOIlcan
Men, and Lida Ut Atlicen AMSI Ican temales completed
Illyn SIIOUI. Ina peicenloye to, Hispanic and
ATI ILdii AMOI iLanal OnU actually gu un lu attend
college ertet hign schuul nas uecreaseu
plecipitously uetween l9ilj and 1v66. in l91C

ut low incume Hispanic hlyn scnuul vac's went on tu
cullege, the liumuer oecreased Lu J4% In Igbb.
Atr icon Arne! ILAII niyn scnuul yiedutes eurullmenl. in

college uwindied trim 3w.a4 In tail, LU JU.J% in
laud.

ihese stelLiscics, cumuiled uy the Amelican
UUNcli UN tUULdLIUN, L.lear ly indicates LnaL
disPite the Tact 11101 mute bluuentS ut culur ate
gtedeatiny tium lilyn SOILIOl, lass ate going on to
cullege. liboA belleveS 1.hal. the fOul or this
alarming tient! Could be tuurid in Lhe education
policy ut Lila Heagellidush administration. Lullege
attendance ot students ut cului Fuse !JU% during the
ear ly id s, dut iny the same lime Lhe Pell 0121111.
plogram was being retitled CL il's hiyhesl levels,
which accounted tUf 61.1.3% ot aid given. Ottlereas in

the 1980 S Fell Wants only accounted tor 48.tA of
teldral Tinancial did given. thole is a direct
currelaliUn between 1.lie availability tit grants and
1.1ie alleudance ut luw tucume students ut ului in

Lne bus1.-secumiaty school ievei.
Uullny the lVuU s miudle incume Atrican

Americans and Latinu s have been tutced out ut
higner educatiun. AccuiLliny Lu the Amer ican
council tuucatiun, in 191U, bi% ut middle income
Ail ican Ame iLdn high School 9fadUaLOS went ou tu
college. by Ivbd 11101 numbsi had tallith to
Ina tele Ot LelL1110 1110 schuul yiads yuiny un LU
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cullege didppeu tium tin.nA In l9io tu 44.4% in
!vets. All ut Lnesti tact s red tne A.c.t.
leSealtnefS Lu cunclude Lnal. cumprehensive end

etfOrlS ate needeu di the ilisLiCuliundi
level Lu recruit, !Otani, ant! yldtludiAt !algal
number5 uf minur Ily sluuenlS ne ueileve Ludt lne
policy pruposed by Ltie Assistant Secretary tur
Clvil highis Iasi. week was clearly dirLiiiretic lu

is Cuncluslun and seeks Lu detlect atLent.run trum
the cr ISIS this nation 15 taCing in educaLlun.

tduCelliun is an investment in the future ot
this naliun. ihe Nei:igen/bush AdminisLiciLlun s lack
ur cummiLment_ to education tor Lhe past decade has
gravely jeupaidized Lne tuLure ut Lhis naLlun. in
Lne pest ten yedIS educaLlun has Wily accounted tor
leSS than (4 ut Lne annual bUllyel. Ihis
HiLurerciule situciLiun plecipilaled a dramatic
incled50 in Luiliun. dur ing tile OU 5 Cullege cost
has iociesed tiS colleges and universities have
scrambleu to i.ompeLe ut a sill puol ut
students and a grants provided Ly Lhe Federal
tauveinmenL. cunsequenlly access tuf all students
has ueen signiticeintly reduced. Students ot colui
anu pour students neve ueen dispropultiunaLely
ertected Uy the inciedce5 in Curliun, 51ince lhey
iely un toderdl and state Tinancidl did. in lighL
LIT Ole preseill biluallini. scholarship prugrams have
taker. un an Oven mule important tole in redressing
past disci imlnal.lun. Nufeuver they play an
essenLidi part. in orumuLing pluialism un many
college campuses.

t.Wieldo/Wi. %JOH rUlUlit Al ftioh

US0A uelleves that Lne pulicy articulated by
the Assistant Qecretary ut EducaLlOn last week, is

part and parcel ot the Bush AdministraLiuns
posiLlun ut upposing any pu licy Chat seeks to
redress past discrimindLiun. Last weeks pultcy
clearly presumed that this is a Colin' blind
SuCieLy, in which raLially cunScluuS remedies dre
an inCuleldble dttrunl Lu the egeiliLar Ian precepts
that ale CuMMuilly recugniled and accepted by the
vast. majufay ut suciety. this presumption is
unrealistic and dangeruus.

Any lufm uT tindncial aid that is set aside tor
craditiunaily disenfranchised peuple Is nu
dirTerent then any uthei type ut id given as
preference. lhere is nuthing wic.i with preference
in I.1115 cuunliy. Ash 1-resident bush, whu has
always given MeraUef5 ot hi5 paiLy preterenLial
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treatment.
Ask the UnilialSILy aumissions officers, wnu

dnU Lonlinucilly prefer lhe SIMS anU
ol dIUMni, UT raLuily, ur slat:, ut bly

UUnUIS. ASK 1.I18 tflonal U1 d Lumps:illy what S wiuny
witn piereri iny nib uduyhttil 01 Sun Lu muve vp the
fines ut mallayament.

AnU WhdL dUUUL Lind u.l. bill S 1.01

ybal5, wuMen S yluups trial tried altaLkiny the
absolute weletans thertireilLe and nobody ever asked
1Q1 (fumy away WILII w81.81dn5 preterence. Lt is

really iiunIL LndL IL is some 07 Lhuse Selina peuple
vino finu yUdis dli0 timetables and the More
SLaLISLICdl andlys85 LhdL YU inLU SUMb attlimdLive

pIdn SU iepuynanl. And 1 lOdlly think al
some pUinL LhdL Lhe htpuLidLy ut usiny preterenLe
ventin IL LonvenienLes you an ueLryiny pretereoLeS in
ulhel instanLes /edify hdS LU be addressed.

148 Must. always Lonlinue to work towards
addiessiny lhe erteLls ur upplession, exploitation
and neyleLL. lo IUUK al th e issues ut race with
blinders on jusl nerps lo perpetuate the problem.
me are a UEILL01 nation than that and must tunction
dLLUILlIflyiy.

by Lini year 4two, une third ut llie st.houl aye

Lnliulen In Lne United LciLes will be peuple ut
Lulu!. Alike! iLd IS d u I VWI SW LUUnLly. Ln our quest
tUf IdLidI ndilltuny muSL du 1110113 than recuynite tile
mere present.e ut multiple ethrilL and iaLval yioup-s,
WO MUSL WUIK LOwdILIS pluralism, espeLially In

hiynbi OUUt.dLILIn. Lets open Lha UUUIS LU
thlUcdLlon, IhvOSL In SLIIOUIS iliSLedd ut prisun 01

the MillLelly, Mill answer the Lnaitenye ot hdlMolly
1411.11 a realisciL
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Mr. HAYES. Thank you,
Ms. Byrd.
Ms. BYRD. Thank you, Congressman Hayes. I would like to

extend my thanks to Chairman Hawkins for providing us the op-
portunity to express our views on this issue. I am one of three staff
lawyers at the NAACP Legal Defense Fund who work in the area
of education.

But for the announcement by Mr. Williams, I would have been
able to work on my cases for the past week-and-a-half. Instead, I
have been trying to figure out what he is saying. Congressman
Smith is right when he said it is nonsense and Judy Lichtman is
right when she says it is gobbledygook.

I want to point out a couple of reasons why anybody ought to call
the President and say you ought to rescind this policy. It ought to
be done in a responsible way and it ought to ma.ke sense to some-
body.

At this point, it certainly does not. Let me walk through a couple
of points in what was issued yesterday that no one can understand
and that makes no sense.

On the six points that were announced, point number 2, which
allows universities to use money from private donors only to fund
racially-specific scholarships, if you use that logic, then basically
Harvard could give money to Yale for racially-specific scholarships,
Yale could give money to Harvard for racially-specific scholarships,
but neither one could fund those scholarships at their institutions.

If a private donor were to give $100,000 and leave that money
un-earmarked, then that money could never be spent for a scholar-
ship to improve minority attendance at a institution. However, if
the donor specifies it, then it has to be spent for minority scholar-
ships, presumably for all time.

An educational institution would be required to raise money
saying that we want this money earmarked for this purpose and
their hands are tied in the future with respect to changing the uses
for that money suppose the needs are different. It makes no sense.

David Tatel s point in saying the distinction on the funds from
private entities contrasted with the school's own funds runs head-
long into the Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1988.

If the Office for Civil Rights means to be the law enforcement
agency that Mr. Williams says it is, it ought to at least know the
law. Clearly, it doesn't.

Its third point which says that the race-exclusive scholarships
funded by State and local governments are covered by Supreme
Court decisions construing the Constitution and thus cannot be ad-
ministered.

OCR is able to administer as well as private schools. They have
been interpreting Supreme Court decisions for years. What is he
talking about?

Point 4, given the evi.dent confusion among universities on the
preceding point, the Department of Education will provide univer-
sities a four-year transition period in order to permit universities
to come into compliance.

Point 3 already said OCR didn't have jurisdiction, if you assume
they have no jurisdiction, what is the point of giving a four-year
period of compliance?

;1)1
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OCR cannot say that if something is illegal, we won't enforce the
law for four years. They are not Congress. They cannot control the
applicable of Title VI.

Point 5, during the four-year transition period, OCR will not con-
duct in effect broad compliance reviews, but will investigate any
complaints.

It makes no sense to investigate complaints if the agency is going
to give you a four-year compliance grace period. This is absolute
nonsense.

It is mischief. It is irresponsible, and it is callous, and the Presi-
dent should be prevailed upon to rescind this. Any responsible gov-
ernment official could not endorse this as a policy of the United
States Government.

It ought to be rescinded and if something needs to be done, then
it ought to be done in a proper manner instead of something like
this which I think is embarrassing to the country.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Jane ll M. Byrd follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: I am Janell Byrd,

a staff lawyer with the NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund,

Inc. I thank you for this opportunity to testify on this issue of

utmost concern not only to the Legal Defense Fund, but to all

people concerned about the future advancement of this Nation.

The Fund has handled many cases in efforts to improve

educational opportunities for African Americans. Among those was

Adams v. Richardson, a recently dismissed case that was filed in

1970 against the Department of Education and the Office for Civil

Rights for misconduct reminiscent of that occurring today

misconduct that undermines the letter and the spirit of Title VI

of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and denies the protection intended

by the statute to those for whose benefit it was passed.

OCR is charged with the responsibility for enforcing Title VI

which by its terms prohibits discrimination on the basis of race,

color or national origin in any program receiving federal funds.

By its letter and its spirit, Title VI clearly intended to increase

educational access for racial and ethnic minorities as seen in

several of its regulations governing compliance. Under the

Department's own Title VI regulations the enforcement scheme is to

be carried out through compliance reviews or complaint

investigations to determine whether a recipient of federal funds

is in compliance with the law. 34 C.F.R. § 100.7. These are

intended to be fact based determinations of compliance with the

statute -- its letter and its spirit.

Looking at the chaos visited upon the Nation's students and

colleges and universities by Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights

3
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Michael Williams' recent announcements on minority scholarships,

it is readily apparent that instead of trying to eliminate barriers

to educational opportunities for those disadvantaged and excluded

from America's mainstream by virtue of the color of their skin, OCR

is focusing on ways to erect such barriers. It has made itself the

watchdog designated to assure that opportunities for minorities are

not too easily found and exercised. In doing so it has ignored the

crisis in minority education in this country. It has ignored the

growing gap between black and white college enrollment, the

significantly lower income of blacks compared to whites, and the

universal agreement that the path out of the cycle of poverty is

education. It has ignored the fact that this is not a colorblind

society and never has been. Mr. Williams' assertion that no

significant decision should be based on race comes out of a fantasy

land of right-wing ideology not based on fact but absolute fiction.

Not only are Mr. Williams' actions legally wrong and misguided;

trey are downright bad educational and social policy.

When OCR announced its new policy through a press release

distributed with the Agency's precipitous warning to Fiesta Bowl

officials that scholarships for minorities would violate Title VI,

there was no doubt that it was OCR's actions -- not Fiesta Bowl

officials -- whose conduct wag improper. OCR acted without a

complaint, without the process of a compliance review or other

investigation, without factual findings, without notice of new

policy interpretation order and without debate. The real and

pc,ential harm caw;ed y OCR' callow; and recklost; approach 1:;

r
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evident not only in the confusion created among college and

university officials, but also in Mr. Williams' admission that he

has no idea what scholarships exist that are affected by his

policies.

Indeed the entire matter has been handled in such a slipshod

fashion that it is imperative at this point that someone do what

Mr. Williams and OCR should have done and that is prepare a

comprehensive legal analysis. There are many unanswered questions

and so many loopholes and inconsistencies in what OCR has

distributed that the Legal Defense Fund is itself undertaking to

prepare such an analysis and will offer to the Committee a legal

memoranda on the issue. Given the speed with which this has

happened, we were not able to do that for today's hearing.

I will however, poin, out some of the most obvious problems

with OCR's December 4, 1990 letter to Mr. John Junker and the

simultaneously released press statement. OcR misled the public

through misrepresentations, misstatements and misapplication of the

law on several counts. First, it asserts that race specific

scholarships are generally prohibited by Title VI. This is clearly

misleading given that race specific scholarships are unquestionably

authorized where institutions have a documented history of race

discrimination. OCR itself has incorporated them in many of its

higher education desegregation plans. The Title VI regulations

require that where an institution receiving federal funds "has

previously discriminated against persons on the ground of racp,

color, or national origin, the recipient must take affirmative

3
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action to overcome the effects of prior discrimination." 34 C.F.R.

§ 100.3(b) (6).

Williams' letter misrepresents the law in referring to the

regulatory section cited immediately above by implying that a

"court or administrative order, corrective action plan, or

settlement agreement," is a necessary prerequisite to taking such

affirmative action. The Supreme Court specifically declined that

position in Wygant v. Jackson Board of Education, 476 U.S. 267

(1986), and has approved voluntary affirmative action measures in

a number of contexts. In the minority set-asidt case, City. of

Richmond v. J. A. Croson Co, 488 U.S. 469 (1989), the Court

indicated it would continue to approve voluntary affirmative action

measures where there was adequate documentation of a history of

discrimination. A court order or other federal intervention was

not required.

But even while acknowledging that race specific scholarships

were available under certain circumstances, OCR's December 4, 1990

letter appligs its generally stated prohibition to include

institutions with a well-documented and well-known history of race

discrimination. The two Universities involved in the Fiesta Bowl

have well-documented histories of race discrimination. The

University of Alabama is today in trial in Birmingham, Alabama in

a suit brought by the United States Justice Department for racial

discrimination. It was referred to the Justice Department, along

with the entire State of Alabama, because of an OCR finding of non-

compliance with Title VI. Similarly, the University of Louisville

4
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is part of the State of Kentucky's higher education desegregation

plan required by OCR because of its history of race discrimination.

OCR itself has required race specific scholarships at the

University of Louisville. It boggles the mind to understand how

Mr. Williams could have concluded that it would have been illegal

for these institutions to have a race specific scholarship.

Neither the December 4 letter or press release adequately

addresses equally impoitant Title VI regulations that, even without

prior findings of discrimination, permit universities to:

take affirmative action to overcome the effects of

conditions which resulted in limiting participation by
persons of a particular race, color, or national origin.
34 C.F.R. S 100.3(b)6(ii).

Nor does the letter refer to the provisions that encourage

universities to:

... give special consideration to race, color or national
origin to make th e. benefits of its program more widely
av.iilable to such groups .... (universities] may
establish special recruitment policies to make ftheirl

programs better known and more readily available to such
groups and take other steps to provide that group with
more adequate service." 34 C.F.R. S 100.5(i).

It WW1 a total failure of responsible government decision-

making and behavior to threaten the nation's college students and

their universities and illeges with the loss of federal funds in

such a one-sided, incomplete, misleading and legally imptoper

manner.

OCR's latest policy making by press release was an absolute

disaster. The purported partial reversal of the policy at

yesterday's press conference served to foster more confusion,

create new conflicts with existing civil rights laws and reaffirm

5
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at least parts of the prior policy. At this point 1.he

Administration must simply and completely rescind the policy in

itA entirety.

The six points announced yesterday, which are more confusing

than the original policy, cannot possibly be described as proper

legal guidance from any responsible government agency or official.

Point One. "The Administration fully endorses voluntary

affirmative action in higher education, and encourages educational

opportunities for minority and disadvantaged students." How can

this be when the next several points outline a retreat from

voluntary affirmative action through minority scholarships?

Point Two. "(The Department of Education) has decided that

. Title VI (enforcement will) permit universities . . . to

administer scholarships . . . funded entirely by private pori.ons

or evtities where the donor restricts eligibility tor such

scholarships to minority students. . plowever, private

universities receiving federal funds mdy not tund race-exclusive

scholarships with their own tunds." This is nonsense both as a

matter ot law and educational policy, lt it is somyhow illegal or

discriminatory for the university to fund minority specitic

scholarships with its own funds then it would seem to be illegal

for them to administer them as well. This approach 1:04.111S to run

head-long into the Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1,)88. The

second sentence which reads as an outright ban on race specific

scholarships at private universities runs counter to the Title VI

37-441 0 - 91 - 6
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regulations that require affirmative measures where the institution

has a history of discrimination.

As a matter of educational policy point two makes no sense.

This approach would allow Harvard to give money to Yale designated

for race specific scholarships and Yale to give money to Harvard

designated for race specific scholarships, but neither to fund them

at their own institutions. lt, in effect, says that if a donor

gives $100,0un to an in:;titution with no specific designation, then

n 0! that moiwy could be allocated to rlinority specific

:--11)171-:;h but i t tie money it: :to Lic.1C4n.1t d , I (:: t nattt.
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sense. Point three says that OCR cannot address the issue with

respect to state and local funded scholarships. If that is so,

what does OCR intend to do after four years if the issue is outside

of its jurisdiction. Furthermore, OCR cannot legally refuse to

enforce the law for four years if indeed there ore legal

violations.

Point__Fjye. "During the four-year transition period, (OCR]

will not (conduct broad compliance reviews hut will investigate any

complaints]." What is the point of investigating complaints if the

Agency is applying a tour year compliance grace poriod.

"The Administration will encourage state

legislatures, local governments, and private univorities .

to caretully review legal restrictions on ;.linority

scholarship programs imposed by the courts, 'hat ;they may

continue . . . to provide scholarship assistom to minoritien."

There is only one such ease of which we are aware. It was decided

prior to Bak.ke and was not appealed.

It is untortunate that Mr. Williams declined to attend this

hearing because he ni.J,ds to explain -- other than by two page press

releases -- what his office is doing. He riveds to explain his

utter failure to tollow the law and agency procedure.

OCR's actions on this issue have been irresponsible. They

will deter minority students whose elementary and secondary school

efforts are directly affected by whether they belleyo there is an

opportunity tor them to attend college. The signal OCR has sent

is that the Nation does not care about Lhem.

8
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OCR's actions also will deter colleges and universities from

taking steps to address the exclusion of minorities from higher

education by sending confusing messages as to what is legal coupled

with warnings that schools could lose all federal funding.

Furthermore, in today's climate of tight state budgets where

schools are looking for ways to cut enrollment and reduce aid,

encouraging schools to cut funding for minorities will have a

devastating effect on the already low minority enrollment in higher

education.

I want to thank the Committee for having these oversight

hearings and encourage you to continue them in the upcoming year

to try to bring OCR officials in to explain their behavior. It the

matter lu not responsibly resolved, I encourage you to consider

legislation that would make clear the ability of college, and

universities to use these minority scholarship programs to increase

minority access to colleges and universities. Thank You.
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Mr. HAYES. Thank you very much for your testimony.
I will call on my colleague, Mr. Petri, to see if he has questions.
Mr. PETRI,. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I just have one or two questions. I will be brief.
I am struggling, I guess, to try to figure out if the difference be-

tween Mr. Williams and the Administration or Williams II now
and the Administration position and your position is as great as
you say or if you are magnifying the difference and there is not
that much.

I guess they are now saying that race may be a factor in scholar-
ships, but not the only factor, and people should take into account
such things as economic need in awarding scholarships and not
give one to a wealthy black as opposed to a poor white.

Would you agree with that or would you say that they can set
aside money and it should go on to people who belong to a particu-
lar group regardless of economic need and deny that money to
someone who doesn't belong to that group?

Ms. BYRD. There were a number of points that you raised first
about the difference between our position and Mr. Williams. We
don't know what Mr. Williams' position is because it makes no
sense, period.

There are bits and pieces of law in what he stated, but he stated
at the press conference that his original position was still correct.
That is impossible, because under his original position he said basi-
cally that the University of Alabama, which has a very long histo-
ry of discrimination, which is today being sued by the United
States Department of Justice for Race Discrimination, that that in-
stitution could not have a racially-specific scholarship.

That is contrary to OCR's practice which referred the University
of Alabama along with the entire State to the Justice Department
for enforcement because it was slighting Title VI.

If you are going to correct a history of race discrimination, then
you have to take race into account to address that problem.

As to whether a well-to-do black kid versus a poor white kid, I
think that is an interesting question, but often the fact for two rea-
sons. One, blacks across the country or on average, I should say,
have an average income which is significantly lower than whites,
so for the most part, you have a lot of black children who are black
or black students who are applying who simply don't have the
money.

The number of those scholarships are not that large. So among
the blacks, not all the blacks are going to get one of these scholar-
ships. Within the way they will apply this, they will factor in need.
It is not like you have money going to the children of the rich.

I think that that is kind of a fiction that people are coming up
with when, in fact, the way the dollars are going they are needed,
but that is not the only base that legitimizes it. If you need it fc,.
diversity purposes that is an honorable way to administer the
money, as well.

Mr. PETRI. I agree. You can always CG: c" lid an extreme case,
but it is not the usual case, let's say. Bak .. scholarships on need
would, as you rightly say, tend to favcr traditionally unrepresented
groups, Hispanics, blacks and so on, and you don't really need to go
beyond that v. hich tends to undercut the idea of integration and
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the color-blind society as an ultimate goal by saying it is all right
because of historic discrimination to set up race-specific scholar-
ships for traditionally under-represented groups regardless of eco-
nomic need or anything else.

That kind of undermines the effort to try to bring the communi-
ty together over time and it is not necessary because it doesn't
affect many cases at all. It will lead to a few extreme cases people
point to and demagogue aboutlike the son or daughter of a doctor
who is getting a free ride while a deserving student of another race
who has a need is not.

Ms. BYRD. There are all kinds of scholarships that are granted at
universities in the country. Lots of it goes because you want to at-
tract.different kinds of people to an institution and the institutions
believe that that is important to the educational process. We be-
lieve that it is important to allow institutions the freedom to try to
attract those students.

We see that despite billions of dollars allocated on the basis of
need that lots of minority students still don't get the funds they
need and this will provide that adjunct to the scholarships that are
there. So I think there is a legitimate basis upon which these schol-
arships should be maintained. I think there is a legitimate justifi-
cation based on historical discrimination, which was very race spe-
cific, to justify a corrective measure which is always race specific.

Mr. PETRI. 'Well, if the result we want is a non-race-specific socie-
ty, I am not so sure that is really right, at least as a permanent
solution.

Ms. BYRD. I didn't say it is permanent, but it is a remedial meas-
ure.

Mr. PETRI. The Washington Post, in its December 13th editorial
outlined something pretty much in line with what the Administra-
tion came out with, saying that it should be a factor but not the
exclusive factor. We should move away from explicit racial and
other designations, they say, that are offensive and defeat the pur-
pose for which they should be used, and other than in special cir-
cumstances, they ought to be stopped.

So there are other voices out there saying that we should be
working to try to reach out, obviously, and to be inclusive and
bring groups in, but then as you are giving public money for schol-
arships, or corporate money or institutional money for scholar-
ships, you would think you would want to take into account other
factors than race exclusively. That may be one factor because it
does obviously help, other things being equal, to promote diversity,
but if you ignore need, if you ignore wealth, if you ignore academic
ability and say we are going to give it to you because of your race,
that seems to me un-American.

Ms. BYRD. The people have already been admitted to the schools
and the question is whether you have a pot of money that you can
use to promote diversity in the institutions. You recruit the black
students and it turns out there are X number of need dollars that
get spread over X number of students and the students cannot get
the money that will allow them to attend the institution, then you
have lost your opportunity to diversify.

Mr. PETRI. This can tend to hurt poor minority people too indi-
rectly. You know what goes on between the institutions as they

1 c5
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compete for good athletes and there are enormous incentives put
out by some institutions. The same thing can happen to compete
for able minority students and therefore they will ignore need and
give a free ride to people who can very easily afford it in order to
say they are diversified and meanwhile there are going to be some
poor minority students who could have qualified for a scholarship
who are going to be behind in that line.

It seems to me something we ought to be sensitive to and not just
say, well, it is fine to allow race-specific scholarships, when what
we may be doing is helping people who are in a particular group
but who can easily help themselves.

Ms. BYRD. That happens with respect to white students; a lot of
white students get money who don't need the money, their parents
can afford to send them to school. That is not unique to minority
students.

Mr. PETRI. People have set up scholarships for graduates of par-
ticular high schools, for all sorts of quirky reasons, so to speak,
that end up favoring people because of where they are from and all
kinds of things. But we are talking now about community funds, in
effect, not private funds, and whether we ought to be doing this on
a race basis with community funds.

Mr. YZAGUIRRE. There are two reasons why we award scholar-
ships: One, to help the individual, and the other, to help the uni-
versity.

To help the university promote diversity, we do it on the basis of
geography. We want sons of firemen in universities, eons or daugh-
ters of alumni, rural as well as urban people. The notion is well-
established that that is a legitimate end for a university to pro-
mote. To enrich the value of a college education one needs to have
it in a setting with a diverse student body.

The other reason you do it is because people are deserving. We
are trying to fine-tune a situation where somehow economic need is
more deserving than racial repression. I can't make all those kinds
of decisions and be able to say which is more deserving. Maybe
other people can.

But I suggest to you that the national picture is not one where
we have a lop-sided situation. What I am trying to say is that I can
offer to you reams of evidence that Hispanics are not able to attend
college because of financial difficulties, because of discrimination,
because of entrenched institutional bias.

I will accept that burden and present evidence to this body, to
any other body in the country and make what I think is a persua-
sive case. I don't know of any body of information that leads any .
body to conclude that we have a serious problem because disadvan-
taged whites are getting the short end of the stick because they are
being passed over in favor of minorities.

If that were a real situation, then I think we would have to lo9k
at it objectively and try to come up with some kind of solution as to
equity, but that is net the real world. The real world is we are still
being discriminated against. We have serious impediments, and our
universities are suffering because they are not educating a signifi-
cant body of our population and because they don't have the diver
sity they need that is reflective of the society that we are living in.
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Mr. DAVIS. I would like to touch on the question of preference;
America has always welcomed preference and that probably the
difference between this type of preference and that of an owner
moving their son or daughter up through the company is that this
is more out in the open. The preference that happens when some-
one who owns a company arid wants to see their children move up
in the company isn't talked about, it is just done.

Here it is talked about because there are people who are op-
pressed and interesting in making a better life for themselves.
Again, that was a really good point in terms of the real world and
where we really are right now and how many people would actual-
ly suffer from this type of policy given the number of minority
scholarships based on race that are out there.

I maintain that we aren't doing enough as it is already, that we
should not even start to consider rolling back affirmative action. If
anything, we should be doubling up on it, finding stronger ways of
making things happen because the formula that President Bush
has, the education President, hasn't worked. It hasn't worked with
Reagan or for any of the presidents of this country, and though
some may see me or other people at this table being dreamers, we
truly care about our community, so we feel that it is important for
you to understand.

I would invite you to hang out with me in my neighborhood a
week and get to understand what is happening there. That really
isn't the question because preference happens throughout this
country, whether it is veterans preference, whether it is someone
owning a company or preference of a child being able to get into
school as opposed to someone else and how many doors that that
action closes.

Chairman HAWKINS. [Presiding.] I quite agree.
I think you put your finger on it. Only a very, very small per-

centage of financial aid to students goes to minority students, and
a majority of whites are not being passed over to give such scholar-
ships to blacks.

Scholarships are given based on being a Mormon or Protestant
or if you are from certain sections of the country and then you get
down to the small percent of the money expended to attract mi-
norities and all of a sudden it is that policy which is being changed.

Is the policy being changed for the other categories of aid? It
seems to me there is no jusVfication for the two policies enunciated
in the last couple of weeks, particularly from an Administration
that says it fully endorses voluntary affirmative action: that wants
to encourage educational opportunities for minorities and disadvan-
taged students.

How do they square support for affirmative action with their so-
called idea of a color-blind society?

It would be nice if we had a color-blind society, but affirmative
acticn obviously involves helping minorities.

It seems there is a contradiction. I caii't read it any other wayI
don't see how you can read it any other way. There are those who
say they are worried about quotas and all that; that is a great
statement, it sounds good, but it is rhetoric.
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Ms. Byrd, if you really favor affirmative action, do you see that
you can have affirmative action without in some way relating that
back to race?

Ms. BYRD. No, I don't see any way. Affirmative action is designed
to correct the race-specific history.

Chairman HAWKINS. Past discrimination?
Ms. BYRD. Yes; of course.
Chairman HAWKINS. If you support affirmative action, which

means recognizing race, which Assistant Secretary Williams' state-
ment does, I assume, on behalf of the Administration, then how
can they say that it is wrong to have minority scholarships?

Ms. BYRD. Mr. Chairman, you are asking the same questions we
asked when we read----

Chairman HAWKINS. They endorsed affirmative action and then
turn around and say it has to be done in a color-blind manner.

Well, the two are contradicWry. That type of rhetoric is the
thing that gets us in trouble.

I can't see any justification for moving in the way that the Ad-
ministration has started.

It started down the wrong road and the Administration had
better stop and reconsider what they are doing because this is an
absolute change in policy.

They admit that themselves. How can a new policy be good one
week and the next week it is changed again; it is different.

A policy was operating for nearly two decades and then they
changed it.

Ms. BYRD. Mr. Williams, I believe, said yesterday at the press
conference that the policy he announced last week which was a
change in policy was a correct statement of the law and that the
policy he announced yesterday which was a change in policy was
also a correct statement of the law.

Chairman HAWKINS. One has to be wrong.
Ms. BYRD. One would think so.
Chairman HAWKINS. HOW is it that an unelected individual can

so profoundly change public policy. It doesn't make sense. It is
wrong.

If we are going to allow individuals to make policy, we are in se-
rious trouble. We are going to have to get back to fundamentals if
we are going to get ahead. I think this business of hiding behind
technicalities is just a cop out.

It is most unfortunate that we don't have those most responsible
for changing the policy here to be questioned.

If they can justify it, today would have been their opportunity to
do so.

Ms. BYRD. Mr. Chairman, I think there absence tends to explain
their inability or suggests their inability to explain this policy. It is
indefensible. I think that is probably why they are not here today
to attempt to explain it.

Chairman HAWKINS. I don't see how they can attempt to explain
it. You have put your fir r on it. Because they cannot explain it
publicly, they are not here today. They are going to use other press
conferences to do it.
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They are going to lead us into a decade of litigation in which
they will encourage complaints to be made in order to carry out
their policy of racism. That is what it is going to lead to.

I am not accusing the President. I am accusing some individuals
in the Administration who are leading the President, in my opin-
ion, down a very dangerous road, a road of meanness and evil in
this country, that has to be somehow eliminated.

It is not going to be eliminated in the way that Mr. Williams
enunciated in his so-called policy. He says that he is naive, if
anyone believes that, they happen to be naive in my opinion. His is
a well-thought out policy that emanates from certain individuals.

It must be eliminated if we are going to move ahead. Well, I
want to thank you all.

Mr. Hayes, do you have a comment?
You and I have got to march again, I think.
Mr. HAYES. I am ready.
Mr. Chairman I don't have any questions.
I just want to say that the testimony has again benefited by

some excellent testimony from this panel. I had a tough time get-
ting here this morning from Chicago.

I look up there now and it is almost time for me to head back,
but I have no regrets for having gotten up and rushed to the air-
port to come here. . wanted to be here because of the importance of
the issue before us, number one.

And two, because reality tells me this is the last time I will have
a chance to appear with you as Chairman of this committee. Your
dedication, your conviction is one I know is going to be missed.
Maybe we will have to get together in a picket line somewhere in
order to make things turn around.

I am bothered by the direction in which we are going. I have
often said the best defense this great Nation of ours could ever
have is tn make sure that our kids have an opportunity to get an
educat ion.

When you mention about decisions being made by people who
are not necessarily elected officials, it is true. This is not the only
true here. This is true overseas.

If you watch the trends of negotiating in trying to keep us out (if
war, you can see the people who are leading those kinds of discus-
sions. Some of the people over there who will not have a chance to
make a decision as to whether or not they will live or die are Afri-
can-Americans.

They are willing to defend their country that they cannot even
be educated in. Some of them are in the service because that was
an opportunity for them to get ahead. I do hope that sanity will
prevail before we begin to see if we can get this derailed train, so
far as educational opportunities are concerned, back on track.

It is true that we are going in the wrong direction here. I just
want to say in finality, Mr. Chairman, just because you are retiring
doesn't mean you lose interest. I know that it is in your system.

You cannot escape it. I am going to be with you, work with you
and do all you can.

I hope you can use all your influence to be sure that next year
we talk about the number one bill coming before the Congress and
it is going to be the new civil rights act.

11.^1,)
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I hope that comes in to fruition. I hope v"? can do something to
make sure it is not destructive of this wht ; i public educational
system. We have traveled many places around the world, as you
well know, and we have a lot of improving to do, not only at the
post-secondary level but in the preschool level, the kindergarten
level, elementary level, secondary level.

We find ourselves behind many other countries around the
world. I would like to do what I can to work with others, people
like you out there, the NAACP.

We have to keep our irons to the fire and keep pushing, fight for
that which we know to be right and try to get people involved to
fight for themselves. Destruction is occurring in our community.
When I look at last weekend what happened in Chicago, I think it
was 12 killed, some of them were high school students.

Some of them are leading the live of destruction. If we look at
our prisons, the people in there, and measure the cost of people, to
keep them in prison as against what it would cost to educate them
and give them some incentive or a new way of life, I don't think
there is even an argument there if you do it that way.

Thank you very much.
Mr. Pgrai. Mr. Chairman, as a member of the minority in this

particular context, may I say that you have been a very fine leader
of our committee and I think a great role model for a lot of people
and society and for the rest of us.

Chairman HAWKINS. I was going to pay a compliment to you.
You have been to my right, but you have had integrity. I have

enjoyed your cooperation and I think the issue before us is in safe
hands with individuals such as yourself.

Obviously, Mr. Hayes has always been there and he is going to
carry on. This committee is in good shape.

May I thank the witnesses for very excellent testimony. I am
sorry I was temporarily called away during some of the testimony.

We have heard your views. We appreciate them and we hope we
will have your continuing cooperation, support and friendship.

That concludes the hearing.
Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 4:10 p.m., the committee ackjourned.]
[Additional material submitted for the record follows.]
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

THE SECRETARY

February 14, 1991

Hon. William Ford
Chairman
House Committee on Education and Labor
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman

This is in response to the letters from former Chairman Hawkins of
December 18 and 27, 1990 and your letter of February 1, 1991
regarding the minority scholarships issue.

The Department shares the Education and Labor Committee's
commitment to ensuring educational opportunity for all Americans,
and we will work .:.losely with you toward that end. With regard to
your Committee's request for testimony by Assistant Secretary
Michael Williams, we regret that he was unable to appear. However,
having just formulated a new position on this issue the previous
day, we did not believe that we had adequate preparation time for
a proper presentation before your Committee.

As you are aware, at his confirmation hearing Secretary Designate
Lamar Alexander indicated that upon taking office he "would start
over... (w)e'll go back 1-^ the policy...that existed before
December 4." In his hearing, Governor Alexander told the Senate
Labor and Human Resources Committee that if confirmed, he would
immediately begin a thorough review of this issue that would
include consultation with Administration officials (including the
Attorney General), Congress, and experts in the civil rights and
higher education communities. I believe this statement by
Secretary Designate Alexander should address most of your concerns
with the earlier announced policy.

I am providing you with the documents requested in your earlier
letters. The enclosed documents are being made available to the
committee pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552(d for review in the exercise of
the committee's oversight responsibilities. These include draft
documents, advisory and legal memoranda that reflect the agency's
internal deliberations and documents in open investigations. The
Department does not authorize disclosure of these documents or any
portion of them.

400 hIARYLANL AVE . SW WASHINOION D.C. 20202-0100
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Page 2 - Hon. William Ford

Wn are particularly concerned with safeguarding the confidentiality
of the names of the complainant and witnesses in the
investigations. Any improper release of such information could
subject innocent persons to harm. The disclosure of filen of
active investigations may impede the timely completion of
investigations and actually jeopardize successful voluntary
compliance effort. Thus, the need for confidentiality concerning
their contents by Members of the Committee and Committee staff is
critical. I appreciate the assurances of confidentiality contained
in your February 1 letter. I look forward to working with you on
this and other education issues in the 102nd Congress.

cc: Hon. Bill Goodling

Enclesures

Sre y

Ted SaAders
Acting Secretary
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Chronology of Office for Civil Rights Documents
Relating to Race-Exclusive Scholarships

Since 1970, there have been a number of documents issued by the U.S. Department of
Education's Office for Civil Rights (OCR) relating to the subject of race-exclusive
scholarships.' The following are brief summaries of those documents (in chronological
order).

1. National Medt Scholarshio (December 1'970) (OCR Director's response to inquiry
from U.S. Representative Chalmers P. Wylie). Although OCR found that the subject
of the inquiry--the National Merit Scholarship Service--was not a recipient, the letter
went on to state the following:

However, our office is aware that some institutions of higher education par-
ticipating in Federal financial assistance programs have designated a small
number of scholarships for minority group students, most often black. Scholar-
ships of this type are in full accord with the objectives of Title VI if their
purpose is to overcome the effects of past discrimination based on law or
custom. I would note, however, that the appearance of minority group members
in the institution's enrollment at some point may be such as to require the
abandonment of the preference arrangement or its suitable modification.

2. Nondiscrimination in Federally Assisted Programs: Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
(Notice), 36 FEDERAL REGISTER 23494 (December 9, 1971). This notice proposed
the following addition to Section 80.3(b) of the HEW Title VI regulation
(45 C.F.R. Part 80):

(6) This regulation does not prohibit the consideration of race, color, or
national origin if the purpose and effect are to remove or overcome the
consequences of practicel or impediments which have restricted the availability
of, or participation in, the program or activity receiving Federal financial
assistance, on the ground of race, color, or national origin. Where previous
discrimhztory practice or usage tends, on the ground of race, color, or national

.5, exclude individuals from participation in, to deny them the benefits ot.
or su, - them to discrimination under any program or activity to which this

.3

A "race-exclusive" scholarship is one that is limited to individuals of one
or more racial or national origin groups, thereby excluding individuals of other
races or national origin groups from being considered. A race-preference
scholarship, on the other hand, merely treats the race of an individual as a plus
factor in awarding a scholarship, with race being only one factor considered.
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Page 2 - Chronology of Documents on Race-Exclusive Scholarships

regulation applies, the applicant or recipient has an obligation to take reasonable
action to remove or overcome the consequences of the prior discriminatory
practice or usage, and to accomplish the purposes of the Act.

3. 1972 Summary Of Requirements of Title_VLfor Institutions of Hieher Education
(June 1972) (attachment to a memorandum from the Director of OCR to presidents ot
institutions regarding required postsecondary compliance reports). This document
states, in pertinent part, that:

The awarding of scholarships and other financial aid administered by the
institution must be free of discrimination on grounds of race, color, or national
origin. Financial assistance includes both public and private scholarships,
fellowships, student loans, traineeship stipends and employment obtained by the
institution for the student as part of an assistance program; e.g., teaching
assistantships, work-study programs. Student financial aid programs based on
race or national origin may be consistent with Title VI if the purpose of such
aid is to overcome the effects of past discrimination.

4. Part 100--Nondlicrimination Under Prosrams Receiving Federal Assistance through
the Department otEducation-tEffecluation of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964

(Final Rulemaking), 45 FEDERAL REGISTER 30918 (May 9, 1980),
34 C.F.R. Part 100. This notice adopted the HEW Title VI regulation
(45 CF.R. Part 80), which had been amended at 38 FEDERAL REGISTER 17978
(July 5, 1973) by adding the following text as Section 80.3(b):

(i) In administering a program regarding which the recipient has previously
discriminated against persons on the ground of race, color, or national origin.
the recipient must take affirmative action to overcome the effects of prior
discrimination.

(ii) Even in the absence of such prior discrimination, a recipient, in
administering a program, may take affirmative action to overcome the
effects4 conditions which resulted in.limiting participation by persons of
a pardektlar race, color, or national origin.

5. Implicationf of Bakke (October 27, 1978) (memo from HEW's Assistant General
Counsel of the Civil Rights Division to OCR Director David Tatel).

NOT SUBJECT TO DISCLOSURE

"
A
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6. Guidelines Tot Eliminiting Discrimination and Denial of Services on the Basis of
c V

(Guidelines), 44 FEDERAL REGISTER 17162 (March 21, 1979) (they also appear at
Appendix B of the Title VI implementing regulation-34 C.F.R. Part 100). The
Guidelines specifically prohibit recipients who operate vocational educational programs
from awarding financial aid on the basis of race absent a finding of past discrimination.
In pertinent part, the Guidelines provide that:

Recipients may not award financial assistance in the form of loans, grants,
scholarships, special funds, subsidies, compensation for work, or prizes to
vocational education students on the basis of race, color national origin,
sex, or handicap, except to overcome the effects of past discrimination.

Section VI. B. Note that the "except" clause of this section of the Guidelines uses the
language of 34 C.F.R. § 100.3(b)(6)(i), which addresses mandatory affirmative action.
rather than the broader language of 34 C.F.R. § 100.3(b)(6)(ii), which addresses
voluntary affirmative action. The Guidelines went through formal rulemaking proce.
dures, Lt, notice to the public, an opportunity for interested persons to submit cornrn
ments, consideration of those comments, and publication in final in the Federal
Register.

7. impact of Bakke Decision on HEW Programs and Policies (April 1979) (HEW
Office of the General Counsel memorandum).

NOT SUBJECT TO DISCLOSURE

7
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8. IsIIMHAPA MinoriV Fellowship_Erpgram (July 10, 1979) (Memorandum from the
Office of Legal Counsel to an OCR DivisionsDirector).

NOT SUBJECT TO DISCLOSURE

9 Nondiscriminationin Federally Assisted Programs: Title VI of the Civil Rights Act
pf 1964: Policy Interpretation. 44 FEDERAL REGISTER 58509 (October 10, 1979)
The Policy Interpretation defines the scope of permissible voluntary affirmative action
by higher education institutions who are recipients of Federal funding. Although
financial aid is not one of the specific examples used, the Policy Interpretation con-
cludes that, in light of Bakke, students could apt be excluded from services on the basis
of race, color, or national origin.

10. Massachuseittinstitute_ofTechnolon OCR Case No. 01-80-2046 (March 24,
1982) (denial of a complainant's appeal). This case involved a challenge to a race-
exclusive Minority Tuition Fellowship program. In its appeal response letter to the
cumplainant, an OCR division director stated that it was improper to extend the Bakke
decision from admissions to all race-conscious actions by universities, end that a pre-
Etakke U.S. District Court case (Flanagan v President and Directors of Georgetowa
College, 417 F. Supp. 377 (D.D.C. 1976)) that applied principles such as those in
Bakke to strike down a race-conscious student financial aid program was not controlling
because it was inconsistent with subsequent Supreme Court affirmative action decisions.
The rationale for the refusal to extend pakke to other race-conscious university
programs was as follows:

Admissions quotas, the policy at issue in l3akke, unlike many other policies. mdy
resul 1e exclusion of an Individual from a university on the basis of race or.
natio gin. The availability of a particular fin.incial aid program does not
have siic a fat-reaching effect.

11. University of Denver, OCL. Case No. 08-83-6001 (March 22, 1983) (policy mentor
andum to Region VIII from the Deputy Assistant Secretary). OCR concluded that
three race-exclusive minority fellowship programs (one established by Congress and tv.ii
established by private entities) administered by the institution were permissible, stating
that "(w)e do not believe that )3akke is controlling as to the award of student financul

"''
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Page 5 - Chronology of Documents on Race-.Exclusive Scholarships

aid, as the decision addresses issues relating only to admissions." The memorandum
states that the fellowship programs do not enclude non-minority applicants from
admission on the basis of race, and that non-minority students may still qualify for
seven other funding sources.

12. Putch American Scholarships (May 2, 1986) (response letter to a Dutch Arnel.can
organization from the Acting Assistant Secretary). In providing informal advice
concerning the permissibility of scholarships provided by a Dutch American organiza-
tion, OCR reaffirmed the applicability of the Bakke case to fmancial aid, and added: "I
am not aware that Dutch Americans have been discriminated against or limited in their
participation in federally financed programs."

13. Sokthwest Missouri State University (December 3, 1986) (Regional Office response
to request for technical assistance). In astessing the permissibility of a proposed-race-
preference scholarship program at the university, OCR found that there was insufficient
evidence to make a determination under either 34 C.F.R. § 100.3(b)(6)(i) or (ii), or
under section VI. B. of the Guidelines (see quote of this section of the Guidelines in
item number two supra), because there was peither evidence of past discrimination by
the university nor evidence of previous conditions at the university that limited the par-
ticipation of minorities in university programs. The Regional Office quoted the
Guidelines language stating that institutions could only award scholarships based on
race to overcome the effects of past discrimination.

14. nanmolitLQILegg (March 17, 1988) (Regional Office response to request for
technical assistance). This case involved a proposed, privately-funded, race-exclusive
scholarship program. OCR recommended that the college not set up a race-restricted
scholarship, and that the approach be changed to a program "weighted toward
academic excellence, demonstrated financial need, and leadership potential."

15. David Lipscomb UniversiV, OCR Case No. 04-89-2021 (May 4, 1989) (letter ot
findings). This case involves two university-administered scholarships restricted to black
students and one restricted to white students. In the past, blacks had been barred
from attendina.the university. Another school had been established as an alternative
for black st to attend. This scnool was sold in the 1960's and the proceeds A
the sale we to establish the two scholarships for black students. OCR found
that the two scholarships for black students were permissible affirmative action under
34 C.F.R. § 100.3(b)(6)(i) because they were-established to overcome the effects ot
prior discrimination by the university. Conversely, OCR found that the scholarship tor
white students was impermissible undcr 34 C.F.R. § 100.3(b)(6)(i) because the univer-
sity had not discriminated against whites, and impermissible under
34 C.F.R. § 100.3(b)(6)(ii) because conditions at the university had not resulted in
limited participation by whites.
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16. University of Colorado, OCR Case No. 08-89-2024 (September 28, 1989) (letter of
findings). This; case involves an allegation by a white female of discrimination in the
university's administration of the Patricia Roberts Harris Fellowship program--a
program established by the U.S. Congress to provide postgraduate financial aid for
needy individuals from groups that are traditionaily underrepresented in graduate and
professional programs. The universi limitcd eligibility for these fellowships to Blacks,
Hispanics, and American Indians. The limitation was based on historical enrollment
data indicating that, while the included groups were traditionally underrepresented in
the university's School of Medicine, white females were not. The university identified
the high cost of matriculation as the condition that limited participation by these groups
in the School of Medicine. OCR found that the university's limitation of these scholar-
ships by race was permissible.

1
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Chalmers 7. iylie
Congress of the United statee
Reuse of Representatives
ashington, J.C. 20513

eer Congressman 41110

Thank you for your recent inquiry oo Nobelt of your constituent.
, regarding his alleastine of discrimination tn

the awe * sobol*rebipa by the Sational Merit Scholarship Service.

is you home, the Mice for Civil lights administers Title ill Jf
th. Civil Sights #ct of l'64 which requires that recipients of Federal
financial assistance offer their benefits end services eithout reward
to race, color, or national orlein. The Natalia *fit Scholarship
Service does not participate in lederel financial aSsistence programa
and, Outran,* is not subject to this reemirenent.

However, me Office 10 aware that some institutioms of higher
educative participating le !Federal financial assistance programs 'eve
designetad a smell numb= of scholarships for minority aroup ttu.:60Cs.

most often block. Scholarships of this type are in full accord vitt.
the objectives of Title VI if their perpose is to overcome the ffects
of ;set discrimination based on law or custee. I mould note, however.

that the apposition. of einority group members is the InetItiltion's
enrollment et sees point say be such es te require the abendonneot at
the preference smossest* or itlb suitable modifimation.

lf 1 cat be at soy further assistance, plass* let me know.

Sincerely yours,

J. Stanley Fottlagew
-.tractor. '4floe for tAlril Rights
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THURSDAY, DECEMBER 9, 1971.
WASHINGTON, D.C.

Volume 36 Number 237

PART H

Nondiscrimination in
Federally Assisted
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Rule Making



NONDISCSIMINATION IN FRONIALLY
ASSISTED PROCNIAMS

Nolte r Prmamed Rule Melling
Title VI of the Civil MOM Act of imis.

42 U3 C. 2000d to d.-4 prohibits' discrun-
fruition ma the pound of race, color, or
national Orkin. In programa which re.
CNN ?edema tinsiagthi eminence.
Twantr Federal MOWN. li.tlab have
rtguladOne InPI li Vt. ate
ProPtelog amendmenni le their rwmia-
tioth In thcOrdance with regoessenda-
Pons 01 an interitgeney IC.LtiII. Ons
a wee la Miming its Lellial Mobil=

Due to the sublect Mager Of the Mu.
la hone there la no statutes!, recluirement
of oubUcation In the MOM. RZOISIVI
as Proposed rule making. See 5 U S.C.
533(a). it lite been decided. however,
that the Public lathild have an 0131,044"
mty to COMMIS:AM the amendrorate.'

Under !Executive Order 11247. the At.
tome, Otheral hag reeponsibUity for
coordinating the enforcement of title
VI. A00erilin417. the Department ot Jur.
t lei la pub/Ming the amendmenu on be-
helt of the other department/I and
asenclu. 'Me amendments of the follow-
ing maxim are pubilthed beau: The
Departments of Agriculture: Commerce:
Defense; Health. !Mutation, and Wel-
fare: Housing and Urban Development;
Interior; Amities; Labor: and Maw: and
the Agmey for International Develtra-
cm= MANN ligera Cominimical CUM
Aeronautics Seas* Genint ilerviose Ad-
mardscranan: National Menominee and
Space Administration; Hanalei 'dance
Foundation; OW. of Sconomlo Oppor
tunity: Office Of Fhiergenty Prepared.
num Small Runtime Administration:
Tennamee Valley Authority and Veterans
Adminietratico., Also pblIshld below la
the metal title VI regulation ot the Na-
Meal Pothadstion at the Arta and the
Humectitim

Lateneted persons OM leiltitlatll In
the comideraiimi of the Poillenels by
subothang written condeente.00111210111-
cations thould be mtnnited In tripli-
cate 10 tee Anislant Athermy

GeeraCivil nAgtrts Diets/cm Dettertmrs
Justice. Waiewron. 0.0. 20330. AU
comromicaUms retelved within 30 den
after publication of this notice in the
Target P.istrela W111 be °wandered.

Atter wenzumate have been reoehmil
and analyzed, and any necescary thaws
ham Ms made, the anwacimente and
the nimaianon Mil be sebnieleth be Um
Prelidene for eptieneli In 111100Thibelle

Is UFA sae. tine TS nedellows and
asessasaeale le Wm bow we beew Thee
tithed aa enema ma mlem.Wellt Ow ow
ewes& The esperThewThelefiwymeThme
ewe Mewled tee diThenewle se=
am Were the eselales Wee smile le
shwa fee wiesamilt adeeelleelTh S.
arables et sea verWia eThwIlweeele le we
Wiese, tem lea peepemlifille WM/ me.
color* MI wag Itstbrmala.

roe amnia Ii, eswebelely weaselse
their Yes TS reipusleate They wet Te
Deeusewass 01 Cerwasnet Defeases aml
slowLse me Velma tetwispeeseW tea Oda
of licseceale Opswitnally: ad lea OEM
el thesqleasy Prepeiwlasse
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with section 102 of title vl. ca Lbs C.
2000d-1. The amendmenis and the regu-
lation will take Wert ucon publication
in the Fromm Mamea alter aellrlseal
by rhe President.

The mat important of the propmed
umf orris amendments ins-olve-

ru FIDecifyine that the sites of tacit.
Mee of federally assisted programs may
not be selected with the purpose or ef-
fect of discrimination. on the Pound of
race. color, or national mem. against
beneficiaries:

Sequiring affirmative action to
overCOalle the effects of part

Providire that discriminatory ern-
ployment practIces are prohibited by title
in to the extent that such practices tend
to cause dlecnnunation In the seri ices
inovldedbenedelante.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
Olike of the Secretory

7 CFR Port 1 5 1
NONDISCRIMINATION IN FEDERALLY

ASSISTS() PROGRAMS

Narks et Propeeed Rule Making
The following proposed amendment.

to 7 CIS. Subtitle A. Part 15. Subpart A.
=ray represent uniform revisions
Jointly adopted by Lhe various De-

perunants ants Agencies of the U. Oar.
Moment to put Into effect clarifications
to the regulatioos Issued pursuant to
title VI of the Civil filets Act of INN.

Tine 7. CFR. &Mtn!. A. Part 15, Sub-
part A. la hereby amended as follows:

1. flatten 15 trai is amended by lo
Meting Use litnevare -of an applicant or
recipient" Immediately following the
words "under 'Ay program or activity"
$o sheathe phrase reads under any Pro.
ems oreenetty of an applicant or mop-
Id receiving Feders1 finenMal aunt-
mow front the Department of Agricul-
ture err any Agency thereof "

2. seam lb 11e) is amended tO read
as follows:

(b) The Mutations in thla Part apply
tO any program or activity of an appli
cent Og recipient tor which Federal
nitandat eadatance la authorized under a
law administered by the Department In-

Itt=but nee limited to. the Pedals!
athietance Listed In the awes-

dist se tthe pert. They apply to money
paid. property transferred, or other Fed.
egel Snaisc(al leststance extended to an
alathicent Or recipient tor ite program or
MUM after the effective data of these
regvlailons pursuant to an Wiliest/00
approved or statutory or other provision
math therefor pi ior to Such effeetiv
date. The regulations in ails Peet de not
aPedirla it) Ley Federal financial Melt.
Mee try Thy of insurance or enamor,
Oontnet. money Pass!, propIrty
tranaterred, or other &instance oxIlladfld
prior to the effective date of the relluth-
nem In true part. .11 lay Ualala/lea be
SA applicant or recnnent who Is an OM-

maul cerichcaily Lny nigh,
gram. or Ili except as providst
(Cr any wessloyesent PesCUCe in
player. emPloYme01 &petty or labile
flanlcation. The fact that a speedc
of Federal financial assistance b.listed in ihe appendix. shaii r.0";
if title VI of the Act Is otiser-41
cable. that Such Federal financial
once is not covered. Other Federsi
elal assistance under statutes
force or hereinafter enacted
added to this list by notite approve,'
issued by the Secretary and pee
the Must ficon7111.

3. Section 15.2(d) ie emended le
as Wove:

d) "Hearing Officer" means
Int examiner aPPOInted pursuant
US C.3103. and designated to
Ines under the regulations in nu.
or any persho authorized to hold a
mg and make a final decision wider
iesulationl in this Part.

4 Section 153rd is amended p,
:Minim; the language "or actisty
applicant or retitnent" Immediately rd..:
lowing the leneuale -under soy
cram' so that the phrase reads
any proeraM or activity of ire lapticom
or recipient to which these icr:auslie
apply."

5. Section 13 3ibi Ls amended by te.
SerUns a new subparagraph *3. reien
aa f ollows:

131 In determining the site or '10104
of facilities. an applicant or iensime.
way 001 mahu edeellone wtth tee
pose or effect Of excluding lf16,10111.,
from, denying them the benefits of, re,
subletting there to cliSCrIminatmn twat.
any of its activities or priers= to wbich.e;
the regulatIons in this part 30ply. 00 un,p
grounds of race, color, or national wiser? vi
or with the purpose or efTeet of defeat:4 L.
or substantially UM/tiring "e :come
plishosent of the obiectises .1 e .44
and them regulations.

I. Section 15.1(10. Subparar ::*.s 11 ..1

end (4). are renumbered
respectively. arul the renumbered r.11.
Paragraph VII le Minded id 04 *

i4) As used in this Iett:011 , 'ergo
ICH. financial ald, or other te- -s
vtded under a program or sc:. A leo,
applicant or recipient recen . 4
financial amietance shell - ed

Include any aod a/I aersices
aid, or other benefit Oro, tel
through s facility provided or -:
in whole cie path with ths aid :1 flOcril
financial ustataxwe.

P. 01e0411 11.efb) Ls futtl-er . - -
by adding the ftglOirrtill ne -
graph r1 at the end thereof

OD Thum residences do r:
the ecessideratlaa of rice. .

Ilona origin If the PurPoni ."
are to remove oe overcome a.
(OWNS of praCtICO1 Or e* ""i
which have renewed the as t ;
or platlelpilitOlO in. the Sri
tint, of the applicant or "
cilving Pederal financial r. r

the Frounde of race. color (-6144

origin. Where previous %.1

engem Min; VIM 7*. HO s frleutsossv, otemage C. iIfl
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compliance with this pert sod Inweirles
reseonable soutanes that it inn nallY
comply with thle MA-

(2) Arty eisPLICent Or recipient ad-
versely affecOd by an order entered pur
mum to parapet* iv of this althea
may at MY UAW IMMO the Secretary to
reetore fully di 'UMW SO retain Fed-
eral ANON 1a4110111011.

0/ If the asoresely imdme emir
Teams% We 1991101nt er MOMS map
submit to the setretal7 I mina for a
hearin r in SittIng. speelfilisit why 14 be-
lieves the Secretary tO hare been In wow.
LI shailibereupon A. Oren an expediti-
ous hearing. %nth 1 derision on the reo.
ord In attoponce with the procedures
set forth it Out 17A 31 51113 title. The
applicant or recipient Snail be reetored
to wish tUgibtllty if lt proves at suds a
/learns Mat it tangled the requirements
of subPeregrenti (1) of thls paraeratth.

Lc While poweedings under this
Paragreob LrO Pending. the sanctions Un-
posed by rha order Wind under para-
graph to of thle extlon shall illoulun
Lri effect
f 11 11 tArnendedl

Subparagraph iii to the second
entence of paresraph to of 1 Mit
iunenged to teed. "(11 Zsecutive Orders
1092a. 11114. and 11244 and regulanana
sussed thereunder"

19. In paragraph itn at I 17.11. tha
Phrase 'The 8=0Am or rda Mesmer* is
substituted for the plume -the head *I
earls bureau Lod dace edronustering
Pederal fioanctal maletanai."

20. Pongees* 17 11 la noised
by addition of the following Ite a Anal
sida(eace; "Aro /CU= 11km. determina-
tion made or requirenano Unposed by an
andel of another Wartime or wary
acting yurnums tO In lial1=111131 of re.
spoosibllity under this peracraph shall
haws cha aania effect Oa th040. rah IC-
um had been taken br the Mialakz, OS
this Depertm411.

21. Section 1712 it revisal by amend-
ing paragraph (o) and adding planers*
410 to read se tallow:
1 17.13 DeRnitleds.

,e) The term "SeCtetal7" 1334143ill lbs
3ee1e1117 of the Interior cc. mope in
I 17 9151 ens puma to whom he Us
&hilted hie authority In the natter
caucused

go The (4r10O65i45SIt4,lD4
Appeale" refers to csesethria4 ogles se
the Department agabinheinly Mt
35 P.R. Lemit (MO).

23. tri A0P4041e A. elult Mime 7 le
deleted ana Item thAMIS 3115 re-
designated all ISOM 1

23. in Appendix A. gal aim $ I.
added to read felleggr

1. dadies lute Chaise web akewasesel
cod mama reetastaided 4 means sue
anew awl antagalaking wane bee (VI Mall.
IS. se sarewiera, Pao. soi me).

24. Zn paragraph ea) of pare IV In
Appendix A. Um head:bog 4 amended and
Masa i and 7 we reread les reed se
toUowei

177

PROCCIatu

(a) 0.111111 Poterai foals.

I. Attadmmeus Pun AOt of (Oil (70 3111
(Ill. le 010 seta 117a-737f1

1 Jo:leash Act of I2611 1%0 S'ot 1.0, le
123 C oce1201-1205i.

23. Items 2 and 3 are deleted f rant
paraiMph ( 51 of part IV .n Appendix A
and Rene 4 throusti I are redesurnated
aa Mans 2 throush 4.

24. Dam l. 4 and 3 are deleted frorn
paragraph lel of part IV in APpendis A
end items 3. 3. and 4 are redesignated as
Rama 1.2 end 3.

27. Item 3 in paragraph leo of section
V in Appendix A Is revised and item 9 Ls
added in We same paragraph. to read m

3. Itistorio ferseerratIon ACt or Mg ;10
Stat. ea te o 3 C rze 5741.

.

5. 011t6001. Itecreation Proirrima 111 Scat.
Sit at 11010056. is 17 3 c sec. V501..4....

23. Any rule. order. policy. suldeline.
Anoint deternuna..on. authorization.
requirement devnatton or other action
proscribed. issueu or taken before the
effective date of these ameneunenta under
Part 17 shall nave th same elect as if
them eraieuintence to Pert 11 had not
teen made No administrative proceedinli
shall Mashy moms Ot Uae taking effect
ae etre aroscalustica Admirdstrahvw
proceralinge Initiated under Part 17 prior
tO these amendments and not finally ens-
posed of prlor to such effective date shall
be governed by the PU1%11101111 Of Part 17
as arnended. If any cue under Part 17
whore 4 hearing eiteinitiet had rendered
an initial or rsootrunended decision. the
cue 041 he concluded in accordanCe
with the provisions of Part 17 to
amended.

rIlrb 3 Room..
Schap Secretory of the Interior.

Otelanelt 3. IWO.
(11 n.11-1714 rued L0-11-71.1 41 antI

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,

EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

01Ree the Secretory
t 43 al Part 10

NONDISCRIMINATION IN FEDERALLY
ASSISTIG PROGRAMS

NoWee of Prep:wed Rols Making
Amendments to 45 CFR Part 40 are

proposed for rho purposed indicated be.
10.T. RATtstoca Mader 14 LhOse descnbed
Wag, (WWI tor revisions delCilbed LA
Item" numbered 1-41 ere =rem
amnia pang adopted by other agencies
which provide Federal financiale mist.
mos. marmot to title YI of the Civil
NOM Ad of IL44. The revtilana 41-
MAW under ItemS !LS below are not
uniform. they re Procedure/ In nature
awl designed for the reguirsion of this

amity only La adatiOn. rAtat.or..
51010t017 authority are added ,rnem.
atety after each sectIon ot CFR ;
ea

I The present subparagraphs / tgi
8. of 80 3451 ate renutlioerel 4-

realseCtIsely. and a llsw t:',v4.
graph 01 ta added to clarify none.ser m..
InatIon requirernenta With respect ,a
selection of um and locations for !s..u.
ittes smelt affect the PrOvMon of fed.
erany assisted bertellte.

2. A new 1 10 VIV($) Is added to
ctfy Mat atOrtnative atape to made sere.
ices more equitable available are
pro:united and that au.% steps ie e,
owed when necauary CO oserroMe
consequences of Prior
nlustrative applications are added LI
130.8w and 111 .

3 A subparsgraph Li added co :so 3
to state the rule concerning d.s:
notary implOyrnent practices
result in excluding tndividuale from :0r.
tIcipation tn. denYing thrn the :ene"-,
of. or subleeilng them to Micr:m.ni.
under any program or lictivity :O
this regulation applies.

4 &tenon 50 Cat 11; la ret1,e5
lete the requlternent that eurp:rs .
erty transfeti contain a eter:r r
breath of the nonciliCrinuriaLon
vlilOna and Instead to autrior.e
reverter discretionary with the
tIn/ra In the
4-47 teat property tranager. As Sr, ,21.
a covenant running with the !ord
assure nondiscriminatory upl. .-1 Oe c
eluded when ant Federal
ilitance la extended In the ICITTS ,f
transfer of real property by t:.e recers:
Government. In other cases a See C too
erty Is acquired or unproved 3

!ref flnancial eaustance. the :
Meng requires that the 51616.,- t
to include such I converient
sequa at trantfer.

S. tannage of 11 10.4451
rided that nonrottugaillif feat -r
exighhe continuing State .
could be CorreCtAd In the future
deleted. Iligais proemma hale '
liMple Pine tO achieve full c:- .
under the Act.

4. Section 40.1tal provided v.
MI of a waiver of a right to
the decision may be made on - e
of "such informatioo II Is
This Is amended to Provice
decision in mix Wee [nay ce
the bas0 of "such information
be flied ms the record."

1. tinder 910.10. prier to -.-e
amendment party to a .
could mount the Secretary .1
hearing examlnerli 516111011 P .
there WU no request for the
review Of the Reviewing --

WILMS% la & Ma(ta of right e

mama La I se.ia(e) authortzet
for reinter by the Secretary
matter has first been -
Reviewing Authontp.

euepereeraph 141 of el .
diners Um or:mimeo t4 taut . 11 -

of subparagraph 13) of
Suboarsaraph L41 is deleted
that triadvertellt dupil.Atton

14131541 110:1111, vOt. 36. NO 137.....,AysiCri.r OICIPs1111 I. itrrt
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mettenos Le added to I 00 1210
that actions taboo by an of-

or &POW Department or Agetley
as uslinment of rethoceibliity

kam the mane MGM es though
ey the respeedbie Adel et this

. Eit Joe* PrOdliall IM mil VIII.
" Ma Men used tO neer IS the af-

t under which nand &ma.
stellatalthe Ls made MOND: In
PION It 10211 Wed Id ISOSO Use op.

sisnOIS Or MUM, nt the eppUtent or
t. Technical revisit:ea us made

is the desimation of Part SO and
vissughout the re/Illation to eliminate
Me MO el lnultala" tO refer te the sr-
somment under which Federal OSSA.
dal 1111101001 is made available.

..% II. Clause 3 Le added 03 1 10.12(s) to
,*.johe clOr that these remilatians and

Mendliterita mil not affect the require.
Pante for Itritereeney School Assiateuge
Is published Ln 38 FIL 13442 and codi.

°led m 41 CPRPart181.
12. TV listing of Amendla A Le ne-

tMed le elliolnate the um ot "program"
Is refer to the arrutiount under which

I.

relent deancist methane* Le made
available and to brine the haling* In the
SiMeiselli up te WO

" I. The densnagen ot Poe 111 Is
Nennied le mil

p FART SONONDISCRIMINATION
( ; IMOD PROGRAMS RECEIVING
1 FEDERAL FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
t THROUGH THE IMPARTMENT 011

1
!NAVIN, EDUCATION, ANO WEL.

ft FARIEFFECTUATION OE TIM VI

1

OE THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OE 1564
3. Section 110 2 Ls amended to read:

103 Applkolosei dui opiiiiim
Th:s regulation applies to sag proems

1 foe which Pedant ithancial anthem* la
r authorised to be extended Is a MUM'

mdse. 11 law erkonslatend by tha De-
sartment. including the rodent mist-

. thorn programa end activities Ithed In
Amend* A of this regulation. It Mae

: la miler Paid. Rooney tnnalenvel. Of
OtbOr roddral financial anthems se.
tended attar the affective dais of the mg-

t illation outman% lo an oppiloaden ep-
I.- wowed prior ta melt einem dean TUN
!Mutation does not e5M7 le (a) any Pear

,eral financial seethance be wee el Ithem
saes or guaranty cannel" (lei swear
Pain property inmeterep IS MGM M-
umma eximiled Wets dm ~ye
Weal this reglialem. te> ISOM elf SW
Assistance by any indheleollegia le Ile
(inmate benenciam under elltenth PM-
vim. or reD any Implore.= maim

. under any tuch proms*. WNW NW.
Player. employment Wear, er GM:
fanization. except to the mime dumbed

.., ln I SO 3. The fact that a type se Federal
mamma I not Med tel Appendix A

Mall oat man. It title VT of ths Mt le
.othmenee applicable. thM a proems to
,Lnot conwed. Federal financial ustseancs
e wader statute. Doe In Mem or hens-

iifter enacWd eney be witted to this ILA
WY rIOUell published In the Pima&

tnaeurnta.

i se. 2017-1
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(is* NA OSS Civi) %IOW Art If ION: 75
Stat, M. VW 41 Cr 0. 20064. 20004-22

1 80.3 ( A mendedl

3. Sertian 100.3(b) is amended by rt.
n =Meng the preSent ilubParli(raPha
(3) and (4), as subparagraphs (4i and
OIL nellpectinly. and adding new sub-
paregraphe (3) and I) . M so changed.

(3), (4), (1). and (8)
eft renrejliowa:

(1) Ds tletnitilatng the site or Jan-
itress:le facilities. an applicant or recipient
may nee make selettions with the effect
of excluding Individuals from, denying
than ths beneets of, or sublechng them
to diacricothatlen mar any programs to
which .1zia reguiation applies, on the
(Meth ot nen calm, or national orinni
or with the DurpOse or effect of defeat-
ing or stibetantially Impairing Um M-
complIthment nt the OblOOtriel Of the
Act or this regulatlon.

rth As used in this section, the sere-
lee& ithstscial ald, or other benefits pro-
cried under program receiving Federal
financial 'Metope* 0.11 be deemed "3
include any service. financial ald. or
other benefit provide', tn or through a
facility provided with the old of Federal
laancial asgstanos.

(3) The mum» tIon of tomato forma
of prohibited diacrunins IA Una
Passigrallin NW paragraph rci of Cltir
make' does not Limit the pin:ratite of
the prohlbillou in paragraph tio of this
MUDD.

(111 MIS regulation does not prohibit
the eeneldentio r. of race, cola, or na-
tional origin It the purpose and effect
"re to remove oe overcome U2O come-
quences of nreclica or impedimenta
winch have reetricted the arailabllity of.
or participant= in, the program Of BAP
tint, reniving Federal ethancial sestet-
awe, an the mead of rem. mirth or
talked *Mtn wuro previous die-
crlielinderr PloctIce or usage tends, on
the ground of rem. color. or national
origin. 10 exclude individuals from par-
ticipate* IS, to deny them too ovumm
of, of to subject them to dtscriminaUen
under any program or acUoty to which
thls regullthen spollee. the applicant Or
recirneoft hm an obligation ta take rm.
samba Wien to mow or overcome the
camsennares of the prior dlscriminatOrg
Prollioe MO% and "a mcomplish thewpm, emir ide.

4. Paragraphs rci and of 1 110 3
irs immollil to read:

(e) geepfegotrat practices I) where
a pekann objective of the reds re I finals.
sill eanirtaane to a program to south
Uth regulation applies is to providt sin-
Mayan% a recipitot may not (direr tie
ce thievish castractuel or other arrange-

MUM as individual ta megrim-
Inaties en the grotml of nice, color, or
national origin Ln its employment Pan*
tlom under mob program inc(uding re-
Calliellallen Or "'nutmeat advertising,
weilkermint. lune or termination. up-
P UMP. demotion. or transfer. was of
gar Or other tonna or compensation, and
um ot faellthas). including programa
where a primary objective of the Fed-
Nei goanclal Sitatitatteo J 11 io
tbel unecuptoyment of rum individuals

or tO OHS them throuth employment to
meet subsistence needs. Ir mar Such
individuals through employment to meet
xpenses incident lo the commencement

contuluanan of their 'lutetium or
training, (LLD to provide work elm tenni
which contrIbutm to the educauon or
training of ruch It:delta/a. or (iv: to
PrOvide remunentln activity to such
Individuals who because of severe bandl
ceps cannel be readily absorbed in the
competitive %hoe :sorbet. 'rho following.
under muting laws. have one of the
Mon objectives as 1 primary object). e

lei Projects under the Public works
Awns:Vice Act, Public Law 51-035. 43
DSC. 21414043.

(b) Communily wort Ind tralnint a.s.
Mead =Mr title IV of the Social Sect'.
city Act, 43 0.111.C. OP.

(e) Work-study Under the Vocattottai
tducetion Act or 10113. ss amena re 23
DA O. 1311-1314.

(4) Programa...smutted ypthr la,$
listed Ln Appeals A so respects emo'o.
ment opportimithe provided thereunder
or Ln facilities provided thereuneer
which are limited, or Itit which Pieler
1005 is given to etudents. fellows l
other persons In training for the lime Of
related einplormente.

re) Asa4tanee la sheltered norittnens
calor Ms Minadmist sletsbUrtatton Act.
2111 J.C.12 33-241. Os and 410.

(2) The requirements 1131311ml, to
construction mnployouent talltltr any tuch
program shall be those mauled tn or
pureusat to Part at or t teCtlitlem Order
11241 or ny therutive order ehicn
supermdes

(3) Where 8 printery oblectl,e nt e

?Mend Unsocial mOstance
Provide sentlloyment, but (therm )
on Um ground of raw" calor. or oi
origin to the employment petctsces r

the reelplont or other Dermas tee ec
the mulattos lends. on the trou-9
Ism. color, or national PIM to e.; . :
individuals howl frOrenherion n
deny them the benefits of. or Ps
theUt 14 disennurtatlas under stir
gram to which this regulation 0( ,.,
the foregoing prorisione of thi, -t
greeh Cc) shaU apply to the emp:o
Martha of the recipient or other per.; r
sublect to this regUlanOt. to tht et '
nnemary to assure eauslity or c, '-
Malty to. sad temidlealsolnatone
merit of. beneficiaries.

(4) /Mien Health mut Cwbau R .

Semitic An individual shalt
demised subAcked to diacriminst.cn
imam of his exclusion from the --
of a program limitad by Tedertl
individual. of a Derttnulat rice "
national origin digerent from
1 80.4 (Ameedestl

5 Subparagraph () of 0011
amended to read:

(3) When ?Masi ftharacw
ore Le wended Ln the form of
tiff of real pcomrty or tnterest - -
from dm Mural Government -.
atrument effecting or itC0f Mr
transfer shall contain 11 eavenint
rung with the land 10 assure
crustinstion tor the period chime
the reel property Is used tor s

e501111.4 4.orM. VM. 34, 5.0. urnnasnee. mamma S. I ert
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for which the /WM) firsenelal soot-
tosanded or foe snow purpose

involving the preen= of similar o(v-
was or Mena Viten no transfer of
property LI involved but prepetty is un-
proved with Federal ashboua analatence.
tho redpient dug) WIN to lualude ouch

onmeat te neglirent tinder
of tbi ProPerir. WIMP In ISOM, Ii
obtained !ma the l'Iddrai aonforoleti
such continent efir eagetedude I oon.
din= ended with a Ankh, be roomed
by the Deparront le flan YU' to the
Planta, in the eon ed 1 breach 44 the
covenant whoa ln the reunion of the
reeponnble Department Maid. Mb
condition awl right of reverter to so:m-
isdate to the statute tinder stitch tha
real protterty te obtained and In the na
ture of the grant and the grantee. In the
event a transferee of real property
Poses to elongate or otherwise eneumber
the real property Os locurIty for nesno
Ins coutnotion of nava or improvenrot
of aistUlt. MUMS on ouch Protterty for
the purposes for which the ProPert1 via
treader:ad. the reeponsible DePartment
official Mat WIC loon mint of the
trans:ern and if roman tO nom.
pgsh such financine. and non midi con-
ditions as he deem OrolrePrienr to for-
bear the usroise of such right to revert
this for so long ea the Ulu of such moro-
n** or other aimebrenee zlmi
effective.

5. Paragraph Ito of 10.4 la emended
to read:

(b) gootantiqg frito prograros. Defy
applicatioo by & State or a *taro agency
to carry out proems involving COn-
haulm Federal financial saiistanee to
which this regulation applies tingudillg
the !nag financial saeltbusce Med in
Pert 3 of APPendia MU as condi-
tion to Ito approval and tho ennui= of
any Palm) iinnailai agrasege yoseu-
ang bipt!te &imitation al scants or ba
ac by a *men thee the
program la for. III the OLee 011 Ore pro.
grant will be) oceducted to complionea
with all rentruniale boron by teAr.
xuant to tin regulation. and (SI provide
or be wows/gild by PrOvine for such
methods of administration for the pee-
ram ea are found by the frabogbib de-
partnint Ada* te giro Monad*
a.aurance On the Kninat nod en M-
elon:tie of Padenl ithandai madam
under Medi proefroie wto WNW sal
requirement inroad le or ram* to

7.
this roguleura-

Oubtatagnob (I) eg I *Cr le
amended le real:

(di Arms. Ilea arlibellorib (11
In the can cd vas SOPIII111 ter rid"
tral financia) uniolgrat With holieltrion
of higher ethearen 0111.111hg aon'anas
for ocanamin. gar7rearila fag raid
tuism noted. IVY Wriarritloor error
SAY etbar Purpose), doe AMMAN re-
quired by this seitIon 1 ening to ad.
mince prunes and be di other nee-Um relating to the Manuel oe
students.

The latroffatiory istobrut-7.. elf
I 110.8 and Nearaphe Cat. (10,
(id are =Wei aid ParseroPhe (1)
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(-ft Lyle legged am Illustrative applications
of the new I 110.3(b) fin to read:
110.5 IllestrAtIee spplieldens.

The following examples Inn Wilmot'
the application of the forefather PrO'
Mona to tome Programs aided by Fed.
tral financial suisionce of the Depart.
mesa (In di caws the titscriminatUd
Prohibited IS discrimination on the
Round of rete oho, or national origin
Prohibited by title VI of the Act aad
this forgotten. ae a condition of the re.
Mot Of Federal annelid soutane)

(o) In federally assisted programs fOr
the Prollgon of health or welfare sere.
Ices. ciliertmlnatton in the Select= Or
efiribilltY of LndividuaJa 14 receive the
services. and SapreratiOn Or other dis-
criminatory practices SA the manner of
Providing them. itre prohibited. This pro-
hibition extends to all facilities and
swine, provided by the grantee under
the promos or. if the grantee la a State.
by a political subdiastorS of the Male. It
extann also to services Purchased or
otherwile obtained by the erantent itir
political tubdirtsion) trent hosPltals.
nursing homes. schools. and ocular mai-
tutions tor beneficanes of the program.
thd to the !unities in which ouch Kn-
ives are provided. subject however. to
tbe proodon of ! (

(hi In !nova, Wetted am nein-
sore (Pabile Law III and Public Law
FM) for construction Bud ond tor gen-
eral euliPatt Of the operation of elemen-
tary Of illeOntlary aChISOls or En more PM.
Rid support to such schools such se for
the anuoitice of equipment the pron.
gon of Motional education. or the Pro-
vlefOn of guidance and tounseithe on.

diocriatinstioa by the recipient
school distiat in any of ItS elementary tar
$econdary xi. rola in the admlasios of
Manta. or ta the hutment of lta stu-
dents ho In, IMO of tha educational
promo la prohibited. In this and the fal-
lowIng illustration the prohibition of
dlamingnation in the troatment of sto.-
dents or other trebles, troludu Use pro-
hibition of discriminatien easong the M-
eans or troinees in the availability or
use of any liClideatia dOrtnitory: eat-
ing. recreations!. or other facilities of
the grantee or allot remitimil.

(a) La rents to matt in the eon.
Annan of Matthias tor the provision
of health. educatiooll. or welfare ore-
fen MAIUSS0C11 enU be moulted Ma
maim will be Provided without ens.
eringnanon to the nate extent that dill-
criminate* would be Prohibited ea
enclitioa of Federal operating grants ter
the suPport of such iervtros. rum Se a
condition of rants tor the ronstruetace
a wow& research. or other facilltio
ea inegigkaa of higher odueatlon. oa-
st:Wm will be required that there Ito
be DO ettacrionnation la the unladen or
itialseent of student, fa viol of hoe-
pita consimuon use the assurenta
inn apply tO patients. to interns rag.
dna student nurses, and other trained%
and ite the priviien or physicians, den-
Ma, and other professionally qualified

Persons to practice in the hospital end
cal spiny to the entire faculty tor ,h.rn,
or for part ot which. the ;taut it
made. end to Iscitit.es operated .n con.
necnon therewith. In other construc-
tion rants the IsAutances teduued
similarly be odapted to the news or
the octivitio to be Conducted in the
facilities for conetrucuon of which the
mato bare bletn authorized by
Conran

(10 A recipett may net take action
that is calculated to bring about m-
aturity what Intl rintulatiort forbids it to
accomplish dirletly Thin. a State. in se-
lecting or anroving Protects or sites for
the COnstriatola Of public '..brano
which Wt11 Melee Federal ananctal so.
al/tante. may not bug its se:tenono or
apprOvels on criteria ituch have :no
effect of defaming or of lubstant.a-ay
Pairing accomplishment of :ne Ws:re-
tiree Of etto Federal Wilt, nce 31 ref; ecu
individuals ot a particular r see. cr...or.cf
natiOnal

to lit 1011141 intuitions. e,en
pail dlIertenicultOry Practtcer
able to a recipient or app-runt !Ate
beau abandoned. the consco.e..ces :f
sueh promote conanue 14 .:v.ae
lull availability of a benefit It ;Ile eIlatts
require of the applicant or recipient
timer 111.11(43. to provide .nfOrrnation.
La LO the arallabtlity of the Preeram or
attaint/ end the rights of benenciatits
wider this regulation. have ta..ed to
overcoats these COnSequences. te-
come rinessary under the roltuternent
stated in the second sentence of 1 303
Qs; (I) for such applicant or rec 4 ent ta
take auditing sten to rnaoe --e
flta fully avoilable to ric.ai 1 :

grOups ptilvlOally 1-43 ecrs
Crinunlition. rale Action -11 : ..e
for= for anntra. or SPe:..a. rre.
Meta tOr obtains:* Werra., Jr
selactiona which will Insole it ,
prevtowly subrottes to 4...c: ^
aro adequately served.

IP Elan though An aro ca r

Ciplent hem never used a... .

policies. the services Ind t e
program or activity it 13,1, ^....cs -at
not Lel fats be equally at ao mei
racial or nationality groups . r
cumatances. an Applicant :t . nt
ma, noneely en special cor,47,1,...a
to race. Color, or natlanal or ro ie
thll benefits Of its progyam :e 1
available to such groups. not en :e
adequately served. Far esAm: en

univeraty la not AeleelQue -a
mensbilre Of II Particular rac a.
gay Mut It MAY tItab..an %. e
crial/neat potlea0 to mid* . . 115

Defter mown Lad more -.ea i ,.
able to nigh grain an4 lags e
to prqvide that irrotni e'
qualm setvice.

$0.* Liabeadedi
ft Pennon tda of 1 to _el

to read:
(di lolormorgoil - -4

particIpsatS. Yeah recipe-it 01
availabl to participants . I

Miles luifflilla vas- to. ho :31.41.4Si:oat Off.jmaak o. port
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mad Ohre latemelet Persene such Infer-
Medan regarding the proviaions of this

.regulaslon and ite apelicabitity to the
program for which the recipient rittelII4
Federal fiMoclai asna(ance. and outs
such Infannation available ta them in

.soth meaner, as the reMenable Depart-
,Inent oRdai ODIS De bit appriee
WO Pereira cd the rwrs spinet
diecriosinadon anairelISMI lal tbe Act
mid title regullittat.

Pitagrapli (&) Cli 1 NI te amended
tO reed:
1 WA Menage

(o) OProlloolflf /Or hearing. When-
ever an 41)03Maratf ter i hearing is re-
quired by 1110.11(c). reasonable nonce
shall be Wen by ngletered at candled
mail. Manx mart& nletlinblet. to the
affected applicant et recipient This
notice shall advise the indicant or re
clpient Of the Kam proposed to be
taken, the specific provision under which
the Roamed actitn aglifurt It ii tO be
Masa. $ad the Matters of fact or law
asserted ite No beats tor this action, and
eitylyy ( I) fix e daW not las than fti dere
afWr the date of such make within
which the applicant or recipient May *e-
qual Of the responsible DePertineint offi-
cial that the Matter be Scheduled for
insane Or (3) adriel the andleant or
radoient that the sitaiSat in qUestten has
bents set dams for Mann Mt a mina
place and time. The Ram sad place so
fixed shall be essence/de mid shall be
subject to change for mum. The can-
Phalan% if say. shall be advised of the
time and place of the hearing. AA Anil.
cant or recipient may valve m hearing
and submit written infamation and ar-
sument tor the record. Thu failure of on
aptilkant or reelpleat tO MUM a bear-
ine under this paragraph or to appear at

heartng for *Mob a date hos been set
alma ho deed la he whew et the
tight ta a hissin( =der motion 163 of
the Mt sad I lo.8(e) ot this regalation
and consul to the asaktne of & decision
on the buts of =A MfOrttottion LI OLP
be filed as the record.

10.1 0 fAnseseds0
11. Paragraph" (e) and (f ) of 110.10

are sounded to Midi
is) neeteee lie cirfelbs earl be Ns See.

retary. ti Ma iscreCerc hae 8011882111P
ally made lbw Dad deolelme referee* la
la para(raphs (e). (b), Or (e) of Ws
action. a reclplent MOMS Or the
cothe

Secretary to melee adeelelsari=
unsel for the Dereelone ems

arroorted Madder 11111111IMIngne aMa
rules of prxedwoltpl**_1181:1*0*.
dbl. Deportment ORM ENS mime is
not a rattler ell Mg NM Ain be
granted (nix wham ISSIIMedegy Casa.
MUM then otlf OWN enI 1111.w45lla
mom therefor. Ma IIMwelary mu
resat or deny such riq asa. ill elliel or
in Part. Nil cam am Miele such a dad-
con upon hie own moan la acceideres
Inth rale@ of promdore ImmeaWthe re-

; soonsibie Department WW1. In the
absence of a mire under thla pane.

final decision referred by N par-
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54111111211 Cs), (0) of this eloatiola
shall become thy Mal decision of the 04.
Putman% when the Secretary tramnita
It as such to Congressional committees
with the report required under section
103 of the Mt. Failure of an applicant or
reCipient tO Ms an externem wIth the
Reviewing AuthOrity or to request review
=Mr thls parsgraph shall not be
deemed a failure to exhamt adnualstra-
live etretedies tor the PurtiOse of obtain-
ins Judicial review.

if) COntestt of orders. The final deci-
sion may provide for suspension or
termination of. Or ref usal to grant or
continue Federal Scandal assistance, in
'meteor in pert to rhich this regulation
applies, sad may dintaIn such terms,
iondltions. and other prorielona es ans
consistent with and Will effectuate the
papaw of ths Act and this regulation.
including provisions deemed to assure
that no Federal financial sonatinas tO
which this regulation applies will there-
after be extended under loth law or laws
to the applicant or rectpient determined
by such decision to be la default In Re
red orroance of en assurance Wan by it
Pursuant ta this regulation. or to have
otherwise failed to comply with thle reg-
ulation. unitise and WILLI it cornea its
noncomPlianCe and saddles the respon-
sible Department official that It will fully
comply with this regulsuom

12. Sahalarkpagala (4) ot 1 110.1010
deleted.

13. Paragraph (CI of I 60 12 Is amend-
ed and i new concluding sentence us
added to paragraph (s) to reed:
110.12 Effete on ether tenderisers

forme emit Imircietlass.
(a) Efftet on other regulations. All

regulatiOna. Orders, or like directions
heretofore issued by an officer of the
Department which impose requirements
deeigned la prahlble any discriminatios
arainst individuals oa the ground af race,
calor. ar national ortain under say pro-
Mtn tO whiffis MIS regulation &pollee,
sad will* authorise the suspension or
termination of or refusal ta grant or to
continua Federal financial assistance to
e n/ 11885tmnt for or redolent of sant-
o nce tor failure to comply eith Such re-
quirements. are hereby superseded to the
extent such discrimination la pro-
hibited by hie reandatlen. ersega Nat
ontlinle to this regultuan shall be
dome* retorre sit, Perna of art7 *-
UMW sesumed or unpaid under OW
nob superseded renitence. order. In-
straiten. or Ilte directiort pilot to Ns
affeeine date of thIS reguletiOn. Nothing
In this regulation. however. shall be
dermed to supenede any of this f Wow.
lag (including future amendments there-
01) 1 ID The Standorda for adult
SIMS of Personnel Administration."
wood loud* by the &Cretans" Of De.
fume. of If &IN. Education. and Welfare.
sad of labor. Part 70 of this chapter:
(2) giseculive Order 11013 and regula-
tion@ Ugued thereunder, or any other
nowdealmss oc InStruCtIOTIS. Maga: la
man ardor. reguisuons. or instructions
Prohibit discriminstion on No ground of
race, color, or nauoruu origin irs my pro-
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gram or situation to which this regula-
tion Ls inamnicable. or prohlon in-
crimination on any other ground. or 3,
iequirements tor Emergency sehoni
nuance as publtshed in 35 R :,442 3n4
codified u Part 151 of WS :Me.

re) Supermslow and tooreIgnalfOn The
rasponnble Deputcnsit official may from
time to tiMe undo to ofactals of the De.
Pertinent. or to officials' of Otilar depart-
ment) or agencies Of the doiernment
with the cormest of such deoartments or
agencies, responabllities in connection
onth the effectuation Of the purposes of
title VI of the Act and thus regulation
(other than responethaity :or review Li
Provided In I 110.10(ei lcluding the
adueressera of effectivc coordination
and Maximum Uniformity mitt= the De-
partment and within the executive
breach of the Government in the spoil
cation ol title VI and this mini:at:on
to similar pro(rams antt in sirco.ar a
nations. My action talon. Oeterrnins:.ori
madly or reauhement UnpOttel by In f
ficlst of modier Department k ;err
acting punuant ea an assignment of e
sponsibtlity under thus sact.on .1.i
hove the same affect es though turn sr
non had been taken by the iesp...r:..o.e
official of this Deportment.
gt 80.1. ao.s. 10 6. 80.7.$0,0. se" $O.10. &Xi I.

11. The following CltatIOLL) ire .144ed
IMMINItStaly after esch of the listed .ey.
tins of SI CFR Pen 50 as Lnd.: sed
below:

Section 10.1: (Sec. Sol. Clvii R
Act of 1114; 711 Stat. 232. 42 : C
2000d.)

Sutton 10 1: (Secs Go: :

Rights Act of 1144: 71 Star :;: . 1 II
1.14 C. 20000-1. 2000d-2

Section 10.3: (Seca SOL do:
Rights Aet of 11414: Digest. Ill : :
UPC. 20000. 20000-1. 2000d-3

Section 80.4: lam. 601 I

RISUCS Act Of 1944: 75 Stat
DAC. 20000. 2000d-1. sec :
1200: 41 1/5C. 1000d4

Section 60 11: (Seca. 601 4::
Rights ACt Of 1664: Is stit :
U.S.C. 20004. 3000d-1A

Section WI: (Sece. 601 .; '2

2002d. 300:44.1
Mahe* ACt Of 1144: 711 Stat

Seetion SILT; (Sem 801. 377 -
Rights Act al 1064; 11 Stat. . : 2
U.S.C. 20004. 20000-1.)

Seen= 10.1: Uwe 601 3:2
Right* Asa of 1564: 76 Stet .
U.S.C. 20004. 20004-1. See. ; 52 '1 4t
11011: 41 U.C. 2000d-5

Sutton $0.111: (Soo. 002 c I
Act of 1114; 76 MAL :52. 41

2000d-L)
Seeman 110.1111: (See. 601. .*. . 4

Act of (We: 7S Stat. :32 .1
200041-1.)

Settle:a 60 11: (See. sot c..1
Act of 11114: 75 Stat. :53. 0.2 . :
20006-5..)

Section 110.11: ISes. 801. C!,',1
Act at lei.; Tg Stat, 252. 44 . .:
20004-1.)
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DIIPARTMIINT OF MCALTH. tOUCATION. AND WILL,FARI

OFF= OF 71.111 OURITARY
Vfaili Welt 0.117.

Juno 1972

SIDSCSAND(SN TO PRISIDOTS OF INSTITUTIONS Of NIGHER =CATION
PARTICIPATING IN PEDIRAL ASSIST/Xi PROGRAMS

tUIJUT: The 1972 Compliance Report of Institutions of
Risher Iducatica Under Title VI of tha Civil
Rights Act of 1964

A. you wry recall, our Office nailed you, in January of this
year, a maple copy of the 1972 Compliant* Report of Institu-
tion. of lister notation to provide amp/e time to ectabliat
dot collective procedures. Copies of the actual form are
attached to this memprmatme. Mese are to be used to report
student enroltmeet tor the 1972 fall muster. Please do not
use these revert femme to indicate enrollment data for the

current academia year. Tbe Mine date for the report is
December 13, 1972; however, earlier returam woeld be appreciated.

Please tote that a separate form le to be filed for each under-
graduate, graduate and professional school at the maims mope
sod sect brach campus. In addition, we ere requesting for the
first time tate ms part-ttma lewdests as well as fell-time
students.

A. yos know, Title VI of the Civil lights Act of 1964 requires
drat centrism* of Federal financial assistance otter their
bowfin amd services without reseed to rasa, color, or naticaal
origia. The perpoee of this report is to determine the Ottent
of partiaipation by Nitwit, group persons is federally assisted
programs. Ws Imps thee yes wilt convey to all students mad
staff tie impetuses of such informatics le the enformemet of
the Ratios.* deal opportunity lame.

La addition to forwerdine the compliance report forme, I am
agipethis opperronity to provide you with a emit, of as
esokmmomes st Title VI for institntimm of higher educations.
Ildatleformatima has bees provided to your institutions
prowlemety am6 is mot to you at this time for year evidence.

ths imam is sot inclusive, I do hop that yen will find
it to be useful.

Stanley Pott
Dir tor; Office for r 1 Rights

1 ki
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SUMMARY OF REQUIREMENTS OP TITLE VI
OP THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1964

FOR INSTITUTICNS OF HIGHER EDUCATION*

1. The recruitment practice, of che institution must be conducted so
that all groups of potential students will be reached without
regard to race, color, or national origin. For example, if there
are predcednantly Negro and predominantly white high schools in the
area served by college, comparable recruiting efforts must be made
at both types of schools.

2. Student admieeione and enrollment policies must be free of discrimi-
nation on the grounds of race, color, or national origin. Insofar
as potential enrolls.. are educationally disadvantaged, institutions
are encouraged to consider whether the normal standards of admissizn
accurately measure the ability of these students to successfully
complete the proposed course of instruction.

3. All institution-owned and institution-supported housing intended for
student. must be available to all students. Assignments to such
housing must be made without regard to race, color, or national
origin. Institution-owned or supported housing is any housing
administered by the institution or any housing where the institution
donates, leaaes, rents or otherwise makee available its facilities
or land for such housing or proides funds, surety guarantees or
other finencial asaistance to acquire or operate facilities for
housing purposes.

4. All auxiliary facilities which are supported by the institution
must be available to students without regard to race, color, or
national origin. Further, each college and university has a
responsibility to assure that all institution or institution-
supported services, facilities, activities and progress for
students are mailable to student. without regard to race,
color, or national origin. Auxiliary facilities include cafe-
terias, student unions, offices and commercial concessions.

S. All institntiossponsored and supported activities and facilities
mese be siege tvailable to students' parents and visitors without
need to race, color, or national origin.

6. The amerding of scholarships and other financial aid administered
by the institution must be free of discrimination on grounds of
race, color, or national origin. Financial assistance includes
both public Ind private scholarships, fellowships, student loans,
traineeehip stipends and esployment obtained by the institution
for the student es part of an assistance progsam; e.g., teaching
assistantshipa, work-stud7 programs. Student financial aid
programs based on race or national origin say be consistent with
Title VI if the purpose of such aid is to overcome the affects
of past discrimination
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7. *ere the institution donates, leases, or otherwise makes available
institution-owned facilities or land for tudent use er activities
which are a part of its overall program, or where the institution
provides funds or other financial assistance to acquire or operate
facilities or vich activities, the institution must assure itself
that the activities are operated without discrimination.

8. An institution which provides ervices to assist students to find
off-campus housing or employment, including the maintenance of
lists of off-campus housing and jobs, must make inquiry to assure
itselt that any housing, employment or other ervice available to

its students is available without discriadnation. A muggeeted method
for obtaining uch assurance, and one wbich has proven convenient for
luny colleges and universities to implement, is to home the homeowner,
landlord or employer certify that housinm or jobs are available on

nondiscriminatory basis. The nstitution must oleo provide a procedure
for investigating any complaints of discrimination filed by tudents.

9. Students mmy not be referred to training facilities vbich discriminate

in their policies or programs. This includes such proviso as student
teaching in local chools, clinical training, etc., sod would generally

apply to the medical, education and social work fields.

*This information is provided pursuant to Section $0.3(1) 4501 Part SO

1 9
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34 CPR Ch. I (7-1-90 Iditio,t)

regulation. it &PMI's to money
property tranaferrid, or other relit%
financial endittence extended a(ter (2 .
effective data of the regulation Oursu.
ant to an application approved prlor
such effective data. This resubmit:a
does not apply to Ca) soy federal
nancial assistance br Iny of lnatirence
or gUariAty COntracta, ( is) money wet
property trunferred. or other emit,
Luce extonded before the effective
date of this regulation. (c) the cat at
any aasietaace by any individual woo
Ls the ultimata beneficiary under any
such program. or OD any emolortneot
Practice. undor an, such cinema or
any employer. er0D1OYMent lime,. orlabor organisation. except to toe
extant described In I IC0.3. The fact
that styps of Federal assistance is not
listed In Appeadis A &hail not mean. If
Title VI of the Aat la otherwise am.
cable, that a program Ls cot covered.
Pedersi financal assistance
statutas now in force or nansinafter
ensonag may be added at Ulla list by
mice publhassd hi the liessaat. Rama-
MM.

(Autaatitr Sen. MI Mt Orli Rights An
of OK etas. 313. 311: 43 CAC. Masai.
MoOS-$)

1ee.3 Diserialinenee proailottall.
(a) Gemara/ No persoa lo the United

SUMO shall, on the ground of race,
color. Ot national origin W muscled
from porticipation M. be *Med the
buottits of, co be otherilas sublertesi
to discrimination under sza Drama
to which this part maim.

Seeelfic diecritricatorg calm
proMatted. (1) A recipient under any
Program to which this part WOW
may not. directly or through contrac-
tual or other arrangements, on ovum
of race. color, or national origin

(1) Deny an Individual any (orrice.
modal sid, or other besetit peeneee
under the proems;

(.1) Provide any service, financial aid.
or other bonen& to an individual which
is different. or Ls provided In a =an
tat thenson freer WM melded ca
others under the program:

UW Sublect an individual to seem&
Uon or separate treatment Ln any
=attar related to Iola reesipt at see
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Off les he CIA Rigid& ildweedee

esrvioe, fhistal aid, or other benefit
Mill the Programa:

(lei amulet an individual in any
way ts the ertionnent of any advan-
tage Or prirOese ettiortin by others re-
ceiving any service. UnanCial ald. Or
able benefit undo: the proven

tvl Treat an individual differentlr
from others In determining whether
ne satudies any Schnloloo, enrollment.
QOM& el-illbalthf, membership or athar
requIrenteLt or condition which inch-
vidmis anart meet in order to be pro-
vided soy service. financial aid, or
other benefit provided under the pro-
PSI=

Deny an individual an opportu-
nity to participate tn the pogrom
through the provtsion of saVical or
otherwtoe or afford him an opportuni-
ey to do so which is different tram
that afforded others under the Pro-
gram (including the opportunity to
participate tn the program as an em.
Pions bot only to the extent set forth
in paragraph to of this sectioni.

MD Dew I. maws the oPeortennY
to participabe es a cesember at a plan-
ning or advisory body which is an hue-
gral part of the program.

(2) A recipient, in detormining the
types of es:vices. financial aid, or
other benefit& or facilities which will
be provided under any such pros:tat,
or the clam of individuala to whom, or
the situations in whic h. such service&
financial aid, other benefits, or facia-
this will be provided moor any such
mores or Um domed individuals to
be afforded an opportunity to Mad-
pees tti wry suds plegrem. may not. di.
redly ceo llama someractisal or °Lbw
arrangenosnia WSW critmia or meth-
ods of administration which have the
effect ot subjeetkig Individuals to ctie
crtnikialion bemuse of their race.
color, or nseleisel origin, or have the
algae et defeating or enbetaatially Ws-
pairing assemplighissent at the obis*.
UM et ties 'mem es rumen buffet&
nab et partleehr raw coiar or cis
Ilona oriel&

($1 In delermlnIng the sito or loco.
den et a Weighs an awls:ant or ie.
dolma rase net meta selections with
the West al reolug individuals
Oran down, War. the benefits of. or
seadialing them to chaaimination
male ern gentsms which this reg.

I 100.3

ulatlon applies. on the pound of race.
color, or national origin; or with the
purpose or effect of delimiting or sub-
stantially impairing the accomplish-
went- of Ms objectives of the Act or
this regulatioa.

(4) As wed la this anti= the swe-
ll-es. financial aid, or caner benefits
provided under a program receiving
Federal financial amistance shall cre
deemad to include any service. Man-
clal ald, or other benefits Provided in
or through a twilit/ Provided with taw
ald of Iredmal financial areWtance.

(5) The enumeration of specific
fortne.of prohibited discrimination in
this parsersph and paragraph co of
this section does not limit the pnerol-
ley of the prohibition in peragraph (a)
of this section.

M(I) In admlnistoring a Program re- I
larding which the recipient nu previ-
ously dlacrinslnated against Meow on
the ground of recs, color, or national
origin, the recipiont must take affirm-
ativo action to annum the ettala of
Prior disalteination.

(et) gm le the alismse og sock pear
disertmlnation. a minima In WI:minis-
faring a promare may take affirchauve
action to overcome the effect* of con-
ditto= which resulted in limiting Par-
ticipation by pencils of a particular
ram color, or national

tea gmpiorment practices. I) Where
a primary obiective of the "demi fl-
naacial asoletancs to $ program to
which this regulation goalies la to pro-
vide motgomect, a reclaim' my not
Whitely 'or Omega toetraelual or
%Aber sirrengementa) leidleg SO idda-
Mind to discrimination ost the frOund
OL ram. color. or -Wesel align in its
employment prank's rzder such Pro-
gram (including reeninnlont Or re-
=IMI& advertising waraorolent-
Wed or isratinstiou oligrothof- de-
motion. or Muster, rata ot Pas or
other forme of eampeogation, and up
of facilttion inshighne geogranse
where a primmer objoodue et ths Tea
mei Mamba mitoses Is en to retrace
the engatlyment of soda trmilvidusis or
to help them through OSIIIIMISInt to
=ft 011121fIffiXO nests lib to assist
such individuals through flOiltoftoest
to men expasses Widen to the cam-
menomosat Of 001allIUSISOU of their
edU0181011 Or IiiIi111111L WU to Provide

3$3
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WEDNESDAY, MARCH 21, 1979

DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH,

EDUCATION, AND
WELFARE

Office for Civil Rights

Office of the Secretary

a

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
PROGRAMS

GUIDELINES FOR
ELIMINATING DISCRIMINATION

AND DENIAL OF SERVICES
ON THE BASIS OF RACE, COLOR,

NATIONAL ORIGIN, SEX AND
HANDICAP
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')IDIPARTIIISPIT OP /SALM.
I0UCAT10NC WILFA/12

*Moo of OW WINO

4Il CP Perl N

NendliMeirrelnatiOn iallereN
Ahistod Proclaim TIrlat VI It Ms Own
LEII Ae1 of 11114; Peery

1 InteellealaVon

ashen 0111h tot C101 Right,.
fhpartmast If HesIth. Education. and

I. Welfare.
ailsOlt Podgy interorttallon.

SummAln1 The Office kr Cliii Right.
, lush a policy interpretation of

m1146666 ender TIC* VI of the 0% it
/tights Am of 1ite4. The rept,i,eim,
COMM recodiscrunina hen ill fehralty
amistad prorates. Me pall icy
inte9eetili011 LI Mehl iri cortneel.On
With the Office fur Emil Ilich.s onenire
mperunbetaies to enterytat and g.tifort
Title VL Ii le oleo pa/opted It ihu
Swum Coerce ducisuen in 111).(1111
di* thurotody of Cohformo v lioakAr it
is oh of maws of ochry

!WI
&terminations leveed by the Office foe
Civil Rights tender the procedures
ennomwed In Ow Petioral Swum on
May I. fen (43 /71 IOW
Fon 'UMW mirbedemOn cigetvarri
Burks M. Taylor. (ball en.utti.

Title VI Olio Call Plights Act of 1161
Policy isiarpotatiao Newby i

*ACtVølwiiaIy AffIrmative Action:
Admtuton of Minttrity Stueenie 10
histItirliOne of Higher Education.
MOM nil policy interpretation
thews'ce institutions of higher
education to oentinue and expand
voluntary afflrmailve action prorams it
tncevaN Matt enrollment of minority
group unlfnb arid to attain e di% eft
enident body. II identifies perentaLlve
techniques to ocilieve then ob iectie es
consistent with Tido VI of the CI% .1
LIMB Mot INI and the Supreme
Cou,e decision in Repots of the
Untvoryty of Cohformo a. iciAAE. 435
U.S. SU( WE Ukiah
unman gm huh mrtiamerramoir
An institution of highs? education that
resolves federal financial mutant, is
encouraged to take voluntary
affinvative sedan in odoussione to
OverCOMO MO affeLOf Conditions the
hem mulled in larliTed parucipe hoe by.
minority Imp membera and to I a

dimee student body. The Depitereni
has reviewed the Supreme Court s
deeleIco 10 &U. arid has determined
that voluntary affuntauve action ens)
Includa. Inn la aot limited in. the
foUowlrey cansidaration of mil =let .
ee MUM! @eV among ills lactate
evaluated In minting students.
Mowed recruitmeot Us minority
Inentstica and communtilea. use of
altarohlre admissionu omens elm+
tradi Ohl MIMI are found to be
leadoinunaly medicine of irenomtv
ti Alen! mecum* provision of
iviadralassoo compensatory end twonst
p.opsna and the eitablisiiment and
pertuil of nummical 11011, 10 104,
radii sad Mame compomtior of ine
student body lbs

Tockelentes of Ws fund are
permiasiblohcardless of whether Uwe
ha boon a Wino of het
dlsoloamdem. Where such s rind.no

Wm made. an Webtunon Pm I /Loy
SO 111.111SIN 1611 lernail past
shoorillsisalloo ant fore may be
eseelead IS gap* does as well se
ease rece mmexisos technique. le
oommisee do /meat affect. of out
shorioloodoo. Theft additional
tednillres aims may ba employed he

and onlvoratthes to overcome
Of desainenatton (mend is

Mee Mel by emoted
Medloliketa Hemovar. to Imb. el lois,
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in the stems of a Radial Owl
discrwlasuee osmenlited by the
instltulsoo W related entitles a flied
number of positions cisy net be pi
suds foe Whenty students foe which
napalm:01 ett4ints cannot compete.
nor msy race w notional wigs
othemse be used se the seta criteria
for sdmissionc
pouts metriemeramom Title VI id the
own eights Act et ISM prohibits
institutions ot new oducatiere thel
',acolyte* benefit hem 'Wml flithathal
assistance from dlealminattne spinal
pplicata fee Idahoan en dm basis et
rem. color, or wheeler yip. n.
primary parpow st the ststute wu es
slimursti widespreed diserimnstioe
sewn blacks and ether minorities
rodeo Myrosersted power's.
Accordtrily. tha Department's Tido VI
remits floe requwe ticipients of Tedend
enamel swimmer. whoa Wad la be
thicalnurteldtg. Is end say runs
disatatination Ind te like sfftrmative
mitten ta wercerse the affects of past
discrimination.

Findinp of dierefminstioe an be
made by legislative. tunas' or

includlne the
Office for CMJ M ts. The megaliths
also pima I piont to take
ffirmative schen le noisome the
affeggurf conditions that how resulted
to Mired partiapation bar proems et a
particular mem color. w oatmeal origin
and to ohne a drawee midget body,
Ma us permitted raft though the

4 meow has set itself diserimiested
:r spew dress weeps.

The Departmesi las measured Its TUid
VI regulstmes le hela et the Supreme
Corarl's daisies le Iona eel bee
moschadad &al es ehateee SI the
emplation are required et deserebio. The
Own Interned the leselitY a %Oaths,
affirmative anise. !Owner. where
there has bees me finding of pest
ducriminsbes. SAW peolubits am

from ming aside fixed
slumber el plows fee mthirtty stedeets
foe %nth neaminerttes camel mom
w ellhowtee wine rue as Om WM
ottoman fw wheasiom

The lirestaumm watateed S Media
e pply wry to loom:tom undertabas
vOteatare aftlimative solos The
*Weise has me Warble me the lapel
o bligati. al w bestitariee which bee
been fogad. by s met le=weer
o dmintstrative maw Is
thentwasted em the beefs of mem sn
w national wino. Race waseieems
procedures that are lamemilesihis
votherarry affinesure echo weigrome
easy be mewed is conga wows weeif etecnotastree commemed bp am
theutities w ether wury la wheel' pg
imeututima se dimity Moat fee

Guth* merely esiebilshed puti.e
Whittling of Alper educe hoe In
Maio that formerly rne untamed

=rd._ bbut4.11 Illy be reourred to
te la assepegation pie rt to

provide a emenplare remen for pat

The Deportment encouregee the
atatiaustion and expenron of %a:anter
attlieutivs schen prar111111 Thu, po!tc!.
letepreistion provides go.dv .1 to
plutitioes ef higher eduCerion that are
Set responding to a (lading or user
diacrIsainsuon se to perm mots meansa indiums irolierttv student
IllarOillaellta Order the Dr:art-rem e
Title VI repletion O. illaat on or
porouswers voloolor, ool,:n.is stated o
the regulation:

gm Iwo Sit eaabeeht tee ;ant h.&
NNW mid &minimuct .. ec..r.r, the)
armor see bewhis et tn. parer+ or
saw* N 111114RIVIII rip I'm [1 be
elasSite witiebte is mare rat al ar
esuoishry pews In aro rwrrirrienres
OPOINI or iecupu.Ri map PrePV )
Medal imemeeratien is nice me, Sr
meow Imp re oaks Ike ao.0.1 at do
Peril" mare orehrly et Idiot/ ,c
S W" MO Wee Ifflualey tan od ear
mromplo. lettere II until/n.4 .1 ,,Q1

adequately *mum member or I pa ),:u'ar
Mal w sauwelirr roug ,a
055a1 reenutmeru po..c , c
popes Mum kap... 1,p
ovagabee to Nth Ir04 4.4 ..t re, me
le plenie that poop wan 0.11.14.1,0
alowlet

061, methods of einedenne race.
Won w national omen. Ci.sr'arv
afineatIve action pony., cons talent
Inthiaigimi end Ilia Deoarl.1.111 s
iegulabse. include bat aro nut hrotted I
the lolleartny

As IMitatattioe ;nor
III Coasarkir mew color of e a ',oral

Manntive Mttor other
MOM% as poor c or econorni
sithemstimace. in seleciere torr Among
mailifled mandates Tne I
weight pasted to each favor prom
dessemimed by inehlrion e" : ea roe
law wr eationsl orig.n mut he lecord
peeler wrier! than ot.ter
vaspitszo ..t.,...c,.141 ref ruttilf ri

Ily rum:owe otal.10.orl ar
arroulte:

dISy semisvom cr.rni fop
it notelets.' t.a t

888/81111, let fat, appr..4 at 01 the
modnis peewee el airman.,
4,101111101. This rn.ty oaroonoe
11111911111161111144.1 thaec0Patry

CI=pertennan., owe In
d111110111.Nli

VidUhiust Odetisstena CY r -a ure not
peedtheive of success lor r. Away
81111111111

tile seecual eer..ceo uueludin
11111111111 bilious sisi arta .ai lulUnn$

1 t4
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Berrien to aell sad
socially dionemstemd Mineola la
swig adionleel ntairesonts.
Studsota may sot borsaluded from
thew prioress so the bele of rem but
woe Maybe waskterod es o. raw la
Niacin participate lad

(I) establish and puma muneriral
psis to ithhiese In renal and @thaw
composition of the otudeat body II own
thresh thenimme seek es thow bawd
ahem

la addition la the foregatim
lethalquee. lastittWons may ON ten
authority I. bruin minitssiou meth
seaway to evilests bete the
qoalifloatiess of meanly applicants.
Thm may be eseemolithal bY 10111
thawed esostilwation te an
applicants chareeter. pour/mom @batty
to miroomo woman and eilimational
diudvantape. work Monate& AM
other teeters.

All of these Mangoes are somitment
with TItle VI became they do ut

ithluda ingirideals ft the bells of ron
coke. or satinet grip Irma competing
foe say pine to an institution st higher
education. The Depsumeot semninges
the derelopment of additionl or
altwastive maithisow far emissive Bo
renter, affinaauve ens plan.
1 ILI lammulsee.
(bel) "
lit lo inalalstaloo a warm

resardlni *Nth the mespiest has
presiously thiniminetad wee
person ea the pueril dries. wthr. or
anent Wits. tbs wripleot innet tan
alimony actin to orenswe this
W att of prior discrimintlei

(0) two It the shame emit elm
diamentatium a rodent le
.d.'aOIslSss popes may tan
aftirmaithe nem so owntome the
'Woes se walk= whisk toonliod to
ret=pellidpaina by pawn eta

memilnie II Mosel WonIt lags=
hIl psildes,
the onion mild Wee* of program
or nuttily Is Wainer. miry nel. to
fact be null, ensile to some rode

utionlity peon. M len
eiromminne. aft applIcant rodent
moy poperly sive nodal onsidentlea
lo woe mkt st isationi wins le man
dm bonnet of us palm mow widely
(tenable to sock wimps. oat Ikea Inn
anew* win let omen where

oniveney to lest nequilly swift
mombses of a pentener meth* or
esslomlity iron N may eetabkab
souse reentlimem none Mr ono Me
emend hew nen Id ais
rosily ovadoble Is omb pen an bee

other Moe ta provide thst pan with
nate minute wen

corm.: ni Ione, laterpretatioe
BOOM 10 ony4lIc or private
Institutes of wituatioa that
teem or bowels from Weal
assistants outhoilsod or owned under

law administered by the Denman
Corms Wines loathsome whow
tudsou partleipote to NSW funded or
ralnintssd stutMt Wan mimics
programa Rot New inform tem. we
&WIN of rodpint at th CFR KUM
and 111

own we inn Wet Tule VI of Within
MOW AO 11101 u

Dalt*Omer
David Ten.
Dawn Crag Its Civil &ean ftiwi iso soda No IN
11W1411 NM *taws
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UNITID STATU DEPARTIaNT Or =xenon
ORM OF TKI ASSZTANT SICSITARY FOR COM RAMITII

MAR 2 4 1982

RE: v. Ihmechusetts Institute
U'IWmoloWl+31:112M---

This is in rssas to rxr recent appeal of the no-causo deteminatim mode
by the ilostal $a1. Office for Civil. Rights (CO) regm yam allegation
that the Musachmetre Institute of Technolop (M.I.T.)- - -dnated against
pm on the basis of national origin by denying 3clu the ow .rtunity to =pets
for a Min:miry Ititice Fellmothip. I mdersraroi that &LT. agreed to the
facts you =salted; the disagreement is thts mtirely se to the l.1 impli-
cations of those fact% In accords= with noted O. pecadIxes, '
staff reviewed doe original decision of the los= Pegineal Office in your
care beams of the =Ma of the Loam involved. lb hem carefully
reesmined the Lail beets far the decision md data:mined then re: case
waa decided properly. This latter doecribes the bassi fee our denomination.

In yew lathe ycu put fecund several arguorms: (1) diet the legimal
Office's decialen "ipes against the spirit" of the Roger Court's decision
in Rits of the tbi,sxilty of Cslifornia v. Take, 436 LS. 265 (UM .
al pm y"s t CLII not
ftn1ai aid policies; (2) that the district cast apinial la Fleragsn v.
Pre:admit mod Direcisre of Qi-ttom College, 417 F. amp. 377 (D.O.C. 1976)
suppccta per poeitian "that sthLc beagramd does _play a role in financial
aid declaim_ only thes a similar ahl peclege is offered to =minority
individualie (3) the the allow= for "spacial trsiltIlMit of einorities
over otter ehmeittes moier Title VI of the Civil /We Put art= mly
fits the pertiegar =Mt of Oken refugees in florida: (4) that einaticiaa
at M.I.T. mot be treated differently frt. me mad= became dere
was no pest discrisinatino in the adeinistratim of graduate
finemial at M.I.T. and (5) that m mem therefore edam to "so
spinet du gagLil of gm l . .. that individuals druld not be &scrims-
inated becauWarlreff-larnWroackgromd" (mphaeis run]. Cm review of
them imam is dimmed below.

Ws do not =eider it proper to extend the Bakke declaim fens ackfesions
policies to all rece-annacicus actions by Lairesities. Adsisaices quotar.
the telicy at issue in Mks, unlike tiny other policies, ea result in the
otausion of al irdivicSankor a mtivoirsity on the basis of race or national

n,. The emilability of a porticuler finmcial aid program doss ooc have
such a fir-reeching effect.
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Tou aim ccvlreet that the cam, which resulted in the disapproval of
a setasidw of fthElOthl aid Aiia for minority students at CONSOMMO thiver-
sit?, beams some slarity to yews. That decision war Winded dom in
1976, prior to several *pram Court decisions that addreseed the scope of
permiasible voluntary affirmative mace programs, and it was bmed on a
raticashe not applied by the Swum Court in those cases. See Uhited Steel-
e:rims v. Weber, 443 U.S. 193 (1979) and Fullilove v. Klutanick7;741-1737
2n11;60).--747 namyug decision is binding only in allaWct of
Columbia. Ihe -'n-s--.wasent was not a party to that cam, so is not
bound by it outside af the District of Coluibia.- M.I.T. Le in the First
Federal Judicial Circuit, which has not ruled cm the thane in your case.
As a result, =met be guided by &wen Court decisions and our me
Regulation In With matter.

7be ample ha the Title VI Regulation Numention ha relatios 121 Cuban
refugees ha Florida is not the only type of rece-comciass conduct permitted
under Title VI and is not applicable to your siontion. The bgulation
explains that remedying the effects of past discrimination my require more
then the 1Lcatios of a rece-neutral policy and, as emplaired below, that
voluntary ve action in the stoma of peat die:didn't= by the
reeipientmmay include reoe-cominum behavior.

Neither ome lawn= the Title VI Regaled= limits an institution to race-
conscion affirmative measures solely a: remedy the effects d its um discrim-
bution. 7he Sakke decision allows for such measures but does not provide
ouch guidenceliWid mohibiting the use of racial quota' to admit students
where the institution is not remedying ite en put diacrimination. It is
relive% to your cam that, in sometime the Graduate and Professionel Oppor-

tunities Precis (G-Kr. Title 1Z of -in atoms mattock net, 20 0.13.C.
11134e(d)(3), the Gonna hme mede a fthdirg thetsdnoritiseare under,
remmented ineumduate and professional program. Ma.T.'m determination
that meshers of certainainority groups are mderrepresanted in graduate and
professional program is conement with that finling and with the wooer an
which the G-P3P mime is based.

The C1141 RIjts Mt of 1964peohibits discrimination on the bests of race,
color or origin. Bowever, as this dimussion indicates, rune-nonscinus
behaviors/gybe repaired in some inetances and my' be peemtasible to others.
7he Stamm Gmertidil not adopt the minority position in Eskimo that the
Civil Rights Mirsampairee ismaltutions to be "color-blbxruTbever, it is
clear that reeressinimes worm must be te=tuithejmbe conducted
only anal the Abate of past diacciathation ted.

I hope that tide latter 'efficiently explain. the bests for ale declaim. L

regret that vs are unebla to be of ha-tho' mutates= to you.

Sincere1y,

(-61040. 11.4 10.44101/4_

Raton M. nrylar, Diameter
Division of fteteecondery Iduestion
office for Civil Sights

act ciractor, Office for Civil Rights, Region I
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MEMORANDUM UNITED STATWESASTIPGARTomTMDECNT1030: EDVCATION

TO : Gilbert 0. Roman
Regional Director
Region 1.1,1I

ifav- 1'141".FROM : Jtan St nd ee
deputy Assister.. Secretary

for Civil Rights

DATE MAR 2 2 1983

SUBJECT: Policy Clarification re Title la and Minority Fellowship PrograTs at
the university of Denver 408-83-6001r

This is in response to your February 9 memorandum to the Assistet
Secretary in which yOu asked whether three of the financial assis-
tance fellowship programS administered by the university o' Denver
Graduate School of Business and Public Management result in viola-
tions of Title VI in light of Regents of the University of
California v. Bakke, 438 U.S. 265 (1978). Tho thrill fellowship
programs in quiFETan sre the Graduate and Professional Opportunities
Program (GPOP), which was established by Congress and is funded by
the Education Department, a fellowship program financed by the New
York Life InsuranCe COmpany, and a fellowship program financed by
IBM. These fellowship programs are three of ten sources of flra-.
cial assistance administered by this school. According to you,-
'memorandum, the two privately financed fellowships, as administeee:
by the school, are restricted to minority students in accordarte
with the terms of the two private companies. Also, according t,
your memorandum, the GPOP fellowships art all awarded to minority
students. You also provided information indicating that the sc.:1s'
has enrolled small numbers of minority students, and that minor.tie;
are underrepresented it this school is well is it schoolS of b,si.ess
in general.

In connection with ywir rumst for policy clarification you
several specific illueS. I will address your questions tn the or:er
in which you stated them.

lade nOt believe that Bakke is controlling as tO the award of
semisoft financial ald, ii-174 decision ach;resses issues relatirg
tom1rt4 admissions. It is important to note the distinction betwee-
finanoial aid and admissions. It is our understanding that sto:er!s
are admitted to the university of Denver Graduate School of BusIness
and Public Management according to ordinary criteria. The issue in
this case is not one of exclution from the school on the basis of
race or national origin.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Page 2 - Gilbert Roman

The administration Of the twO privately financed fellowships you
described does not limit nonminor ty students from applying and
qualifying for the major proportion of financial assistance adm-
iniStered by the school. TheSe minority fellowships are voluntary
affirmative efforts that are intended tO increase minority represen-
tation in specified fields and financed by private grants Of limited
duration. Accordingly, we conclude that administering fhese
ships does not plate the University in violation of Title VI. This

is Consistent with the action taken in the Region I case cited in
your memorendum.

The Graduate and Professional Opportunities Program is consistent
with Title VI and with Bakke. Subsequent to Bakke, the Office of
General Counsel of the Dia-Ftment of Health, rdaTtion and
welfare (DHEW) isSued a memorandum describing the impact of Bakke
an DHEigi programs and policies. A copy Of this memorandum, dig-
April 1979, is attached fOr your information. The memorandum
concludes that GPOP and the voluntary affirmative action provision
Of the Title VI regulation [now codified at 34 C.F.R. §l00.3(0)(6)(11):
are consistent with the holding in Bakke.

I trust that this guidance iS sufficient for you to complete tre
University of Denver compliance review. The substantial effort
and careful thought apparent in your memorandum are commendable.

Attachment

2u
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WM= STATIMI =ran-muff OF EDUCATION
OFFICE OF INS ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR CIVIL RIGHTS

MAf 2 96

This is in respOnse t0.yAur letters to me dated Decenbir 12, 1985, and
January 14, 1986, and your letter to John E. Palomino, Acting Regional
Director, Office for Civil Rights (OCR), Region TX, dated November 18.
1985. These letters posed Several questions concerning the scholarships
provided by your Dutch.American organization and concerning the Federal
regulation that prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, color, or
national origin in the provision of student financial aid. You also
requested an explanation of my referral of your letter of October 14,
1985, to OCR's San Francisco Regional Office because you believe that
the problem 11 national, rather than regional, in nature.

For your information, a copy of the regulation implementing Title vI of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964 is enclosed. With regard to your question
about the Dutch-American scholarship, this office cannot make an official
determination of the legal status of the scholarship outside the context
of a specific ccuplaint. OCR does not issue mivisory opinions.

The regulatioa implemanting Title VI at 34 C.F.R. 4 100.3 states, in part.

(b) Specific discrtirtutory actions prohibited. (1) I. recipient

under any program to which this part applies may not, directly or
through contractual or other arrangements, an ground, of race, color.
or national origin:

(1) Deny an individual any service, financial aid, or other
benefit provided under the program;

(it) FrevIde en, service, financial cid, or other benofiC to
en individual which is different, or is provided in a differ-
ent manner, from that provided to others under the progrem(.)

This sanormisTation 9044 further to state:

4 (WI) Im administering a program regarding which the reciplent
has previously dtscrimiested against persons on tho ground of
race, color, Or national origin, the recipient must take
affirmative action to,overcome the effects of prior discrim-
ination.

ee IIIARTLAJES mnr-air HAININVIVII. VC. /Mt

( .t
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(11) Even in the absence of such prior discrimination, a
recipient in administering a program may take affirmative
action to overcome the effects of conditions which resulted
in limiting participation by persons of a particular race,
calor, or national origin.

The regulation quoted above was adopted prior to the U.S. Suprane Court ruling
in Regents of the University of California v. Bakke, 434 U.S. 265 (1978).

a
case chaTTinging a special adgissiOns program 73F-Flebers of certain minority
groups to the Medical School of the University of California at Davis. The
Supreme Court held that the minority edmission quota at the Medical School
was unlawful. Justice Powell, in his 'touchstone' opinion, stated:

In summary, it is evident that the Davis special admission program
involves the use of an explicit racial classification never before
countenanced by this Court. It tells applicants who are not Negro.
Asian, or Chicano that they are totally excluded from a specific
percentage of the seats in an entering class. No matter how strong
their qualifications, quantitative and extracurricular, including their
Own potential for contribution to educational diversity, they are
never afforded the chance to compete with applicants from the preferred
groups for the special edmissions seats. At the sew, time, the
preferred applicants have the opportunity to compete for every seat
in the class.

The fatal flaw in petitioner's preferential program is its disregard of
individual rights as guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment. Shelley v.
Kraemer, 334 U.S. El], at 22 (1948). Such rights are not abso ute. Sut
..----rStata's distribution of benefits or imposition of burdens hinges

Off ancestry or the color of a person's Skin, that individual is entitled
to a demonstration that the challenged classification is necessary to
promote a substantial state interest. Petitioner has failed to tarry
thir burden. For this' raison, that portion of the California court's
judgment holding petitioner's special admissions program invalid under
the Fourteenth Amendment must be affirmed. 438 U.S. at 319-320.

Any determination with respect to the legality of the scholarship program
mentioned in year letter mold take into consideration the Title vl
regulation, the Bakke case, and other relevant case low. iieweeer, I ae

not aware of &WU-Termination that Dutch Americans have been discriminated
against or 'Halted le their participation in federally financed programs.

With regardStekOCR's handling of the issues that you raised, letters that
seem to contliescemplaints against educational institutions are routinely
sent to repteeetetftres for appropriate action. The regional office
detereines *ether the lotto/rig e complaint, which it then investigates,
or whether some other action, such as technical assistance, is indicated.
Your letter was referred to the San Francisco Regional Office because
you stated that 'a stets university in California did not allow 4.14m4Ant
to accept the award' from your organization.
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I am adviSed that the San Francisco Regional Office contacted you, and you
informed that office that the most recent incident of which you were aware
occurred in the State of Washington. You were referred to OCR's Seattle
Regional OffitisfOr appropriate action, as that regioaal office is respon-
sible for investigating Complaints against universities in the State of
Washington. Following discussions between headquarters staff an4 region.l
staff, it was agreed that your letters do not constitute a complaint that
can De investigated by OCR since yw neither name a specific institution
nor specify what particular act of discrimination is being alleged.

Before applying the megulation, OCR's regional office must obtain facts about
the circumstances At a particular institution. A threshold determination
in the application of Title VI is whether the program or activity in which
the discrimination is alleged receives Federal financial assistance. (The
issue is not whether discrimination is alleged at a state institution,
as your letter implies.) Such a determinatiOn requires that the region
obtain information on the Federal financial assistance received by the
educational institution. Receipt by the university of student financial
aid funds from the Department of Education provides jurisdiction for OCR
to investigate allegations of discrimination in the university's entire
financial aid prooram. If a university receives Federal student financial
aid funds, the region also/tint determine the extent to which the university,
in contrast to your organization (which I assume is not a recipient of
Federal aid), participates in the administration of the scholarship
program.

I am unable to respond to your concern about jeopardizing the tax-exempt
status of your organization. Since OCR has no authority with respect to
the tax status of an organization, I have referred your correspondence
to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS). IRS should be able to determine
whether there is some way to further the purposes of your organization
without involving a reCipient of Federal financial assistance and without
jeopardizing your organization's tax status. IRS will respOnd to you
directly.

Sincerely,

44.4.&eov,,
Alicia Coro
Acting Assi%tant Secretary
for Civil Rights

EnclosureS

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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12. 17. gO 12:38 PM *REGION VII

UNITEDSTATESDEPARTMENTOFEDUCMI1ON
OFFICE FON CIVIL SIGPIII

E101ow WU
femme ICUs Nona

10120 North Emojim Kills baulmrd las Floor
KAnill Cily.M111411/1 641$ 3

- 3 as
OFFICE OF THE REGIONAL DIREC

Unolarship Coordinator
Southwest Missouri State Univirsity
901 South NatiOnel Avenue
Springfield, Misilouri 65604-009,

Dear Mr. ~-

This is in response to your recent request for technical assls-
tance regarding a proposed minority leadership cholarship at
Southwest Missouri State University (SIMI). Specifically, in en
October 16, 1966, telephone oonversetion with John Nigro, of lY
staff, and in a subsequent letter dated November $, 1986, yo,J

requested en Office for Civil Rights (OCR) review of the pro-
posed scholarship program in order to determine whether it is In
compliance with the regulation implementing Title VI of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Title VI).

With regard to student finanoial aseistence on the bests 3f
rave, color, or national Origin, the regulation implement1-4
Title V/ requires that all programs end activities be provL:es
in a nondiscriminatory manner. The regulation implement1-4
Title VI at 34 C.r.R. $ 100.3(b)(1)(i) throueh (v) rec,11-es
thett

6 1004 Discrimination prohibited.

(e) Speoific diseriminatory actions prohibited.

(1) A recipient under any program to which this :ar:
applies mey not, directly or through contractuel tr
other arrangements, on ground or race, color, or
national origint

(i) Deny an individual any service, financial eLl
or other benefit provided under the ;regrow

(ii) Provide any service, financial aid, or other
benefit to an individual which is different, or :7
provided in a different tanner, frost that provides .13
othere under the program;
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(iii) Subject an individual to segregation or
separate treatment in any Canner related to his
receipt of ,17 service, finanoial aid, or other
benefit under the prosrami

(iv) Restrict an indiVidual in any way in the
enjoyment of any advantage or privilege enjoyed by
others receivine any service, financial sid, or other
benfit under the prosram;

(v) Treat an individual differently from others in
determining whether he setiefise any admission,
nrollment, quota, eligibility, membership or other
requirement or condition which individuals ust meet
in order to be provided any service, financial aid, or
other benefit provided under the program, . . .

During your telephone Conversation with Mr. Nigro, you explained
that the aohOlarehip program was targeted towards those
individuals who have contributed to the minority 004munity. '34

e xplained that the have of 4

ifiguallar_aigazigs_Leaust 41-21-0 '0
einority an:Agana,. Lauggity_Ligaleaau_kulLeall
e valuates on their respeotive contributions to the minority

65110114.,

/n addition to the above-referenoed Title VI regulatory
provision, the *Guidelines for Eliminating plSOrisinatian a^1

Denial of Servioe on the nails of Race, Color, National 1:rLell,

Sex and Handicap in Vocational Education Programs,* found et

Appendix I of the enclosed Title et implementing regulation,

discusses a recipient's responsibility in administering

soholarahipa. Under the topic of *Student rinanoial
Assistance,* found on page 30930, II recipient may not a.arl

finaleOlai assistance in the form of loans, grants, och3lari-;.1,
SWial funds, subsidise compensation for work, or prizes t3
vooational education atudents on the basis of retie, col,,
national origin, sax, or handicap, except to overcome trte

effects of past discrimination. Recipients may administer !.c
restricted financial assistance where the assistance Aro
restriction are established by will, trust, bequest, or a',

similar legal instrument, if the overall effect of all fl-A-
assistance awarded does nOt discriminate on the basis t if'

t? 3
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Utile(' to the Guidelines, the Title VI regulation at 34 C,,,11.
100.3(b)(6) States,

(WO In administering s program regarding whiOh the
recipient has previously disoriminated against prsons
on the grolnd of race, ootor, or national origin, the
recipient must take affirmative motion to overcools tn.
offsets of prior discrimination.

(ii) Ivan in the absence of such prior discrimina-
tion, a reolpient in administering a program may tags
affirmative action to overcome the effects of Oohdi-
tiOni whiOn resulted in limiting participation oy
persons of a particular race, color, or national
origin.

Review of QC fUse disolesed no evidence that 3143U had been
previously found in violation of Title VT, thus requirine af-
firmative aotion to overcome the offsets of prior disorimina-
Clem. Similarly, you presented no inforestion indicating tnat
conditions of 31430 programa reaulted in limited participation by
persona of a particular raos, oolor, or national origin in t'ose
propane. As stated st 34 C.F.R. I 100.3(b)(6)(ii), voluntary
affirmative aOtiOn is permitted when taken to overcome tne
offsets of such oonditions. In the abounds of interest:on
establishing that previous conditions st SNSU limited sinor..ty
individuals, participation in WOG programs, OCR Cannot deco--
mins whether your proposed sinority leadership scholarship le1:2
the requirenents of 311 C.F.R. I 100.3(b)(6)(11).

In addition to the above, OCR's review of the oholareni, appli-
cation disclosed that the notification of nondiscriminat%;,
located at the bettom of the second pegs doss not comply wi.
the requirements of the regulations implementing Title :X )f
Education amendotents of 1972 (Title IX) end Section 5O' or t-T
Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (Section 904). The regulatl:ns
IspleseAtlas Title IX at 35 C.F.!. 106.9(b)(1) end
at C.F.R. I 1011.41(b) both require s recipient of fel-rit
fisesAlal assistance to maks appropriate notification ,r ---::3-
orlDlastion on the basis of sex and handicap, reipectivIf :n
each a:maim:meant, bulletin. cate/og, or application rors ot q

available to Interested persons. The notification :must sta....!

that the recipient doss not discriminate on the bases :f
handicap in protrams or activities operated by the
The notification of nondiscrimination oust also identlf,
individual(s) who has (have) been designated to cloortl-s.e
recipient's compliance efforts with the implementing re4J'i-
tione. You may wish to u30 the followiog atatement:
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$KR does not disorialnate on the Sages of rats,
color, national origin, sex, age or handicap in
admission or looses to, or treatment or nDloyment tn,
its programs and activities. It you have any
questions regarding SMSV's compliance with Title VI,
Title 12 or Seotion 504, please contact the
Affirmative Aotion Offioe, 209 Carrinaton Nali, at
(417) 8364274.

Copies ot the regulations implementing Title VI, Title IX, and
Section $14 are nclosed for your review, re you have Any
questions, please contact Michael S. Maailton, Director,
Postegoondery Education Division, at (816) 11514158.

Intaoaurea

Sincerely,

Thongs S. laterly
Acting IssiOcial Civil Rights
Office !Or Civil Rights
Dependent of Sduoation, Regi:m ;::

BEST COPY MAME
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November 3, 1916

Mr. Jona NigrO
Office of Civil Nights
U.1. Department of Iducation
10220 North fxsoutive Mills Blvd.
Manses City, MO 64133

Dear Me. Nivel

Thank you for your willingness to mist and advise ms during
our telephone conversation of October 16, 1$16. 1 write today
in response to your invitation to review our minority scnoler.
6M1P proposal, and to request an opinion from your office.

fnclosed you will find deecription of the program in draft
form (enclosure 1). Also enclosed a sample of the application
form to be tassel with an addendum 'requesting further information
about the applicant's oligiWity and minority status.

Again. thank you for your willingness to provide assistance.
Please call me if you hews question. or require f,rt::sr
explenstion (411-436-4431).

Sincerely yours,

Scholarship Coordinator

enclosures

cos Affirmative Action Officer
eirmen. IMSU Scholarship Committee

2
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1 SMIU MiNOPtTT SCHOLAPINIP

Preamble

(Enclosure 1)

Scutt:Neat Missouri State university hes emtablished the Minor:
Leaderehlp Scholarship'"Tor ttOM'purrie of attracting minority tude
loaders tO the SMOU campue. This Scholmrship program is in keep:
with the University's Affirmative Action snd Equal Opportun.
objectives, end Upholds the University's commitment to providing
multi-cultural educational experience for its students.

VI view of the University's position se tated above, nd Le keep
with Mere/ code prohibiting dlsorLeination on the basis of re,
color. sea. handicap, religion, ot national origin. the follow
guidelines have been estebliehed.

I. Twenty scholarships equal in value to the incidental fee
tag Semestsre will be avellable beginning with the 1987
SW88888.

1. The scholarship applicant must be eligible for admission 80
new freshman to INSU and plan td enroll by August. 1987.

3. Applicants shall subMit 'an up-to-date high school ttenser
end muet rank in the top hall of the graduating high school cl
talus conelderet.

4. Studeat east Wangs for eve lettere of recommendation to

seat by ladividuels who know the stident well, preferely h
*shoe& teachers. counselors, or others from the oommunLey.

3. Applicant must possess record of superior leadership In

minority community end describe his or her eccomplLshments
tha 'HSU Freshman Scholarship application. Students snail

elected fof the award on the basis of participatL3A tn h

school and community activities including, but not !Lmited

8tudent Government. National Honor Society. student ori3r:tatio
varsity Athletics. Religious' organisations, commg...ty dery

organisations newspaper or yeerbeek stet!. Oramet :1. robe

or Music groups. Other awards and honors will also be "'eider'
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student organisations, Varsity Athletics, Religious
organisations, community service organizations, nwspaper
or yearbook staff, Dramatics, Debate, or Music groups. Other

awards and hOqore will also be considered.

6. Applicant must be a citizen of tho United States.

7. Students who are members of an historically underrepresented

minority groupers strongly encouraged to apply.

I. ?his acholarehip is renewable for recipients who complete
30 hours in the academic year (fall. spring and summer

semesters) and maintain cumulative grade point average

of 3.00 or higher. Service tO the University and the

ocmoudity will lilac be cioneidered.

selection will be made by the SMSU Scholarhip committee

Or its appointed repressntati, and will be hosed on academia

success, leadership potpntiii (as demonstrated by the

students' record .0f aStiOipatien in organizaticne and

activitive), and minority 'status. A student's minOrity status

will, MO! Went hie or her eligibility fOS this award.

"s -

4 1
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Dartmouth College HANovelt mtvimAmtrimlite was

Office of the Prom km

December 18, 1947

Dr. Thomas J. Burns, Reelonal Civil Nights Director
U.S. Department of fduca,ion, Region 1
John W. McCormack Post Office end
Courthouse !Wilding
Room 222
Post Office Square
Boston, MA 02109

Deer Dr. Urns,

1-11 1 1

DEL. 21 1997

?STIR ?OR cret MORTi
pvrt or I:.!!/4* C

I ar.: writing to request a TeChnicsl Assistance response from your office
regarding s proposal Dertmouth College is currently considering which involves
the College edrinistering sn sward to be presented annually by s U.S.
Corporation to s minority Dartmouth undtrgreduste student. 2 have oake r. to
attorney Steven McDonald in your office about this proposal end he has suggested
thet I write to you requesting s formal Techni0Al Assistance'responee.

The issue of concern here is whether the proposed sward would be con-
sidered discriminatory since only minority students would be eligible to app:y
end receive the award. Let me set out for you the pertinent fasts, as proposed.
regarding thO Objectives of the sward as well AS the criteria sod process for
ths application and receipt Of the propoSed sward.

The fremework for the propcdel, which it entirely At the corporations
'initiative, le the cOrporstions concern over their declining ability to ettrs:t
Dartmouth grodustes into the sales area of their company. The 0OrpOrstion wetS
to rates its profile on CIMINO by initiating this sward end by creating
internship Opportunities ter undergraduates in soles.

The objective! f the proposed award includel
to reward students for 'academic seciallenoe snd leadership
SS undergredustee

...t0 animas the relationship between Dartmouth and the
-.40rpOrstioo end
- to demonstrate how students may apply their education
otter gredustlOn

The oriterie for the proposed award ares
the recipient must be a member of the junior t.lass st
Dertneuth
the recipient must be in the top IS% oUltisther *less
cademically

- the recipient must be a U.3. citizen of AfreAserioen.

;
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American :ndien or Miesenie.Aloriasn down%
- the recipient muet hove demonetreted leadership ability
. the award will Os $1,000 annually

The process for the implementation of the proposed wers is,
- that Dertmouth College, through the Deem of the Collage Office,
will notify minority students of the proposed sward on an
annual basil and SollOit applications

- !hitt Dartmouth College, thrmigh the Dwen of the College Orrice,
will Select recipient each year and inform the corpvation of
the winner by April 1 each yesr
thet a corporate representative will present the proposed
sward each yeer st a suitable pring term awards ceremony
that the proposed award will be posted and displeyed to the
student body with the same prominence sa other award* node by
the College

. that the student receiving the propoSed award will be Invited
to attend s corporate Sells meeting following the presentation
of tne sword

- trot thsre will to no requirement that the award recipient tt.-.:
s sales meeting or entertain eny employment offer from the
Corporation

- the Corporation wOuld ltk tO risks the first award In the sprit-4

or mg

The corporation desires to be very fles101e about the terms of the swa,1
end to conform to ony policy or other considerations that the College may wiel
to apply. H since the Corporation is particularly interested in minority
focus, wo Could not abandon thet end still have the owed. Short of this.

, we walld be happy tO negotiate with them on issues of concern Lilac
you may feel exist.

The College will be delaying the ibb'ementation of this ;ward until **col::
Of your advise. The hope was, es stated above, to present the first wero :-
the Sprin$ Of 1913. This would necessitate the announcement of the Sward sr]
solicitetion Of intersilted students beginning soon after the let of the year.
Therefore, we ere hoping that WO con hove a response free you 114 soon es

possible. We wayld welcome suggestions es to how the proposed swero Could be
restructured to meet eny of your conoernl.

If you mood any further information in order to deterldne whether this
proposal is in compliance eith regulations icelementing Title WI, 008,4 roe.
free to contact me.

Sincerely,

11111111111111Pi
Action Officer

,BEST COPY AtAILABIE
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3. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATIC ..

Match 17, 1$811

ilicrligirrtleMAllft Officer
Office of the President
Dartmouth College

New Hampshire 0)79

Dear hs4,11/111.

This letter Sirvus to follow-up on our last tolaphone gonvOrOstion of March lot
Deluding the proposal you aaaa toed fron the U.S. Corporation to provide am
annual ward to s inority Dartmouth undergraduate student.

As I mentioned in Out convetsation Terry Pell, the Deputy Assistant Sicrerery
for Policy in the U.S. Department of Education's Office for Civil Rights, bat
given considerable thought to this requatt. In hi& judgments thie type of
sward sottifitity could have the potential for litleation st Dartmouth or
lsewhat, therefore, ve vans to be outs the prosciutto offered protect, the

tudent end the college se well OS the donor.

Accordingly, Terry hal sugeested for your deliberotion that said word be
glared more to the geonosicelly disedventaged with en emphasis n sinooily
twdentas

To reiterate once agein,061111,mplessa know Chia. Terry tel ie willing to
tr Dertiouth to meol with chool officials and the rep aaaaa !Hives from tse
potential sponeoting organisation if it is dewed advantageous.

--
H e trust the tins used DO consideration Ina slaw hat Oat hindartd. bJt
rather, that lt hes helped to set the stage for a meanineful end beneficial
lamp tare rulatioheall with yout donor in koholf of disotiventeged StwOntO thot
Will Attend Derterouth.

Sincerely,

."."-tV171n.1:54bMi
Thong 3. giant
Regibnal Civil Rights Director
Office for Civil lights
U.S. DepOrtsent of Edweetion

cos Terence Pell
Acting Deputy Assistant le aaaaa ry

for Policy

COPY
Coe ration s atiens

:....:rtalfTarr11111rIme o o.?
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TICINICAL ADIISTANCT ADDITION

'L 'On April 1 a icillawsup meeting was hold et the 'Societal Office
with m representative of Dartmouth Consge;11.11111111110, Associate
Director for Poundation end Corpormte Relations, and
District Manager for Procter end Camble. Mr. Terry Deputy
Assistant Secretory ftr Policy from OCI was else is tteedosee.

...
The purpose of the meeting was to secure en understanding from

aNn11111.1114/0411 hie company's desire to provide al anoual
scholarship to a Darteouth student from the Junior Oleos who was in the
upper 231 of the class academie ranking.

The originsl intent, as reported by the allege, was to provide
such a scholarship to a rice or national *right minority student.
During our meeting the pros, cons end alternatives were discussed in
detail. As result, there wee a tonestitus Chats

1) a minority oriented scholarship may eot best serve either
Procter end Cablee interest or the college's.

2) a better way to go was a scholarship weighted Mardi

- academie excellence
- delionstrAted financial need and,
- leafeahip potential

3) still keep Dartmouth es the overseer of the scholarship nd
that it be a oneperson, oat-Year sward with e possible five
yea commitment by Procter end Gamble.

4) this, year's desire tO commence would be postponed until nest
year im light of (a) other controversial happenings at.the
college end (b) the seed to take the mammy ties to work
out a ound set of prosedurse.

followup teehmisal assistance offered!

1)k Terry Pell would check out the applicability of using s U.S.
Mises definition of end for eligibility use "employable in
the U.S. workforce."

2) OCR would be willing to review end tangent MI future
cholarship criteria developed for the Praetor amA Gamble
award.

24 0
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
OFFICE FOR CP.IL RIGHTS

REGIO iv
POST OFFICE BOX 1-05

NTLANTA. GEORGIA 30301

MAY 4 1989

CERTIFIED MAIL - RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED

1111111111111.111111
President
David Lipscomb University
Granny White Parkway
Nashville, Tennessee 37203

Deer Dr...a
Re: Complaint Number: 0449-2021

The Office for Civil Rights (OCR) has completed Its investigation of the above-
referenced complaint filed against David Lipscomb University (DLU). The
complaint was filed pursuant to Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Title
VI), 42 U.S.C. Sections 2000d et In., and its Implementing regulation at 34
C.F.R. Part 100, which prohibit discrimination on the basis of race in arw
program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance. DLU is a recipient of
Federal financial auistance and Ls, therefore, suiskect to the reaultements ot
Title VT. The complainant alleged that her daughter, was
discriminated against on the basis of race in the final grauth. reC.iv in an
American Literature class. The complainant further alleged that black students
are subkrcted to different treatment in room reassignments and scholarship
awards based an race. The complainant also alleged that DLU does not recruit
black students.

OCR conducted an on-site investigation of this complaint on February 23, 1989.
through March 2, 1989. Oir investigation included a review of files and
interviews with DLU officials, staff and students. We also conducted telephone
interviews with students, the complainant, her daughter, and others. Based on
the information obtained, we determined that DLU did not violate Title VI with
regard, to waling, room reassignments, recruitment of black students, and the
awe:01ml memorial and leadership scholarship funds. However, we determ Lned
that DILUdeleted This VI because the criter ia established by DLLPs Admissions
Cornatimse 1St the Memorial scholarships treats black students who receive the
Burton-Kedge Scholarships 02 and 03 differently from students who receive the
other memorial scholarthips. We also determined that DLU violated Title vl
with respect to its admiolatratIon of the Jamison Scholarship and Loan Fund, a
scholarship reetricted to white males from Tennessee.

DLU provided a letter of assurance dated April 27, 1939, that it would correct
the violations which were cited. Based on the assurance provided, we are closing
this case as of the date of this letter. The factual and legal bases tor our
determination are set forth beiow.

ZEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Grading

The complainant alleged that her daughter received a final grade of F in her
American Literature class because she was black. The complainant's daughter
attributed the failing grade to the instruc les failure to provide her with
assistance. The regulation implementing Title at 34 C.F.R. Section 100.3(a)
and (bX1Xv) prohibits a recipient from treating an individual differently from
others in determining whether an indlvidial satisfies any admission, enrollment,
quota, eligibility, membership or other requirement in order to receive any
service, financial aid or benefit on the basis of race.

was the instructor for American Literature I for the fall 1988
semester. The class consisted of orie black and 34 white students. On the first
day of class, the instructor handed out the course syllabus to students. The
syllabus listed the required readings and the dates of two exams. The final exam
is scheduled by the Registrar's Office. The syllabus also contained general
information about the instructor's attendance and tardiness policy. It explained
how pop quizzes were averaged into the the final grade, and lt informed students
of the grading scale.

The instructor drops the lowest quiz score, and the final grade for the course is
derived from the average of the quiz scores, which is counted as one exam, and
from the other three exams. A score below 70 resifts in a final grade of F.

In calculating the final grades for the class, the instructor stated that he made
an exception to his written policy because the grades were low. The innructor
calculated the quiz scores for each student and only included the quiz average if
it helped the final grade. The instructor rounded off to the next highest grade if
a student was .3 point from receiving it.

Two students received a falling grade in the course, the complainant's daughter
and one white student. Their grade averages were 63 and 66, respectively. OCR
found that the two students were treated in the some manner In that their quiz
averages were bat calculated Into their final grade. Because the complainant's
daughter alleged that the Instructor failed to provide her with assistance, OCR
also lneestlyted that tastes

- -
The Coallpiallattill daughter stated Mat she asked the instructor for assistance
one tlmea.Illen the Went by the instructor's office, he was talking to some other
student& Orin the other students left, she asked the instructor for help, and he
refused. The complainant's daughter stated that she wrote hlm a letter asking
for help and he did not responds however, she was unable to provide OCR with a
copy of the letter. She stated that the instructor had It.

The instructor stated that he provided the complainant's daughter with
assistance when she came by his office. He asaisted her in flgtrIng out her
average and gave her pointers on how to study. The Instructor stated that he
remembered the letter which the complainant's daughter sent to him. He
recalled that the letter stated-that the would try harder to raise her grades. He
did not remember the letter athth; for assistance, and he did not keep Ihs letter.

ed.!

Ae
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Because the complainant's daughter was the only black student enrolled in the
class, OCR interviewed a former black student and a black student currently
enrolled in the instructor's class. OCR also interviewed five white students who
were in the complainant's daughter's class. Of the students interviewed, one
black and cne white have asked for and received assistance. The students
interviewed seated that they felt that the instructor treats black students the
SATS as white students.

OCR also reviewed final grades of black students enrolled in the instructor's
classes from fall 1986 to spring 1988. Of the 14 black students enrolled in his
classes, wily we black (the complainant's daughter) failed his course.

Because the exchange between the complainant's daughter and the instructor was
verbal and no witnesses were present, OCr. could not verify whether the
instructor refused 42 provide the complainant's daughter with assistance;
however, OCR found no evidence to indicate that the instructor provides
assistance to whites while denying it to blacks. Additionally, OCR found that
the instructor did not discriminate against the complainant's daughter because of
her race when he assigned her a grade of F in American Literature 1. Therefore,
we find that OLU did not violate the regulation implementing Title VI as 34
C.F.R. Section 100.3(a) and (b)(1)(v) as it relates to this issue.

Roos Reassignments

The complainant's daughter alleged that two black students living In Farming
Dormitory requested a room change and the Head Resident denied the request.
The student; however, Were given another room across the hall from the room
they had originally rewested. The complainant's daughter alleged that they
were not given the room they requested because they are black.

The regulation implementing This VI at 34 C.F.R. Section 100.3(a) and (b)(1)(ii).
(111) ard (iv) prohibits a recipient from providing any service, financial aid or
other benefit to an Individal which is different or provided in a different
manner from that provided to others on the basis of race. A recipient is aiso
prohibited front restricting an indivickial in any way in the enjoyment of any
advantage's, privilege enjoyed by others receiving any service, financial aid or
benefit an*, bads of reCe.

DLU periiiieal stated that room reservations and selections are made early in
the sprinvioneraeer. Merit" is given to a student who wishes to rennin in the
same space foe the tall and spring semesters, and to rising seniors, Juniors and
sophomores. After initial asaignments are made, new students are placed in the
resident halls according to the dates in their housing applications. Bach student
is placed in the dormitory requested as long as space is available. When the
dormitory becomes full, the student is placed in the next available dormitory.
Students requesting a particular roommate must make sure that the other person
has made the tame request in order for the request to be approved by the
Housing Department. Requests for room reassignments are handled by the Head
Residents at each dormitory and are sibject to availability of the desired room.
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Most of the b1ack female students reside in Fanning Dormitory, which has 13-20
black students. The Head Resident at Fanning Dormitory has been employed
since fall 19113.

DLU personnel stated that a student who wishes to change her roommate or
room assignment should see the Head Resident. Requests for room changes are
approved only if both roommates agree to the change. Room changes are
approved on a first-come, first-serve basis provided the room is vacant.
Requests for a particular floor are handled in the same manner.

During the 191111-0 school year, approximately 11 requests for room
reassignments were made to the Head Resident at warming. Seven requests were
made the first semester, and all but one request, which was made by two black
students, were approved. Two black students requested room 214-2 for the
second semester because the ocacent, who was also black, wee graduating;
however, a white student had allegedly already requested the room, os the black
students' request was denied. Room 214-1, which is across from room 214-2,
became available and the two black students were given that room.

OCR interviewed the two black students concerning the matter. They stated
that the past policy had been that a student made a request for room
reassignment through the Housing Department or moved In with the current
occupant and then requested the room. One student stated that the dormitory
residents were not inthrned of a policy change. They want to the Housing
Department are were told to see the Heed Resident. Thep stated that, when
they asked the Head Resident about moving into the room or one of them moving
inte the room with the occupant, they were informed that the room had been
reserved. Both students felt that the room reassignment policy was changed
because they wanted to change rooms.

The Dean of Students stated that, to his knowledge, there never has been a
policy where students wanting roOm reassignments could make them through the
Housing Department H. stated that the Housing Department is responsible for
making initial housing assignments and any other changes are between the
student ant the Head Resident. Th Head Residents are given the freedom to
develop *elf own pollen.

The Hush Ibident staled that Farming Dormitory's room policy has been in
place fee savoral, yam. The reassignment requests am made informally to her.
and no ram* an kart of each request. The Head Resident denied that the
students requested the room in the manner which they described to OCR. She
stated that they told her thst they wanted sr move Into the room. If a student
wanted to get a room by moving In with another student who ems gradating, she
would have to "play it by earl on how Me would handle the matter. She did not
elaborate any further an this issue.

OCR conducted an on-site kupection of rooms 214-1 and 214-2 to determine
whether they were comparable. We found that Me rooms were the same except
that room 214-2 was painted blue. The Head Resident stated that students are
allowed to paint their rooms.
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For the second semester, four requests were made for room reassignments, and
all were approved. One black student made a request which was approved.

OCR interviewed black and white student residents of Fanning Dormitory todetermine whether blacks were treated differently from whites in room
reassignments. The students who were interviewed stated that they did not have
any problems; nor were they aware of any problems in receiving room
reassignments based on race.

Although there is disagreement as to who requested the room first, and the
manner in which the request was made, OCR could not substantiate any of the
claims because no records were kept and no witnelles were present. However,
the evidence does not establish any pattern of darate treatment towards black
students in room reassignments. Therefore, OCR firsts that DLU did not violate
the regulation implementing 'nue VI at 34 C.F.R. Section 100.3(a) and (bXlXii),
(la) and (iv) with respect to this issue.

Recnlitment

The complainant alleged that DLU does not recruit black students. The
regulation implementing Title VI at 34 C.F.R. Section 100.3(a) and (bX1)(11)
prohibits a recipient from providing any service, financial aid or other benefit to
an individual which Ls difft-ent or provided in a different manner from that
provided to others on the basis ot race.

DLU identifies prospective students through ACT and SAT Lists, Merit
Scholarship announcements, the Metropolitan Board of Education for Davidson
County, faculty members, and members of the Church of Christ. The Director
of Recruitment, who is black, is responsible for recruiting students and is
assisted by three counselors. The recruitment area includes the southeast,
southwest, aut. aid misloastat minas of the United States.

In recruiting for the 198S school year, the counselors made approximately i93
visits, %%cis Included visits to seven predominately black schools and three black
churcheea FS, the ent quarter of 1989, the counselors have 'nada 27 visits,
which one Mach school. At the time of OCR's on-site investigation, the
DIrectot was preparing to visit a black funior college in Texas.

-
/n addition le visitations, DLU also employs other on-goIng activities to recruit
black students. Counselors send letters and recruitment brochures to seniors at
the black-populated high schools in Nashville. Counselors visit college fairs, and
OLU students visit high schools and area churches. OLU has heti telephone
wiles during which current students call prospective students to generate
interest in the institution. For spring 1989, DLU scheduled tours of the campus.
For example, 12 black students from area high schools ewe to have visited the
campus the first weekend in March.

0 is: :#
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DLL1 discussed other meaaires implemented to attract black students. In
December 1988, DLU invited black ministers to a dinner in an effort to involve
the churches in the recruitment effort. In January 1989, the Director of
Recr.Utment met with the Brotherhood of the South, which is a black
organization of ministers and elders of the Church of Christ (Church). The
organization requested a meeting with DLU's President which was held in
February. The Vice-President of Campus Affairs, Dean of Enrollment and
Retention, and Director of Recruitment were also present. As a result of the
meeting, a black educator/minister agreed to participate on the lectureship
committee for summer programs.

In student interviews, OCR found that the majority of students were either
recruited by the Church or had relatives who attended DLU. One black student
was recruited by a missionary and another black student was reenUted by DLU
because of her athletic ability. One black student was a student recruiter who
had participated in calling parties to recruit new students.

The evidence shows that DLU has initiated measures to increase black
enrollment. Therefore, OCR finds that DL.0 did not violate the regulation
implementing Title VI at 34 C.F.R. Section 100.3(a) and (bX1X11) with respect to
this issue.

Manorial Scholanhips

The complainant alleged that black students are allowed to receive only the
memorial scholarthip designated for black students, the Burtor.-Keeble
Scholarship. The regulation implementing Title VI at 34 C.F.R. Section 100.3(a)
and (bX1X11) (previously cited) provides the standard for compliance in this area.

DLU has approximately 129 memorial. scholarships avalleble to students of which
31 (24%) are restricted to males and 9 (7%) are restricted to females. Three
scholarships are restricted by races the Burton-Keeble Scholarships 02 and 3
are designated for black students, and the 3amisce Scholarship and Loan Fund is
designated fee white males from Tennessee.

Students me apply for memorial scholarships arusially. The Admissions Office
receives OP abolaretip application and places a copy in the pending memorial
scholar** ftldui. ki 3une and July, the applications are reviewed.. The
Admisslorte Mice works with the Financial Aid Office in determining an
applicant's need because the maiority of the scholarships are need be. They
use the same financial need analysis form each is used ln awarding Pt'. . ant s
to determine an appilcanrs financial need. They start with students
demonstrating the greatest financial need and match them with the stipulations
placed on each scholarship by the dcrior. Students are not limited in the number
of memorial scholarships they can receive.

2 2
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CILI.1 stated that black students are steered to the Burton-Keeble Scholarship
because it offers more money than the other memorial scholarships. If financialmeed still exists, black students are abo ccessidered for the other memorial
scholarships. OCR four.1 that even though blacks are steered to the &rum-
Keeble Scholarship, It has no adverse impact on the amount of funds they receive
when compared to whites. In 1987, the average award for blacks was $2,421, and
the average award for whites was $1,386. bi 1911S, the average award for blacks
was approximately $1,496, and the average award for whites was approximately$950.

The file review revealed that black aml white students were treated in the sameminter in determining whether they met the eligibility requirements for
memorial scholarships. Black u veil AS white students were rejected if they did
not hue a. financial need.

OCR found that the criteria established by the Admission Committee for
memorial scholarships treats black students who receive the Burton-Keebie #2
and a3 differently from students who receive the other memorial scholarships.
Blakic students are required to carry a minimum of 14 semester hours to receive
any part of the award while students receiving other memorial scholarships can
carry a minimum of eight semester hours and still receive one-half of the award.
Black students are prohibited from marrying, while students receiving other
memorial scholarships art mt.

OCR finds that OLU did not violate the regulation implementing Title VI at 34
C.F.R. Section 100.3(a) and (bX1X11) in its administration of the memorial
scholarship awards because lt does not adversely impact the amount of funds
black students receive when compared to that which whites receive or the
number of Mack students who receive each funds. OCR did find that DLL1
violated the regulation implementing Title VI at 34 C.F.R. Section 100.3(a) and
(bX1)(11)-(v) which prohibits a recipient from treating an individual differently Of
stisjecting an indlvidal la separate treatment in receiving arry service, financiai
aid or benefit on th basis of race. The criterie established by the Admissions
Committee treats blaciestudents who receive the Burton-Keeble Scholarships #2
and *3 Mem* than students who receive the other memorial scholarships.

Ladonitsillipbriblps
_

The coupliliene alissel that black students are not allowed ao receive
leadership seholuiltipe and that her daughter applied for a leadership scholarship
arid was rejected. The regulation implementing Title VI at 34 C.F.R. Section
100.3(a) and (bX1X11) (previcusiy cited) provides the standard tor compliance in
this ems.

Approximately 10 leadership scholarships are available to incoming freshman
each year of witids *proximately 3 are designated as art scholarships.
Applicants with the greatest number of offices held in various clubs in high

1)
Av. fi)
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school are chosen to receive the award. Students who receive a leadership
scholarship are riot eligible tor a honors scholarship. Applicants check the
leadership scholarship and/or special achievement line on the scholarship
application.

For 1987, 3 black students and 112 non-black students applied for leadership
scholarships. A criterion to receive the award was that a student must have held
five or more offices. As a result, no black students met the criterion to receive
the award. Eig,it nan-black students received the scholarship awards.

For 1988, 7 black students and 61 non-black students applied for leadership
scholarships. The awards were made to those students who held slx or more
offices. As a result, no blacks met the criterion to receive the award. Eight
non-black students received the scholarship awards.

OCR conducted a rardom sampling of the leadership scholarship recipient, for
the 1937 and 1988 school years to determine whether they met the minimum
qualifications. We found that ail the recipients met the minimum qualifications
for the two years in question. OCR also compared the qualifications of the non-
black recipients of the leadership scholarships to the qualifications of the black
students who applied for the scholarship arid were rejected. We found that the
non-black recipients listed the offices they held on their applications whereas
most black applicants listed only their activities.

The complakiants daughter applied for a leadership scholanhip in [9117 and l988.
In 1987, she listed 12 activities on her application but snly three offices held and
church participation. In 1988, she listed four activities; however, she was a
sophomore and no longer eligible for the scholarship.

OCR found no evidence to indicate that DLU discriminates against black
students In its administration of the leadership scholarships. Students holding
the highest mantes of offices are chosen to receive the scholarships; therefore.
OCR finds that EMU did not violate the regulation implementing Mkt VI at 34
C.F.R. Section 100.3(a) and (bX1Xii) with respect to this issue.

Alth 111 was net part of the complaint, OCR found that DLU offers the
Scholerehips 02 and 3 to black students and the 3amison

Sch. and Loan Fund to white males from Tennessee. We (=mined the
issue at OW could offer race-restrictive scholarships. The regulation
ImplamantIrs This VI at 14 C.F.R. Section 100.3(a), (b)(1)(Nv) (previously
cited), (6)(1) ant peovides the standard for compliance in this area.

The regulation implementing Title Vl at 34 C.F.R. Section 100.3(bX6)(i) and (1)
states that a recipient who has previously discriminated against peens on the
basis of race, color, or national origin must take affIrmative acticn to overcome
the effects of prior discrimination. Even in the absence of such prior
discrimination, a recipient may take affirmative action to overcome the effects
or conditions which limit the participation by persons of a particular race, color,
as nationalacigin.
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OCR found that, in the past, blacks were prohibited from attending DLU,
formerly David Lipscomb College. The Nashville Christian Institute (NCI) was
established for the black students to attend. NCI was sold in the 1960's and the
proceeds from the sale were given to DLU to establish the Burtcri-Keeble
Scholarthips 02 art 03 for black students.

OCR reviewed DLU's undergracksate enrollment from 1983 to 1988. We found
that black undergraduate enrollment decreased from 2.4% in 1983 to 2.1% in
1986; however, it increased from 2.4% in 1987 to 2.3% in 1988. Despite the
slight increase in black undergraduate enrollment, blacks still represent less than
three percent of the total undergraduate enrollment, while whites represent
more than 96% of the total undergraduate enrollment.

OCR finds that DLU is taking affirmative action to overcome the effects of
prior discrimination against blacks by administering the Surton-Keeble
Scholarships 02 and 03; however, we find that the Jamison Scholarship and Loan
Fund, which is deelgtuted for white males from Tennessee, does not meet the
above-referenced criteria. Whites have not been previously discriminated
against by DLU and the conditions of DLU's programs have not resulted in
limited participation by whites. Therefore, OCR finds that DLU violated the
regulation implementing Tltie VI at 34 C.F.R. Scotian 100.3(a), (bX1X1)-(v), (6Xi)
and (J) because DLU administers the Jamison Scholarship and Loan Fund, a
scholarship for white maies, in a discrimthatory manner.

OCR also found that DLU's application for admission contains a pre-admission
inquiry as to the race of the applicant. Recipients may inquire as to the race of
an applicant if the response ls voluntary and it is clearly stated on the
applicatirn form that the information will not be used as a factor in the
admissions process. DLU's application form does not Indicate that the
information is voluntary nor does lt specify the intended use of the information.

Subsequent to the on-elta investigation, OLU and OCR successfully negotiated a
corrective action plan. By letter dated April 27, 1989, DLU submitted an
asaurance that corrective actions would be implemented. DLU assured OCR that
it willim.

0.7..
1. its undergraduate admissions application to make the pre-admission

1111 1111 tut race of an applicant optionaL The application will also
Ilhe gatement that the information is "tor statistical purposes

only?' -

2. Revise the requirements of the Burton-Keeble 02 and 03 Scholarships to
ensue that black sualarra are treeted comparably to students who receive
other memorial scholarships. This will entail DLU providing Burton-Keebie
02 and 03 recipients with one-half of their award if they carry between 8
and 13 smatter hairs and deleting the marriage restriction.

3. Deist* the race restriction on the Jamison Scholarship and Loan Fund.

()
Iwo' AI

37-441 0 - 91 - 8
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Continued compliance Ls contingent upon implementation of the corrective
action plan. Failure to implement the plan may result in a violation. In order
that OCR may monitor OLU's progress in implementing its plan of action, OLU
will provide OCR with the following informations

1. A copy of the revised admissions application by July 13, 1989.

2. A copy of the award letter which is mailed to Burton-Keeble Scholarship
recipients by June 30, 1989.

3. A copy of the letter of agreement stating that the Jamison Scholarship and
Loan Fund has deleted the race restriction by June 30, 1989.

This letter of findings ls not intended to cover any other issues regarding
compliance with Title Vt that may exist and ars not discussed herein. We must
remind you that retaliation or harassment against any person who has Wed a
complaint, participated In, or has cooperated with our investigation is prohibited.

Under the Freedom of Information Act, it may be necessary to release this
document and related correspondence and records upon request. In the event
that OCR receives such a request, we will seek to protect, to the extent
provided by law, personal information which, if released, could constitute an
unwarranted invasion cif privacy.

We appreciate your cooperation during the Investigation and resolution of this
complaint. If you have any questions, you may contact Mr. Louis 0. Bryson, Sr..
Direct,r, Postsecondary Education Division, at (404) 331-2806.

Sincerely,

Jesse L. High
Regional Civil Rights Director

22b
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fillmmlommmlum0
P.:esident
University of Colorado
Office of the President
Campus Box 36
Boulder, Colorado d0309

Dear President 1111

The Office for Civil Rights (OCR) has completed its investigatlso
of the complaint filed against tha University of Colorado, a
recipient of Federal financial assistance from the U.S. Department
of Education. The investigation was conducted pursuant to Title
IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, 20 U.S.C. 1681, 1532, and
its implementing regulation at Title 34, Code of Federal Pe-7.41a-
tions (c.e.R.), Part 106, and Titlt VI of the Civil Rights
1964, 42 U.S.C. 2U00d, and its implementing regulation at Tic:-
34 C.F.R. Part 100. The complainant alleged that the School
nedicine unlawfully discriminated againct white female mediz)!
students by excluding them from consideration as candidatei :--
tno Patricia Roberts Harris Fellowship.

OCR investigated tne following issue:

4hether the School of nedicine, on the Olees of race an'.
sax, unlawfully limited eligibility, applied diffe...ent
criteria, or otherwise discriminated against white fonal
candidates for the Patricia Hoherts Harris Fellowshio.
134 C.P.R. $106.37(a)(1), S1U0.3(b)(11, and 11U0.3(b)(;,):

This letter serves to advise you offlciallV of our finding-5
regardimp this issue and the oases :or our -onclusions.

The Patrkia Roberts Harris F,.Alowahips provide Fadoral iss.-
to enable 2ostsecondary institutions to Ma/la avmilatL f. -

awards in post-baccalaureato -:.iucation to gruluate and
tudent wno Jomonstrate tLn3nc:il nead. tlraduste and

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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study fellowsnips are awarded to inoividuals from grouns
traditionally underrepresented in graduate and professional sti,ly
and wn0 can demonstrate financial need. Tha Harris Followahin
prograel is adminioterod by the University of Colorado Healtn
Sciencs Center's Office of Alnority Student Affairs.

The Scno01 ot Medicine received funding from the U.S. Department
of Education for one Harris Fellowship. A Harris Fellowsnip
selection committee was formed to evaluate the candidates and
select a recipient for the Fellowship. Based on historical enroll-
ment and graduating data, the committee determined that significant
numbers of whit females had been enrolled in and have graduated
from the School of nedicine. Similar historical data confirmed
that blacks, Hispanice, and Native Americans had boon traditionally
and continued to be underreprraonted groups among students onroll.IJ
in and graduating from the School of Medicine. Fee these reaoons,
the committee decided to liri ... consideration for awarding th1 oho
Fellowship funded to entering freshman minority medical students.

3CR sought to determine whether the Harris Fellowship committee's
decieion to limit consideration for the Harris Fellowship to
minority atudents constituted unlawful discrimination on the basio
of sex. Tho data and records reviewed by OCR indicated that four
minority females were among the twelve candidates considered.
Since not all females were excluced from consideration for the
Harris Fellowship, thiS does not constitute differential trestn-
on the basis of sex within the meaning of 34 C.F.R. S106.37(3)(

OCR sought to determine whether the committee's decision to
consideration for the Harris eellowship to minority students :,--
stituted unlawful discrimination on the basis of race. Rflqu

34 C.F.R. .;100.3(0)(6) allows recipients to take irrarmativ
to oyercome the (1lb:tete of conditions which resulted in
participation by persons of a particular race, color, or not:7r,1:
origin. Enrollment nd graduation data subotantiated the tr31:-
tional underrepresentation of blacks, Hispanics, and NativP
Americans, and the significant numbers of white females, cnr1:-'
in and graduating from tne Scnool of Medicine. The Healtn
Center identified the high cost of matriculating at the Scn::,
Hodicine as one ot the conditions which rsulted in limitinc
particiption ot minorities in tne medical school program.

For theesoreasons, OCR found tnat tao Aarris Fellowship
decisionfto limit consideration for tne Harris Fellowshio to
minority students was permissiolft affirmative action under :1

C.V.R. 51U0.3(b)(6).

I)
)
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OCR reviewed the Harris Fellowship committee's acreening nroco_!-Irza
and found DO evidence of disparate negative impact on the 333S 3!
race, Color, national origin, or sex.

3asd on the information presented in tnis letter, OCR concludes
that the University of Colorado is in compliance with 34 C.F.R.
i106.37(a)(1), S100.3(b)(1), and S100.3(b)(6) with respect to
this complaint. We are therefore closing this case effective the
date of this letter.

This letter addresses only the issue investigated by this complaint
investigation and should not be construed a a determination of tne
University of Colorado's compliance with Title IX or Title vI In
any other respect. The findings and conclusions in this letter Are
based upon the applicable provisions of the Title IX and Title VI
implementing regulations and OCR policy.

Under the Freedom of Information Act, it may be necessary to
release this document and related correspondence and records
upon request. In the evunt that OCR receives such a request.
we will seek co protect, to the extent provided by law, personal
information which, if released, could constitute an unwarranted
invasion of privacy.

We wish to thank you and your administrators and staff for the
cooporstiwn extended to our investigator during the inveatllatl;-.
If you have any questions, you may contact me at (303) 844-;3?"..
or your designee may call Mr. Ramon F. Villarreal, Director,
Compliance Enforcement Division, at (303) 844-2991.

cc
Chancellor

Sinceroly,

Ilbert D. Roman, Ed.D.
Regional Director

cine

Director, Affirmative ActIon

University Counsal

0 : ,

L. .1 a.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

WASKINOTON. AC. 20202______

TO : Gary D. Jackson
Regional Civil Rights Director

on

FROM : ichard . mer
Deputy Assistant Secretary

for Policy

OCT 2 9 i9X.

SUBJECT: Oregon State Board ot Higher Education. No 109(12t115 - poll" Rc,.,

Headquarters staff has rev:ewed the ini.estigative report. letter ot findings (LOF...:nu
supporting legal memorandum tor the above-reterenced complaint. which you tor .
warded on July 26, 1990. We concur in your proposed tinding that the tuition drid :ee
waiver provisions of the Oregon State Board's Minority Student Enrollment lruilatme
(Initiative), which excludes persons solely on the basis of race. violates Title VI of itie
Civil Rights Act of 1964 and 34 C.F.R. §§ 100.3(a), (b)(1) and (b)(2) (1989).

As we have discussed, this case involves policy issues that arc currentl. being ...n-
sidered by headquarters staff. You should conduct your pre-LOF negotiations
tent with the following guidance.

First. OCR will continue to rely upon the Supreme Court's decision in Reim, .,1
University of California v, Bakke, i8 U.S. 265 , ')78), and cily91Baitimaria
Crown Co., 488 U.S. 469 (1989'. when determining the validity of affirmative uiri
programs, as well as the HEW policy document entitled '1St:indiscrimination in Fr.i.e!.);-:%
Aissisted Programs; Title VI of the Civtl Rights_A 4.1

Fed. Reg. 58,509 (1979) (OCR Policy Document #17). Student body th.ersity
sufficient basis upon which a recipient's raceconscious affirmative action progr,n-
rest. us Metro Broadcasting v. Fedeeal Communications Commission. 110 S Ci
at 3010 (1990) (quoting Bakke).

Second, as discussed in Bakke (at 308. 312-15) and as pointed out in your legal
memorandum. student body diversity is more than mere racial balancing. The geai
achieving a particular percentage of minority students within a student body %as
rejected in Mkt because this is "discrimination for its own sake," and :heretore
unconstitutional. II, at 308. However, race may be a factor in a program to .1k.h.ee

2 3
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student body diversity (and thus promote the "robust exchange of ideas." 11. at 3)4) it

the program "encompasses a far broader array of qualifications and characteristics ut

which racial or ethnic origin is but a single though important element." 11, at 315.

The lint paragraph of the Oregon Minority Student Enrollment Initiative (the Initia-

tive) cites the pursuit of a culturally diverse student body di, its goal. Howeser. thr

vast majority of the text of the lnitiattve. the Staff Report sohin which the lnithitise

appears, and the Region's intervieus with Oregon whoa's demonstrate that the akitial

goal of the Initiative is to increase the enrollment ut blacks. Hispanics. and Niiiise

Americans. The Initiative and the Stall Report do nut mention dixersity.related
qualifications such as geographic origin, cultural or economic disadvantage. exceptional

personal talents, unique experience. leadership. or an ability to overcome obstacle, to

success. The Board should be made aware ot the meaning ot achieving student boc4

diversity, and this point should be emphasized in the pre-LOF negotiations and the

LOF.

Third. a race-conscious affirmative action plan should be caretully tailored to achioe

the stated objective. Accordingly. a program with diversity as its goal must meet the

following standards.

a. All students must be permitted to participate.

b. The program must be tree at quotas or inflexible goals. OCR iIl loos

to the outcome of the pr mit It as well as the recipient's description

the program in making this ..eetermination.

c. The program must be designed to permit indisidualized determination,

eligibility. Race May be only one ot a varlet) ot tacturs considered 1,ec
other diversity-ielated tacturs listed above).'

Our final point is related to the statistical evidence in this case. The complainant is

alleging that Asians were unfairly excluded from the Initiative, which was available to

only blacks, Hispanics, and Native Americans. Investigative Report. at 19 & 20. The

statistics in the Investigative Report and draft LOF aggregate blacks. Hispanics. and

N...ve Americans into one group and Asians and whites into another for purposes ot

' Race may be the deciding factor between generally comparable individuals

0
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analysis. To adequately address the t;omPlainant s allegation. disaggregutecl enrollmentfigures for blacks, Hispanics. Native Americans. Asians. and whites should he re%iewedto verify whether Asians were in tad untairly e%.1.1ded Additional comment.. hacebeen noted in the margin of the dratt LOF.

Should negotiations fail and it become nes:essar isNut an LOF. ihr currentshould be amended in light ot the above guidance and dJitional marginal nor.dil,n, flthe draft LOF. Because ot the policy implications LA this caw. you huuid %vont mLOP to headquarters for review prior to issuance.

If additional guidance is needed. you .hould contact Jeanette Lim at /..Q..104 5

Attachment

9 .1
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UNrred STATES OILPARTMCNT OF EDUCATION
011FICi POI Civil. RICINTO-66040N v

401 004ow IprArg smirgr 7Th 'wen
CmC400.161.INOIll 60606

Milwaukee Public Schools
5225 W. Vliet Street
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53208

ah 2 6

Res N05-89-1063

oroce .a
ckeero.

Dear Dr.411111111k

The Office for Civil Rights (OCR). U.S. Department of Education,
hee completed its investigation of the above-referenced complaint
filed on March 13. 1989, against the Milwaukee Public Schools
District (MPS). The Complainant alleged that MPS discriminates
againet femall student@ attending the Milwaukee Trade and
Technical High School on the basis of sex in violation of TLt1e
IX of the Education Amendments of 1972. 20 U.S.C. 1681 et Itl.
Specifically. the Complainant alleged that MPS assists in
administration of a cash scholarship eetabliehed by a will
restricts ligibility for the award to outetanding male student;
while providing no comparable stipends for female students.
Additionally. the Complainant alleged that MPS has failed
inforo her of complaint procedures or provide for the promp:
reeolution of her concerns regarding the scholarehip issue.

OCR is responsible for nforcing Title IX and its implementing
regulation at 34 C.P.R. Part 106 which prohibit discriminat:en c-
the basis of sem in programs and activities receiving Fedora.
financial assistance. MPS receive@ funding from the u.E.
Depercaaat of Education and is. therefore. subject to :nese
provisiasea

On the baois of evidence submitted by both the Complainant
MPS and testia0ny provided by relevant witnesses. OCR :-As

determined that WM has failed to nsue that the overall effe::
of its assistance in the administration of cholarshi;s
awarde, including the Sivyer Scholarship Awards, is
discriminatory against female student@ attending Milwaukee Tra:e
and Technical High School. Additionally. MPS has failed
implement and dieseminate Title IX grievance procedures
provide for the prompt and equitable resolution of compla:!.I;
alleging actions prohibited under Title IX. Also. while MPS'

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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perent/StUdent handbOoks indicate the telephone number of its
Title II. Coordinator. the name and office address of tne
Coordinator is not included in Its publications as rerTuired oy
Title IX. However, MPS has voluntarily provided OCR with
allsuranceS that, when implemented, will resolve t'.1e compliance
problems identified. OCR, therefore, concludes that MPS :7
currently in compliance with Title :X regarding ths issues
raised in the complaint. we are, therefore, closing this case
effective the date of this letter. Ths bases for OCR's
determination are summarized below.

Regulatory Standards - Issue 1

The regulation implementing Title IX at 34 C.F.R. 106.37(a)(11
states that in providing financial assistance to any of its
students, a recipient is prohibited from providing different
amounts or types of such assistance, limiting eligibility for
such assistance, applying different criteria or otherwise
discriminating on the basis of sex. The regulation at 34 C.F.R.
106.37(b) (1) provides that a recipient may assist in the
administration of scholarships or other forms of financial
assiv.ance established pursuant to domestic or foreign wills.
trusts, bequests, or similar legal instruments or by acts of a
foreign government which require that awards bs made to members
of a particular sex specified therein, provided that the overs::
affect of the award of such sex-restricted scholarsh-.;;.
fellowships, and other forms of financial assistance does
discriminate on the basis of sex.

In addition. under 106.37(b) (2). recipients are required ...:

ensure nondiscriminatory awards of assistance by developing ind
using procedures under which:

(.' Students are selected for award of financial assistance :r
the basis of nondiscriminatory criteria and not on the basLs cf
availability of funds restricted to members of a particular sex:

(ii) An apprcnriate sex-restricted scholarship. fellowship. :r
other fans of financial assistance is allocated to each st...dent
selectedkunder (b)(2)(i) above; and

(iii) 10:student is denied the award for which he or she .3;
selected under (b)(2)(i) above because of the absence
scholarshi P. fellowship, or other form of financial assistsrce
designated for a member of that student's sax.

Facts. Analysts and Conclusion

The Complainant alleged that in Spring 196O. her daughter. s

senior attending Milwaukee Trade and Technical High School. .ss
nominaPmd for a Sivysr Scholarship Award by her instructor
the cabinet-making trade class: however. her daughter was nct

236
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considered for the Sivyer Scholarship Award because only 71:e
students are eligible to become recipients of the award.
Further. the Complainant alleged that there are no comparso:e
awards for female students.

Data submitted by MPS denoted that the Milwaukee Trade and
Technical High School administers or assists In
administration of two sources of finalwial assistance available
only to students attending the high schoolt the Tro;an
Scholarships and the Frederick W. Sivyer Scholarship Awards.

The investigation established that the Trojan Scholarships ara
derived from undocumented contributions from a variety of sct.r:s3
and are awarded to selected senior students annually. The acc:.n.:
of the scholarships is based on the availability of funds. :n
reviewing the eligibility requirements and the criteria for and
method of selection. OCR found that the award of the Tro;a:
Scholarships is based on objective, sex-neutral standards.
while Trojan Scholarship applicant data is not routinely
collected and maintained by Milwaukee Trade and Technical High
School. the data submitted by MPS revealed that both male and
female students have received Trojan scholarships for the period
between 1963 and 1966.

According to MPS, the Milwaukee Trade and Technical High Scncc.
assists in the administration of the Frederick w. E..,?7
Scholarship Awards, established in 1935 pursuant to a dcres:.:
will. According to the terms of the will, eligibility for
scholarship is restricted to "young men students° enrolled .-
"Boys Technical High School.° The school began admitting fea_e
students in the early 1970's, and the school's name was :har7e=
to Milwaukee Trade and Technical High School. According to
submitted by KM the Sivyer Scholarships are currently awar:!ed
to senior male students, and the scholarship awards range fr:!..
$1.200 to $1.500 per student annually.

The Complainant's daughter was among the senior students who .ere
nominated by their shop instructors for the 1988 Stv,er
Scholatthip Awards ehe received the highest performance --e
cabinet toads Shop at the high school.

The Asefilltamt Principal of Milwaukee Trade and Technical
school stated Chat the Complainant's daughter's name had been
taken out Of consideration because the conditions of --e
Scholarship specify men only, as recipients.° OCR was Unab:e
determine how many female applicants would have received
Sivysr Scholarship Awards within the last five years but for
will provision limiting the award to male students. teca.4e
neither Milwaukee Trade and Technical High School nor
collects or maintains data regarding students recommended
their instructors but nOt selected. Furthermore. ihstr-::::)
knowledgeable about the will provisLon may have declined tc
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nominate otherwise qualified female students. Records suppl:ed
to OCR do confirm that between 1983 and 1988 all Sivyer awards
have been given to male students.

In an OCR interview, MPS' Title :X Coordinator and the Asaistant
Principal of the high school indicated that the school :tay
receive walk-in grants for one to two students per year:
however, the school does not maintain records regarding these
grants. Data submitted by MPS. augmented by interviews with mps
and high school staff, confirmed that Milwaukee Trade and
Technical High School offers no comparable scholarships relative
to dollar amount, number of awards and selection criteria for
female students attending the high school. Further. :he
scholarship program conducted by MPS does not utilize procedures
under which students are selected for awards on the basio
nondiscriminatory criteria and under which no student is denied
an award for which he or she was selected because of the absence
of sex-restricted scholarship funds.

Title IX and its implementing regulation, 34 C.F.R. 106.37(a)(1)
and (b) (1) and (a), allow a recipient to offer sex-restricted
scholarships and other forms of financial assistance provided
that the overall effect of such awards does not discriminate on
the basis of sex. Based on the evidence reviewed, OCR finds that
MPS has failed to ensure that the overall ffect of its
assistance in the administration of the Sivyer Scholarship Awar-ls
is not discriminatory against female students attending Mi:da.ee
Trade and Technical High School. MPS has failed to develop ana
use specific procedures to ensure nondiscriminatory treatment
female students in awarding financial assistance. As a res-.:.
OCR finds MPS in violation of 34 C.P.A. 106.37(a)(1), 106.31 t
(1) and (2)(i),(ii) and (ill).

Further, MPS has failed to collect or maintain data. by sex.
pertaining to the applicants for the Trojan Scholarships.
nominees for the Sivyer Scholarship Awards, and the number.
amounts and recipients of additional walk-in grants for students
at Milwauke Trade and Technical High School. Therefore, oCR .s
now notifying MPS that pursuant to 34 C.F.R. 106.71 and 100.6,b1.
MPS is re-Wired to maintain thLs data to facilitate C:R';
monitorial. td..1. compliance with Titl IX. This information mus:
readiLy,amailable and maintained to enable OCR to monitor '!PS-
full coign/MOO with the Title :X regulation.

Reaulatvx.V_Standards - Issue

Title IX and its implementing regulation at 34 C.F.R. 106.3 4.
require that a recipient designate a person(s) to coordinate
fforts to comply with Title :X and carry out its ropens:.
bilities under Title IX including investigation of t-,

complaints communicated to the recipint alleging noncompliance
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with the Title IX regulation. Students, parents/guardiars ard
employes Must he notified of the name, office address and
telephone =ober of the Title IX Coordinator. The regulation at
34 C.F.R. 104.8(b) further requires that a reciplent adopt and
publish grievance procedures which provide for prompt and
equitable resolution of complaints alleging shy sctIons
prohibited by Title IX.

Facts. Analysis and Conclusio%

The Complainant's second allegation was that MPS failed r.:1

apprise her of formal Title IX complaint procedures or pray:de a
prompt resolution to her concerns regarding the scholarsnLp
issue.

The evidence revealed that the Complainant's concerns witn
respect to MPS' administration of the Sivyer Scholarship Awards
and the failure to consider her daughter for the award were
verbally communicated to Milwaukee Trade and Technical High
School and MPS personnel in June 1988. Based on interviews with
school and MPS staff. the COmplainant was neither referred to the
designated person responsible for handling Title IX complaints
nor apprised of formal. pUblished Title IX complaint procedures.

OCR found that the only action taken by MPS following the
Complainant's expression of her concerns was a request by mn
for a legal opinion from the Office of the City Attorney :f

Milwaukee. An opinion was issued in April 1989 indicating, .r

part, that the school's participation in the administratIch :!
the scholarship violated Title IX. Since receipt cf tat
opinion, nO action ham been taken by MPS to discontinue or alter

its involvement with the scholarship.

In the data sUbmitted to OCR. MPS identified an employee as .ts

Title IX Coordinator, but its 1988-89 parent/student hardbocK

provides only a phone number. This is insufficient to comp.i
with 34 C.F.I. 101.8(a), which requires that students and
employees be notified of the name, office address and talopncre

nuSber °lathe coordinator.

while Kaift.1161-87 handbook incl..:des formal complaint procedz.r?:
and tineitmes tor resolution of Tit1a IX complaints, the 1988-i?

handbill* 014 includes a policy statement of nondiscriminacic-.
The regulstiOa implementing Title IX at 34 c.r.R. 106.8(t;
specifically requires recipients to adopt and pUblish grievance
procedures for resolution of student and employee complaints

under Title /X. OCR finds that mPS has not published grtevante
procedures in any publication currently being disseminated.
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Hence. OCi Caflaudes that MPS has failed to publish and follow
written. Washable Title IX grievance procedures that allow for
expeditiabe resolution of Title IX grievances and has failed to
pUblith the nams and office address of its Title IX Coordinator.
as required by Title IX and its implementing regulation, 34
C.F.R. 106.1(a) and (b).

Eased on written assurancei that MPS will implement the remedial
actions set forth in the enclosed document, OCR considers MPS to
be presently fulfilling its obligations under Title :X and its
implementing regulation with respect to the compliance issues
identified during this investigation. Thus. OCR is closing thi3
complaint effective the date of this letter. Contimied
compliance, however. is contingent upon carrying out the enclosed
assqrances. Failure to irplement these assurances may result :n
a finding of violation. As is our standard practice. compliance
with commitments and assurances will be monitored by OCR in
accordance with the time frames outlined in the assurances.

Under the Freedom of Information Act. S U.S.C. 552, it may be
necessary to release this document and related correspondence and
records upon request. In the event that OCR receives such a
request, we will seek to protect, to the extent provided by lkw.
personal information which. if releasd, could constitute an
unearranted invasion of privacy. This letter of findings and the
enclosed document address only the issues discussed herein and
should not be construed mo cover any other issuer regarding
complianc with Title IX which may exist.

Further, individuals filing a cool Jr participating in an
OCR investigation are protected agai .sc harassment. intimidation.
or retaliation under 34 C.F.R. 100.7(e). which is incorporated
by reference in the Title IX Regulation at 34 C.F.R. 106.71.

0 . of:ere technical assistance with respect to questions you
'4= staff may have regarding any of th regulations enforced by
Om. If at any time such assistance is desired, please feel free
to contact Ms. Catherine Condon, Technical Assistance
Coordinator. alimentary and Secondary Education Division, aT.

312-CW4733.
..
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We wish to thank you and your staff for the cooperation extended
OCR throughout the course of this investigation. If you nave
any questions about our determination. please contact Ms. Sue
Gams, Director. Elementary and Secondary Education Division. ac
312-353-2410.

Sincerely,

.,cetie144,^4,

Kenft.th A. Mines
Regional Director

Enclosure

cc'
ate Superiat.ndint of Education
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To resolve the issues involved in complaint 0$-IS-1043, th
Milwaukee Public Schools (bPS) agrees to the following
assuranCes1

1. In administering the Sivyer scholarship or any other
scholarship, fellowship, or other form of financial
Assistance established pursuant to wills, trusts, bequests,
Or S3.mi4e4 Lowe& h4m1 ribrin4re that awards be
rade to members Of A partiCulai evAt the Miiwaukee
Schoois IMPS) will ensure that the overall effect of such
sem-restricted awards does not discriminate on the basis of
SeC.

2. TO ensure compliance with el above. by September 30. lpeg,
mpg will conduct In eraluatiOn of its policies, procedures
and practices governing the award of scholarships stipends
or oahar forme of financial assistance to MPS students. The
evaluation will include, but need not be limited to, a
review of the following materialss

all policies pertaining to the administration of
financial assistance for students;

all legal instruments (or relevant portions thereof)
041.1,04$01r0 100. API4Or awards of financial

assistance dministered Or 101/schools;

all agreements with organisations or individuals
providing financial assistanc to students which ars
administered by the MPS/schools;

criteria tor student eligibility/selection for all
awards of financial aids

student handbooks and any descriptive materials
pertaining to licalmisial assistance to students; and

OP, OpOlifAisst nmd in the process ot
awarding Sinanoial assistance.

3. wet lb the evaluation conducted pursuant to .2 above. Mil
Mill. develop procedures for the award of the Sivyer
SubWierrehdp are sew ether eat-restrictd swards stablished
putscant to wills, trusts, bollusets or similar Lefsi
instruments, which provide thats

a. Prelimitaty selection of students for such awards hy
WM selection committees is made on the basis ot
nondiscriminatory Criteria and not on the basis of
availability of funds restricted to lumbers of a
particular sem

0 4
,
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b. PeR ef9reptiste sward is allocated to each student who
MIS the nondiscriminatory prtiiminary selection
Criteria AS described under 03a, above, and

c. No utudent is denied the award for which he or she met
414011.0446.m.8 ow11%.1.4. 4. Am.m..41.4A um.14.

031 because of the absence of an .ward or other form of
financial assistance designated for a member of that
studantia sex.

Th4 procedures will include provisions for notification to
students, parents/guerdians and staff that awards of
echolsrships and other financial assistance will not
discriminifi 4ft tny bdwib uC nal Wevi01012 of oppliestit.
material., where necessary and appropriate recordkeePin4
with respect to the award of scholarships or other forms of
financial assistance bo tudents.

4. Sy November 15, 1M. MPS will submit to OCR for review a
wyf ut the aveluallien GRA prol...11140.4

S. Within 30 days after notification by OCR that the evaluation
and procedures ass acceptable. XIS will implement the
procedures.

4. MPS will implement a Title IX grievance procedure in which
all steps and activities are clearly delineated.
reeponeibtlities and timelines are specified. an4 assistance
end information with respect to all Title IS grievance
matters are made available to all pectic/ (Srisvante
respondent and deoision-maker). This procedure will be
disseminated to all parents, students and employees by
Segteeber 30. 11111, and annually thereafter. The name.
office address and telephone number Of the Title IX
Coordinator or designated individualist responsible for
handling TitiO Zi earn taints will be included in suploYse
and parent/studest h$aOeoks, catalogt, bulletins and other
relevant gabliosegoes annually.

Ni wades' Public schools Or
designee

a

nate
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

REGION IV
POST OFFICE BOX 1705

111 MARIETTA TOWER. 27TH FLOOR
ATLANTA. GEORGIA 3020I

OFFICE_FOR CIVIL RIGHTS
JUN i mi

CERTIFIED MAIL - RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED

11.
President

111.111111

Rockingham Community College
P.O. Box 31
Wentworth, North Carolina 27373

Deacon.=
Rei Compliance Review 04474001

The Office for Civil Rights (OCR) has completed Its compliance review of
Rockingham Community College's (RCC) vocational and tecletical prosrams.
The purpose of this review was to assess RCC's compliance with Title IX of the
Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX), 20 U.S.C. Secdon I6111 and its
Implementing repletion at 34 C.F.R. Pan 10i, which prohibit dlicilrianation on
the basis of mx. RCC is a recipient of Federal financial anistance and is,
therefore, subject to the requirements of Title IX.

OCR aim used as guidance the Vocational Education Provam Guidelines for
Eliminating Discrimination and Denial of Services an the Basis of Race, Color,
National Origin, Sex, and Handicap at 34 C.P.A. Pan 100, Appendix 6, which
provide guidance regarding the civil rights responsibilities of recipients of
Federal financial assistance who administer vocational education programs.
Specifically, our review focused an recruitment for specific vocational programs,
the counseling of students regarding vocational program selection and admissions
criteria for vocational programs. *

OW investigation Included revle19 Ind analysts of records and documents, and
interviews with members of your administrative stall, faculty, and students.
Based ea avallebie Isthemation, we hove concluded that RCC is in compliance
with tha TItla=lon regarding the counseling of students. However, our

that the RCC is ln violation of the Title IX regulation
SIICIIIIMS l011.11(a), 1063(a),(b)(l) and (2), regarding Its notice of

nondllerballidiu ad publications used in connection with the recruitment of
swims; Swan l04.21(04) regarding marital status information requested on
Its application for admission; and Section 1011.37 regarding the administration of
a sex-restricted 'cholera*. The investigation also determined that RCC was in
violation of Section 304 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (Section 304) and its
implementing regulation at 34 C.F.& Section ICI./Ra) and (b) regarding its
notice of nondiscriminstion. Stesequent to our investigatim, RCC agreed to
take the corrective actions necessary to comply with Title IX and Section 30a.
The factual and legal bases foe our determinattrat folio's
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Recruitment

The Title IX regulation at 34 C.F.R. Section 106.23 requires a recipient to utilize
recruitment activities that 63 flat discriminate on the basis of sex. We found
that RCC does have written policies and procedures regarding Hcruitment.
RCC has six staff persons available for counseling and recruitment two of whom
are female.

RCC has an on-going recrui .nent program for students which consists of visits
to high schools arid part1.-loation in career day activities, local business functions
and seminars. OCR reviewed numerous brochures ruld related literature
depicting the various program offerings at RCC which are disseminated during
recruitment activities.

In reviewing RCC's recruitment brochures and related literature, we found that
women and men were depicted In illustrations of various non-traditlonal program
offerings. W also found that generally, the use of sex-linked pronouns is
avoided In favor of such terms as "student" or "he/she" In course descriptions and
curriculum guides. However, our review also revealed women and men depicted
in illustrations relating to traditional program offerings. The Title IX regulation
at 34 C.F.R. Section 106.9(bX2) prohibits a recipient from using or distributing
publications which suggest by text or illustration, that such recipient treats
applicants, students, Of employees differently on the basis of sex.

Interviews conducted with vocational education Instructors indicated that they
visit local and area high schools in an effort to educate students about the
opportunities available in the various trades. While recruitment le an on-going
operation at RCC, interviews with staff indicated that recruiting for vOcational
programs is more suCcessful when instructors have a good relationship with local
and area hish schools.

We found that the admissionshecrultment office sends out notices of RCC's
recruiting schedule to the local news rpedia which provides Information on the
location and time a recruiting representative will be at a certain location, i.e.
Governmental Center, I.mploymept-Securiry Commission, Reidsville Parc
Library, etc. The RCC representative does not represent any specific VOCatIonal
or technical but rather, the RCC programs in generaL Additionally,
the RCC neon office sends out letters and broduires to schools,

organisation and community groups, many of which are all female
orgaeladees, akin thet RCC representatives be allowed to corns and share

new amedliferent dosses that are taking place at RCC.

Based an the above information
,

we concluded that RCC's recruitment program
operates on a nondlettriminatorybasis as required by 34 C.F.R. Section 106.23 of
the Title IX regulation. HO wafer we also determined that RCC's recruitment
brochures suggest by Illustration that students are treated differently co the
basis of sex in violation of the Title IX Implementing regulation at 34 C.F.R.
Section 10414KbX2i.
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Counseling

The Title IX regulation at 34 C.F.R. Section 106.36 requires recipients to ensure
that their counseling and use of appraisal and counseling materials do not
discriminate on the basis of sex. Moreover, where a recipient finds that a
particular class contains a substantially disproportionate number of individuals of
one sex, the recipient shall take such action as is necessary to assure it:elf that
such disproportion is not the result of discrimination on the basis of sex in
col:means or appraisal materials or by counselors.

we found that counseling services are available to all students and offer the
opportunity for each Individual to explore with a professional counselor,
individual concerns, skills development or choices which may affect them during
their college years. The Director of Student Affairs stated that applicants for
admission are not directed toward any particular program based on sex. Students
interviewed also confirmed that they are not being discrimatatorily counseled
into vocational programs.

We found thin the principal tool used to counsel students toward career goals are
the placement tests which are administered to all students. Counselors
interviewed indicated that they can measure or reasonably predict a student's
prospects for success in a career program based on the placement test results.
The placement test, however, does not determine whether a student will have
success in a particular program, but shows the student's prospects for succeeding
in on* program over another. Ultimateir, students have the responsibility and
opportunity to select their program of study. Staff interviewed acknowledged
that there are classes with sexually disproportionate enrollments; however, these
classes exist because of student selection. OCR did not find that these classes
were disproportionate on the basis of sex due to compilers steering students into
programs of study or through the use of discriminatory counseling or appraisal
materials. Counselors stated dust they have made it a practice to encourage
women tn consider working In nen-traditional Jobs.

Based on our review of available information, we concluded that RCC's
counseling progrem is operated ow a' siondiscriminatory basis 11.1 required by 34
C.F.& Section 106.34 of tho Title IX regulation.

Admissions

The nob DC regulation at 34 C.F.R. Section 106.21 requires a recip:ent to utilise
admissions abed& Mich are nondiscriminatory on the basis of sem.
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RCC has in open door admissions policy for persons III years of age and over. A
high school diploma or the equivalent is normally required for admission to any
curriculum program. Some specific admission requirements for vocational and
technical programs are as followu

I. Completed application for admission.
2. Transcript of al previous education beyond the eighth grade.
3. Admission counseling and placement testing (students are tested in areas of

English, math, and reading to determine entry level skills).
4. Technical applicants must have a diploma from an accredited high school

or have a state approved equivalent education (GED or Adult High School
Diploma).

We found that most vocational programs start In the fall; however, a few start in
the winter or spring quarter. Students are encouraged to apply as early as
possible because RCC accepts students on a first-come basis as determined by
the date of the application.

Technical (except for electromechanical and nursing) programs can be started
any quarter. The RCC counselors and admission office informs students on what
is available for any given quarter. Quarterly schedules are usually available
about a month In advance. The Director of Admissions stated that when a
vocational course is full, students are placed on a waiting Ust.

RCC administers a battery of placement tests to each applicant for admission.
The stated purpose of RCC's admission placement testing is to provide
counselors information regarding the applicant's basic verbal, numerical,
mechanical and finger-hand dexterity skills. The Dir tor of Admissions stated
that the tests may Indicate that students may need remedial helpi however,
students are still allowed to enroll in the program of choice.

OCR interviewed the Chairperson of the Nursing Department who stated that
nursing students are required by the State to take medical aid dental
examinations. She stated that RCC Saa not denied admission to any student
based on the medical and derital esaminations. Further, the Dean of Student
Affairs stated that these eurnitations are not required of students until alter
they an admitted to the nursing program.

OCR elm reviewed RCC's admission application form and attachment. A review
of INF bra and attachment showed that the attachment contained a

nondlierbainatery talky statement which dld not meet the requirements of the
Titisrei latigased% regulation or Section 304 of the Rehabilitation Act ot
073 (Section 104) and its implementing regulation, as discussed under "Other
Violations°. Menmeer the application requested information on marital status
and also dld not canal the notice of nondiscrimination. Pre-admiulon inquiry
as to the marital status of an applicant for admission is prohibited by the Title
IX regulation at 34 C.F.& Section 106.21(cX4).
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We analysed student enrollment data for RCC for each quarter from summer
quarter 1987 to spring 1983 (four quarters) in order to determine whether there
were programs that were identifiable on the basis of sex. Vocational and/or
technical programs traditionally associated with members of a particular sex
were ccnsidered identifiable on the basis of sex if the traditionally associated
student enrollment deviated by a plus or minus 20 percentage points from the
average traditionally associated student population at RCC.

Our analysis of the student enrollment data covering the above four quarter
period showed that 1,222 students were enrolled in courses or programs at RCC.
Of that total, 777 (64 percent) were female, and 443 (36 percent) were male. Of
the 10 technical programs offered, 6 were disproportionately female, while 2
were disproportionately male. Of the 11 vocational program offerings, only 2
were disproportionately female, while 9 were disproportionately male.

Mthough we found identifiability based on sex in most of RCC's vocational and
technical program offerings, these findings alone did not establish programmatic
discrimination in RCC's admissions or recruitment procedures. We also reviewed
RCC's counseling program to determine whether it was a contributing factor
regarding the over and under inclusion of students by sex in the 50Cational and =
technical programs. As discussed previously, OCR did not flnd that
disproportionate classes resulted from counseling or through the use of
discriminatory counseling or appraisal materials.

Additionally, we requested information from RCC regarding the number of
student applicants by sex who were denied admission to vocational and technical
programs and the reasons for denial. We were informed by administrative stall
that there have been no denials of enrollment in these programs.

Based on our review of RCC's admissions procedure% we determined that RCC
has violated 14 C.F.R. Section 106.21(cX4) of the Title IX regulation because its
application for admission includes inquiries regarding marital status. Our
conclusions concerning RCC's notice ob nondiscrimination are discussed below.

CORO Violations

Our review of RCC's 19117411 catalog showed that RCC has a number of
scholarships available for It5 studanta. We found, however, one of the

schaorshoe. .7. Cate Scholanhie, to be specifically designated for women vino
emelt!, a diploma of postsecondary degree program and have financial need.
We, therefeee, conclude that RCC is in violation of the Title lX regulatien at 35
C.P.R. Ssctles 106J7 which prohibits recipients from administering an award of
financial assistance on the basis of availability of funds restricted to members of
a particular sex.

The Section 304 regulation at 34 C.F.R. Section 104.11(a) and the Title Ix
regulation at 34 C.F.R. Section 106.9(a) require that recipient take continuing
ste.s to notify participants, beneficiaries, applicants, and other employees that
it does not discriminate on the basis of handicap, or sex respectively.

)
;)
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We found that RCCIs nondiscriminatory policy statement, which is included on
the application for admission attachment, in the school catalog, and faculty
handbook did not meet the requirements of the Title IX and Section 504
regulations. RCC's nondiscriminatory policy statement failed to include that
RCC does not discriminate in admiulon or acceu to, or treatment or
employment in, its programs and activities as required by 3 C.F.R Section
104.8(a) of the Section 304 regulation. Additionally, the nondiscriminatory
policy statement failed to provide studenU and employees with the telephone
number of its coordinator and failed to indicate that compliance concerns may
be referred to the Assistant Secretary for the Offke for Clv il Rights, with
address, as required by 34 C.F.R. Section 106.9(a) of the Title IX regulation.

Finally, the pubikations, i.e., brochures, handbooks, etc., used in the recruitment
of students did not contain the RCC's notice of nondiscrimination as required by
the Title IX regulation at 34 C.F.R. Section 1,06.9(bX1) and the Section 504
regulation at 34 C.F.R. SectIon 104.8(b).

Corrective Action

On May 24, 1988, RCC provided an assurance that the appliaation form for
admiuion will be reprinted to eliminate the inquiry concerning i1A I 'pp II can t'
marital status. By telephone conversations with RCC officials on June I, 911S,
June 9, 1983, and June 10, 19113, RCC provided the following assurances to
ensure that the college is in compliance with the regulatory provisions of Section
304 and Titie IX as follows:

1. RCC agrees to expand its affirmative action statement in all institution
publications. The following statement will be used in all innitution
publications:

RCC does not discriminate in administering or access to, or
treatment or employment or admiulon In its program and
activities. No person shalt% discriminated against on the basis
of rac, sox, re/Isla:4 aje, national orn, or handicap.

Inquiries may be directed to the Equal Opportunity/Affirmative
Action Officer at the college.

The above statement will be inserted in all college publication
nod who these publications are revised, the statement will be
Incorporated into the text of the publication&

2. In developing future publications, RCC will attempt to pktorially presen t
t,;;;;'.+ males and females In non-traditional occupations. Presently, the
college has on-hand three brochures needing to be duusged. This supply
should last approximately three to six months at which time the three
publications volil be revised to pictorially represent both sexes.

j
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3. RCC, In consultation with the danor of the Cate Scholarship, has changed
the description of the scholarship to reads

This scholarship is given by the Cates family and interest
derived from the principal sum will be the source of the
scholarship. This scholarship will be awarded to any student
who enrolls in a diploma or post-secondary degree program and
has financial need.

The above statement will be included In the 19$9-90 catalog.

4. RCC has included the name of the Auistant Secretary and correct address
in the description of its grievance procedures. The statement in the
college catalog shall now reads

Applicants, employees, and students of RCC may lodge
grievances involving alleged violations of their rights under the
provisions of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1944, Title IX
of the Education Amendments of 1972, and Section IOC of the
RehablUtation Act of 1973 with the Equal
Opportunity/Affirmative Action Officer at (90) 3434261 or
the Assistant Secretary, Office for Clvil Rights, 330 C. Street
LW., Washington D.C. 20202.

The Move statement will be included In the 1919-90 catalog.

On 3une 10, 1911, 111/111011111141, indicated by telephone that you approved
the above stated asaurances. ere are any questions with regard to the
language of the assurances as stated above, RCC should notify thls office within
ten days of the date of this letter..

On the bads of these assurances, we believe that RCC has compiled with the
requirements of the regulation implementing Title IX of the Education
Amendments of 172 at 34 C.P.R. Sections 106343, 106.9(a),(bXi) and (2),
regarding its notice of nondlealmioadon and publications used in connection
with the recruitment of students; 104.2l(cX4) regarding marital status
information requested an its application for admission; and 1041.37 resettling the
ackninlittatkna el a me restricted scholarship. The recipient's assurances will
alas come* the violations of the Section Ma regulation at 34 C.F.R. Section
l00.1.6 tad 00 reprdas its notice of nondiscriminstion. eased upon the
carman action taken by RCC, we are closing this compliance review as of the
date ell N. letter. Continued compliance is contingent won carrying out the
prtrybdons el the corrective acticos. Failure to perform the actions In question
may result in a linding of a violation.

Monitoring Requirements

A copy of the revised admissions application form should be submitted to
OCR by September 30,1944.
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Copies of pictorial publications showing both male and female students in
non.tradltlonal occupations should be submitted to OCR by January 13,
19$F.

Copies of the revised nondiscriminatory policy statement and grievance
procedures for the 1989-90 catalog should be submitted to OCR by
September 30, 1989.

Evidenc that RCC has changed the description of the Cates Scholarship to
Include "any student," rather than be restricted to female students only
should be submitted to OCR by September 30, 1989.

A copy of the 1989-90 catalog should be submitted to OCR by September
30, 1919.

This letter of findings is not intended, nor should it be construed, to cover any
other issues regarding compliance with Title IX and Section 304 that may exist
and which are not discussed herein.

You are reminded that an institution may not harass or intimidate an individuals
who has participated in our investigaticrt. If this happens, persons have the right;
to flle complaint with OCR alleging such harassment or intimidation.

Under the Freedom of Information Act, it may be necessary to release this
document and related correspondence and records upon request. In the event
that OCR receives each a request, we will seek to protect, to the extent
provided by law, personal information which, if released, would constitute an
unwarranted invasion of privacy.

We appreciate the cooperation and assistance of your staff during the
investigation. II you have any questions, please contact Mr. William M.
Meredith, Director, Elementary and Secondary Education Division Ill, at (404)
331-2941.

ccs
Chief Stasis School ()Nicer

Sincerely,

ewe L. High
Regional Civil Rights Director

1) ;

A., .*
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Ref. So: 03856009 JUN 25 100F

resident
University of Maryland
College Park, Maryland 20742

Dear Dr.11111:

The Office for Civil Rights (OCR) has completed its review of the Lnivers.::
of Maryland Eastern Shore's (IMES) undergraduate programs under Title :\
the Education Amandeents of 1912 and the U.S. Department of Education's E.DI

isplementing regulations found ar 34 C.F.R. Part 106. We examined che
University's recruitment, admissions and financial aid policies, procech:res
and practices to determine whether they discriminate on the basis of sex iee

34 C.F.R. Sections 106.21-23 and 106.31.

MIES receives Federal financial assistance through ED programs and is
fore subiect to the provisions of Title IX of the Education Amendments
and ED's implementing regulations (found at 34 C.F.R. Part 106) and ma%
discriminate in its provision of benefits or services on the basis of sec
See 34 C.F.R. Part 106.

As you were informed in our letter to you dated December 31, 1954, the
was conducted in two phases. The first phase involved a desk audit of
data you submitted to us regarding the University's undergraduate progrins
The second phase consisted of on-site interviews with University
administrators and staff on June 19 and 20, 1985 and review of student

files;

As a result of out investigation, we found that OW is in compliance
Title IX with respect to recruitment and financial aid. However, we f:c.nl

that thm University is not in compliance with the Title IX regulation
regard team aimissiocs inquiry on the student application form perta.n.g
an appllannles marital status. See 34 C.F.R. 106.21.

In id4it1on4 whilm reviewing material submitted by the University, a q...es:.:1
was tomtit on thm University's application for admission fors asking ebo,4: :*e

physicel disability ot an applicant. Under Section 504 of the Rehabi:.:st.:-.

Act of 1973 eon ID p implememting regulation found at 14 C.F.R.
55btiba 104.42(h)(4), a University may not make preadmission in nuiries is :3

an applicant's disability (except where the institution is taking affl:nst...
steps to overcome effects of past limited participation by handicapped

0 ;
ive 11*-.;
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persons, See 34 C.F.R. Section 104..2(c)(1) and (2)). Therefore, the
University it in violation of this regulation. The application form and a
separate MIES data sheet submitted with it Include an inquiry as to tne
applicant's racial/ethnic background without an appropriate explanatory nate
on the form concerning this inquiry.

Through discussions between Ms. Catherine Edwards, Regional Civil Rigts
Attorney with OCR, and Ms. Andrea Hill, Assistant Attorney General for the
State of Marylamd, which were held on lay 15, am& May 29, 1986, the UnLvers::v
of Maryland has voluntarily agreed to remedy the violations. By letter datad
June 7, 1986, the University has agreed to delete entirely or to reword
questions that made a preadmission inquiry regarding marital status. 7.3 le:eta
the questions making a preadmission inquiry regarding handicap, and to p:4:.et
disclaimer on the application form and the data sheet to address race.
ethnicity and sex inquiries. A copy of the agreement is enclosed. In

of these actions, we find IMES in compliance with regard to these issues

Continued compliance is contingent upon UMES's carrying out the provisions or
the agreement. Failure to perform the actions in question may result in tne
findinarof a vtolacion. As is our standard practice, implementation of the
agreement will be monitored. The University of Maryland should forward to :CR
a copy of the revised application and UMES data sheet by August 31, 1986

The following is a summary of our findings and conclusions reached as a resu:t
of our review.

RECRUITMENT

Title rx. and ED's implementing regulations require that recipient s
activities be conducted in a nondiscriminatory manner so that potent.a:
applicants for admission are informed of the University's educatio.r.
without regard to sex. ED's implementing regulation provides at 3. : F

Section 106.23(a), in part:

A recipient to which this subpart applies shall not discriminate ..):1

the basis of sex in the recruitment and admission of students

We fommd that as a part of the University of Maryland (UM) sVetem. 1"ES s
pries:, recruitment area is the state of Maryland. The recruitment
e ffort is focused primarily on Maryland schools and community colleges Is
thaterie a limit on the percentage of non-Maryland residents that :an
o nrIgh it any of the UM campuses. Appropriately, UME8 participates
thataireergitasat effort, with other campuses of the system, whIch
result& in all. of Maryland's community colleges being visited by LM
personnel.

However, other states are visited. For the most pert, these visits are
to areas which UKES alumni suggest or recommend. Located in the 04:1,dr%1
Peninsula, MS recruits in Delaware and Virginia. Becaume of the :arge
numbers of alumni, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and the District of C.31amo..a
also visited,

0
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The recruitment staff consists of three recruiters, two of whom are
fmmale. The Assistant Director of Admissions also has recruiting respon-
sibilities, including recruitment of merit scholars from all of
Maryland's community colleges. The Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs
heads the recruitment office among his other duties.

lost of UMES's recruiting is done through participation in college faIrs
College fairs are open to all schools in the area in which they sr. held
UMES participates La fairs La Sew Jersey, Pennsylvania. Delaware and tae
District of Columbia. In each of these areas there are strong CMES
chapters. One of the largest chapters is located in Philadelphia
Personal contacts are made at the college fairs. From informat:on
gathered at the college fairs, CMES recruitment staff mail personal
letters to specific students. i.e.. those who appear on merit/scnolar
lists. In addition, CMS recruiters visit certain schools when reques:ec
by school counselors. Each recruiter has a specific area to cover.

High school careers days are not held on the CMES campus. Telephone
calls are essentially follow-ups to visits and are only for the purpose
of determating continued interest in OMES as well as to request informa-
tion to complete the applicant's file.

As noted earlier, UMES's primary recruitment area is the state of
Maryland. Statistics from the Maryland State Department of Education
reveal that as of September 30, 1984, the percentage of females in publl:
school grades 10 through 12 was 50.3 percent, or 79,624 females In tne
total population of 155,256 public school students. Statistics frail t-e

1984 edition of The Handbook of Private Schools, a privately publlsae.:
directory, reveal a 50/50 sexual split for the private high school
students in the state of Maryland: 5,105 melee and 5,105 females
Calculations sada from 1950 census data for ages 11-14, aged 15-15 :a
1954, showed proportions of 50.9 percent male and 49.1 percent ferns.*

From these sources we derived percentages for comparison purposes of
percent male add 50 percent female La CMS's high School recruitment
pool.

IMES also recruits from Maryland's community college syetem. Ths istest
figures available to OCI (1980 HEGIS Report) show that women compr:sed
59.31 percent (60,240 out of 101.603) of the students at community
collages tit that state. These figures follow in table form:

Recruitment Source Total ale

75,662

5,105

40,376

Male Female

Maryland Pdblic
High School (10-12)
Population (1984)

Maryland Private
High School
Population (1954)

Maryland Community
Collages (19841

t )

158,256

10.210

99.584

;

49.7

50.00

40.54

79,624

5105

59,208

3)

:

:
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Of a secondary nature is LMES's recruitment at high schools :n
state!. For identified schools for 4hich we could gather statistics, .e
fiat Che follOWiali

State Total

3566

2838
13.554

:3,958

'!ale Ma:e Female

Delaware
D.C.

Virginia
Total

1661

1261

6453

9375

46.58
4...3
47 61
.6.97

:9C5

1557

1.0583 3;.:3

The regulation dealing celth recruitment, which is found a: 3. .1' r R

Section 106.23. states that a recipient shall not discrate on :ne
basis of sex in recruitment nor recruit primarily or exclusively at
institutions that admit only or predominately one sex, if that has :re
effect of discriminating on the basis of sex.

As noted earlier, 1:112S's primary recruitment area is the state of
Maryland. As part of the University of Maryland system. in conjunction
with the other campuses, CMES recruits at all or most schools in the
state, alma' with Delaware Lad Virginia schools in the Delmarva
Peninsula. Overall, these schools have e female population of slightly
over 50 percent..

Although OIS does recruit at some sinsle-sex or predominant: one sex
institutions, we found such schools for both males and females. LnEs
does not recruit primarily or exclusively at single-sex instit...tions
Therefore, UMES does not discriminate in its recruitment policies in
basis of sex.

ADMISSIONS

As with recruitment, the focus of CMES's admissions policy is on
residents. For Maryland residents, there are two types of fresnman
admissions, preferred and regular. The requirements for admission
categories are described on pale 18 of the UMES catalogue:

Preferred Admissions

All Maryland high school students with a combined SAT score of
a I iverlp (3.0 on 4.0 scale) in academic subjects in grades 9 t,rc.,vi
11 will. be guaranteed admission to the University. In addition. 3..
Mealead students who meet or exceed the following requirements for 3

combined SAT score and grade point average will also be suaranteed
admission.

Total
SAT

3 36

Academic
OPA

Totel
SAT

Academic
SPA

800 .

810
820
830
840

to :...00

3 34
3.32

3 30
3.28

900
910

920

930

940 ......

? I'

3.:i

3 '3

1 13

. . 3 :4
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Total
SAT

Academtc

OPA
Total

SAT
Academl:

ON%

850 .3 26 950 3 07

860 ........ -3 24 960 3 :3

870 .3 22 970. . . 3 .:3

880. 3 20 980 [3 1600 1

890 3 19

Regular Admission

Maryland residents wIll be ellgtble for 1mtsston. on a space3vai.17.:e
bests, if they meet the followtng reoutrements for a combined SA: s::re
and academic grade point average In grade 9 through 11

Total
SAT

Academtc
OPA

Total
SAT

Acaden::
OPA

630 2 .5 co 4.0 850 2 33
660 2 '3 860 2 24
670 ...... 2.71 870. . 2 32

680 2.69 880 2 30

690 2 67 890 2 29
700 2.65 900 2 26
710. . 2.63 910 Z :4

720 2 61 920 '

730 2.59 930
740 2.57 940 i

750 2.55 950 2 .6

760 2.53 960
770 2.51 970 - ..

780 2.49 980
790 2.47 990 2 .3

800 2 45 1000 :6

810 2 43 1010. . 2 :.

820 2 41 1020 Z "
830 2 39 1030 to 1060 2

840 2 37

The Grads Point Average is to includ the following requirements

four year. of Engltsh
three years of history or social science
two years of science
two years of mathematics, one of which must be taken at
Algebra I level.

(Additionally for fall, 1988 one of the science courses will .-.: *

laboratory work.)

If after the preferred and regular admissions of Maryland restdents.
space remainS, the applications of out-ofstate students will be ::1-
stdered. Because the primary obligatton of IMES is to Maryland
dents, adatteium for out-of-state students is competitive.
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The interviews with CMES personnel involved with admissions 4ar.f.:-et
thii information for the most part. The Assistant Director of As.mss.:ns
stated that the lowest combination with which a student wil: be a.::r.ttea
on the regular basis ia a 2.0 GPA with an 850 SAT. 711ts differs :r:m
lowest combination stated in the catalogue but is the guide used
Assistant Director of Admissions for admissions decisions. Howe%er.
there Is a special admissions program for students with :ess
combinatich. The lowest combination allowed under this program .s

.

CPA with 60 SAL.

The admissions process begins with student's submission of LI 1;2-3.
tton form and a $20.00 non-refundable application fee. Complete
tions are accepted until the last day of registration, dependirg
availability of space. Applications are accepted from students .:..:-

completion of their high school junior year.

Transfer students may also apply for admission. They must have A
at least 2.0 in previous college work. an A.A degree, or 56 hours 1: i

community college.

The admissions office consists of the Assistant Director of Admissins.
the Assistant Registrar and three clericals. All except one of tne
clericals are female. The Assistant Director of Admissions revteu.s a..
of the applications and makes the decisions on admissions by herself

The statistics for the academic years 1982-1984 reveal that fe-a.es
constitute a higher percentage of accepted students than males

ACCEPTANCES BY SEX 1982-1984

Academic Year Total 4ales 4ales Female 7q-.1 +5

1982 810 393 48.52 417 51 -i
1983 814 393

if;.091
44:;12

3:

1984 892 420 52 3:

1982-1984 2516 1206 47.93 1310 52 2'

This chart shows not only that women consistently have been a -./grer
percentags of acceptances than men but that the percentage has irc:ejsel
eamhymar.

Theratatistica submitted to OCR also reveal that a higher percentage
!embalms mho dpplied wers accepted in comparison to males:

PERCENTAGE ACCEPTED BY SEX

Males Females

Academic Year taplied Accepted tallied Accepted

1982 374 393 66.47 582 417

1983 5153 393 (7.7 41 593 421 .,

1984 588 420 "l 43 610 472 +

1982-1964 1.745 1206 69.11 oas 1110

A., i
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The Application Form

As part of the procedure for conducting a compliance review, CCR
the inStitution's application form for admission. 4e found areas of
concern on this application form. (This form is also usod by tne LI
Baltimore County and College Park campuses.)

The application form and CMES's Registration Data Processing Info:tat:on
Sheet, which accompanies the application form, request raca'acanIc sr:;:n
and sex without is disclaimer. A disclaimer does appear on page :f :ne
application booklet. However, the disclaimer should appear on the
application form itself.

A sample diuclaimer for the inquiry as to racial/ethnic background :s is
follows:

This information is requested solely for the purpose of determin::-:g
compliance with Federal civil rights law, and your response sii11 not
affect consideration of your application. As part of the state of
Maryland's Plan co Ensure Equal Postsecondary Educational Ooport..:nit...
1983-1990, the University of Maryland is required to collect this
information. Dy providing this information, you 4111 assist us in
assuring that this program is administered in a nondiscriminatory ranner.

Regarding the inquiries as to marital status found on the applicat:on
form at question 21 and block 4 of question 27 ("Spouse of 100 percent
disabled vetmcan"), the iegulation implementing Title IX of the
Amendments at 34 C.F.R. Section 106.21(c)(4), suites that a racipLent

Shall not cake preadmission inquiry as to the marital status :-

application for admission, including whether such applicant is
"Miss" or

However, an institution may solicit this information on a voluntary .las.s
if the institution states clearly on its application form: (1) the
individual is not required to provide this information; (2) the In:or-na-
tion will not be used Am a factor in the admissions process, and :3)
use to which the institution will put the information.

Question 028 D1 the application form requests information relating :o
handclasp. It reeds: The following information will ba used to asi;s:
%swim understanding your needs. It will not be used to determine ail-
gAbtlity foe admission, nor does it guarantee availability of servIces
LE pas are disabled, please check the appropriate category." This
violates the regulations implementing Section 504 of the Rehabilitat.zn
Act of 1973. The Section 504 regulation at 34 C.F.R. Section
104.42(b)(4) 'Meow:

"(a recipient) may not make pre-admission inquiry as to whener in
applicant for admission is a handicapped person but, after 14=1s.

sion, may make inquiries on confidential basis as to handt:aps
that may require accommodation."
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The regulation also applies to Question n:7 Block 9. Preadm1ss:n
knouledgs as to whether an applicant Ls a recipient of %ocatioaa: Seni-
bilitatton benefits is an inquiry as to handicap.

The regulation dealing with admissions under Title IX is found ac
34 C.F.R. Section 106.21, prohibits preference, numerical limitan
differential treatment based on sex. In our review. 40 did not 1.17.= iny

type of preference given to either sex, any numerical :imitations ;:31ez
on either sex or any type of differential treatment. Admission to :"ES
is based solely on the combined SAT/GFA scores for freshmen and ..her
objective criteria for transfers.

The statistical information reveals that women comprise slight:y
percent of those students admitted, which reflects the availabilLty
the recruitment pool. The difference between the percentage oi -nen
accepted who applied and the percentage of women accepted 4ho app;:ea
not significant.

FINhNCIAL AID

CMES offers both need based aid and merit based aid. The University
defines financial aid as Federal need based aid (grants, loans and
college work study (CWS)) and scholarships as me.:it based aid. '!erit

based aid is awarded by the individual departments. The Financial Aid
Office handles only need based aid, although some also has a merit
requirement.

There are certain steps to be followed in applying for financial
Tha application for financial aid consists of:

1. University of Maryland Eastern Shcrt Application for Flnan:.1.
Aid.

2. Financial Aid Form (FAF) or the Family Financial Statement

(FTS).

3. Pali Great Student Aid Report.

UME3 requests that all three forms be received in the Financial ALd
Office by April 1st.

Prim to the 1985-1966 academic year, there was no minimum need
fundimg was guaranteed for those who submitted their application by
Apra 1. leginning this year, the minimum level of need to be funded .s
MOO. Tt forms ars received after that date, funds not yet expended
will be distributed on a "first-come, first-served" basis. Award n3. ...?s

are ailed out around May 15th with those for returning students being
mailed first.

The Financial Aid Office consists of the Director and three permanent
two temporary clericals and two student workers. All of its sniff tu:

the Director are fusel*.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE37-441 0 - 91 - 9
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The Director of Financial Atd reviews all of the applications Inc .r.aKes

all of the awards except for the Pell grants. which are done by a
ital. Funding in terms of grants and CI.S is auarded as equally Is
possible among the applicants. Out-of-state students receive a C:abined
amount of $3000.00, while Maryland residents get between 51800 and
in a combination of grants and CWS. It has been the Director's
experience that women in general tend to be more prompt than men In
submitting their applications. This is reflected in the HEGIS 3epor:.
which shows that women receive the majority of th financial aid.

Th financial aid office handles only one need based award that :s t,ased
solely on sex, the Charlotte Newcomb Scholarships. Thts scholsrs:-..p :s

offered by all CM campuses. CMES offers approximately eight maards 3

To be eligible, a woman must be at least 23 years old and at least -a.: .ay
through her undergraduate work. This is the only single sex award

The Director stated that UMES provides awards based on merit, but :hey
are not awarded by the financial aid office. They are departmental
maards. All of these awards are scholarships. No fellowships or
assistantships ere Awarded on the undergraduate level.

At UMIS, the ram "financial aid" is defined as Federal ftnanctal ltd.
Therefore, "financial aid" is solely need based cid and controlled
through CMS's Financial Aid Office. In the discussion that follows,
references to "financial aid" refers to need-based atd. lertt based 1.J.
or departmental scholarships, wIll be discussed followina the
of "financial aid."

The Director stated that about 40 percent of the entire tucten dciv
receives financial aid. Approximetely 90 percent ot these recetve
52,000.00 or more. If a student has a need of mor than 51,:)CC
is provided from grants. If the need is more than 2.000.00. aid .s
provided through two arants and a job (CWS). There ar four types 1:
mma-loaa aid controlled by the Cniversity:

L. University Grant
Z. Ma
3. Grant-in-Aid (for other-race students)
4. College Work Study (CWS)

CM wards are generally either $800 00 or 1.000.00 dependina whet7er
sttIelost is a Maryland restdent or imp another state. There Ls s:so s
smell amount of NUL money available. For the 1984-1985, Lt amovitei
onlp$111.000.

The statistics submitted by the Director reveal that females are not
discriminated against in the numbers receiving financial aid. :n a

letter dated April 30, 1985, the Director sent us financial aid f.g..res
for academic years 1982-1983 and 1983-1944. Mese figures are shown .-.

V... following caarts:
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ACADEMIC YEAR 1982-1983

0 of Students
Recevitn

Financtal Ald

n of Students
Not Recetvtng Total

Ftnanctal AtO Enr-;:ment

Males 401 1.9 ,30

Females 488 112 600

Total 889 261 1150

This chart shows that for academtc year 1982-1983 although fema:es
numbered 600 or 52.17 percent of the total enrollment. they numoeret
or 54.89 percent of all students recetvxng ftnanctal aid.

ACADEMIC YEAR 1983-1984

0 of Students li of Students

Ruc.LvLr Not Recetvxng Total

Type of Student Ftnanctal Atd Ftnanctal Ald Enrollment

*Males 391 146 537

Females 510 113 623

Total 901 259 1160

This chart shows that for acadamtc year 1983-1984, although females
numbered 623 or 53.71 percent of the total enrollment, they numoeret
or 56.60 percent of all students recetvxng ftnanctal excl.

CMES also provided the average amount of need, average award
,ng Pall Grants or Guaranteed Student Loans) and the average amount 7:

unmet need for two years:

AVERAGE NEED/AWARD/UNMET NEED

19821983

FemalesMales

Number of Awards 132 202

Average Need $3,852 $4,152

Avenge Award 52,176 52,191

Ammo Unmet Need 51,676 $1,951

1983-1984

Males Females

Number of awards 122 234

Average Need 54,328 54,624

Average Award 52,35 52,663

Average Unmet Need 51,983 51,967

This table reveals that in both 1982-1983 Lad 1983-1984, females

group reported had a greater average amount ot need then males and
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received a larger average award. Although tn the 1982-1983 acadet::
the females' average unmet need was higher then that for males. In
1963-1984 the average unmet need for females was smaller than ta.es

We were unable to draw any deftnittve conclusions from thts data.
however, because the ftgures provtded dtd not Include Pell grinis cr
guaranteed student loans.

Ay noted earlier the Financial Aid Office does not handle stn7.irs7ttts
("Honor Awards"). These are handled by departments Houever. :ne
Director of Financtal MA was able to gather some Informat:nn 1::s
review. In 1982-1983 males receiv" 28 scholarsh:ps wtth the tuarzs
averaging 51,376.46; while females recetved 30 scholarshtps tver1g17;
no $1,530.33. For 19841985. the figures for males were 34.51.z:: -.
for females 44/51,502.77. None of these departmental schnlarsr.:ps
any criteria based on sex.

The difference for both years, 1982-1983 and 1984-1985, has less
5100.00 in the average amount. lore females than males received lepa:t-
mantal scholarships.

In this analysi. wf financial aid (both need based and merit based1. .e
did not find that emEs limits eltplztlity, or appltes different crlter.a
on the basis of sex with one exception, the Charlotte %ewcomb Scho:ar-
ships for females. That acholarshtp is offered by all Cniverstty ,t
Maryland campuses. We were unable to determine on the evtdence
whether UMES discriminates on the basis of sex in the amount of -eo:
by ftnancial aid or rt.') types of aid because our data waa

CONCLUSIONS

Recruitment

W6 found thb olicies and procedures employ4d, tn UMES's r6crul:-ent
program, to be nondiscriminatory on their face. It proved to be so
examination of the relevant information. The latest figures we -1%4
the state of Maryland show that the state's high school (both pun..:
private) population is slightly more than 50 percent female, and :ts
community college population is 59.46 percent female. (CMES uas
to inform ua how many of its applicants were from community colleges
la comparison, females comprtsed 50.57 percent of the total numoer
applicants (fro. both high schools and community colleges) to '-"ES :,e:

therthree years examined. 1982-1984. (Individually, each year s
percentage of female applicants was over 50 percent.)

Therefor., we find that UMES ts complying with 34 C.F.R. Sectton . z

Admissions

W. found the policies end procedures employed La UMES's admisston
decisions to be nondiscrtminacory. Females comprised 52.07 percent ::

all the students accepted over the three years under review, 199:-
(Individually, ach year's percentage of female acceptances was
than 51 percent.) Further, for each of the three years under

0
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percentage of acceptances who were female was similar to cho pet-zentage
of applicants who were female. Therefore, LNES is in compliance :1:n
34 C.P.R. Section 106.21(a) and kb).

The Application Form

As previously stated, UMES has taken the necessary actions to :ne

violations identified above.

Financial Aid

We found the policies and procedures employed in UMES's distribution
financial aid to be non-discriminatory on their face. The figures snou
that for the two academic years for which statistics were provided,
1982-1983 and 1983-1984, a larger percentage of females received
need-based financial aid than their percentage of the student body. 7-e

avnrage size of their need-based award in the categories for uhich
information was provided was larger than that for males for bota acaaeol:
years, but their average need was also greater. Females received a
larger number of departmental scholarships, although the average scholar-
ship was 'mallet'. However, the difference in both years examined :was
less than $100.00 in each year. /n addition, the existence and award of
the single sex scholarship for females did not make a significant impact
on the overall financial awards available to men. We were unable to
determine whether UMES discriminated on the basis of amounts awarded
because our data was incomplete, and we were also unable to determine
whether there was any difference based on sex, in portions of aid
as grants, rather than loans or work study funds. Therefore, we
LIKES cm be in compliance with 34 C.F.R. Section 106.37.

This Letter of Findings is not intended nor should it be construed to :o..er
any issues regarding the University's compliance witn Title IX and
Section 304 that may exist and are not discussed herein.

Under the Freedom of Information Act, it may be necessary to release tis
document and related correspondence and records upon request. In the eent
that OCR receives such a request, we will protect, to the extent provided tv
law, personal informalcizmiwbAch, If released, would constitute ALA unwaccao:ed
invasion of privacy.

A.,
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W. would like to extend to you and your staff our sIncere apprecLaton
cooperation and courtesy given to us durIng our rev:ay of your Inv-- - --

If you have any questions, p/eate contact Mr. Robert E. Harvey. OLrector.
Postsecondary Education DtvIslon at :::15) 596-(51304.

SLncerely.

Jeanette J. :A.m. ActLrig DI:attar

Offlce for Cv.eLl RLghts
Reglon 1:1

Enclosure

cc: Chancellor
'niversity of Maryland Eastern Shore

Esquire
assistant attorney General
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

ufFIct CH. THE ASSISTA SICCRE TART I.CHt RfCHTS

OCT I Ma

Democratic Wifeen's Club of Florida, Inc.
60 North Tropical Way
Merritt Island, Florida 32952

Diarill.111.11116
Your letter to President Reagan regarding my earlier letter to you on t"e
OznOcratic Women's Club of Florida, Inc.'s scholarship for woien has been
referred to this Office for reply. You indicate that the Department of
Justice (D0J), in an interim response to your earlier inquiry, Seemed to
offer a positive view of your proposal to solicit the assistance of high
WOOS and colleges throughout "Florida in announcing the availability of
a single..sez scholarship and In providing application forms to qualified
StudentS.

%HT

0.1

As DOJ correctly stated in its response to you..ix Is the Office for CI., I
Rights Of the Department of Education (OCR) which.is charged with inter-
preting and enforcing Title IX and its regulation as they relate to
programs and activities receiving Federal financial assistance from
Department. I do not think the DOJ letter should be read as offering a
"POSitive view* of your proposal. What the Assistatt Attorney General
for Civil Rights waS attempting to ccrnmunicate was the point that in vie-
of OCR'S responsibility for interpreting and enforcing Title IX, a posit, ve
reading of your proposal by OCR, should It be forthcoming, could be ufed
fol) calm wary school adeinistrators.

However, OCR has carefully reviewed Title IX, end reached the conclusion
that under that regulation there is no way to permit reci pi ent educatic,ra'
agencies and institutions to publicize this single-sem scholarship or
otherwise!' Mist In tha administration of it.

rev:401,0ot by awarding a schol a rshi p for wcmen, the Democratic
yawn's Mar of Florida, Inc. is attempting to assist wonen, not ha rm

thee.. Apparently, that was also the motivation of Congress when It ei'act e
Title IX of the Education Mendments of 1972. Recognizing a history cf
discrimination against women in education, and particularly In admiss,nrs.

r
eve staisvi,Amp ve s .%.111.C.T0011 DC 1011

;..1# t; Ii
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financial aid and thletics, Congress chose to require that recipient
iduCitiOnal &spondee and foStitiltiOOS treat both seves equally instead of
favoring one over th other. OCR aust enforce the law consistest with
Congress' intent.

5 ncerely.

Orr . leton
Assistant Secretary
for Civil Rights

cc: Honorable williota Bradford Reynolds
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UNITED STATES DE "ARTNIENT OF EDVCATION
OFFICE OF THE ASh:sTANT SECRE TAR'. F,..,e4 CA ..t,mrs

The WOrable Lawton Chiles
,..n.ted States Senator

Building
,:celand, Florida 33801

Diar Senator Chiles:

This is in further ",ponse to your letter on behalf of
acL Democrat4c Hccen's Club of Florida, Inc. Scholarship (DWCF):

4is concerned that many school administrators are afraid
,m4 ize tNe OWCF's scholarship program for females because it would

.or.a-Cize their compliance wi th Thtle IX of the Education Amendments Of
'972.

e S Cesi ;ned to eliminate di s:-imination on the basis of sex In
ary klp:ation progra -. or activity receiving Fece^al flrancial assistance.
MR is cra-ied with enforcing Title IX, but it has no authority over thit
activities of private noneducational organizations except as their
activities affect eCucational programs and activities that Peceive Federi
flnancial assistance. However, as to recipient educational gencies and
institutions, the Title IX regulation is quite specific. The regulation
implementing Title IX at 34 C.F.R. § 106.37 states:

(a) . . . in providing financial assistance to any of
its StueentS, a rec.pient shall not . . . (2) through
solicitation, listing, approval, prevision of facilities
or other services, assist any foundation, trust, agency,
o";anization or rerson whi.:h : as atsistance to any
of svch -eci pi ent 's It.Cents n c which discrimi-
Atr.-IS on the basis of sex;

The !anguage of the regulation clearly prohibi ts recipient eoucational,-
,3rog-ams and ictivities from posting or listing the announcement or Iv
otherwise assisting in the administration of thi S single-sex scholers14

sit.:Ag,LAS:1Af

2
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Page 2 - The Honorable Lawton Chiles

The OWCF is free to continue to offer such a scholarship, but recipient
educational programs and activities may not serve as conduits for the
announcement and IPP.11cation process for such a scholarship. 1 nee1101111
responded CO directly on this matter,

sincerely,

rry illigliton
Assistant Secretary

for Civil Rights

2 6
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January 23, 1991

The President
The White House
Washington. D.C. 20500

Dear Mr. Prstident

UNTTED STATES
CONAIISSION ON
CMS. RIGHTS

oot

1121 Vermont Avenue, N.W.
Washlopton, D.C. 20425.

We are writing to express our grave concern aboin the miaority scholarship policy =flounced lot month

by the Education Department's Office for Civil Rights (OCR). This policy contradicts oot truly the priority

you have established for education during your administration, but important, long-temi national interests

as welL

Die Commission disagmes with OCR's sudden announcement that Tkle VI of the Civil Rising Act of 1964

prohibio the funding of minority-targeted scholarships by institutions receiving federal financial assistance.

In our judgment. the lsw permits educational insitudons to make reasonable use of minority-targeted

seholanhips when necessary to overcome the effects of discrimination or to achieve the legidmate and

important goal of a cuhmally diverse student body.

Furthermore, the Commission is persuaded that it is essential to important social, economic and educational

interests of this nation that colleges and universities be allowed to continue to utillic such scholarships as

part of their affirmative efforts to rem* and retain minority =relents.

Fatally. we believe that aftninistration policy in this ama of vital national concern Is too critical to

America's Mute to be relegated to subcabinet level promuncements that leave an entire allocations]

community confused.

Although OCR's new policy would permit innitutiOnS to administer privately funded minority-targeted

seholarshipt, it would prohibit the use of an institution's general funds for the same purpose. This

dhnioconn is nor only legally insupportable, but also provides little relief freer the overall impact of the new

policy. Because general ftmds provide most of the existing minority scholarships, this restriction. if allowed

to stand, could have a devastating effect on the efforts of our colleges and universities tO increase diversity

and to remedy the effects of discriminatien.

Minority student, today continue to face serious barriers to equal educational opporumity on college

campuses Too often, minority students attending prolominamly white institutions. of higher learning

encounter either indifference to their needs or outright racial hostilky. On many campuses, they experience

both. Instiorclons struggling to overcome the effects of racism on their efforts to recntit and retain minority

students need the ftexibility to dmign effective affirmative outreach programs. These institutions use

minority-targeted scholarthips al a MARI of letting minority students know that their pruence and full

participation in campus life is not merely =versed but sought after at maner of imponant national and

in:du:clonal interest. Many buttutions have identified these scholarships as an coracle] tool, without which

the effectiveness of their outreach efforts will be setiously impaired.
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The role of insttunions of higher education in achieving important national goals is well recognized. In a

society such as outs ith a diverse and multi-cnkural citizenry -- these institutions can and must

contribute to the achievemem and maintenance of social strength and harmony. The education of a divetse

student body, convened co common ground for common purposes, is their primary vehicle for making this

contribution. To thwart their efforts by prohibiting even the very limited use of s tool so many havefound

essential can only help to perpetuate the racial and ethnic divisions within our society.

As we approach the year 2000, our economy requires a leadership ro/e by colleges and universities to meet

the demand for increasingly high education levels in the workfome. With a growing percentage of new

minority entrants into the working population, the nadon's economic vitality in the 21st century will depend

on how well we educate minority you* Facing these challenges, we can scarcely afford to abandon any

tool that.encouragee minority students to pursue a college education, or that enables a editor to educate

its students in a culturally diverse environment.

OCR's reversal of prior policy ha* already brought confuskm, Colleges and universities are reexamining

their scholarship policies, and mon can he expected to reconsider theft minority scholarship programs

against the likelihood of litigation teetered by the OCR announcement. Obviously, in this envirevemert,

many institutions may now feel compelled to drop their minority scholarship programs as the "West"

position. Meanwhile students and futurt students face the uncertainty this unfortunate situation has caused

as to whether they will be financially able to continue their education. ft is imperative that this damage he

undone.

Mr. President. you have made strengthening this country's education system one of your top policy goals.

Addressing the overwhelming educational needs of minority youth is essential to that task. We urge you.

therefore, to take a strong stand in sapport of affirmative action in the recruitment of minority students,

including the use of minority-targeted scholarships where necessary to achieve either of two important

national interact remedying the invidious effects of discrimination and attaining the benefits of diverse

modem body.

We recommend further that you direct the Secretary of Education to promulgate. after consultation with the

higher education community. clearly defined guidelines that implement that strong national policy of

affirmative action. Finally, we urge that ycs, take these steps forthwith, so as to avoid even greater

uncertainty than OCR's actions have caused to date.

Respectfuily,

FORkIE COMMISSIONERS

AR1ThJR A. flTCH
Chairmen
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CITIZENS' COMMISSION UN

CIVIL*RIGHTS
751% treat. N W
Suit* 1100

Washington. D C 212n1
302 /

January 14, 1991

The Honorable William D. Ford
Chairman of House Education and Labor Commission
U.S. House of Representatives
2181 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 21015

Dear Chairman Ford,

Enclosed for inclusion in the record of the Committee's
oversight hearing on minority student scholarships, are two chapters
from our recently published book One Nation, Indivisible: The Civil
Rights Challenge_For The 1990's. These chapters ars:

Chapter VIII - Affirmative Action In Higher Education: The
Constitutional Constraints, by Professor Gil Kujovich

Chapter VI - Minority Access To Higher Education, by John silard

I hope these articles are of use to you.

Sincerely yours,

Susan M. Liss
Director

Enclosures
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AFFIRMATIVE ACTION IN
HIGHER EDUCATION:
THE CONSTITUTIONAL
CONSTRAINTS

by Professor Gil Kujovich
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I. Introduction

The statistical summary provided in Chapter IX,
demonstrates that equality in higher education has
not been achieved Federal efforts to reach that
goal through polky initiative' that do not use ra-
cial classificationssuch as increased funding of
Upward Bound or flunJial aid to needy college
studentaralte ao serious coostitutional Wins.
Such broadly based programs, however, have the
disadvantage of not targetins the racial and ethnic
minorities most severely uWer-represented la
higher education. Me mom direct and efficient
MUM of achievins racial eqUality in hither
education necessarily involves the racial targeting
of federel ;eastern'. A facially based allocation
of governmental benefits, however, raises com-
piety issues of constitutional law. The constitution-
al principles defining the reach of federal power
to remedy racial imbalances in higher education
are the subject of this discussion.

Constitutional principles of equality were early
interpreted to impose the strictest limits when the
government usea racial classifications that die-
advantaged a racial minority. One clear purpose
of the equal protection clause wes to protect the
nation's black population from racial discrimirrn-
non. Not long after the Fourteenth Amendment
was adopted, the Supreme Court held more
generally that the clause afforded its strictest
protection to otber racial and ethnic minorities.

The basis for this interpretatioe is the position
of minorities in American society. Minorities
traditionally have lacked effective political
power, have historically been subjected to dis-
crimination, and have been the targets of racial
prejudice. When minorities are disadvantaged by
a racially based classificatioo, there is good
reason for a court to be 'suspicious' of the clas-
sification and to strictly scrutinize the governor-a-
tal justifications for using it.

In light of the manner in which racial minorities--
and particularly blacks--were treated by both the
state and federal governments in tbe first century
after the adoption of the Fourteenth Amendment.
it is not surprising that it was not until the 1970$
that the Court first confronted the issue of
whether a racial classification favoring a racial
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eninodty should be evaluated under the same
strict staodards used for those disedvantagine
minorities. There are a variety of reasons why
governmental body may choose to use such
'benign rectal classifications. Foe purposes of
the present dlocusaioe, the most impxtant of
these is the use of racially based 'affirmative ac-
doe' to remedy past racial ciscrimlnatioa and its
effects. Seeming la 1978, the Suereene Court
has decided a small group of CMS coocerning
rscially based affirmative attire with remedial
purposes.

Sectioo 0 of this Chapter reviews briefly the
history of ciscrimination in higher education
against the Ratios' s lamest racial mieloOtyblack
Americans. Semi= 171 discusses the Supreme
Court's cases concerning the constitutionality of
remedial affirmative eetToo undertaken by state
and local governmental bodies. Section IV coo-
siders whether the constitutional constraints are
different when the federal government undertges
affirmative action. Finally, Sectios V at:Aorta
some of the policy implications of the affirmative
arum cases aod sugiesu some affirmative action
policy ieitiatives that might be undertaken by a
new administration.
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II. The History and Legacy of
Racial Discrimination in Public
Higher Education'

For nearly a century alter the Civil War,
America's black population received the benefits
of publicly supported higher educatioa almost ex-
clusively through a system el ' separate but moil'
institutioes established in the southern aad bonier
states. The black public colleges created after the
War were always racially Beware, but arm
equal. Ccasequently, the black population was
denied the educational, economic, and social ad-
vantaga afforded to the setae s white population
through the rapid =passim of public higher
educatioa between 1860 and 1960.

In both state and federal fundleg, blacks suf-
fered consistent and long-lasting discrimination in
public higher education. As late as 1940, when
black Americans accounted for more than 20 per-
cent of the population in the 'separate but equal'
states, black public colleges expended oaly five
percent of the public funds devoted to higher
educatioa Nearly 60 percent of all blacks in the
nation resided in states that offered their black
citizens only ooe or two small, underfunded
public conga. In states accounting for 40
percent of all black Americaas, there was no
accredited public college available to black stu-
dents.

Insufficient riming, combined with the accumu-
lated deficieectea a an inadequate educational
system, from primary school to college, producod
an educatioaal program at black p.tblic colleges
that fell far shoo of equality. Training la the
scieecea and for the pm:tattoos was not available
to black students. The would-be block engineer,
enrolled in a public college, wee limited to the
study of auto mechanics, carpentrY and Priming,
while the mpiring biologist, chemist, of physicist
was frequently restricted to the study of general
scram:a

The NAACP's campaign to overturn the constitu-
tional &arise of separate big equal brought some
improvements in black higher educatioo duriog
the 1940s and 1950s, but equality in the rectally
separate system was never echieved. Uncles-
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funded out-d-state scholarship programs (con-
tinued long after the Supreme Cotut found them
constitutioeally insufficient), efforts to pool
runtimes for regional education of bluks, Lad
Emily inadequate increases in the funding of
black colleges were maw the unsuccessful ef-
forts made to defend against the constitutional as-
saWt ors separate but equal education. When the
doctrine of separate but equal suffered its in-
evitable demise in the 19501, the effects of long-
lasting discrimination were painfully
evident in the black population.

One effect of long-lasting cliscrimiestion was a
black population severely deprived of education.
In the segregationist states in 1950, 19 percent of
persoes aged 25 and older were blacks, but blacks
constituted less than 7 percent of the college-edu-
cated population. Black representation in the
professioes reflected the century-lond denial of ac-
cess to publicly supported professional schools
and programs of advanced training:

One need not embrace a system of racial
'quotas for the professions to find dis.
crimination and injustice in a black work
force of mare than 3.5 million that in-
cluded only 4600 lawyers &adjudges,
engineers, cherniats and othcr natural
scientists, physicians and surgeons, den-
tists, pharmacists, architects, accountants
and &atom. surveyors, designers and
rfraftsmen--just over one percent of the
401,000 professionals in thew categories.'

Discrimination in education below the college
level yielded a population of black youths who
graduated from high school at less than half the
rate of white youths. For those black students
who clid graduate, continuing inequality in elemen-
tary and secondary education left many ill-
prepared to take advantage of (gradually

adening opportunities for higher education.
The tegac of discrimination persisted, and could
not be remedied simply by affording black youths
the chance for *equal competition' with whites in
college admissions.

The persistent effects of past discrinunation are
evident today in the continuing underrepreseata-
tons of blacks in the nation's colleges and
graduate schools. And, as suggested in Chapter
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IV, those continuing effects are compounded and
amplified by the concentration of black students
in separate and unequal, inner.city elementary
and secondary school systems. If the long-
defened goal of equality in educatioe is to be
achieved, aggressive and effective affirmative
actioa is essemial. The scope and nature of such
affirmative actioa will be shaped, in part, by the
coastitutional constraints on the use of racially
based classifications.

3 o 4/
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Ill. Constitutionality of
Affirmative Action By State and
Local Governmental Bodies

In the past decade, the Supreme Court has
decided only a few affirmative action cases rails-
ing constitutional issues. The first of these.
Bolds, is an unusual case in that only five of the
justices considered the constitutional issues, and
they could not agree on how those issues should
be decided. Nevertheless, Bakke is important be-
cause it defined, even if it did not resolve, the
major constitutional :ssues.

A. University of California Regents v.
Bakke

During the early 1970s, the Medical School of
the University of California at Davis crested an af-
firmative action admissions program by setting
aside sixteen positions (of one hundred total) for
disadvantaged minority applicants. Applicants for
the sixteen positions were evaluated separately
from the generalpricant pool. Alan Bakke, a
rejected white a icant, claimed that the
minority admissions program was unconstitutional
because it occluded him from its benefits on the
basis of his race. la a 5.4 decision, the Supreme
Court invalidated the affirmative action admis-
sions program.'

Understanding the consdtutional aspects of
Bakke requires an examination of two opinions in
the case: that of Justice Powell and that of Justice
Brennan. Although neither opinion commanded a
majority of the Court, the opinions define the two
majoe issues that have come to dominate affirm
ative action cases: (1) under what cirounsuinces
is the government's interest in remedying dis-
crimination substantial enough to justify the use
of a racial classification and (2) what constitutes
a sufficiendy narrow tailoring of the classification
to that rerne6al purpose.

131 Chanter VIII
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Both justices agreed that the purpose col remedy-
ing past racial discrimination can be sufficiently
welt* to justify racially based affirmative ac-
tioa. They disagreed on the cooditioas necessary
to establish tbe constitutionally adequate purpose.

Justice Brennan concluded that affirmative action
by an institutioa col higher education is constitu-
tional when It Is designed to remedy past dis-
criminatioa regardless of whether the particular
institution had engaged in discrimination or, more
generally, the discriminatioct wet by society at
large. As long as the racial minorities aided by
the program are substantially and chroaically un-
derrepreseated, and there is a sound basis for con-
chiding that the underrepresentstion is the product
of past discrimination, racially based affirmative
atom is constitutional.

Justice Powell created narrower constraints on
the remedial use of affirmative action. Under his
view, racially based remedies are not a constitu-
tioaally acceptable means col remedying 'societal
ditcrimination.' To justify affirmative action.
there must be a findift$ of discrimination more
specific than that by society at large. Although
his Bakke opinion is not completely clear, Justice
Powell seemed to conclude that affirmative action
can be used to remedy only that discrimination
for which the body engaging in affirmative action
is respoasible.

The two justices also differed on how precise a
connection there must be between the racial
classification and the remedial goal. This connec-
tion, or 'fit,' can be expressed to terms of the
'victim specificity' of the program. Justice
Powell seemed to demand a very narrow fit that
would restrict the benefits of an effirmative be-
Ow program to actual and identified victims col
past discrimination. Justice Brennan, however,
seemed to require only that the benefined in-
tividuats belong to a racial minority that, as a
group, suffered from put discrimination.

Bakke thus defined two key constitutional
issues: (I) whether affirmative action programs
must be so narrowly tailored as to limit their
benefits to identified victims col discrimination
fled (2) whether such programs can be used to
remedy racial cEscrimination beyond tfat of the
body engaging in affirmative action.
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B. The Post-Bakke Cases

In two cases decided Dearly a decade after Bakke
the Court elaborated oc the extent to which the
Constitution demaods victim specificity to justify
an affirmmive action remedy for past discrimina-
tion. In a third case, the court returned to the
questioe of whether affirmative action remedies
may be used to remedy 'societal discrimination.'

I. Victim-Specificiiy.

In sheer metal Workers v. EEOC,4 a union
engaied in longstanding discrimination against
noowhite persons socking to join the union. The
remedy ordered by the district court included a
1411100 membership goal of 29 percent noewhites
and the creedal of a fund for traiaing and recruit-
ment col nonwhite apprentices and.untoo mem-
bers. In United Stares v. Paradise", the Alabama
Department of Public Safety (state police)
engaged in an extended pattern of discrimination
against blacks. After the Department's long delay
in complying witb a variety ol remedial orders,
the district court ordered that promotions to any
rank with fewer than 25 percent blacks had to be
dooe at the rate col one black for each white
promoted. The rernedlea io both cases were chal-
leoged as unconstitutional racial preferences for
persons not identified as victims of the
defendants' past discrimination.

In 5-4 decisions, the Supreme Court upheld the
affirmative MAIM remedies ordered by the lower
courts. In so doini, a plurality of the Court
endorsed a potentially faz-retching justification
for affirmative action relief. This justificatioc
recognizes that affirmative action may be used to
remedy the effects of discriminatioo that continue
even after discriminatory actions have ended. The
effects specifically considered in the two cases
were what might be described as 'structural' ef-
fects.

After an employer has ceased its unlawful acts.
its reputation for discrimination and the absence
col or small percentage col minorities may coroinoe
to discourage minorities from even applyine.' Or
applicant pools may be created through informal
contacts unavailable to potential minority
applicants. And the absence of minorities in the
upper rankled an employer's workforce may it-
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self benan effect of discrimination in initial
hiring.' In Sheet Metal Workers aad Paradise, a
plurality of the Court found affirmative action in
hiring and promotion a constitutionally acceptable
means of remedying these structural effects of dia.
criminadon.

In both cases, judicial determination of substan-
tial and loog-lasting discrimination by the defen-
dants created a compelling governmental interest
in remedying that discrimination and its Items.
In considering whether the affirmative action
remedies were 'narrowly tailored' to that interest,
however, the Court could not, and did not, require
that the remedy be confined to identified vi.:tims
of discrimimation. The remedies were dirxted to
the stnictural effects of discrimination sack 64 not
even purpot to target viCtiMS:

The purpo6e of affirmative Kti00 is not to
make ideetified victims whole, but rather
to &mantle peior Foam of. .. dit-
criminatioa and to invent ciscriminatioa
in the fume. Such relief is 9rovided to the
dais as a whole rather than to individual
members; no individual is entitled to relief
and beneficiaries seed not thow that they
werc themselves victims of discrimina-
doe.'"

Instead of victim specificity, the plurality adopt-
ed a multifactored tus. to &termitic when an sf.
firmative action remedy is torrowly tidored: (1)
efficacy of alternative remedies, (2) flexibility
and duration of the affirmative actioa remedy, (3)
basis for s percentage goal. and (4) impact on in.
nocent third perdu." In general, these factors
are deaigned to ensure that the harm to innocent
third panics is mirierized and that affirmative ac .
tion is ant used to achieve racial balance for its
own saka but has a genuine remedial function.

Sheet Metal Worksrs and Psatilse sir important
refinements of the constitutional [knits on the use
of affirmative action. The cases, however, have
two significant limits. First, becauae they focused
oa the structural effects et past discrimination,
they did tie% consider wa%her -Actim specificity is
coastitutiondly required wiser affirmative actioa
is used to tignedy the effects of past disrrimina.
don mandated ie the elinority population which
have bcen subjected to discriminatioa. Second,
the two cases peovids oo further knight into the

eature of cliscrieninatIon that will justify an affirm-
ative action remedy. In both cases, there were
clear judicial findings that the ddendanta themsel.
yea had engaged in eersistent and egregious racial
discrimication.

The question of Whether sf firmative action could
constitutionally be used to remedy the effects ot
more broadly based discrimination was con-
sidered in another of the post.Bakke cases.

2. The Nature of Past Discrinination.

la Bakke, Justice Powell concluded that an affirm-
ative zed& edmissiona program could not be
justified as a remedy for 'societal discrimina-
tion.' a notion hp rejected as 'an amorphous con-
cept of injury.'" The opinion. however, is
nearly opaque as to the meaning of the term
'societal discrimination and thus as to the nature
of past discrimination that Justice Powell con-
sidered inadequate to justify an sffirmative action
remedy.

Nearly a deo& later, in 145egent v. Jackson
Board of Eiticatkue`', Justice Powell provided fur-
ther clarification. In Ityltruu a local school board
undertook voluntary affirmative action that
resulted In the laying off of white teachers who
had more seniority than minority teachers who
were retained. Displaced white teashers claimed
that tbe racial preference violated the equal protee-
doe clause. Initially denying that it had itself dis-
criminated in the employment of teachers, the
board nevertheless defended its layoff procedure
as an effort to remedy the effect§ of societal dis-
crimination.

Justice Powell rejected societal discriminatioa as
'too amorphous a basis for imposing a racially
classified remedy':

No oae doubts that there has been se:iota
mist disaimination in this country. But
as the basis for itnposing cisaiminatory
legal remain that work against innocent
pmple, societal disaimination Is insul-
t-that and over.expansive. In the absence
of particularized timings, a court could
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up'eld menace the are ageless in their
reach into the post, and timeless in thear
ability to affect the future'

Justice Powell defined 'societal discrimina-
tioa' to isclude any diacrinsinatica except that
cragged in by the governmental mit tumg an at-
firmative adios program

This Court has never held that societal cis-
a:desk:atlas dose ia sufficient to justify a
racial classification. Rather, the Court has
insisted upoe same showing of prior die-
eriesinatiott by the governmental unit
involved before allowing limited use of
racial dassificadoosja cedes to remedy
such discrimination"

Read together, lajrgani, Sheri Mete! Workers,
aed Paradise offer only narrow opportunities for
affirmative action In higher education Under
PoYgent, peevious discrimination by the institution
engaging in affirmative ectioa is a constitutiorial-
ly requtred predicate, whether the affirmative ac
doe program is voluntarily undertaken or
judicialbt ordered. Where the predicate of past Ws-
criminwlon is established, however, the Constitu-
tioo permits affirmative actiGa that benefits
ea:victims to eliminate at least the structural ves-
tiges of discrimination

The cases thus seem most relevant to desegrega-
boa remedies fix what were once separate but
equal systems of public higher education Coetinu-
ieg racial duality is the public colleges of the
southere and border states is a structural effect of
put discrimination Affitmative action designed
to eliminate that effect, and that compiles with
the limits of Sheet Metml Workers and Paradise,
woWd not violate the Constitutioa.

whether the Constitution permits broader
proerszes of affirmative action in institution
eCTOUI the nation, regardless of whether those in-
stitutioaa have themselves discriminated on the
basis a rece, depends on Coagress's power to
enact statutes provides for affirmative action
remedies.
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V. Conri..essIonal Power to
Enact Affsmative Action
Remedies

The Supreme Coun's affirmative action cases
include only one case considering cengrusioaal
power to use race conscious measures SS a Mins
of remedying put discrimination. Undentandiog
that case requires a brief explorstioa of earlier
cues defining congressional power under the en-
forcemeat clauses of the Civil Wer Amendmigets.

A. The Enforcement Clause Cases

Each of the Civil War Amendments grants to
Congress the power to enforce, by appropriate
leeislatioe, the provisions of the amendments.
During the 1960s, the Court developed an caw-
sive view of congnusional authority under the en-
forcement clauses, uphold% federal civil rights
statutes as lens as the enforcement mem
selected by Coegress was a ratimal one. For
present purposes, the moat imprint of theae
cases are these coacerning dm Voting Rights Act
of 1965 sad its amendments."'

As developed is these eases, coogressiond
power under the enforeemern clauses goes beyond
the authority to prohibit governmental actiona that
directly vite the Constitution. Congress also
has the power to prohibit otherwise coutitutional
actioaa te order to remedy the effects of dia.
elimination This remedial authority and its
relatioaship to affirmative actioa is evident in en-
forcement clause cases coecerning the Voting
Rights Act's beanies of literacy tests as a
qualificatice for vonng.

As origieally enacted, the ban on literacy tests
appiied for five years to statutorily defined
covered jurisdictioes. A covered jurischedm
could 'bail out' from coverage by establiahing
that the prohibited test had not been used in a as-
crimirkory manner dudes the previoua five
years." The literacy test ban ia of perticular inter-
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eat since die Court had six years earlier rejected
an equal protectios chsllenge to the use of the
literacy tests." Thus, had exercised its
enforcemeat powers to bit a practice that did
not necessarily violate Constitutice.

In South Carolina v. Katunbsch the Court up-
held the five-year suspension of literacy testa as a
constituticeally remissible means of addreasing
the effects of past discrimination. The Court bed
that even if tie tests were fairly administered,
they would perpetuate or 'freeze the effect of
past di:crime/Woo la favor of unqualified white
registrants' sho had registemd to vote before the
test had tem adopted" Although a fairly ad-
ministered literacy test did not violate the Cos-
stitution, Coogresa could reohibit such tests as a
means of remedying the effects ol past discrimina-
tion.

In Gaston County v. United States the Court took
the next step and upheld Coneress's power to
prohibit otherwise conatitutimal endow in oue
governmental activity as a mem of addressing
the effects of past discriminatioe in another
governmental activity. In rejecting the county's ef-
fort to bail out from the literacy test bark the
Court relied on the fact that the test fell more
heavily on black resident* to whom the county
had denied equality in public educatioe. Assum-
ing that the literacy teat was administmed without
racial discrimination, the Court concluded that it
was within the congressional enforcement power
to prohibit use of a teat that 'would serve oely fp
perpetuate (pull inequities in a different form."°

The reach of the enforcensau clauses to remedy
the effects of past discrimination was somewhat
limited by the facts of Guton County. The county
was both the agent of past discrimination in educa-
tion and the governmental body perpetuating the
effects of that discrimination. Thus, the case did
not raise the cpestloo of whether Congress could
remedy the effects of 'societal discrimination.' as
that term was later defined in 14Ygant. Neverthe..
less, the Court observed in &cut that 'lilt wotld
seem a matter of DO legal significance that [Gas-
toe County's votersj may have been educated in
other counties or states also maintaining
segregated and unequal school systems.'2'

This dicta became law when Congress amended
the Voting Rights Act ia 1970 to include a natio*.
wide suspeesioo ol literacy tests. Arizona chal-
lenged this amendment, claiming that I had not
discriminated either in education or in the use of

tag

its literacy test, and that it 'should not have its
laws overridden to cure discriminatloo on the part
of governmental bodies elsewhere in the

.'" lo Oregon v. Mitchell the Court
ci,c'pretrithis exercise ol the enforcement power to
remedy what is now called societal discrimina-
don.

Justice Brennan, writing for three justices, con-
cluded that the congressioaA power to remedy the
effects of educational discrimination 'does not
end when the sublect removes himself frogs the
jwisclictioo In which the injury occurred.'" Jo-
sine Stewart, also writing for three justices, con-
cluded that Coogress was not required to make
state-by-state findings on ioequality of education-
al opportunity or on the actiud impact of literacy
tests. Unlike a court, which is confined to decid-
ing inctiv'dual cases on individual records,
glees may palet with a much broader bnssh.'" In
Justice Stewart's view, natioewide legislation was
appropriate when Congress WU against an 'evil
such as racial discrimination which in varying
degrees mtnifests itself in every part of Ihe
country.'"

B. Comparison of Enforcement Clauso
and Affirmative Action Cases

In both Sheet Metal Workers and Paradise the
remedial orders were limited to the effects of the
defendants' clearly identified discrimination.
More generally, Wyaant's definition or societal
discrimination' makes defendant-specific, past dis-
crimination a constitutional requirement for so id-
firmative actin* remedy. In the enforcement
clause cases, however, the Court upheld a congres-
sional power to remedy the effects of 'societal
discrimination.'

The reasons for this are clear. Congress deo oot
decide iodividual cases based on individual
record.. Its jurisdiction and responsibilities es-
tend to the nation. In devising national policies to
remedy the legacy of discrimination, as in other
legislative activities, congressional factual in-
quiries and fact findings are necessarily more
general. Indeed, it would be an abandonment
rather than a fulfillment of its responsibility
under the Fourteenth Amendment. if Congress

30j
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focused its remedial powers only oa the dis-
criminucay acts of discrete acton and not on the
effects of discsiminatioa in tbe broader society.

With reeard to the issue of victim specificity, the
enforcement clause cases go beyond the 'struc-
tural' effects of past ciscriminadoo that were the
subject of affirmative suit* remedies in Sheer
Masi Workers and Perak*. The enforcement
clause remedes were &reeled to those effects of
past discriminatloa that manifest themselves la
the minority populationthe coatinules effects of
educadossal deprivatioa. Nevertheless, the Court
did not require case-by.case determinatioes of
which individuals were ectual victims. Congress
could constitutionally rely oa a broadly based
relief that reached actual victims as well as some
°Davide:is.

Apia, the miaow for this flexibility in the
coagressioul remedial power is not difficult to
discern. When Cocas= seeks to remedy tbe ef-
fects of educational disesimiaation, the task of
definiag which specific ladividuols suffer from
those effects is a formidable ooe. In suspending
literacy tests, foe examplo Coogreu had a clear
basis for coacluding generally that recial ine-
quality in education affected the number of blacks
permitted to vote. If, however, the remedy for
east discrIminatioa were limited to persoas who
could establiab thm their ability to pass a literacy
test was actually impeded by past dudal of educa.
Lima' equidity, the enfoccement And effectiveness
of remedial legisIstion would have become an un-
manageably complex matter. The effects of dia.
crimination in educatioe can be both subtle and
varied. Determinations of which individuals were
sufficiently victimized by past discriminatioeoe
even what constitutes sufficient victimization..
would not ooly generate cutly and time-consum-
ing Baguio° but would impose an unrealistic
burden oa the implementing governmental body
and, ultimately, the courts.

The eaforcemeat clause cases swest an answer
to but do not decide tbe question of whether the
principles governing the coostitutionallty of race-
conscious affirmative sctioe are different when
Congress undertnkes the affirmative action
remedy. The cases establish that the remedial
power wader the enforcement clauses can reach
societal discriminatioa and that Congress need
sot restrict itself to victim specific remedies.
They do not, however, consider the scope of that
power in the context of a racially based remedy.
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Although Coagress sought to provide relief to
minority voters who ha I suffered educational dia.
ctintleatloe, the Voting Rights Act did not distils-
guish &mug voters oo the basis of race: the
suspeuioa of literacy tests applied to all voters.
Unlike the affirmative actioe casea, there were no
white persoos who could claim to be dis-
advantaged by a racial classification.

Coneress's use of affirmative auks to remedy
past dis..mmination thus presents a coaflim be.
tween the broad remedial power upheld in the en-
forcement clause casea and the more restrictive
remedial authority applicable to affirmative action
undertaken by goveromental bodies other than
Congreas. While the Court has sot yet clearly
resolved that conflict. it revealed some of the
relevant eonsideratiges, aad difficulties, in FI41
Move v. Klutznick."

C. Affirmative Action by Congress

In Fullilove the Court upheld, 6-3, federal legisla-
tion mandating that recipients of federal funds for
public works use at least 10 of such funds
to purchase services or sumo' m from 'minority
business enterprisee (MBE). ' Although a
majority of tbe Court did not agree oe a ratioaale
foejts judgment that the statute was constitution.
al,'" the sit members of the Coast voting to
uphold the statute did agree on ooe :mportant
point.

All six justices in the majority explicitly recog-
nized that Coogress had the broadut governmen.
tal power to remedy past discrimination and its
effects. More specifically, the majority opinions
implicitly, but clearly, rejected the view that Con-
gress lacked power to adopt race.conscious, af-
firmative action remedies foe societal
discrimination, as that term was subsertly
defined le tiYgant. The congressicaal termina-
tion of past diseri 'nation in Fuattove was of the
moat general sort Coogress did sot make
specific findings of discriminaticas in public coo-
structioa contracts by particular state and local
governments. Nor was there any inc6catioo that
Congress itself bad ckscriminated in disbursing
federal contracting funds. Finally, neither the
statute nor the regulations implementing it es-
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ensmed a state or local government that lad not
engsged in past discrimination.'

In this regsrd Wave extends the power recog-
nized in the votine rights cases to sflinnative se-
dan remedies. The coseressic- .1 enforcement
power may constitutionally be applied to remedy
the effects of broadly bm ad discrimination--
whether it be in public contracting funds or in
education. In requiring remedial salon, the con-
&sessional power scuba to entities that may not
themselves be guilty of any past disaimiaation.
The authority of Congress depen& on its con.
:lusioe that the effects of past discrinsinadon coo-
dime, not on the particular sources of
discrimination or on the 'guilt' of the entities re-
quired to implement the remedial action.''

Fultilave is more ambiguous on the issue of vic-
tim specificity. It appears that in enacting the set-
aside the general focus of congressional concern
was on the victimized class and sot the stnictural
effects that justified affirmative actiogfemedies
in Sheet Metal Workers and Paradise."
Moreover, on its face, the statute did mot require
individualised determinations identifying specific
victims. Rather, Congress appeared to afford the
set-aside benefit to all members of the victimized
racial groups.

The absence of victim specificity in the statute
wu sot a concern to four of the six justices in
the majority. Without discussing the victim
specificity issue, Justice Marshall (writing for
three justices) and Justice Powell (writing for him-
self) seemed to conclude implicitly that affirm-
ative action remedies enacted by Congress share a
substantial measure of the flexibility evident in en-
forcement clause cases oot involving racial etas-
sificatioes. Conan:ash:cal remedies foe past
ciscrimination may be painted with a broader
brush and confer benefits on sionviedms as part
of the effort to afford Mitt to victims.

Fullilove's ambiguity concerning victim
specificity is fouad in the opinioa authored by the
Chief Justice (and joioed by two additional jus-
tices). Through a creative constructioe of the
statute and its implementing regulations, Chief
justice Burger cos:eluded that the set-aside
program prohibited set-aside awards to nonvictim
minority businesses. Although his opinion falls
short of complete clarity, the Chief Justice
seemed to conclude that congressionally

enacted affirmative action remedies sequin vic-
tim specificity and that the set-aside program in
FIdlllove met that requirement

Manacle& Justice Stevens questioned wherker
the determinations required by Chief Justice
Burger's interpretation of the statute were
feasible:

Olt is not easy to envision bow we could
realistically demonstrate with any dwft-

precisiors, if at all, the estem to which
a bld has been inflated by the effects of
disadvantage or past ciscriminatioa. Con-
sequently, while the Chief Justice
&scribes the set-aside as a remold
=mon, it plainly operates as a flat
quota."

Justice Stevens observation, that it Is unrealistic
to make precise distinctions between those who
have been sufficiently victimized by past dis-
crimination and those who have not, is surety cor-
rect. The effects of discriminatioa may be subtle,
not easily proven, and may manifest itself in dif.
tering ways and degrees in different persons. The
inability to make precise cBstioctions al to those
effects, however, does not mean that general
measures &signed to counter them lose their
remedial character. The allocation of public
works funds to minority businesses, just as the
nationwide suspension of literacy tests, used a
broad sweep to ensure that actual victims would
not be excluded from the remedy and thus neces-
sarily extended benefits to some nonvictims.

In his Fullilave opinion, Chief Justice Burger
observed:

It is fundamental that in no organ of
government, state or federal, clots there
repose a wore eorogrebctisive remeoial
power than in the Congress, expressly
charged by the Constitution with con-
petence and authorityn eche= equal
protectioo guarantees."

To say that congressioaal affirmative sction
measures targeted on a victimized group are in-
valid because of their feilure to satisfy a demand
for victim specificity would be tantamount to con-
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eluting that the organ of goverment with the
most *comprebeasive nunecial powee lacks the
authority to remedy what may be the moat persist-
ent effects of racial discriminatioa The unique
remedial autherity ad coospeleoce of the natioul
legislature Is most waded where the effects of dis-
comiudoe are least amensble to remedy through
case-specific decisioas. If Congress cannot act in
teapots° to the subde idiom:es of the loog-last-
ing discriminatims, then so goveramental body
caa

The primary cowers behind the demand for vic-
tim specificity is the interest of innocent third par-
ties. Affirmative acacia involves a racially based
denial of some benefit to innocent persocu. When
the beneficiary of affirmative action has suffered
a wroog, the victim's entitlement to a remedy
weighs against the third party's interest in not
being burdemed by a racial classifcation. Thus, a
ItaiTCI tailoring of remedies to victims is me

method of protecting those adversely affected by
affirmuive actioa. It is not, however, the only
method.

In their refaahionisig of the narrow tailoring re-
quirement, Sheet Metal Workers and Paradise
provide am alternative. Third party interest' can
be protected by ensuring that a race conscious
remedy is sot used when the remedial goals Can
be accomplished as effectively with racially
neutral remedies, by requiring that affirmative ac-
tion remedies be flexible and of limited duration,
and by attention to the nature and distribution of
the burdens oo third parties. Under Sheet Metal
Workers aed Paradise, these forms of narrow
tailoring are coostitutionally adequate when
affirmative action is directed to tbe structural ef-
fects of put discrimination without regard to
whether any of the beneficiaries are victims. They
shou/d also be adequate when Congress, the body
with the most comprehensive remedial authority.
seeks to remedy the effects manifested in the vic-
tims of discrimination.

Consideration of both the affirmative action aud
enforcement clause cues suggests that Congress
has a remedial power sufficiently broad to make
significant progress toward the achievement of
Nut eppoctunity in higher educatioa. Its power.
under the enforcement clauses, to develop
remeclies for the effects of past educational dis-
criminatioo is indisputable. That power clearly ex-
tends to discrimination more broadly based than
that of specific actocs. It also includes the use of
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race cooscious atfraative actiocs While the key
case--Fulflloveis somewhat ambiguous, a com-
pelling argument can be made that in employies
affirmative action remedies Congress is not bound
by an inflexible requirement of victim specificity.
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V. Affirmative Action Policy and
implications of the Constitution-
al Constraints

The use of racially targeted policies is not, in it-
self, an assurance that racial equality will be
achieved in higher education. The policy initiative
outlined in Section A of this part is a tentative
suggestion subject to modification, or rejection,
after a more careful inquiry into the causes of ine-
quality in higher education today. Section B of
this part discusses more general policy implica-
tions of the constitutional constraints on the use
of affirmative action. These implications apply to
both the policy initiative suggested in Section A
and to other affirmative action policy initiatives.

A. Affirmative Action to Achieve
Equality In Higher Education

The most important characteristic of an effective
affirmative action program is that it be designed
to overee MC the disabilities of discrimination so
that mint rity students develop the skills necessary
for success in higher education and beyond. Affir-
mative action that merely admits underprepared
minority students into college is a temporary and
illusory benefit. Rather than providing for the
waiver or relaxation of college admissions require-
ments, an affirmative action program should en-
sure that minority students have the educational
background deemed essential for succeu by in-
stitutions of higher education.

Consequently, an effective program must begin
before college. The funding of four-year, college-
preparatory programs specifically designed to
meet the educational needs of minority students
would be a starting point. The conti.-.,t of such
programs should be developed jointly by public
high schools (perhaps begiuning with those
having high concentrations of minority students)
and state institutions of higher education. The in-
volvement of the higher education community
would take the form of high school curriculum

3
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&Val:9MM, SUMMM instruction on the college

c
and coatinning education for high ool

f=linvolved in the program. Participation of
state colleges would be axon:aged by federal
fundng foe the program end the coaddoeing of
other federal aid to the colleges ca the develop.
meat of succasful, cooperative programs.

Stades° who successfully complete the
pwould be &sawed afirgiSIOS WO one or morer:r*

the states fouri°... public colleges.
la adcfitios, needy students would receive a pack-

age of state and federal financial aid adequate for
them to meet the expenses of their higher educe-
doe. The combined°s of assured admission and
finaacial aid would emvide students with strong
inuatives to complete the program. Institutions
of higkr education would also have a stake in
the success of the program. The iacentives of
federal Nadia& commitment of state financial aid
nmourcea, and the assured admissio. feature
should belp moven public collegee from passive
recipients d applicants into salve educaton of
qualified minonty students.

Involvement of the federal bureaucracy would
not awed to the educational content of the
program. Rib schools sad colleges would have
substaledal flaibility ix devising their coopera-
tive programa and experimeetsioa would be en-
couraged Federal funding incentives would be
tied to the actual successes of a program, not to
the pro:Meadow of the federal bureaucracy as to
whether a proposed program will succeed.

U the model of cooperative, affirmative actioe
programs proves effective, it could be expanded
to include other elements of a stales system of
public education. For example, cooperation be-
tween four-year colleges and community colleges
might be used, or maceration betweeo under-
graduate schools and graduate or professimal
schools. Is each instance, the level of public
education to which students go after completing;
the program would have a significant stake in the
stiMai of the program aad a sigaificant role in
achieving success. The respnesibility for remedy
rag the effects of put dscriminatioa and moving
toward racial equality would be shared by each
pad of the system 01 public education.
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B. Implications of the Constitutional
Constraints Oa Affirmative Action

In developing my affirmative actioo policy to
remedy the effects of racial dscriminetioa in
educatica, there are several concaves that should
be considered by tbe administration and the Con-
arms to ensure that the affirmative action remedy
survives constitutional challesge. Foe simplicity
of discussion, these will be examined in terms of
affirmative action targeted on blacks. The discus-
sion, however, would apply to remedies benefit-
ing other minority group well.

1. Fincliqs and the Legislative Record

In Fullllove the majority wm perhaps excessively
tolerant of a poor legislative recorcl supporting
the decision to enact an affirmative action
remedy. It is not clear that the =TEM COWS
would be equally tolerant, and it is clear that a
better developed record would likely yield more
effective remedial legislation.

Ilse legislative record should include relevant in-
formatioe concerning inequality of opportunity in
higher educatioa today and the history of past (kis-
criminatioa creating that inequality.

This should include information coacerning the
intmgeneratioaal effects of educational inequalo,.
To whet extent, fcc example, is the current popula-
tion of college stucknts drawn from families in
which parents are college graduates or are poles-
dons's? If parental education and prdessimal
status inflame college enrollment, then past
denial of educatioeal opportunity can have a coo-
diming effect oa the achievement of equality
today. Coevals should inquire into bow the ef-
fects d past discrimination manifest themselves
in the potential pool of black college sludge°.
Coagressicaal cosclmloas as to the continuing ef-
fects of put discrimination will determioe the ma-
ture and scope of the remedy foe those effects.

The undertaking of a thorough inquiry into the
effects of past discrimination and their influence
oe equality in higher educatioe today should riot
be an empty exercise desigeed only to satisfy
some formalistic constitutional requirement.



Development of a complete legislative record is
an educational proems that can nsanhall political
support for remedial affirmative scrim Clearly es.
tablishing the record of past discrimination, and a
continuing need for remedying its effects, also
contributes to a belief that the afftrmative action
program is fundamentally falr and not simply the
result of a political trade-off among interest
groups. Faith is Use rainless of a remedy makes
burdens on the racial majority more tolerable. Per.
hills most imPortandy, careful consideration of
the need for remedial action contributes to the
development of a more effective remedy.

1. Duration of an Affirnutive Action
Renrdy

Judicial concern for the duratioe of affirmative
action has focused primarily on the burden on in-
nocent third parties. That concern is legitimate,
both M terms of the constitutionality and political
acceptability of affirmative action. The duration
of the remedy, however, also implicates the issue
of its effectiveneu. Succeufully remedying the
legacy of racial discrimination is a delicate and
difficult task. No remedy can be undertaken with
full confidence that it wiU succeed or that its
benefits will always outweigh its costs. Periodic
evaluation of a remedy serves not oaly the dic-
tates of the Constitution, but also considerations
of sound policy.

Thus, legislation creating an affirmative action
remedy should provide for regular evaluation and
reportine to Coagress. This functioa might be per.
formed by the Office for Civil Rights in the
Department of Education, a revitalized Commis-
sion on Civil Rights, or a presidentially appointed
Commission oa Equality in Education. Evaluation
and reporting should include cottsideration of
bath the effectiveness of the legislative program
in remedying the effects of discriminatioa and thc
impact of the program on third parties. Periodic
evaluallaa by ..4.ese means, and through legisla-
tive hearings, will provide Congress with the in-
formation it Deeds to decide whether the
affirmative action remedy should be terminated.
modified, or replaced.
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3. The Burden on Third Parties

The affirmative scrims cum have generally
viewed the displacement of third parties from
benefits they have already acquired as am unaccep-
table result of affirmative action, but found the
denial of a new beoefit to be a more acceptable
burden. This distinction, developed in the employ
meat coatext, has led some members of the Court
to accept affirmative action in hirine but reject it
in the context of layoffs.

In Wygan I, the plurality opinion extended the
distinction into the context of college admissions.
In dicta, Justice Powell distinguished between the
denial of admission to some whim students and
the displacement of students who have already
been admitted. la the former, the burden of an
affirmative action program is diffused over the en-
tire population of applicants and does not mega.
&roily fomplose all opportunities for higher
educatioa."

Further reduction of the burden could be
accomplished through federal fundine for affirm-
ative action that is granted with the stipulation
that it not displace existing expenditures by
recipient institutions. To the extent that affirm-
ative action takes the form of educemal remedia-
tion. the burden on innocent whites can be
reduced by ensuring that the programs are in-
tegrated and therefore available to bath white and
black students. The burden on innocent third par-
ties can be ftuther reduced by narrowing the class
of beneficiaries for an affirmative action program.

4. Increasing Victim Specificity.

As suggested earlier, the affirmative action cases
establish that victim specificity is not a constitu-
tionally essential element of valid affirmative
action. Nevertheless, several considerations sup-
port greater victim specificity *Isere feuible.
First, tbe more narrowly targeted the affirmative
action program, the fewer the occarioas for bur-
dening innocent third parties. Second, the finan-
cial costs of affirmative acf.on arc reduced by
narrow targeting. Third. a more carefully targeted
program is more likely to reach those most in
need of remedial attion. Finally, if a racial clas-
sification is the WC MUM of targeting, the broad
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isolates of nonvictim members of the targeted rs .
cial group may stigmatize the racial group. The
Peon is that broady based affumative actios
implies that evea eoevictien in the racial group
we sable to succeed without the racial
mdenace.

To promote both juricid and political Keep-
tame a an affirmative action peogram, fwther
arming should be made within racial clarifica-
tion what other characteristics ialicative of vie-
tinsizatios ate available. Justice Harlan's opinion
is Gaston County provides SA appropriate mesa
far *undoing wbea further narrowieg would
sot unduly coestrain the remedial powers of Con-
tras: the chmactedstics used to narrow the class
of benefidaries should be 'susceptible of speedy,
cbjecdve, and incontrovertible *termination' and
should ea sigigicandy restrict the effectiveness
d the remedy.'

la the coatat of affirmative action in tither
abodes, the selection of additional characteris-
tics to define subgroup of beneficiaries, within
the victimized racial etas* will depeed on the
particular fiadiags made by Congress and the par-
ticular remain used. Several possibilities suscep.
tible of speedy, objective mid incatrovertible
determinarion are available. Within the
boundary class of black students, for example,
the renedy could be more narrowly tergeted by
eomideradon of family income, segregatioo in
pre-eollege schooling, education in resource-poor
shod districts, and/or parental educatiocal level.
lacoporniag these or other techniques for tailor-
* as affirmative action remedy would reduce
the bad= on lanoccat third parties, protect
agaiast stigmatization lower the financial cost of
the remedy, and provide some assurance that the
dellats spem are reaching those most suffering
from the costinuing effects of past discrintinatioe.

Casco:ring in Fullfloye, Justice Powell observed:

la the history of this Court and thn
cowry, few q -undoes have bete more
divisive thee those arising from governmen-
tal 'aloe takes on the tan of ram. At
least dace the decision In &own v. Board
cf Edam:Jeri, the Cowl has bees
twine la its dedcation to the prineipie
that the Coatitution awnless a Nati*
where race is irrelevant The time cannot
cone too NOS when no governmental
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*onion wW be bend up= immutable
charammisdes of pignseelmion or crisps.
Hit la ow quest to askieve a sodety free
from racial clanificadon, we cannot ignore
the claims d those who still suffer from
the effects of Wanting* duriariastion."

Is the past decade, the Court los bees somewhat
ambiguous is its densities el he constitution.%
doetnee applicable to affirms ve actioe remakes.
Nevertheless, the rentals co cmgressiced action
to address the legacy of more than a canny of
educational iaequality is more political thee cos-
stitudosal. What km bees lacking I. recent yrars
is the political will to take the nest, aecessary
steps toward racial eqoality. If. a new adminstra.
don, and the Coogan, can anon the political
will to enact a carefully crafted program of affirm-
ative aeries la higher education, the Cambodia.
presents no iesursountable benign to its use.
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ENDNOTES:

Chapter VIII

Copyright 1988 by Gil Kujovich.
1. The historical review presented in this Part is based on Kujovich, Equal Opportunity in Higher

Education and the Black Public College: The Era of Separate But Equal, 72 Minn. Rev. 29(1987).
2. Id. at 144.
3. University of California Regents v. Bakke, 438 U.S. 265 (1978) The Court actually made two

decisions concerning the use of race in an admissions program: (1) that the Davis program was in-
valid and (2) that race may constitutionally be one of many factors in an admissions process seek .
ing to create a diverse student body. Botb determinations were by a 5-4 vote and Justice Powell
was the only Justice in both majorities. Tbe remainder of the Court was divided into two groups
of four. The first group (Brennan, Msraball, White, and Blackmun) joined Justice Brennan's
opinion holding that the Davis program au not violate the equal protection clause or federal civil
rights laws (and therefore agreeing that race can be a factor in achieving diversity). The second
group (Stevens, Stewart, Burger, and Rehnquir 0 offered no opinion on the cot. titutional ques-
tion, but in an opinion by Justice Stevens cc Juded that the Davis program violated Title V1 of
the 1964 Civil Rights Act. These four Justices thus combined with Justice Powell to invalidate
the Davis program.

4. 478 U.S. 421 (1986).
5. 107 S. Ct. 1053 (1987)
6. As is true of all the Court's affirmative action cases, within the majority of five Justices there

were differing views on the reasonini supporting the juagment. In Sheet Metal Workers Justice
Brennan wrote for a plurality of four (Brennan, Marshall. Blackmun, and Stevens) while Justice
Powell wrote a separate, concurring opinion. In Paradise Justicc Brennan again wrote for a
slightly different plurality (Brennan, Marshall, Blackmun, and Powell) while Justice Stevens
wrote a separate, concurring opinion.

7. to addition to the justification described in the text, the Court also endorsed affirmative action to
achieve a statistical goal for the purpose of assisting a court faced with a recalcitrant defendant
unwilling to comply with orders to cease discriminating. Under this justification, the affirmative
action goal afford& an approximation of tbe result of a nondiscriminatory process where tbe defen-
dant refuses to adopt suth a process. Thus, the district court has some assurance that the selection
(of union members, state troopers, or college students) is made without racial discrimination and
a benchmark against which progress can be easily measured. Although it may be an important
remedial tool in specific cases, the 'benchmark' affirmative action quota depends on a defendant
that refuses to cease unlawful discrimination. It is therefore of limited use to justify more
generally based affirmative action programs.

8. As suggested by tbe plurality in Sheet Metal Workerv Al f rm alive action 'promptly operates to
change the outward and visible signs of yesterday's racial distinctions and thus, to provide an im-
petus to the process of dismantling the barriers, psychological or otherwise, erected by past prac
flees.' 478 U.S. at 450, quoting NAACP v. Allen. 493 F.2d 614, 621 (5th Cir. 1974)

9. In Paradise tbe absence of blacks at ranks above entry level were among 'the effects of the
Department's peat discriminatory actions and of its failure to develop a 'nondiscriminatory)
promotion procedure.' 107 S. Ct. at 1066, n. 20.

10. Sheet Metal Workers v. EEOC. 478 U.S. 421. 474 (1986)
11. United States v. Paradise, 107 S.Ct. 1053, 1067 (1987)
12. 438 U.S. at 307.
13. 476 U.S. 267 (1986).
14. 476 U.S. at 276.
15. Id. at 274. As in all of the Court's affirmative action cases, there were differences among the

five Justices forming a majority for the Court's judgment. Justice Powell's pronouncements on
societal discrimination' were exprcasly adopted only by Chief Justice Burger. Justice Rehnquist,
and Justice O'Connor (Id. at 738). Justice White, the fifth member of the majority, wrote a brief
concurring opinion tbat did not discuss the issue.
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16. While these UM usually involved the enforcement clause (section 2) of the Fifteenth Amend-
ment, the approach developed in them would also appty to the enforcement clause (section 5) of
the Fourteenth Amendment. The language of the two clauses is nearly identical, the Court has
treated as ct,extensive the enforcement powers of the two amendments, and some of the Voting
Rights Act cases relied on section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment to determine the validity of the
Act's provisions. See, City of Rome v. United States, 446 U.S. 156, 207-208, a. 1 (1980)
(Rehnquist, J., dissenting).

17. The 1965 Act covered any state or political subdivision which used a 'test or device (including
both literacy tests and other requirements of educational achievement) and in which less than 50%
of voting-aged residents were registered or had voted in the last presidential election. Covered
jurisdictions could bail out by establishing in a declaratory judgment action that the tests and
devices had not been used during the previous five years to abridge the right to vote on racia1
grounds. Sec South Carolina v. Katzenbach, 383 U.S. 301, 317-318 (1966)

18. Lassiter v. Northampton County Bd. of Elections, 360 U.S. 45 (1959)

19. South Carolina v. Katzenbach, 383 U.S. 301, 334 (1966).

20. 395 U.S. 285, 297 (1969).

21. Id. at 293, n. 9.
22. Oregon v. Mitchell, 400 U.S. 112, 233 (1970) (Opinion of Brennan. J.).

23. Id. at 233.
24. Id. at 284 (Stewart, J., concurring and dissenting).

25. rd.
26. 448 U.S. 448 (1980).
27. An MBE was a business of which at least 51% was owned by minorities. Eligible minorities

were Blacks, 1-Espanics, Orientals, Indians. Eskimos, and Aleuts 448 U.S. at 454.

28. Justice Marshall, joined 'oy Justices Brennan and Blackmun, relied on the approach of Justice
Brennan's Bakke opinion. Chief Justice Burger, joined by Justices White and Powell, agreed that
the statute was constitutional but detlined to choose between the Powell or Brennan approaches
in Bakke, holding that under either approach the statute was valid. Justice Powell also wrote a
concurring opinion purporting to apply his Bakke approach

29. The statute itself did not include findings of past discrimination and the statute's legislative his-
tory was rather sparse. Thus, the findings of past discrimination were derived from comments
during the floor debate and from legislative reports concerning a similar set aside program ad-
ministered by the Small Business Administration. These different sources of legislative history io-
eluded references to past discrimination such as: '' historic practices that have precluded minority
businesses for effective participation in public contracting opportunities"; ''past discriminatory
practices (that] have, to some degree, adversely affected our present economic system; and ''a
business system which is racially neutral on its face, but because of past overt social and
economic discrimination is presently operating, in effect, to perpetuate these past inequities'.'
448 U.S. at 4.61, 465, 466, n. 48.

30. 448 U.S. at 528, 530,n. 12. (Stewart, I., dissenting).
31. To conclude that Congress has the power to remedy 'societal discrimination' does not necessarily

empower the legislature to employ affirmative action based on vague assumptions about general
discrimination in society. It would be fully consistent with the enforcement clause power, and
the cases interpreting it, to require that Congress articulate the particular type of discrimination it
seeks to remedy. There is, for example, a significant distinction between a general legislative
finding that there has been discrimination in society and a determination that widespread and
longlasting discrimination in education justifies a federal remedy targeted on the victimized class.
It is the latter model that has been followed in most remedies under the enforcement clauses and
that provides ample authority for further remedial action to address the effects of inequality in
education.
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32. Exactly what Congress sought to accomplish is not completely clear. The legislative history of the
statute and the Faith love opinions ue somewhat unclear on the effects Congress perceived. The
most complete statement on this issue is found in Chief Justice Burger's summary of a Civil
Rights Commission report on the participation of minorities and women in government contract.ing:

Among the major difficulties confronting minority businesses were deficiencies in working capi.
tal, inability to meet bonding requirements, disabilities caused by an inadequate 'track record,'
lack of awareness of bidding opportunities, unfamiliarity with bidding procedures, preselection
before the formal advertising process, and the exercise of discretion by government procurement
officers to disfavor minority businesses.' 448 U.S. at 467.

33. Id. at 541, n. 13.
34. Id. at 483.
35. Wygant v. Jackson Bd Educ., 476 U.S. 267, 283 Sc n. 11 (1986) (Opinion of Powell, J.).
36, Gaston County v. United States, 395 U.S. 285, 292 (1969).
37. 448 U.S. at 516.
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CHAPTER VI I Introduction

Minority Access to
Higher Education

by John Si lard

Koller education was originally established in
the United States for the advanced education of
the few. In time, with the adoption of the Land
Grant system and the opening of state colleges, it
became recognized that there wu a broad public
interest in the availability of post-secondary
schooling. Over the past forty years it has become
clear that the earnings and employment oppor-
tunities once gained by the high school diploma
now require a college degree. In an ever more
complex and technological society, college gradua-
tion is a minimum requirement for pursuit of
meaningful employment at adequately
remunerated levels.

The modern day significance of higher educa-
tion is symbolized by dramatic changes in the
numbers of colleges and the students they enroll.
The number of institutions has doubled over the
past forty years' and their student poRulation has
grown from 2.4 million to 12 million. The col-
lege enrollment rate of 18-24 year olds has risen
from 11 percent to nearly 30 percent today.' It is
also noteworthy that some eighty percent of col-
lege studepts attend public rather than private in-
stitutions.'

Minority grour enrollment ratios in college
should be viewed io the context of high school
graduation differences. Only about 15 percrnr of
our young people graduate from high school.'
Black and 1-Gspanic students drop out of school at
greater rates than do whites-23 and 40 percent,
compared with white dropout of 8 percent.6
Among high school graduates, about half go on to
enroll for some form of higher education either
immediately or within a short period, and about
half of those enroLled achieve graduation from a
four-year college.' But minority group high
school graduates are underpanicipantsby factors
as great as 4 to 1--in our higher education sys-
tems.

Thus, 1970s college enrollment data by race and
national origin showed 36 percent of white males
aged 18-19 enrolled but only 23 percent of blacks
and 24 percent of 1-8spanics.8 The comparable
figures for females were 37 percent for whites, 27
percent for blacks and 21 percent among Spanish
origin.' At ages 20-21 the college enrollment dif-
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ferences weri even gluten white males 31 per-
cent, black 2.3 permnt, and Spanish origin 13 per-
cent for females the figures were 26 percent, 23
percent and 14 percent in minority enrollment
was heavily goocentrated in two year non-degree
institutioes.1"

College coospletion rates for minorities were
even more demised than enrollment. Four-year
college completion data for 25-29 year olds
showed white males graduating at 28 percent,
blacks at 12 percent, and Nspanics at 7 percent
rates." Such sh) p disparities in college comple-
tion were duplicated for females, with whites com-
pleting at 22 percent, blacks at 12 percent and
Itspanics at 6 pervea That economics explains
most of minority group underparticipation in
higher education does not, of coune, negate the
racial factor. While poverty causes minority under-
participation, the number of minorities in low-in.
come groups is itself the result of historical
discrimination by soc:ety. Slavery, followed by
segregation and persistent discrimination, are at
the root of minority-group economic distress. One
result of that distress is that minorities earn col-
lege degreea at a fraction of the rate for majority-
group studenti.

These minority participation disparities are
largely a function of socio-economic differences;
minoeity group students are clustered in low-in-
come familia, and their lower college participa-
tion rates reflect the gencholy fax lower college
participation of the poor." Thus, in the college
enrollment rate of black males, there is nearly a
one to two difference between lowest and highest
economic groupings.° Indeed, at low-income
levels blacks are actually college-enrolled and
graduate at a greeter proportion than whites. 14

The 1970s minorities college disadvantages con-
tinue today. Foe a period in the 1970s, gains were
being made by minoritiea in college enrollment
and completioa. But between 1976 and 1985, in a
shift the American Council on Education has
found "alartniog, there was a one-fourth decline
in the rate of college entry by minority-group
high school graduates." Thus, in the 1980s there
has been a turnback leaving unimproved the
two-to-one and even four-to-one underparticipa-
hoe rates. It appears that after a slight improve-
ment, the rate of college enrollment by black high
school graduates has again diminished, leaving a
result ao better than a decade ago. Reflecting
1970s gains, io 1981 the proportion of black high
school graduates 18 to 24-years-old enrolled in
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college was ?A percent and for Hspanics it was
29.8 permit." But by 1985 the rates IjId
declined for both groups to 26 percent' com-
pared to 34 percent for whitesa disparity not sig.
nificantly different from a decade earlier.

Moreover, there is also no reduction in the
severe graduation rate differences, which strongly
reflect the overconcentration of minoritim in com-
munity colleges that do not grant bachelor's
degrees. Thus, in four-year colleges, where blacks
were 8.5 percent of all students enrolled in 1978,
they were only 6.; percent of those who received
degrees in 1981.1° The college degree attainment
of majority- and minority-groups among 1980
high school seniors showed whites earned degrees
at a rate of 20.2 percent, Weeks at 10 perceot, and
Itspanics at 6.8 percent.17 These disparate ratios
are similar to those a decade earlia--whites 23
percent, blacks 12 percent, and I-fispanics 7 per-
cent." Such inequalities mean loss of college op-
portunity for vast numbers of minority youth; for
each high school graduating class in the nation,
minority-group college underparticipation
deprives hundreds of thousands of black and
Ifispartic students.

There are significant deprivations in our society
for the individual who does not attend college and
earn a degree. The most obvious is in lifetime
earnings. As already noted, the college degree
today yields no more than the employment and
earning power of the high school diploma of forty
years ago. The baccalaureate opens doors to far
better remunerated and more rewarding employ-
ment. A decade ago, the median income of males
with only a high school education (S11,940) in-
creased by some $4,000 per yeaej$16,673) for
those with four years of college." Currently the
college degree has even greater earning power. In
1985 males aged 25-34, with four years of col-
lege, earned nearly $9,000 more per year than
high school graduates; males aged 35-44 earned
over $10,000 more; and those aged 45.54 earned
$13,000 more annually.2` A difference of
thousands of dollars a year in earnings for college
graduates Ipecomes cumulatively significant over
a lifetime."

Minority-group high school graduates, who
must forego higher education, lose not just in
lifetime earnings but also in the quality of life
and personal rewards of their work. It requires no
documentation to demonstrate that there are

t..
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limited personal rewards from the menial, cleri-
cal, and physical labor jobs that today remain
open for nooeollege graduates. The far greater
range of occupations for which college graduates
qualify represents an important lifetime value.

Finally, there are also personal benefits that
flow from college education; difficult to quantify,
they nevertheless mean an enriched life. Attend-
ing college appears to enhancejetellectual
development of the Individual,24 and to have a
positive effect oe (*Rik life, also benefiting
spouses and chilcken." College education appears
to facilitate the individual formetion or strengthen-
ing of identity and the discoodry of talents, inter-
ests, values, and aspirations.'" College-educated
individuals appear happier ispd more sadslied
with jobs and family lives.``

There la thus loss of several kinda for the large
number of minoritylroup young persons who
forego higher educadoe and its benefits. Are their
losses inevitable and irreparable? The major
causes and cures for minority underpartiapation
are the focus of the succeeding analysis. It is sug-
gested that there are remedies available, through
federal and state action, that could greatly reduce
unequal minority opportunity in higher education.

First, I consider the underpreparation for college
of minority students in elementary and high
schools, calling for special recruitment and
academic preparation measures in public schools
and in community colleges. Secood, I examine
financial impediments to college participation for
low-income minority group members.
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I. Minority Undarparticipation:
Causes and Cures

Minority underparticipation in college is a
'pipeline' *weal:non, reflected progressively in
lower rates of entry, of four-year college aroU-
meet, tad of college graduatioe. Thus, the data in-
dicates" that beginning with cohorts of 100 high
school ttudents, oaly 72 blacks, 55 F6spanics and
55 Puerto Ris..ans graduate from high school, com-
prued with 83 white students; thereafter 29
blacks, 22 lispanics, and 25 Puerto Ricans enroll
in institutions of higher education, compared with
38 whites; ultimately wily 12 blacks, 7 iftspanics,
and 7 Puerto Kona complete college, compared
with 23 whites."

These depressed rates ot minority-group enroll-
ment and graduatioo are rooted in the inade-
quacies and isequalides of our basic public
education systemsmuch of the problem facing
minority college students 'occurs prior to higher
education, at the elementary and secondary
level,: end is beyond the control of higher educa-
tion.'" The factor that 'best explains mieority un-
derrepresentation' in higher education fields 'is
the poor academic preparation that mioority stu-
dents receive at the pre-collegiate lever." "Prac-
tices that discriminate against the poor aod
minorities in elementary and secondary education
produce a need for postsecondary programs that
&deka& the underpreparatioo of thoie who are cis-
advantaged . we need to examine and evaluate
tbe prestoj condition ot elementery and secondary
schools'."

Uederpreparation of minority group lower-income
children commences with earliest days, when they
first arrive at school with measurable learning on-
readiness, requiring prompt thagnosde and
remedial resources. Learning unreadinesa results
from the deprivations of a poverty-level *wing-
int that limit capaties of speech and comprehen-
sion. Abeasce of instructional toys, books, and
other learning tools; frequent clisruptioa of attest-
doe and concentration in aowded living coal-
dons, and absence of health care to correct
learning-impairine cosclitions are 'mon the bur-
dens of ghetto life. Other factors are the absence
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of family role-models who have achieved educa-
tionally; the limitation of single-parenting; the in-
ability of the parent to provide educational
support (oftee louse the permit may not have
been educated)."

Such coocitioas meaa learning unreadiness that
rKuiree extra school resources, yet minority
chilcken are usually &tied the seeded help. They
are wady comas:wed either in poor rural dis-
tricts operating with incoverisbed school
budgets, or is cistricts is large cities beset by
extra municipal and school costs that inhibit them
from offering equal education. Werior school
quality is the lot of most of the atlas's minority
childres, and thus the children with the greatest
schooling needs are systematically the recipients
of inferior public educatiom The rc- tilt of this mis-
match is that many misority chil&ea &op out of
school, sod many who do finish manifest lower
seJf-esteem, lower schpjastic ambition, and lack
of college aspirations. As recently observe&

Minority high school students are likeJy to
live in and attend school in poor districts
were less money is spent for students;
whets teachers are the least experienced
and sometimes the least prepare.* and
where guidance coumelors are us scarce
guppy. Thoth black, lisperec, sad
American Wan students who do penist
thrzgh high school are less likeiylzeto be in

saFeadewefe a years studying academic sub.
jects, take fewer yems el science and
mathematics courses, and sre,less likely to
take the SAT or ACT exams."

Elimination of misority underparticipstion in
higher educatioe would be most advanced by
reforms I. elementary and secondary schooling,
affording cisadvantaged children a better and
more equal kerning opportunity. But higher
education equality for minoridea cannot await
public school reform. I propose is the following
secdoes special ircniltment and preparatioo
programs tarfeted for the nation's high schools
and community colleges.

11a7
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A. Recruitment in High Schools

Colleges throughout the United States have
used a variety of meam to encourage elementary.
and 'modify-school students to creme and
apply for college esivIlment. Although ao overall
analytical aueumest km been made, many of
these programs clearly appear successful in at-
tracting minority and low-income students to a
college program. In a recently published head-
boots the Americas Conseil oa Educative (ACE)
lists successful pragrama at various college low
tiom and identifies their principal campmate.'
Innovative measures have been takes by some col-
leges for the same purposes. Syracuse University,
for example, has a plan to guarantee admission to
all eighth graders in the city who complete a
desigeeted program and meet specified steed-
ards." Summer transitioe and enrichment
programs are au increasingly utilized method to at.
tract minority students, some as early as in tbe
eighth grade; frequeatly these programs are at the
college campus and familiarize students with
what they migitt expect of a college esvironment
and program.'

Tbe largest effort to reach disadvantaged students
with support for college aspiradm has been
operating for a quarter century with federal funds.
Upward Bound is the Department of Education
program that provides isformation, counseling,
tutoring, gad support to chil&en in grades nine
through twelve wbo altel the geaeral eligibility re-
quirementsfamily taxable income less &as 150
percest of the poverty level, and neither parent a
college graduate. The population of Upward
Bound participants (and sister projects Talent
Search, Special Projects, aoo Educational Oppor-
tunity Centers) is 41 percent Wadi, 17 cement
Faspanic, 4 pace* American lades, 33fercent
Asian American, sad 35 percent white.

Federal grants for Upward Bound programs go
to over four hundred operating organizations, at a
current anneal cost of sane seventy millioe dol-
lars, yiel.iing over two thousand dollars for each
participant's support. Usually operated by col-
leges oil their campuses, Upward Bound provides
special instruction in reading, writing, math, and
other necessary college subjects, academic and
financial counseling, tutorial services, information
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oe posnecoodary oppottunides, as well as student
financial assistance, lselp in canpleting college ad-
missioe tests and applications, and exposure to a
range of career options where disadvantaged per-
sons may currently be underremesented.

The purpose of this federal program is well
served for the 30,000 students wbo can par-
ticicue under current federal funding, for it air
pears to overcome osinocity-group disadvantage in
college enrollment and graduation rates. Thus, a
study by the Research Mangle Institute found 91
percent of Upward Bound graduates entering in-
stitutiou of higher education, and found them
twice as likely to enroll ie four-year colleges as
students of similar backgrounds who have ece had
the benefit of the Upward Bound prolram."

Four years after high school gra nutioe, Up-
ward Bound graduates were fat.? to be four
am: at likely to have earned a college degree as
students of similar beckground who had sot had
Upward Bound help" Recently, study at the
Univenity of Maryland, of Upward Bound mu-
dents five yean after their college entry, found
dist 65 to 68 percent of them had received

were still in college, as compared to
dor ro

or
to 44 percent of the gr oeral incoming col-

lege population, and only 27 percent of a group
similar in socioeconomjc background to the Up.
ward Bound students." These remarkable steal-
tics are matched by a recent study of college
retention fuoded by the Department of Educatioe
and cooduaed by the Systems Development Cm-
potation. It established that college freahman who
had received the counseling, tutoring, aod basic
skills instructioos associated with Upward B000d
ad its sister programs, were 2.6 percent more
likely to complete their first year of college as
the Mkt {MECO enrolled le the same schools.43

The Upward Bound program, now a quarter cen-
tury in operation, has beta closely monitored for
cost and efficieocy. Its remarkable success, under
the aegis of hundreds of participating colleges,
suggeats that the time has come for a major expan-
sion of the program beyond the limited number of
disadvantaged students who DOW enjoy its
benelits. The population of 'seedy young persons
who could qualify for Upward Bound support,
under the preseet eligibility standards, is at least
ten times as large as the 30,000 current par-
ticipants. Without suggesting that Upward Bound
be universalized, it nevertheless seems ap-
propriate to suggest a ten-fold increase in its
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federal funding. At a cost of 8700 minims a yeas,
some 300,000 young cersaumany fmen
minority backsroundscould have the benefits of
a program that haa proved educuiceally so effec-
tive in opezins the college dove for misseitim.

B. Recruitment la Community Colleges

Throughout the nuke minority college stu-
dents are enrolled is dispropottiocate numbers is
community colleges, few of whom go as to four-year.degree programa. Outwits to transfer of
community college students to the beccalaureate
program are found I. a variety of transfer limita-
tions, and curriculum mismatches between two-
and four-year Falk colleges. They Imply reflect
elitism of the senior iestitutioes, nuking them at
best indifferent, and at worst hostile to reforms
that would encourage minotity students from coo-
muulty colleges tO transfer up tO the four-year in-
stitutioes.

The elitist attitude at the degree-granting col-
leges reflects, in part, the reality that, as currently
constituted, they are supedor in Nudity and in
the scope and quality of their offering. Ose
measure of their quality ia the fact that state
universities &pod some 60 percent time per stu-
dent than do two-year state colleges." Similarly,
they spend SO percent mom per student oa
libraries than do two-yere colleges, and in (traded
resesich they spend 150 times as much per stu-
dent." Taking salary u ooe measure of faculty
quality, avenge faculty pey at public universities
is 38 preen higher than at community col-
legm."

A recent study concluded that 'university ad-
ministrators sed faculty saw community colleges
as overly protective' and 'injurious to transfer stu-
dents who needed to be self-directed and self-dis-
ciplined in order to succeed in the university
enviroement."` They saw community college
faculty as offering 'waged-clown courses' lack-
ing is scope and depth," voiced the fedi% that
the quality of community college students is too
low, and challenged grades practices at com-
munity colleges."

Given these sentiments, it is sot surprising that
student transfer rates from community colleges
remain so low. As ooe smdy commissioe recently
reported, transfer Foam: between institutions
remain erratic or booexistent
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Coordinated ciaricula and equivalent com-
petencies between college and university
courses remain exceptions, not the mle.
University course equivaleades, require-
ments, and suppott services female arcane
mysteries to 'path level' community col-
lege transfen because many baccalaureate
degree vadat instinaticas focus orienta..,.
tire pro, us on their freahroao students.'"

The recommendadoo most often voiced for
reform, calls for improved interaction between
universities and community colleges. Suggested
measures loclude 'clear-cut statements on transfer
policy, visits by program reprmentatives to ins-
trove advising for potential majors, closer work-
ing relationships between university counselors
aod their community college counterpane, faculty
exchanges, and direct and continuing feedback on
the performance of transfer students."' Faculty
exchanges have been widely identified m the
'most sromising strategy for reducing transfer bar-
tiers.'" Reflecting the need to enhance
minority-student transfers it has been suggested
that two- and four-year schools should 'work
closely tosether to provide opportunities for
trouble-free transfer. This objective can be
promoted through defining institutional mission in
ways that limit competitioo, and through tate!).
lishing explicit reeponsibilities for cooperation'.53

Minority students at community colleges have
shows a desire for post-high school education,
but they are inhibited from upward mobility by
transfer barriers that result from ways that states
have defined and structured their two- and four-year.college proframs. Enlargement of oppor-
tunity for minority students to transfer to schools
granting degrees, calls for reforms in state higher-
education systems. Lowering the barriers will re-
quire changes is school programs, course cameo;
adminioes tests, aod the like. Given the
demoostrated resistance of four-year institutions,
eased transfer will likely require interventioo of
the state's highest public offIcen, aod school offi
cials, to assure impro:A interactioo between
sister institutions.

148

C. Improved Financial Assistance

An additional impediment to equal higher elr .
tion participation for mioority groups arises from
the costs of college, particularly burdensome to
the low-income families among whom minority
group me highly concentrated. Data from a Na-
does! Longtitucinal Study in the 1970s showed
that coats were the most significant reasoo black
students cave for fotegoing cqljege entry or fa
withdrawing after enrollment." Forty-five per-
cent of black students and 40 percent of low-
income students listed coats as the enhibitive fn.
tor in their decisloo not to apply to collegeas
compared to 32 percent qf whites and 30 percent
of high income students." And, 41.17 percent of
the black students gave .xxsta a; their chid ream
for withdrawing from college."

Since these data were published there has bees
no improvement, for college costs have increased
In the 19801 college tuition has grown by 9.8 per-
cent a year, twice the inflation rate (4.9 percent
and substantially faster than income growth (61
percent). At public colleges, where moat students
are enrolled and where minorities are heavily cow
centrated, from 1980 to 1987 the four-year
schools tuition and fees incrposes have been as
an annual rate of 10 pereent.'' As a result, the
average annual cost to atteed a public four-year
institution, (including tuition and fees, room sad
board, I/importation, and expensea), is now
$5,789.' An annual college expense of nearly us
thousand dollars is entirely beyond tile reach
misority-group families who depend for an more

year on a $10,000 income, and it is Wu) beyond

the reach of lower-income families generally.
That the poor might not be able to have Lk

benefit of higher education in the United Stares.
was the concern reflected in the fed-ral adoption
in 1972 ti the Pell Grants system of rirect seed
based financial aid for college students. Colley
students from poor families have bees greatly de.

pendent oa Pell awards. Thus st oft. group el cd
leges. statistics show that low-income students
depeed largely cm Pell Grants, with 99 Perce'll ci
those from families carping aneually less Elias
$10,000 receiving aid." The recipients use ik
awarckto cover 50.7 perceat total school

C0111.11."'

Pell Glint reductions have been severe is in
Reagan era and have most affected the pox and
minorities. Thus, between 1975 sod 1985, Pa
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Grant aid in azimut dollars declined by 62 per-
cent.5t From he 1979 to the 1984 school years,
the purchasing power of Pell Grants received by
tlte students .Agending Week colleges declined by
37.3 percent." While the maximum Pell amount
(reserved for poorest applicants) was increased
substantial:ill, between 1976 and 1986, in inflation
adjusted lars it actually declined by almost 20
percent.' Measured against the rising costs of
college, grant aid to students declined significant-
ly. By 1982-83 the dollar value of the Pell Grant
declined down to about 30 percent of student
costa at public universitiesone-third less than
four years earlier." With Pell grant, now provid-
ieg leas than half a( college costs for needy stu-
dents, it is clear this federal program ta not
opening wide the doors of college opporiunity for
minorities and the poor, es it had once been
hoped it would. As two scholars have recently
concluded, the program has become 'less effec-
tive over time as a means for providing access for
college, as increased funding for the program has
not resulted in larger awards in real terms for the
lowest income students attending college'."

Nor has the federal college loan program cham-
pioned by the Reagan administration filled the
pp for the poor. On the contrary, it appears that
it is the college hopes of the poor that have been
most damaged by the shift ovc- the past eight
years from a poverty-specific and need-based Pell
pogrom to a middle-class oriented loan system.
A low-income applicant, who receives even a
maximum Pell Grant, now faces compelling need
for a loan program to cover his costa. With Pell
Grants only meeting between 30 percent and 50
percent of college coats, to yield a four-year col-
lege cost of some $24,000 a student at a public
college will have to borrow thousands of dollars
to cnmplete his schooling. A $9,500 projection
ear recently made as the post- college debt bur-
de of a low-income student who has to meet
ecats without the benefit of family resources."

It is hardly surprising that an 18-year-old black
high school graduate would be reluctant to bor-
row re- thousand dollars for college when that is
Or. amount his has in order to meet its ex-
, roses for an entire ;ear. Thus, the 'increasing
imphasis oo loans rat er than grants' during the
past has been *cep as adversely affecting
low.income stukjus and thus many minorities in
higher education'." That is also the conclusion
of another observer who notes that, under the new
federal policy of shift from grant, to loans,
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whereas in 1975-76 college grant aid was 80 per-
cent of total federal asaketanoe by 1984-85 it had
declined to 46 percent." Similarly, whereas at
black colleges federal school sid in 1979 had con-
stituted 53 percent of all financial ald to students,
it bad dropped to 37 percent by 1984-85, while
federal student loans had increased from firer-
cent of financial assistance to 30 percent."'

ne shift trout direct aid to high-cost college
loans has impected most oe minority and povert.
students. As may be tTpected, lower-income stu-
dents 'are more Influeoced by treacle is college
prices than students from higher income groups .
.. low-income students have to spend a higher
proportion of their income oa subsistence pur-
chases and ther"efore have less available for educa-
tional expenses.The shift fr,en aid to loans
may have affected the extent to which overell aid
was a stimulus to low-income enrollment.'"
With the proportion of student aid in the form ot
grants now decreased from 77 to SO percent of all
federal and state aid, there is reason to believe
that the relatively low participation rates of low-
incomeAtudents reflect at least in part the money
barrier.'

A 1986 survey of nearly 300,000 college fresh-
men bears out these conclusions. Commenting on
the survey results, study director Astin noted that
'changes in federal aid eligibility regulations
have contributed to a steady decline in the propor-
tioe of freshmen participating in the Pell Grant
program and rapidly rising dependence on
loans'." Astin notes the affects of the federal
reductions 'on the decisions ci poor students to at-
tend college. Associate Director Green similarly
commented that 'recent changes in federal aid
eligibility seems to have affected the college-
going decisioas of large numbers q; students from
low- and middle-income families'.''

le sum, in the 19801 there has becn a simul-
taneous reductioo in tbe value of federal educe-
tioo grants, rise of college tuition burdens,
burgeoning of the federal loan program--which
commits students to heavy debt after college, and
sharp declines in college entry and graduation by
minority and low-income students. Whatever are
the virtues of the federal loan program for the
middle class, for the pcor it is by no means an
adequate replacement for the grant concept so im-
portant to college participation for minonty
groups. I urge, at the federal level, that the Pell
program be restored to its original force, and that
grant maximums for low-iocome students be ade-
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quote to:relit dna to attead footles: colkges
witinnt seed to borrow Nosey. Al the state
knel, Wins fees we sow Nicosia( substawisi
easselderatiou for the poor who do not hese the
funds so new seri costs. A diclas-scak Widow
ricasameshould be Initiated at nee college, with low-

modems added to ahead free of charge.
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NAACP LEGAL OFFENSE
AND EDUCATIONAL FUND, INC.

STATEMENT OF THE NAACP LEGAL DEFENSE AND
EDUCATIONAL FUND, INC . OPPOSING THE POSITION
OF THE OFFICE FOR CWIL RIGHTS ON MINORITY

TARGETED SCHOLARSHIPS

INTRODUCTION

On December 4, 1990, the Office for Civil Rights of the United States

Department of Education (OCR) announced by press release a new interpretation of Title

VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 stating that the Act and implementing regulations

prohibit "in most cases minority targeted scholarship, but allow scholarships where

race counts as a 'positive factor i eligibili.y. After substantial public criticism a new

policy was announced via press release on December 18, 1990, superseding the old.

Issued ostensibly under Title VI and implementing regulations, it absolutely prohibits

private colleges and universities from administering minority targeted scholarships from

their own funds. No exceptions are provided. Where such scholarships are funded

entirely by private persons or entities that have specifically restricted the funds for this

purpose. an institution may administer such scholarships. OCR stated that it was taking

no administrative position on targeted scholarships funded entirely by state or local

governments.

OCR's broad prohibition on minority targeted scholarships is legally

insupportable. Such programs have been approved in a variety of contexts with the

general constraint that they be a limited part of an institution's total financial aid
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program. Minority targeted scholarships are clearly permitted and often required as a

desegregation remedy where a college or university has a history of prior discrimination

or exclusion. Even in the absence of prior discrimination, minority targeted scholarships

are appropriate where they promote the compelling state interest of educational fiversily

or address underrepresentation.

The particulars of OCR's 'administrative policy and the distinction that OCR

s:eks to set up between private university vs. outside funding is entirely specious, will

not withstand legal scrutiny, and is irresponsible as Mucational policy.

At this point it is necessary and appropriate that OCR resemd the policy

announced and reaffirm its exisfing policy interpretations and enforcement decisions that

support equal educational mportunity and diversity through the positive use of ininority

scholarship programs.

BACKGROUND

The crisis in minority higher education continues. Although tlw high school

graduation rate of blacks (76.1%) now approaches that of whites (82.1%1, disparities

persist in every objective measure of African American college pariicipation While

38.8% of white 18 to 24 year old high school graduates were enrolled in college. only

30 8% of the African American group were. While 55.8% of white college students

attained a baccalaureate degree after 5 1/2 years, only 30.3% of black studentsdid. The

proportion of bachelor's degrees received by blacks W11 from 6.4% in 1976 to 5.7% in

2
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1989, master's degrees from 6.8% to 4.6%, and doctorates from 3.3% to 2.4%. The

absolute numbers fell as well. The percentage of professional degrees received by

African Americans was virtually unchanged in the period (4.3% to 4.4%). Carter and

Wilson, Ninth Annual Status Report, Minorities in Higher Education (American Council

on Education, January 1991).

Financial aid is a key element in black enrollment and graduation at institutions

of higher education. Fully 82% of black undergraduate students in private colleges

received somc financial assistance (grants, loans, work-study), as did 72% of all

Hispanic undergraduates and 59% of all Asian American undergraduates. Richard

Rosser, President, National Association of Independent Collegec and Universities,

Statement before the House Committee on Education and Labor (December 19, 1990).

With the dramatic rise in college tuition at public and private institutions and a decline

in the dollar value of federal financial assistance -- especially grant assistance --

scholarships arc critical to increasing participation rates of minority students uho

hecat se of persistent segregation and discrimination disproportionately comprise those

in poor and low income families. Si lard, Minority Access to Higher Education. One

Nation, Indivisible: The Civil Rights Challenge. for the 1990's (Citizens Commission on

Civil Rights, 1989).

A survey conducted by the College Board in 1990 showed that 696. or twenty-

four percent of the responding colleges and universities and at least nine states distribute

some fmancial aid to minority students without regard to need. Twenty-seven percent
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of the responding colleges and universities or 785 and at least six states distributed some

aid to minority students on the basis of both minority status and need. Pitsch, "CoHeges

Offer Data To Assess Scholarship Policy's Impact," Education Week, January 9, 1991,

at 26. It is not known what percentage of total financial aid is specifically targeted for

minorities; however, such targeted money is generally believed to be only a small

percentage of total aid available. Despite these targeted scholarships, the most recent

data show the gap between black and white college enrollments widening. Karentz.

Lewis and DeSilets, Trends in the Postsecondary Enrollment of Minorities (Rand Corp.

August 1990).

Many colleges have found minority targeted scholarships necessary to recruit and

retain black students. According to the president of the American Council on

Education,

ACE and it- member institutions believe based on extensive experience that
scholarships and fellowships designated for minority students remain
essential to providing minorities with meaningful access to higher
education. Such programs are not so disproportionate as to render
discriminatory financial aid programs as a whole. Within appropriate
limits, the programs play an important role in focusing the attention of
applicants as well as the institutiGns on the objectives of recruiting qualified
imnority students.

Letter from Robert H. Atwell to John H. Sununu (December 17, 1990).

In its so-called "administrative policy," OCR has ignored the very regulations it

is legally bound to apply. In adopting minority scholarships, colleges and universities

have been implementing duly promulgated regulations that enforce the Title VI
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requirement that federal support for educational institutions be nondiscriminatory. Title

VI regulations recognize that an institution that receives federal funds "may take

affirmative action to overcome the effects of conditions which resulted in limited

participation b:, persons of a particular race, color, or national origin." 34 C.F.R. §

100.3(b)(6)(ii). The regulations also state that a college or university

may properly give special consideration to race, color, or national origin
to make the benefits of its program more widely available to such groups,
not then being adequately served. For example, where a university is not
adequately serving members of' a particular racial or nationality group, it
may establish special recruitment policies to make its programs better
known and more readily available to such groups, and take other steps to
provide that group with more adequate service.

34 C.F.R. § 100.5(i). After the Supreme Court decided Regents of the University of

alifornia v. Bakk, 438 U.S. 265 (1978), OCR "concluded that no changes in the

regulations are required or desirable." OCR Affirmative Action Policy Interpretation

(October 2, 1979), 44 Fed. Reg. 58,509 (45 C.F.R. Part 80). It specifically identified

'increased recruitment in minority institutions and communities" and "preadmission

compensatory and tutorial programs" as permissible race conscious techniques. Id.

Pursuant to these regulations and interpretation, OCR, in its administrative

proceedings, has approved the use of minority targeted scholarships as a recruitment

device specifically to achieve diversity and to overcome minority underrepresentation.

On March 24, 1982, OCR upheld M1T's Minority Tuition Fellowship Program bccause

Title VI regulations authorized universities to institute minority fellowships to overcome

underrepresentation. OCR declined to extend the rationale of liakke from admissions
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policies to all race conscious actions by universities on the ground that the denial of a

particular form of financial aid will not have the same effect as a categorical denial of

admission because alternative sources of funds often exist.

A year later, OCR upheld three minority targeted financial assistance fellowship

programs administered by the University of Denver's Graduate School of Business and

Public Management on the same grounds. One of the programs was federally funded

and the two others privately funded. OCR found that: "The administration of the two

privately financed fellowships . . . does not limit non-minority students from applying

and qualifying for the major proportion of financial assistancc administered by the

school." OCR concluded that the school's program was "consistent with Title V1 and

with Bakke:"

We do not believe that Bakke is controlling as to the award ^r student
financial aid, as the decision addresses issues relating only ti .ons.
lt is important to note the distinction between financial aid and admissions.
It is our understanding that students are admitted to the University of
Denver Graduate 5: of Business and Public Manarnient according to
ordinary criteria. lie issue in this case is not one of exclusion from the
school on the basis of race or national origin.

OCR Memorandum from J. Stand lee to G. Roman (March 22, 1983); see also, for

example, U.S. Department of Education, Office of the Assistant Secretary for Civil

Rights, Letter of B. Taylor to unnamed complainant (March 24, 1982).

OCR's encouragement of minority targeted scholarships is consistent with

congressional enactments funding a variety of race conscious and minority and gender

targeted programs in colleges and universities. E.g., Mi Jrity Honors Training and

6
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Industrial Assistance, 42 U.S.C. § 714I(d) (scholarship funding to needy minority

honors students); Minority Access to Research Careers, 42 U.S.C. §§ 241, 285k and

288 (National Research Service Awards to students at colleges with a substantial

enrollment of minority students); Minority Participation in Graduate Education, 20

U.S.C. § 1134 (program to provide grants to institutions to enable them to identify

needy undergraduate students from minority groups underrepresented in graduate

education); National Science Foundation, 42 U.S.C. § 1861 a seg. (variety of research

scholarship programs for minority, women and physically disabled scientists and

engineers, and for faculty at minority institutions and predominately undergraduate

institutions); Patricia Roberts Harris Fellowships, 20 U.S.C. § 1134d-f (graduate and

professional study fellowships awarded to institutions to support traditionally

underrepresented women and minorities with financial need in graduate or professional

programs); Indian Education Act, 25 U.S.C. § 2623 (scholarships for American

Indians). ice also Office of Management and Budget, Catalog of Federal Domestic

Assistance 1990 at 203, 450-51, 556, 823, 832-33, 974, 1071, 1124. As recently as the

month before OCR issued its press releases opposing minority scholarships, President

Bush signed into law the Excellence in Mathematics, Science and Engineering Act,

Public Law 101-589, which found that "women and minorities are significantly

underrepresented in the fields of mathematics, science and engineering" and sought to

increase their number by specifically targeting programs for women and minorities to

enter these fields.

7
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In addition, the Internal Revenue Service specifically permits tax-exempt

organizations to maintain minority targeted scholarships and fellowships as long as the

financial aid program as a whole is nondiscriminatory. Rev.Proc. 1975-50, 1975-2 C.B.

589.

Contrary to OCR's assumption that white applicants or students are adversely

affected by targeted scholarships, it is generally believed that there is no adverse impact.

First, according to the American Council on Education:

[The availability of minority-directed financial aid [has not] denied
nonminorities the assistance necessary to finance higher education.
Typically, once an institution has made its admissions decisions, the
institution determines the type of financial aid that may be offered to
students requesting it. In accordance with the guidance from OCR and the
Internal Revenue Service . . . , colleges and universities have targeted
scholarship and fellowship funds for minorities in such a manner that the
financial aid program as a whole remains nondiscriminatory.

Letter from Robert H. Atwell to John H. Sununu (December 17, 1990). Second, some

colleges and universities guarantee financial assistance to all persons admitted who have

financial need. In such cases, targeted scholarships necessarily have no exclusive effect.

Third, i ppears that minority students do not receive their expected share of non-

targeted scholarships, which form thc bulk of student aid. cf. Sharif v, New York Staw

EshicatioLDepartment, 709 F. Supp. 345 (S.D.N.Y. 1989) (court finding that women

were disproportionately and improperly excluded from Regents and Empire State

Sc.bolarships by use of SAT scores as the sole criterion for selection would apply with

equal force to minorities). Targeted scholarships, therefore, may often only act to
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neutralize or correct the discriminatory effect of other scholarships. Last, "[m]inority

or gender-based scholarships do not establish or constitute a barrier. While scholarships

may make it easier for minority students to attend a given institution, they guarantee

neither entry to nor graduation from an institution." Rosser, 5upra page 3, at 10-11.

MINORITY TARGETED SCHOLARSHIPS ARE APPROPRIATE,
LEGAL AND NECESSARY

OCR's December 1990 position opposing minority targeted scholarships funded

by private institutions in all cases is obviously over-inclusive because it prevents an

institution from using targeted scholarships as a desegregation measure to overcome the

effects of prior discrimination and as a r .isure to accomplish diversity and counter

underrepresentation.

A. MinorityTargeterships Are A Proper Remedy
For Prior Segregation And Exclusion

For most of the nation's history African Americans were excluded from most

higher education institutions by law, practice or custom. When blacks were admitted,

tinancial support was often withheld from them and made available to whites only in the

form of race-exclusive scholarships. Public and private higher education in the South,

where most blacks resided, was segregated by law during the Jim Crow "separate but

equal" era. Sec Berea College v. Kentucky, 211 U.S. 45 (1908) (private college

required by state law to racially segregate students). Black schools, however, were

9
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separate but unequal; they in fact were grossly inferior. Both the federal government

and state governments discriminated against black public and private colleges and

universities in funding, in the award of Federal contracts and grants, and in the

distribution of Federal resources. Title III, Higher Education Act of 1965, 20 U.S.C.

§ 1060 (congressional findings).

As late as 1940, seventy-seven percent of the nation's black population resided in

the seventeen southern and border states and comprised twenty-two percent of the

region's population. But the ten million blacks in the region received less than four

percent of the federal land grant monies allocated to these segregationist states. Overall

these black citizens were limited to colleges receiving just over five percent of total

expenditures for public higher education. In eight states, accounting for forty percent

of all blacks in the nation, there were no accredited public colleges available to black

students. Kujovich, Equal Opportunity in_Bigher Education. and the BlaKis Public

college; The Era_d Se_parate But Equal, 72 Minn. L. Rev. 29, 98-101 (1987).

Graduate and professional education for blacks was simply not available in the

south. Southern and border states provided scholarships to black graduate and

Professional students and required that they obtain their education outside of their home

states in order to preserve the racially-exclusive admissions policies of white state

universities. ki. at 116-20. Missouri, West Virginia, Maryland, Virginia, Tennessee,

Kentucky, Oklahoma, Texas, North Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Arkansas, Louisiana,

and Mississippi maintained such scholarships. Isl. Many of these states persisted in

1 0
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forcing their black graduate and professional students out-of-state through the use of

scholarships v.-a after the Supreme Court and state courts ruled that the schemes denied

blacks equal educational opportunity. Missouri ex rel. Gaines v. Canada, 305 U.S. 337

(1938); Pearson v, Murray, 169 Md. 478, 182 A. 590 (1936). For example, the state.s

of Virginia and Louisiana persisted in sending black graduate and professional students

out of state until the mid to late 1960's.

Just as financial assistance was used to support the edifice of de jure segregation,

it has been used as a tool to dismantle segregated state institutions of higher education

after the Supreme Court declared "separate but equal" schools violative of the Fourteenth

Amendment, Brown v. Board 9f Education, 347 U.S. 483 (1954), and ordered their

elimination "root and branch." Gre_en v, czaty School Boad, 391 U.S. 430 (1968)

(educational authorities "clearly charged with the affirmative duty to take whatever steps

might be necessary to convert to a unitary system in which racial discrimination woukl

be eliminated root and branch"). Racial exclusion by private colleges has also been held

to be illegal. See Runyon v. McCrary, 427 U.S. 160 (1976).

Minority targeted scholarships for desegregation have been approved in lawsuits

by the courts and in administrative enforcement actions by OCR. indeed, OCR has

stated that "[s]tudent financial aid prograinsAased on race or national origin may he

consistent with Title VI if the purpose of such aid is to overcome the effects of past

discrimination," Memorandum to Presidents of Institutions of Higher Education

11
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Participating in Federal Assistance Programs, Summary of Requirements of Title VI of

the Civil Rights Act of 1964 for Institutions of Higher Education (June 1972).

Title VI regulafions require that where "the recipient has previously discriminated

against persons on the ground of race, color, or national origin, the recipient must take

affirmative action to overcome the effects of prior discrimination." 34 C.F.R. §

100.3(b)(6)(i)(emphasis added). OCR's December 1990 letter to Fiesta Bowl officials,

but not the press release, admitted that Title VI regulations permit a university to "adopt

or participate in a race-exclusive financial aid program when mandated to do so by court

or administrative order, corrective action plan, or settlement agreement." Letter of

Michael Williams to John Junker (December 4, 1990). The December 18, 1990 policy

does not by its terms approve minority targeted scholarships even in these circumstances.

Perhaps the clearest statement of the need for such programs was provided in

Geier v. Alexander, 801 F.2d 799 (6th Cir. 1986), in which the United States Court of

Appeals for the Sixth Circuit approved a settlement between black students and Lamar

Alexander, thcn Governor of the State of Tennessee, providing that 75 black public

college sophomores every year were to be selected for special programs and guaranteed

admission to state professional schools upon completion of undergraduate work and the

meeting of minimum admissions standards. The court found that adoption of an open

admissions system had not removed the vestiges of dc ill= segregation or resulted in

effective desegregation, necessitating the professional school program as a way to

desegregate all-white professional schools. The court specifically rejected the claims

e".
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of the United States Department of Justice that the race-specific professional school

program was an illegal "racial quota," characterizing the program as an appropriate

affirmative action remedy for past unlawful segregation. Geier, 801 17.2d at 804-06.

The use of race conscious remedies by education officials to eliminate the effects

of prior segregation has been found proper even in the absence of any judicial or

administrative findings of a constitutional violation. It is settled law that public

educational officials may voluntarily institute race conscious remedies, such as a

transportation plan that results ir, a similar racial composition in all schools, because

desegregation measures "invariably" take account of race. M;Daniel v, Barresi, 402

U.S. 39, 41 (1971). "Any other approach would freeze the status quo that is the very

target of all desegregation processes." jji. OCR's requirement of court or

administrative findings of prior discrimination is overly narrow arid inconsistent with

rulings of the Supreme Court. See, Johnson v, Transportation Agency_cmta Clara

comlry, 480 U.S., 616, 630 & n.8, 640.41 & n.17 (1987): Wygant v Board vi

Education of Jackson, 476 U.S. 267. 289-91 (1986) (O'Connor, J. concurring in part

and concurring in the judgment); see also Local Number 93 v City of Cleveland. 478

U.S. 501, 522-23 (1986) (parties ean agree tc more than a court could order after trial

on the merits).

he Supreme Court's more recent jurisprudence in cases such as

Richmond v, .1,A, Croson CQ., 488 U.S. 469 (1989), which involved the question of

whether an entity's record of prior discrimination is extensive enough to justify

13
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affirmative relief, does not apply when the record consists of de 11j c exclusion or

segregation. A prior condition of dc jure exclusion or segregatinn automatically justifies

affirmative desegregation remedies. Keyes v. School District No. 1, 413 U.S. 189, 200

(1973) ("[W]here a dual system was compelled or authorized by statute at the time of

our decision in Brown v. Board of Education . . . , the State automatically assumes an

affirmative duty 'to effectuate a transition to a racially non-discriminatory school system'

. . that is, to eliminate from the schools within their school system 'all vestiges of state

Unposed segregation'" [citations omitted)). The Supreme Court also has sanctioned the

use of racial set asides in employment discrimination cases to remedy "deeply rooted

Fourteenth Amendment violations," United States v. Paradise, 480 U.S. 149, 185

( I 9g7), as in cases of de jure segregation compelled by the force of law.

Thus, public or private higher education institutions that engaged in prior

exclusio.1 may utilize minority targeted scholarships as a desegregation device to

overcome the vestiges of historic segregation. These measures are appropriate until such

time as these vestiges have been eliminated. Such institutions include the institutions of

the seventeen southern and border states which maintained ds jure. segregated public

Ingher educational systems, including ironically the very two Fiesta Bowl schools that

were the subject of OCR's initial announcement. The University of Alabama currently

is being sued by the United States Department of Justice for its failure to make adequate

efforts to desegregate. The University of Louisville currently operates under an OCR

desegregation plan, a plan that itself includes racially targeted scholarships for blacks and

14
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whites. Separate schools were maintained not only in public and private schools in

southern and border states, but in states such as Pennsylvania and Ohio as well.

Other states may justify minority targeted scholarships based on the state's overall

history of discrimination in education. For example, there are many non de jure states

with well documented histories of segregation and discrimination in elementary and

secondary education -- practices that directly impede minority access to higher education.

Minority targeted scholarships by such a state would be justified. Many private

institutions also have histories of exclusionary practices as well. Thus, many colleges

and universities, public and private, may provide minority targeted scholarships to

overcome a history of discrimination.

Even in the absence of a showing of (IQ lure segregation or intentional

discrimination, Supreme Court rulings and Title VI regulations would support the use

of minority targeted scholarships to address underrepresentation caused by practices that

had the effect pf limiting minority participation. See Swann v. Charlotte Mecklenbiirg

Boarstoilducation 402 U.S. 1, 16 (1971) and North Carolina Slate Board of Etkication

v_Swann, 402 U.S. 43, 45 (1971) (approving broad discretion by school authorities to

seek some racial balance as a matter of educational policy); Guardians Asociation

Civil Service Coamission of N.Y.C., 463 U.S. 582, 608 (1983) (approving use of Title

VI regulations to remedy practices that have the effect of excluding minorities).

The Supreme Court has approved voluntary affirmative action measures where

past discrimination or current practices have result,' in continuing exclusion of

1 5
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minorities in a traditionally segregated field, see Johnson v. Transportation Agency,

Santa Clara County, 480 U.S. 616, 632 (1987); id. at 656-57 (O'Connor, J., concurring

in part and concurring in judgment); Steelworkers v. Webtr, 443 U.S. 193, 198-99

(1979); sgg gip City__QfjEctmad_y_,_Clogla, 488 U.S. 469, 501-02 (1989).

Thus, where institutions have used admissions criteria or practices with inherent

racial or cultural biases or recruitment mechanisms that limited or excluded participation

by minority students, scholarships targeted at bringing in greater numbers of minority

students would be appropriate. Or, where financial aid has been distributed in reliance

on these same admissions criteria or, in a manner that disproportionately excludes

minorities (e.g. children of alumni, students from specific geographic areas with little

to no minorities), minority targeted scholarships tailored to address those limitations

and/or to neutralize them are appropriate. Indeed, these are flexible measures which

schools can use when needed to address a particular limitation -- unlike OCR's inflexible

approach that would lock in these scholarships for all time by use of restrictive grants.

In Wygant, 476 U.S. 267, Justice O'Connor stated in her concurring opinion that

"ttlhis remedial purpose need not be accompanied by contemporaneous findings of actual

discrimination to be accepted as legitimate as long as the public actor has a firm basis

for believing that remedial action is required." Ici. at 286. In Croson, the Court

recognized the appropriate use of voluntary measures where there was a statistical

disparity in the workforce compared to the relevant labor market, 488 U.S. at 502

(citing "Ohi_o Contractors Assn. v. Keip, 713 F.2d [167] at 171 t6th Cir. 1983] (relying
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on percentage of minority businesses in the State compared to percentage of state

purchasing contracts awarded to minority firms in upholding set-asiden. The Court's

disapproval of the Richmond set-aside plan would not bar appropriately tailored minority

targeted scholarship plans based upon similar justification. The Richmond Plan, in

contrast, was struck down because the Court concluded that it was a "rigid" 30% set-

aside not narrowly tailored to root out the effects of past discrimination because the City

of Richmond had failed to demonstrate properly the discrimination in its construction

industry and the number of qualified minority contractors in its market. In contrast,

where institutions have tailored their minority scholarship programs to address

underrepresentation of minorities on their campuses as compared with the particular

"market" of high school graduates from which they draw students, the concerns of the

Court in Croson would be satisfied.

In sum, institutions that have a history of segregation or exclusion or that have

used practices that have the effect of limiting minority participation can legally develop

and administer properly designed minority targeted scholarship programs.

B. Minority Targeted Scholarships Are Proper to Promote Student Bod
Diver5ity_and to Address Underrepresentation

1. Minority targeted scholarships are a proper device to promote diversity,

even in the absence of a history of prior exclusion or segregation, following Regents of

the University of California V. Bakke, 438 U.S. 265 (1978). In Bak Icq, Justice Powell

17
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found that the promotion of diversity was a "constitutionally permissible goal for an

institution of higher education," 438 U.S. at 312, that justified the consideration of race

in a university admissions program, consistent with Title VI, as long as race was used

as a competitive factor or criterion and not the sole factor for admissions. Isl. at 318.

According to Justice Powell, such programs do not result in improper preference on

account of race.

The [majority-race] applicant who loses out on the last available seat to [a
minority] candidate receiving a 'plus' on the basis of ethnic background
will not have been forerlosed from all consideration for that seat simply
because he was not the right color or had the wrong surname. . . His
qualifications would have been weighed fairly and competitively, and he
would have no basis to complain of unequal treatment under the Fourteenth
Amendment.

Id.

Four other justices agreed with Justice Powell that the competitive consideration

of race was proper as a safe harbor approach because the "use of race to achieve an

integrated student body is necessitated by the lingering effects of past [societal]

discrimination." Id. at 326 n.l. These justices would have found even a set aside of

admissions slots to minorities proper.

Just last term, the Supreme Court reiterated that "a 'diverse student body'

contributing to a 'robust exchange of ideas is a 'constitutionally permissible goal' on

which a race-conscious university admissions program may be predicated." Metro

Broadcasting.. Inc. v. Federal CommuMcations Commission, 1 1 1 L. Ed. 2d 445, 465

(1993) (citing Bakke, 438 U.S. at 311-13). Diversity has been recognized as central to

18
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the purpose of an educational institution and as serving important values protected by the

First Amendment. id.; Dakke, 438 U.S. at 311-13. It furthers a "compelling

governmental interest," id., similar to the duty to desegregate.

There does not appear to be any post-Bakke case specifically dealing with

minority scholarships. The only pre.Bakke reported opinion is Flanagan v. President

and Directors of Georgetown College, 417 F. Supp. 377 (D.D.C. 1976), in which a

district court found that a minority scholarship program violated Title VI. The case,

however, was premised on a reading of Title VI as permitting only "racially neutral"

affirmative action measures, arose in an atypical factual context, and its rationale was

rejected in Bakke. which plainly permits consideration of race to promote educational

diversity.

Bakke does not prohibit diversity-enhancing minority targeted scholarships.

Financial aid decisions are usually made After admissions determinations. The

underlying reason for competitive consideration of race, rather than a racial set aside,

as articulated by Justice Powell, is the furtherance of broad "genuine diversity" as

opposed to ethnic diversity alone. Bakke, 438 U.S. at 315 ("The diversity that furthers

a compelling state interest encompasses a far broader array of qualifications and

characteristics of which racial or ethnic origin is but a single though important element.

. . [An] admissions program, focused solely on ethnic diversity, would hinder rather

than further attainment of genuine diversity.") (original emphasis). Genuine diversity

is achieved at the admissions stage with the admission of students that the university has
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determined are both qualified for the course of study and desirable in terms of their

contribution to the university community. Having admitted a diverse group of students,

it is unnecessary for a university to undertake a separate competitive consideration of

race at the later aid stage.

At the financial aid stage, the university's decision-making is fairly restricted

from the point of view of diversity. The objective is to effectuate the diversity reflected

in the range of students admitted, which many universities achieve by targeted

scholarsiiips not only for minority students but for other diversity-enhancing groups,

such as athletes and musicians, as well. Such targeted funds are designed to assure that

a sufficient number of minority or other students actually matriculate so that the genuine

diversity sought at the admissions stage is achieved in fact. At the financial aid stage,

in short, it may be necessary to grant benefits on the targeted basis of race, as well as

geography or academic, athletic or musical ability, in order to achieve genuine diversity.

To do otherwise might actually distort or subvert the diversity achieved at the admissions

stage. If, for instance, only individual student need were considered at the financial aid

stage, the class that matriculates mgy have a very different profile than thc class

ad mi tted .

Moreover, as OCR's administrative decisions construing the Title VI regulations

make clear, the denial of financial aid does not have the severe consequences of the

denial of admissions dealt with by Dakke. Seg supra pages 5-6 (MIT and University of

Denver minority targeted scholarship programs upheld by OCR). Denial of
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consideration for a minority targeted scholarship does not inevitably mean that the

student is denied a place at the college or university or that the student is denied

financial aid. Following OCR and IRS guidance, a university must assure that minority

targeted scholarships are only a limited part of their financial aid program as a whole.

In addition, there ^re many non-institutional sources of financial assistance. OCR's

conclusion that minority targeted scholarships are not precluded by al il.k< because the

effect of such scholarships is much different from a denial of admissions is supported by

Justice Powell's plurality opinion in Wyeant v. Jackson Board of Education, 476 U.S.

267, 283 & n.I I (1986). Justice Powell distinguished the burden caused by a lay.off

and loss of an existing job from a "diffused" burden shared to a considerable extent

among society generally such as implementing hiring goals. In the school admission

ontext, Justice Powell in dicta differentiated t1te lesser burden presented by the denial

of admission and the displacement of students already admitted. ht. Following that

logic makes clear that financial aid is unlike admissions and that limited portions of such

aid targeted to minority students in the comext of much larger financial aid programs

clearly pose at most a very minimal and diffused burden and are therefore justifiable to

achieve the important goal of diversity.

2. Minority targeted scholarships may properly be used as a recruitment

device to overcoine minority underrepresentation in a student body outside of the

desegregation context. See Swann v. Charlone-Meeklenburg BoaraLdf. Education. 402

U.S I. 16 (1971): NOrittcarsiiina_State Iloard_of Education v, Swann, 402 U.S. 43. 45

2 1
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(1971), "[S]chool authorities have wide discretion in formulating school policy, and

. . as a matter of education policy school authorities may well conclude that some kind

of racial balance in the schools is desirable quite apart from any constitutional

requirements." Id.

Consistent with the learning of the Swann cases, the Title VI regulations provide

that "[e]ven in the absence of such prior discrimination, a recipi nt in administering a

program may take affirmative action to overcome the effects of conditions which resulted

in limiting participation by persons of a particular race, color, or national origin." 34

§ 100.3(b)(6)(ii). OCR's policy interprt:tation following Illicke specifically

provides that "Whis is permitted even though the recipient has nut itself discriminated

against these groups." OCR Affirmative Action Policy Interpretation, Lusa page 5.

The regulations also recognize that "where a university is not adequately serving

members of a particular racial or nationality group, it may establish special recruitment

policies to make its programs better known and more readily available to such groups."

34 C.F.R. § I00.5(i). These regulations, as noted above, have been specifically

construed by OCR to approve the voluntary use of minority targeted scholarships by

mini% ersities to address underreprescmation.

C. Minority Targeted Scholarships Are Necessary to_promote_llivelsity,
Himinate Underrepresentation or Remedy Past Diseriminatio3

In Bakke. Justice Powell found that a racial set aside in admissions was

unnecessary to achieve diversity because diversity could be better achieved through
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consideration of race as a factor. The experience of colleges and universities in the

financial aid area, however, is distinctly different. In financial aid, consideration of a

variety of factors "may prove ineffective, as well as inefficient from the standpoint of

achieving maximum impact with limited resources," thus necessitating targeted

scholarships.

Consider efforts to support minority students pursuing Ph.D.'s in the arts
and sciences -- where the lack of minority candidates is especially
pronounced. (A total of just 13 black students earned doctorates in 1089
in the combined fields of mathematics, physics and astronomy.) Advan,ed
fields of study require intensive, lengthy academic preparation; the cost of
graduate education is far beyond the means of most minority students:
consequently, large numbers of minority students never give serious
consideration to pursuing such opportunities because the entire set of
difficulties appears overwhelming.

Programs that give extra consideration (on an "other things being equal'
basis) to minority students are almost certain to be far less effective thou
programs designed to address the precise problem at hand. Emphasizing
financial need, for example, is much less useful at the doctoral level, snice
almost all students are largely "independent" of their parents and yirtually
all can therefore demonstrate "need." NIorcover, the objective of many
programs is to encourage larger numbers of exceptionally talented minority
students to pursue such opporwnities, not just to enroll more ecimomically
or educationally disadvantaged minority students.

More explicit targeting of tinancial.aid programs has obvious advantages-
Greater visibility and clarity are achieved, a stronger "signal" is sent, and
available funds can be invested with the maximum likelihood that they will
achieve their true purpose. These considerations no doubt explain why
major government-sponsored programs (e.g., certain fellowship programs
of the National Science Foundation ard the National institutes of Health)
have been explicitly resuved for milwrity studems for many years.
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Bowen and Rudenstine, "Colleges Must Have the Flexibility to Designate Financial Aid

for Members of Minority Groups," The Chronicle of Higher Education, January 9,

1991, at Bl, E3; att also Atwell supra page 4. With the increase in racial incidents on

university campuses, Jntimidation and Violence: Racial and Religious Bigotry_ in

America at 8-9 (U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, September 1990), many institutions

feel the need to have minority ta geted scholarships to send a strong signal that

minorities are welcome and that there is an institutional commitment to have minority

students and to retain them.

IV.

OCR'S POLICY PROHIBITING MINORITY TARGETED
SCHOLARSHIPS IS LEGALLY FLAWED

Under the legal authority set out above and for the reasons explained below.

OCR's December 4 and December 18, 1990 policy statements on minority scholarships

arc patently flawed. Moreover. OCR, like any other federal agency, has no authonty

to promulgate "policy" by press release without the safeguards of agency rulemaknig

procedures or to make factual determ; lations without the concrete recordmaking of

administrative adjudication.

OCR's initial press release of December 4, 1990 stated that "OCR has interpreted

the law to prohibit, in most cases, race-exclusive scholarships," citing only 34 C.F R.

§ I Ot.).3(bl's general prohibMon of different or segregated program benefits on the basis

of race, color or national origin. The press release failed to cite the more specific Title

2 4
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VI regulations that OCR itself has construed to permit minority scholarships. 5ee 34

C.F.R. § 100.3(b)(6)(ii). The press release ignored § 100.5(1) that contains an

illustration of permissible voluntary affirmative action targeting "particular racial or

nationality groups" using "special recruitment policies . . . and other steps to provide

that group with more adequate service." 34 C.F.R. § 100.5(i). In the MIT

administrative decision, OCR indicated that those adequate services under the law could

include "special financial assistance."

Given the historic discrimination at the universities of Alabama and Louisville,

as wen as the Dakke legal analysis discussed above, however, OCR was clearly wrong

to suggest that these institutions could not have minority targeted scholarships OCR's

initial statement is at the very least disingenuous in failing to acknowledge that it was

a marked departure from OCR's own longstanding regulations, administrative rulings,

and policy interpretations, which plainly have encouraged universities to adopt minority

scholarship programs to enforce the guarantees of Title VI.

OCR's subsequent ksiiance on December 18th was incoherent as well as wrong.

It sought to announce an "administrative policy," notwithstanding the existence of

conflicting case law, governing regulations and administrative interpretations. With

respect to the substance of the administrative policy, the document begins by initially

declaring that: "The Administration fully endorses voluntary affirmative action in higher

education, and encourages educational opportunities for minority and disadvuaged
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students." Such a general declaration, while welcome, can be and is undercut by

specific elements of the "policy."

OCR states that it will enforce Title VI regulations "in such a way as to permit

universities receiving federal funds to administer [minority targeted] scholarships

established and funded entirely by private persons or entities," but that "private

universities receiving federal funds may not fund lace-exclusive scholarships with their

own funds." This policy will have a devastating effect on minority scholarships since

Ol 5% of all scholarship funds at public and private institutions conic from unrestricted

fonds. Rosser, supra page 3, at 5. The legal basis for the distinction between privately-

tiinded and university-funded scholarships where both are ad m.n.stered by a university

is presumably the fact that Title VI only covers the universities as recipients of federal

funds, but not private donors. But where the university administers the scholarships,

that distinction is contrary to OCR's own ine!usie definition of financial assistance

..ontained in its 1972 Summary of Title VI Requirements. It is contrary to the Title VI

replations which provide:

the services, financial aid, or other benefits provided under a program
receiving Federal financial assistance shall be deemed to include any
service, financial aid. or other benefits provided in or thriNgh a facility
provided with the aid of Federal financial assistance.

§ 100.3(b)(4) (emphasis added). It is contrary to the December .Ith statement

that university participation and administration of such scholarships made outside private

donor funds sublect to 7 itle VI. It ign9res and conflicts with Title VI itself as amended

2 6
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by the Civil Rights Restoration Act, 42 U.S.C. § 20(Xkl-4a, which provides that Title

VI covers all of the operations of a covered program or activity if any part of that

program receives federal financial assistance. Even under the narrow decision in Grovc

City College v. Bell, 465 U.S. 555, 573-74 (1984), the student financial aid program as

a whole remained subject to federal civil rights statutes.

OCR's analysis is simply flawed in its assertion that minority targeted scholarships

funded by state and local governments cannot be addressed administratively because they

are covered by Supreme Court decisions. Since OCR's inception it has been applying

Title VI and applicable constitutional principles to both public and private schools and

school systems that receive federal financial assistance. By definition, any institution,

public or private, that receives federal financial assistance is covered by Title VI and

subject to OCR's jurisdiction. OCR does not -- and cannot explain how it suddenly

has become divested of jurisdiction over public institutions on this one issue.

Furthermore, OCR has apparently inisrepresented its position. Shortly after announcing

that state and local government scholarships could not be addressed administratively, it

hecaine public that OCR was preparing to rule that an Oregon taition waiver program

targeted at underrepresented blacks, Hispanics and American Indians (Asians and Asian

Americans were not undcilepresented) was illegal. Jaschik, "New Federal Challenge to

Programs for Minorities Seen in Education Dept. Memo on Oregon Plan," The

Chronicle of Higher Education, January 16, 1991, at Al.

2 7
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Finally, the impractical effect of OCR's administrative policy demonstrates its

bankruptcy.

[OCR] has stated from the beginning that the penalty would be a loss of all
federal funds for the college or university involved. It will certainly seem
at least highly peculiar to many people if a college can use federal moneys
for racially targeted scholarships, whereas if it chooses to use its own
general funds for the very same purpose, it then loses all federal support
-- including, presumably, the federal funds designated for race-specific
scholarships.

Bowen and Rudenstine siipin page 23, at Bl.

V.

CONCLUSION

A university may voluntarily utilize appropriately tailored minority targeted

scholarships to overcome the vestiges of discrimMatory exclusion or segregation as

permitted by ciejer and the school desegregation decisions and to r Trect for practices

that have had the effect of liming participation by minorities, writ section 111.A.

Where there is no record of prior discrimination, Bakke, Metro BroadcaSing and OCR's

Title VI regulations are clear that a university may take such affirmative action to

effectuate diversity and overcome underrepresentation, awn section III.B. OCR's

December 1990 policy statements should be rescinded.

28
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The Cobol Board
45 CaUTELIS Avarua New VIL NSW YOnt K02343992
(212) 713-4000

Ca Viet

12/90

News
from FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

COLLEGE BOARD RELEASES DATA

(1)/

ON MINORITYSPECIFIC SCHOLARSHIPS

In response to the increasing public interest in the U.S.

(M)
M. Stewart, president of the College Soard, today released detailed

Department of Edocatiom's new policy on inority scholarships, Donald

O data about the number and types of colleges that grant such awards,

and their annual growth since 1987-88, the first year for which data

are available.a The data from the Boards Annual Survey of Colleges show that

between 1987-88 and 1990-91, (1) institutions reporting minority

'

(11)
grants or scholarships without reference to financial need rose from

A), and (2) those institutions that considered minority status in

15 percent to 24 percent of all responding institutions (see Table

needbased scholarships rose from 16 percent to 27 percent of all

responding institutions (see Table 8).

"The steady increase in the use of minorityspecific

scholarshi Ps. both with and without regard to need, underscores the

11:11)/

sensitivity of this issue,* Mr. Stewart said. 'It also emphasizes

the importance of making clear to minority students that until this

aunfortunate controversy is resolved, they should not be discouraged

from pursuing their dreams of higher education because they think

there is no financial assistance.'

(more)

Fred Moreno
Janice A. Gams

ndnenalit educaltonat allSOCiabon seneng students. Schools. end motion suovqh programs dssnana0 to expand eduCational mportyng
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2

He said that the College Board will soon undertake an additional survey

to obtain more information from colleges on the number of students and amount

of funding associated with minorityspecific scholarships and grants.

°Through bitter experience, the College Board has learned over the years

that even the discussion of reducing financial aid for collegebound students

creates in them the impression that financial aid has in fact been reduced,"

said Mr. Stewart. "That impresssion in turn discwrages them and they do not

seek the aid they need--aid that in fact is there for them--but resign

themselves to abandoning a dream."

The College Board is a nonprofit association serving students, schools,

and colleges through programs designed to expand educational opportunity. Its

members are more than 2,500 secondary and higher education institutions and

schools, systems, and associations.

I##
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TABLE A
INSTITUTIONS REPORTING GRANTS/SCHOLARSHIPS

BASED ON MINORITY STATUS WITHOUT REFERENCE TO NEED*

Academic Two-year Four-year

21111.8. flit,

1987-88 439 (15%)** 106 (121.) 8 (3%) 174 (32%) 151 (13%)

1988-89 527 (18%) 128 (14%) 10 (4%) 216 (391.) 173 (151.)

1989-90 589 (21%) 138 (18%) 5 (2%) /48 (451.) 198 (16%)

1990-91 696 (24%) 176 (20%) 12 (4%) 279 (501.) 229 (19%)

TABLE 8
INSTITUTIONS REPORTING GRANTS/SCHOLARSHIPS

BASED ON MINORITY STATUS PLUS NEED*

Academic
Total

___IWo-year

Egb. Priv. Eidi, Erb.

1987-88 467 (16%) 124 (14%) 13 (51.) 159.(291.) 171 (15%)

1988-89 567 (201.) 143 (161.) 13 (5%) 189 (34%) 222 (191.)

1989-90 642 (23%) 157 (20%) 13 (6%) 212 (38%) 260 (17%)

1990-91 785 (27%) 212 (24%) 18 (6%) 241 (43%) 314 (26%)

*Note: Do not totail the numbers from Tables A and 8. Some institutions

have both need-based and non-need-based minority grants/scholarships.

"percent of responding universe within particular segment. Although

number in responding universe varies from year to year, there was at
least an overall 901. response rate each year.

Source: Annual Survey of Colleges, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990. Copyright

(c) 1990 by the College Entrance Examination Board. All rights reserved.

001
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MINORITY SCHOLARSHIPS
THE NUMBERS BEHIND THE POLITICS

Asurvey of more than 2,800 two-year and four-year institutions of
higher learning showed that in the current academic year,

1990-91, 27 percent of them offered scholarships to minorities based
on need and 24 percent had scholarships for minorities in which need
was not a criterion.

The number of schools offering minority scholarships has risen sharply
since 1987-88, The Education Department sparked controversy earlier
this month whim Assistant Secretary Michael L Williams ruled that
colleges receiving federal funds could not reserve scholarship for
minority students, a ruling that was pertly reversed last week.

COLLE %%I III MINORII V SCHOL ARSHIT", u15I ON NT

Acadmie Yaw Mal Pubile Mob
1987-48 467 (16%) 283 184
198849 567 (20%) 332 235
1989-90 642 (23%) 369 273
1990-91 785 (27%) 453 332

COLLLT.L'1 WI III MINORITY SCHOL ARSHIPS NOT 1.3ASTIO ON \I LP

Acardink Thar Pubic Prhals
1987-88 439 (15%) 2C3 159
198849 527 (18%) 344 183
1989-90 589 (21%) 386 203
1990-91 696 (24%) 465 241

NOTE: Some Imtitutiom have both tom of minority eoholushka Mem otos offer
mhoisablpe vihich merally etuelefts qualIfy.

SOURCE Amid Survey el Woo, The Deem Word

eosemoommet

3 6 1
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TRENDS IN COLLEGE-GOING RATES
BY AGE, RACE, AND GENDER

1976 1989

Prepared for the
Association of Urban Universities

by
Carol Frances + Associates

151 Brenda Court
Warrenton, Virginia 22186

703-347-2365
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TRENDS IN coLum-aoING muss

PY AGS. RACE. AND GIRDER

1976 - 1989

Information about trends in college-going rates is vital to
an assessment of the impact of student financial aid on broadening
access to educational opportunities for disadvantaged students.
This information is also valuable to policy discussions of the role
of race-specific scholarships and fellowships.

Access to higher education is an enduring concern of the
uurban universities. The urban universities are also in the middle
of the current controversy about race-specific scholarships and
fellowships. Because of the value of information about college-
going rates in addressing these concerns of the ACV members, AUU
requested an analysis of trends in college-going rates by age,
race, and gender.

This detailed analysis of trends in college-going rates leads
to two basic conclusions:

1. For virtually a 1 age groups, and for both men and women,
the percentage of the white majority population which is
enrolled in college is significantly (neater than the
percentage of the Black and Hispanic minority
populations.

2. The gap between the majority and minority rates has
widene4 for almost all age and gender groups, over the
period from 1976 to 1969.

Additional findings are:

3. The gap between the majority and the minority college-
going rates is largest, and is increasing at the fastest
pace, for the 18 and 19 year-olds.

4. Women have higher college-going rates than men in the age
group first entering college (18-19), and in the older
age-group returning to college (30-34). Hen have higher
college-going rates than women in all the age groups in
between (20-21, 22-24, and 25-29).

5. While the college-going rates for the traditional
college-age groups (18-19, 20-21, and 22-24), for all
race and gender groups combined, are increasing, the
rates for the older age groups (25-29 and 30-34) are
decreasing.

36
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The data for this trend analysis were obtained frt.-. issues os
the Current Population Survey, Series P-20, published by the Cennum
Bureau.

The college-going rate is the percentage of a apecified
population group which is nrolled in college. College-going rates
are charted by race in this report for twelve population groups.
The twelve population groups encompass six age groups (16-17, 18-
19, 20-21, 22-24, 25-29, and 30-34) each for men and for women.

The college-going data by race and gender are subject to
considerable variability from year-to-year because the national
estimates are derived by the Bureau of the Census from weighted
responses to sample surveys of households, and moms of the age-
race-gender groups in the sample are comparatively small.
Generalizations about trends in college-going rates are thus more
solid if they are based on a data for a number of yeara, not juat
two or three years.

The data are charted here in two different ways. The first
set of charts are standard plots showing the reported college-going
rate for each age-race-gender group for each year. The second set
shows exactly the same data but, instead of connecting the data
points year-by-year, a calculated trend line that best describes
the direction of change over the 14-year period is fitted through
the same data points.

Using Colleae-Qpina Rates as Measures of Proaress Toward Grtater
educational Access and Rauitv

Increases in minority enrollment in recent years, reversing
declines in enrollment for some groups, have been cited as evidence
of progress toward creating greater educational opportunity for
minority men and women.

While increases in minority enrollment are encouraging, a

truer measure of progress toward greater access would be increases
in the college-going LIII. In many cases, minority enrollment ham
increased, but minority population has increased even more,
resulting in declinina college-going rates.

Further, an increase in the college-going rate of minority men
and women is La a sign of greater educational equity if, over the
same period, the college-going rate of the white majority ham
increased even more, thus widening the gap between the majority end
minority students.

Measured against the goal of greater equity in access to
opportunities for a college education, there has been very little
progress over the last decade and a half in reducing the
disparities in college-going rates between the majority and the
minority groups. For virtually all twelve of the age and gender
groups, the gap between the majority and the minority college-going
rate has actually widened over the years from 1976 to 1989.
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COLL101-10I1G 11TIS

11 1G1, 113, 11D SIMI

1916 1917 1971 1919 1910 1911 1902 1903 1914 1915 1906 1901 1911 1919

111

14-15 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1

16-11 3.3 3.2 3.3 3.1 3.0 2.1 3.2 3.5 3.4 3.4 2.1 3.2 2.5 2.1

11-19 36.0 35.7 35.6 34.6 35.9 31.5 36.5 31.6 31.6 10.4 41.5 42.5 41.1 41.1

20-21 30.7 30.4 21.4 29.1 19.1 30.4 32.9 31.0 32.6 34.1 31.1 31.3 31.5 37.6

22-24 16.1 16.1 15.1 15.4 15.1 15.9 16.3 16.1 16.1 16.5 17.5 11.1 11.0 19.6

25-29 9.8 10.5 9.2 9.3 1.9 1.1 9.2 9.3 1.1 9.0 1.5 1.6 1.2 1.0

30-34 5.1 6.5 6.1 6.1 6.2 6.6 6.1 6.2 6.0 5.9 5.7 5.5 5.1 5.5

35-44 3.1 4.5 3.9

45-54 1.5 2.0 2.1

55, 0.3 0.3 0.3

Vhite leo

16-15 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1

16-11 2.4 2.5 2.5 2.9 2.3 2.4 2.9 2.1 2.4 3.6 2.4 3.1 1.6 2.2

11-19 36.1 37.5 36.4 34.6 36.2 31.5 36.0 37.2 40.2 40.0 43.0 43.4 40.1 41.1

20-21 32.9 33.1 31.3 31.3 32.9 31.9 35.7 35.0 35.3 16.3 32.9 40.6 10.0 31.7

22-24 20.2 11.9 11.1 11.5 17.7 111 11.1 11.7 19.9 I1.1 11.4 11.2 20.6 20.1

25.29 12.7 12.3 10.1 10.3 9.3 1.9 9.1 10.1 9.1 9.3 9.3 1.3 7.7 9.0

30-34 6.3 6.6 6.1 5.1 5.5 5.8 5.3 5.3 5.4 5.4 5.2 4.9 5.2 4.1

35-44 2.9 3.2 2.9

45-54 0.1 1.1 1.3

55, 0.2 0.2 0.2

White Men

14-15 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2

16-11 4.2 3.1 4.0 4.3 3.9 3.4 3.1 4.1 4.6 3.1 3.5 3.3 3.1 3.2

11-19 31.5 36.1 37.3 37.0 31.4 40.1 40.4 43.3 42.6 45.7 43.1 44.4 41.1 46.2

20-21 30.1 27.1 26.4 21.9 21.1 31.4 32.1 29.3 31.6 34.0 32.3 36.4 39.2 39.0

22-24 13.6 13.0 12.6 13.5 14.4 12.9 14.1 13.2 13.1 14.6 15.9 15.9 16.2 19.2

25-29 6.1 1.4 1.6 1.1 1.4 7.6 1.1 1.3 1.6 1.1 1 1 1.2 1.2 9.3

10-24 4.6 5.1 5.7 6.4 6.1 7.3 6.5 6.7 6.5 6.6 6.1 6.2 6.1 6.0

35-44 4.1 5.1 5.2

46-54 2.2 3.0 3.0

55, 0.4 0.3 0.4

1
kJ° i F....*
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1916 1977 1910 1919 HU HU HU 1903 DU 1905 1916 1911 BH 1919

Ilia MIA

14-15 0.1

1( 1,1 1.9 3.1 2 3 2.1 2.4 1.2 1.7 1.2 2.9 1.0 11 1.3 1.1 1.4

11-16 24.2 11.1 13.1 12.1 11.6 14.1 22 ' 173 21.3 23.3 13.1 30.1 21.1 21.1

30-21 21.1 25.6 23.1 21.0 21.7 11.6 11.1 11.5 25.0 31.0 22.1 16.7 20.0 22.1

12-21 17.7 17.1 14.0 13.5 12.4 11.1 15.1 16.1 16.1 11.9 15.1 14.1 11.3 14.1

25-29 11.0 11.9 9.1 1.0 9.9 10.1 1.4 1.2 1.5 5.5 0.6 1.3 6.2 5.5

30-34 1.1 9.2 7.3 6.1 6.6 1.5 5.6 6.7 6.2 3.9 5.5 3.2 4.1 3.1

3514 2.6 2.1 1.5

45-54 1.6 1.1 0.2

55+ 0.1 0.3

Black luen

14-15 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.3

16-17 3.1 3.2 4.3 5.3 2.1 3.9 2.0 3.5 4.2 1.1 1.4 3.5 4.1 4.5

11-19 32.6 31.1 27.2 29.4 31.9 19.2 15.1 21.6 17.0 21.1 34:1 31.1 31.1 31.1

20-21 25.0 26.5 23.1 20.3 21.1 13.2 15.2 22.1 21.2 23.1 23.0 15.9 34.3 34.6

22-21 13.9 11.9 13.3 13.7 12.6 13.1 15.3 13.1 13.6 13.5 16.7 14.0 11.9 11.5

25-21 7,9 10.2 1.1 6.9 7.1 1.0 7.1 6.4 5.9 1.3 1.0 1.3 7.7 6.2

30-34 6.3 1.5 7.5 6.9 5.9 6.1 1.1 1.4 5.5 5.6 5.1 6.1 6.7 5.7

35-44 3.6 1.1 3.0

45-54 1.1 2.3 2.3

55* 0.2 0.2

lispitic Net

11-15 0.2 0.6

16-11 1.3 2.3 2.5 3.3 0.6 1.1 1.5 3,7 0.1 1.9 1.1 0.1 2.1 1.6

11-19 26.1 12.5 11.1 26.1 22.1 19.1 11.3 15.3 16.9 16.2 16.6 12.9 20.5 21.1

20-21 19.4 20.1 13.1 11.1 11.1 21.2 11.1 1E5 24,1 19.1 16.4 16.5 19.0 15.2

22-24 11.3 13.6 12.5 11.1 1.1 10.2 10.1 12.1 11.0 12.3 11.1 11.4 12.5 11.0

25-29 10.4 12.1 9.5 1.9 6.2 7.5 1.1 10.2 6.6 1.9 7.1 1.! 4.5 6.1

30-31 5.6 5.1 3.5 5.6 5.6 5.1 3.1 2.1 4.6 4.0 3.1 4.1 3.2 3.1

35.44 1.1 2.5 2.7

45-54 0.6 0.1

55' 0.6 0.3

lispinic Nur

14-15

16-17 3.0 3.3 3.4 4.0 2.1 3.1 3.1 2.5 1.1 1.1 1.6 1.7 1.3 3.1

11-11 36.9 15.2 21.7 22.9 13.2 22.5 30.1 30.1 30.2 21.1 17.3 20.6 31.7 21.3

20-21 19.3 204 14.3 11.1 14.4 16.1 11.5 21.0 36.3 15.2 20.6 11.1 10.0 11.3

22-24 11.1 5.1 9.2 1.6 11.1 12.1 9.1 9.3 9.0 9.7 12.5 12.9 10.9 11.2

25-29 4.2 4.9 5.5 6.0 5.1 7.1 1.1 5.4 6.1 4.3 1.2 5.9 ; 1 5.0

30-31 2.4 4.7 3.1 5.1 3.1 2.1 4.1 3.6 4.9 6.7 5.3 j.) 2.1

35-14 3.! " 4.1

15-54 1 0.6
55, 0. 0.6 0.4
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scum: v.s. Departaest of Coaserce, bream of the Cellos,

Current Poplatio: Reports, Series P-20.

1916 lusher 319 (February 1911)

1911 lusber 333 (February 1919)

1911 lusber 346 (October 1919)

1919 lusber 360 Ilpril 19111

1910 lusber 362 (Nay 1911)

1911 Ember 400 (July 1915)

1912 lumber 392 Ileptesber 19141

1913 lusber 394 (October 19141

1914 lusber 426

1915 lumber 426

1316 lusber 129 Ilupust 1911)

1917 lumber 443 (April 19901

1911 lusber 413 Ilpril 19901

1919 Due possibly io larch 1991
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STUDENT

.1-11J
IS IT WORKING LIKE IT

IS SUPPOSED TO?
BY CAlto t,FtANCte

IVs time to step back, take a hard
look, and ask fundamental ques-
tions about nudent aid. Congress
u about to begin its reauthoriza-
tion of the student-ald kgisla-
don, and educators are focusing
attention on the details of aueu-
ing students need for assistance

and on amendments to the original
propam. In sddition, soe should be
asking: Is student ald. as system,
working like it Is supposed to?

The usual response is, "Yes, It Is,"
or, "Yes, well, more or leu." Those
opinions are formed In part from in-
formation peovided by the U.S. De-

CAROL FRANCES ASSOCIA TF.S we,
C11011111ii Off economies and finance of ed.
motion, doing sulky onebnit overgrow/en-
tel stometng, end welegk pouting for edu-
coaxes, essocistIons, MOnrktust taken,
government pewits, and business. Mb or.
tkit I bred on a presentation to Me 1090
conference of the Netionst Edskstion Apo-
ebtion end dram on wore supported by
AASCV, AACX AAUP. one AM

partment of Education and by et'uca-
tion associations. Looking at the con
elusions of major moons released re-
cently and at statements in speeches
and testimony before Congressional
committees, the premises on whsch
these conclusions stand might be stated
as follows.

I. College enrollment is up, and col-
lege-going rates are up, so we
continue to make ptogress in
broadening access to higher edu-
cation.

2. Minority enrollment is up.
2. The real value of student aid is

currently back up higher than the
kvel reached In 1960-81

4. Student loans ate not an undue
burden on students.

5. Costs of college are a major con.
cern, b.:t the increases in tuition
are offset by Increases in student
aid for needy students.

6. Education it adequately funded;
nesources ore not the issue. It is

Calve .11m Itylkost INS
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Chart 1
Circus° logy al Student-Aid Programs, Economic Cycles, and Political
Events That Hays Affsctsd Co099 En/c1 Ilyneola

Premise 1College enrollmentEt up
and college-going rotes we up.

Co liege enrollment is, Indeed, up.
After upward revisions of early all-
mates of openistg-faLl enrollment in
academic year 1919, total college en-
rollment appears to have reached a ley-
el of 13.3 million students. This Is an
Increase of more than 10 Percent over
the 12.1 mullion students enrolled in
1980. This increase is especially drifi .
cant, even the widely publicized pro-
jections of enrollment decline of up to
13 percent in the 15401.

Overall college-going rues are also
up, as the charts show; almost six in
ten high school graduates now enter
college, up from just over five of ten a
decade ago. These are encouraging
dins. The question is, however, what
role has student aid played in sustain-
Ina enrollments and supporting the re-
cent increases?

Chart 1 shows a chronology dating
the enactment of student-aid pro-
pains, plus economic cycles and politi-
cal evenu that might have affected col-
lege enrollments. Enrollments Increased
after the enactment of every major stu-
!ent-ald program. In the 1980s, enroll-
ments surged ahead, even after middle-
Income students lost their loan elisibli-
fty in the Budget Reconciliation Act of
19SI.

Does this mean there is enough Stu.
dent aid because students are, after all.
finding says to pay for colleges and
enrolling?

The picture is not quite so rosy as the
gigrellate data suggest. First of all, the
coDege-golng rate of young people
from upper-ineome families is stil1

three to four times that of people from
tower-Income familiesthis almost
two decades after the nation commit-
ted Itself to broadening access to col-
lege with the enactment of the Basic
(now Pell) Grant propam In 1972. The
persistent disparities in coliese-PinS
rates by income level are shown for
(gm on mart 2.

Second, while overall college-going
rates are up, the rates for blacks and
Hispanics are lower than those for
whites, and the gap is widening slital-
candy, as shown In Chart 3. A large
part of the pp in overall coliese-going
rates is explained by the fact that a
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time to examine hos well educe-
tion institutions perform with the
resources they have. ln any event,
given the budget deficits, no more
funds are available.

These six premises are, 1 believe, in-
tended to support a conclusion that the
system Li generally working all right.
The tlx are bated, I argue, on a combi-
nation of information and misinforms-
tion. This article is an attempt, Ma, to
Set a better handle on the facts, and.
second, to assess what the facts tell us
about how well the system of student
aid is actually working.

First, let's look at the six premises
behind student-aid policy and compare
them with the facts.

se
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larger there of the minority groups
have lower incomesand, as we have
already yen, lower-income people
have lower college-going rates. But this
is hardly consolation, since the dispar-
ity between white and minority house-
hold incomes has increased in the
191301, as shown in Chan 4.

Third, the growth of enrollment in
the 191303 was accounted for almost en.
tirely by people age 23 and over. In
fact, women 35 and over make up a
huge majority of the additional college
students.

Although the growth in enrollments
is accounted for primarily by older Stu.
dents, student aid if significantly less a
factor in the enrollment of older than
of younger nudents. While close to 40
percent of the undergraduate students
who are traditional college age receive
federal financial assistance, fewer than
a quarter of the undergraduates, and
only 15 percent of the graduate stu-
dents age 3$ and over, receive student
aid under current federal programs.

The growth of enrollment from 1480
to 1986 for men and women in the tra.
ditional college-age groups aid for
those who are older Is thown on Charts
5 and 6. (Data for 1987 and later rue
not yet available In comparable age
groups because the poups are not ye/
adjusted for a large number of respon .
dents who did not report their age; but
the basic trends appear to continue.)

Premise 2Mm()Iffy enrollment it up
Minority enrollment is, indeed, also

up. According to unpublished data just
compiled by the U.S. Department of
Education, minority enrollment in-
creased from 1.9 million in 1980 to 2 4
million tn 1988. The trends In minority
enrollment are shown on Chart 7. Mi-
nority enrollment increased more than
20 percent over these eisht years, com-
pared with under 5 percent for white
non.Hispanics. as shown on Chart 8.
Half the increase In college enrollment
in the United States from 1980 so 1988
is accounted for by increases in the
*umber of minority students.

From the mic149705 to the mid.1980s,
however, the term "minority" got re-
defined. In the 1950s and 1960(, "mi-
nority was used almost interchange.
ably with "black." But as other minor.
ides became active in pressing their

ciairns for greater Opportunities, His-
panics, American Indians, and, more
recently, Asian Americans, were identi.
lied in the statistics and added to the mi-
nority category.

From 1980 to 1988. close to 95 per-
cent of the Increase In minority enroll-
ment In college was accounted for by
minority students other than blacks.

Trends In enrollment by race have
exhibited sharply different patterns
since 1476, when the biennial surveys
of enrollment by race were rust carried
out for the Department of Education
by the Bureau of the Census using the
Current Population Survey. There ap-
pear to be three different periods with
three different patterns of enrollment
growth. The three distinct four-year
periods sre 1976 to 1980. 1980 to 1984,
and 1984 to 1988. The patterns of en.
rollment growth for the three periods
are contrasted on Chan 9.

The late 1970s was period of rising
tuition costs but with even greater in-
creases In student financial aid, with
continuing increases In college-age pont,-
lation, which combined to produce
large increases In enrollment.

The early 1980s was a period of even
sharper rates of increase in tuition,
v.hieh rose at unptecedented rate, to-
gether with declines or slow growth of
student aid, and the beginning of the
decline in the college-age population.
These three forces combined to pro-
duce a small decline ln white enroll
ment and luge decline in black en
rollrnent. The de t in both white
and black en rollm.1 nre offset by in
creases in Hispanic and Asian enroll-
ment, which were driven in part by in.
creases In these population groups
from immigration. All of the Increase
in college enrollment during this period
was accounted for by Hispanics and
Asians.

While the period from 1980 I o 1984
was discouraging, there appear to be
more encouraging signs since 1984.

From 1984 to 1988, enrollment in col.
lege or all the major racial and ethic
groups has Increased.

The decline In the enrollment of
black students appears to be turning
around. While black enrollment de.
dined by a staggering 31,000 from
1980 to 1984. It Increased by 54,000
from 1984 to 1988.

Chart 2
Collecpe-Oolng Rain by Income
Lave!, 1856
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ChM 5
Clumpy In Caine 5nroilinon1 by Ayis and Onnbor, 111110-1014
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n assessment of
how student ald is
working depends at the
outset on a reasonably
accurate measurement of
exactly how much ald is
being awarded.

During this mon recent period, the
rate of increase in tuition slowed dra-
matically, and student aid increased
again. These forces helped produce a
turnaround In enrollment of all the
groups.

Premise 3dkfter ocburung for infla-
tion, total student aid hod climbed
bock up to a kw/ about 10 percent
higher in 1988-89 than it INV lc
198041.
An assessment of how student aid is

working depends at the outset on rea-

sonably accurate measurement of ex-
actly how much aid Is being awarded.
The ^.ollege Board, in recent publica-
tions, concludes that by 1968-89, in
real terms, total mudent financial aid
had increased about 10 percent above
the 1980-.81 level. This is an important
conclusion lending support to the gen-
eral proposition that the student-asd
system is worling.

To reach the conclusion the; the real
level of student ald Is back up above
the 198041 level depends critically on
two propositions: first, that loans are
functionally equivalent to grants in
providing financial assistance to stu-
dents; and second, that the consumer
price indat is an appropriate series to
use in adjusting student aid for infla-
tion.

The costs of loan and grant pro-
grams may be counted the same on a
ledger as dollars spent. But loans are
not the same as grants because they do
not have the same effect on students.
For students, pants reduce the cost of
education; loans, by the time they axe
paid back with interest, increase the
cost of education.

Further, many of the dollars labeled
as federal "student aid" are not paid
to students or to colleges. The checks
go directly from the federal treasury to
a lender or loin-guarantee agency as
incentives to encourage their participa-
tion in the program. These payments to
the lenden do not make it less expert-
sive for students to secure an educa-
tion: they compensate lenders for the
increasing costs of obtaining loanable
funds in an en of high real rates of in-
terest. They ire affected as much by
federal monetary and fiscal policies as
they are try ahy education policy com
=menu to broadening access to hifa-
er education.

Virtually all the increase in federal
student aid from 1960 to 1968 has been
in the form of loans, as shown on
Chart 10. Increases In the total amount
of Pell grants awarded in the early
1980a under Department of Education
programs were offset by decreases in
the amount of grant aid awarded under
the Veterans programs, and by the
elimination of the vent assistance pro-
vided through the Social Security Ad-
ministration, as shown on Chart 1 1.

Grant aid to students has increased
since 198041, but the overwhelming
preponderance of the additional aid
has been provided by the Institutions
themselves. The trends in the total
amount of grants awarded by the fed-
eral and state governments and by the
institutions is shown on Oen 12. In.
stitutionaLly funded student aid rose
from about $2 billion in 1980-81 to
well ova $5 billion in 1968-89--an ln-
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crease of $3 billion, as shown co Clan
13. Aiwa all of the $3 billion addition
was provided to students In the form of
ans.

FUrther light is shed on the premise
that the real value of student aid Is
back up about 10 percent above the
1980-41 level by moths that the con-
sumer price index, which k commonly
used to odium student aid for the ef-
fects of inflation. is constructed using a
market baikee of goods and *tykes
that does not reflect the purchases
made by students. Creating a prelimi-
nary mock-up of a "student cost
knit," ltaee the rise in nudent costs

mem and boardcosts that
actually fareindicatu that

the effects of inflation On student cons
are much greater than would be found
utbis the CPI. Using the CP1 over-
stata the real amount of ttudent aid
awarded to students in the 19118s by a
staggering $10

Taking just the grant portion of 'in-
dent aid, and adjusting it using the
mock-up of the student cost index
yields a conclusion that the real value
of student grants in 198849 was nor
about 10 percent higher than h was in
1913041: It was not much more than
4,14,Issit that level. The dramatk dif-
ferences resulting from uslne a student
cost index rather than the CPI to ad-
just for Inflation when assessing the
adequacy of student aid is shown on
Chart 14.

I/ the value of student aid has climbed
bark up to, or exceeded, levels reached
in 1910-81, and enrollment of some
groups is not Increasing, the search for
explanations focuses on the behaviors
of itudents and of institutions. If,
however, the value of student aid is

much less than previously thought, the
search for explanations widens to in-
clude an examinalion of the student-
aid synem itself, and whether that sys-
tem works adequately to broaden ac-
cess to education.

Premise 4Student loons ore not an
undue burden on students.

The usuad argument is that nudents
who so to college benefit from earning
much hisher iilar4na alter they gradu-
ate than those who do not, and theY
can nully repay the loans out of their

Chart I
Portant Ofehlbution of the Increase in Coin* Eneellment. by Age and
°ander, 11410-10,11
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added Income. In many cases, this is
tniethough it may no: be so for
teachers, nurses, social workers, or
othet greduates who borrowed to fi-
nance an education for entry into com-
paratively low-paying jobs. And ft is
decidedly not so for studenu forced to
take a loan for a chance at college and
who, failing to complete their Pro-
gram, face years of monthly payments
without the expected increase In earning
powerand thus defauk on their loans.

There art other Important, but nften
overPoked, dimensions to the discus .
lion of the burden of student loans.
One is that comparative asset posi-
tions, as well as annual incomes, Ere
important In evaluating how well a sys-
tem of student aid band significantly
on Is working.

1. -ithip of assets signifies-WY
affects r--r.te's ability to Invest trt a

100 200

home or start a business. The lack of
assets for those below the poverty line
may have even more impact in shaping
their willingness and ability to plan and
Invest in the future than does current
income-

Different methods of financing col-
lege education have vastly different im-
pacts on students' ability to aceumu.
late assets. Take two students who go
to the same colleae, major in the same
subject, graduate at the sarne time, go
to work for the same company, have
the sante career and income progres-
sion over the next IS years, the same
savings rate and return on the funds
they investand pc:Mutate Only one
difference betwt en them: one student
has to borrow 310.000 to pay for col.
lege, and the other does not. At the end
of the 15-year terrn Of the loan, the stu-
dent who did not have to borrow could

Chris .ketytkaguet INC 31
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bold four to six times as much In assets
sta tbe Student wbo had to borrow. Mk
pest disparity les sums is illunrated on
Chart 15.

Take the exampie one step funher:
conider that the student who bor.
rowed, In effect, borrowed funds de-
posited in the bank by tbe parents of
tbe audent who didn't borrow. In a
hisb.isteress rII, the Were* Paid bY
the borrower makes It easier for the
patents of the non-borrower to finance
the loan-free education of younger
children and vandchOdren. To the ex-
tent that low- and middle-income peer
pie are required to take on krge debts
because of shortfalls In tIse funding of
student grants, we wind up with the
poor paying for the education and the
post-graduate mown* of the well-to.
do. Tbe potential dispaisty in future as-
sets could becbrne the engine for with
mins divisions within Marken society.

Student loms were originally =vi-
sioned as s supplemental source of sup-
port to widen students' choke of at-
tending butitutions charens higher
tuitions. With the fallure of pant aid
to keep up with college cogs, more and
mots of those costs are covered by stu .
dent borrowing. Increased student bor.
rowing, in an era of very hies real in-
terest rates, widens tbe potential db.
parity lin aneu and economic pros-
pots. The unintended consequence is
that excessive loan financing for higher
education results in exacerbating the
income inequality that the education
was supposed to mitigate in the first
plAKM.

Plemler SRtung college costs are a
serious concern to students and their
parents. but, m tuitions are in.
created, more student aid is mode
available to offset the inmases for
te needtest students.h
This is the way the system is sup-

posed to work but often It does not. In
the 1970.. student aid increased faster
than student need, as meastyrd by lui .
lion, room, and bOltd Cost3 In the
1960s, the opposite wu true: student
need increased much faster titan the ant
available to pay for the costs.

If student sid were keeping up with
need, gran tuition, student aid, and
net tuition (ross tuition minus student
aid) would all three track each other

Chad 7
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with about the same rate of change.
But, in reality, net tuition, after 'sub-
tracting available etudent aid, has gone
up faster than gross tuitionwhich is
another way or saying that uudent aid
has not kept up wkh the need. As
shown on Chart 16, tuition increases
were senallest when student aid lactase'
were the largest; shortfalls in 'trident
grants are now doina mote to drive up
taloa than the other way around.

Because of S shortfall in student
grants, the colleen and universities
thenselves provide Instkutionally funded
student aid. In 1963-66, the private in-
uitutions provided $1.6 billion in
whole:ships and fellowships from their
unrestricted education and general
funds, while the public institutions
provided S700 miWon. Some of the
funds to pay for the institutionally
funded student aid came from increas-
es in tuition, setting up S vicious circle
of further shortfalls in aid end still
more rounds of tuition thetta,St3.

'MC end result is, in effect, a tax
transfer system, built on top of the ed-
ucation financing system, that trans-
fers resources mostly from middle-in-
come familiea to lower-income fami-
lia. To the anent that institutionally
funded Student aid is financed by in-
crewed tuition paid by students who
do oot receive aid, we are looking at
new "taxes" that are likely to exceed
$3 billion a year in the 1993s, and are
likely to fall largely on middie-income
families who happen to have children
in college. Thls income redistribution
ought to be the responeibdity of the so-
ciety as a whok, not added to the bur-
dens of familia straining to pay for
colleen without financial assistance.

Premise 6Higher education is ode-
qua* funded. . . . and, in any
event, given the budget deficitt,
them :imply are not shy more fundr
available for higher educalron.

The fundamental question it, where
do we, as a nation, put education
elementary education, secondary edu-
cation, and higher educationamong
out national PriOrtiies?

Comparative trend, in spending at
the federal tevel for defense and for ed-
ucation and training are shown on
Chart 17. Both are shown in current
doCars.

From 1910 to 1968, total federa1 out-
lays increased $474 billion. Of this
1474 billion increase, defense rexived
$136 billion in additional outlays. In-
terest payment, on the federal debt re-
quired an additional $100 billion. Of
this $474 billion Increase, less than SI
balion was allocated to education and
training. Increases in funding for edu-
cation were offset by decreases in fund-
ing for training. The added outlays by
major function from 1960 to 1988 are
shown on Chart IS.

Trends in the share of the state buds.
es invested in education are shown on
Chart 19. The response to the per-
ceived military threat represented by
Sputnik was a significant increase in
the share of state spending Invested in
education. In contrast, the response to
the competitive challenee in the eco-
nomic arena represented by Toyota has
been an erosion of the share of prate
budgets allocated to education. These
two charts show clearly the budget
choices that have been made at both
the federal and state levels.

Student Aid: "10s, 1105, sad '901

A quick review of the three decades
would look like this. 111 the 1970s, col-
leges and universities tried to keep their
coils low and student aid Increased
shamly, but rising Inflation ate away at
the resources of Institutions and at the
incomes of people paying for college.

In the 19110,, needs to restore the hu-
man, physical, and financial capital of
the institutions ',nitrated Increases in
cuts that were higher than the overall
rate of inflation. Non-tuition revenues
did Dot increase as fast as the increase
lit base costs; tuition' were increased
very rapid,/ at the beginning of the
decade to make up for the shortfalls.
This resulted la problems for hither
education in the political arena. Then
gerund inflation dropped sharply, tbe
rate of ircrease in tuitions slowedbut
not es fast es the consumer price index
and student grants did not keep up
with the audrn: cous. The mull was a
huge increase in student and parent
borrowing to pay for collese.

In the 19901, for student aid to
work, we have to provide borh ad&
dent public and privue funding to help
keep tuition down et both public and
private institutions, mid sufficient stu-

Choi 10
Federal Student Ald: Changing
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dent aid. The pobcy of increasing tut-
lion and offsetting the Mama with
snidest aid for needy studenu eras
originally advocated as a "refotm" in
the lite 19701. It ow men as a more eq.
ultable, coet-offecthe way of financing
higher educatioa than low tuition,
which, k was ugued, brnefked wince.
manly students who could s/ford to
my more for college.

But the high4Wtiongh-nudent-
aid (1611111b' ben) MU= is gemming
ITS own set of anoenalia and inequities.
Gant aid did sot keep pace with stu-
dent COM in lbe 191101, and ihe remit
was a hup Mamas in nudent aod par-
ent borrowing. Extweive dependence
on loam to finance higher education in
a period of high real Wren rates be-
cause an engine foe greater ecoomnic
aod axial Mequabty.

To reduce dependence on loans. s
numter of innovuive reforms are pow
being mowed, ranging from various
form of prepaid tuition, or tuition fu-
tura, to adocational mines piens.
Even the mon sensibk of the Inoova-
lions hese Inherent flaws. lo the mi-
med tuition pima, the colleges and
the parents ars betties spina each
other as to who am bat predict tbe
rue of inflation. The relatively sell-off
parents are the ones who can prepay
tuition, lf the colleges underesionde
the ate of iocrease le their future
emu, k win be Iowa-Meows Nudists
and taxpayers who win be financing
the benefits to higher-beowe families.
There Is niao pee risk of 'excreting
yet more tutfunded liabilities that ftt-
tune sae governmeuts RV how to
face.

Or, if plans are deveioped to encour.
age aninp to meet future college
coots. the frugal families may save up
enough to make themselves ineligible
fot the nutlet aid that the wuteful
can calmMikis Is certainly a pest
dncendver to savings.

Treatment of the ownership of suet,
in detomining eligibility for audent
aid is also a box there is no clads celig.
table way to get out of. Counting mans
in the oilman,* of need buns mase
nudes% bat sot cowing them hum
others, in ways that cross purposes
with tbe Intent of helping the outdate
that need &sandal askance.

Aod we oho have created an army of
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people to administer the student ald
programs, do student ald audits, and
track down defaulters.

The problems with the student-aid
system hove less to do with the features
of the IndMdual programs, and More
to do with the inadequate funding uf
the grant programs. Even the structur-
al shift of student aid away from lower
Income Budents toward middle income
stutlenu is connected to the problem of
Inadequate funding of grants to low in.
come students.

PCXX aXgetS
Educators concerned about Ade-

quote funding for student aid, together
with those concemed about funding
for the other domestic social programs.
in recent Years have confronted the
taunt that all they want to do is "tax
and spend, Ms and spend." They have
countered with challenges to the tax
cutters that all they want to do is "bor-
row and spend, borrow and spend."
What we have actually been doing may
come closer to "steal and spend, steal
and spend," units; we begin to Pay
back some of what we have borrowed
from our children and their future
Chiktr011.

To put the needs for investment in
education into perspective, consider
that in national consumption the 1980s
were a trillion-dor/or decade, three
Gino over. In the 1980s we consumed a
trillion dollars snore than we produced
We added close to a trillion dollars to
our national debt. And financiers spent
close to a trillion dollars on mersers
and acquisitions, not all of which re-
suited in increased productivity.

We ate not a poor country. Beyond
discussion of amendmenu to the High-
er Education Act, we should be talking
about America's investment priorities.
We an a rich country making poor
chokes. Through inadequate funding
of educational institutions, and triode-
quote funding of student aid, we have
permitted a serious neglect of invest-
ment in our human resources. We now
face a serious risk of making our coun.
try weaker and our children poorer as a
TWA.

To make the nation's educstion-fi-
nance/student-ald vehicle work, we do
not have to rebuild the engine. We
have to buy the gas. 0

Chert 16
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Scholarships Based
On Race Prohibited
Groups Challenge Education Dept. Ruling

By Kenneth J. Cooper
he OA wrier

The Education Department said
yesterday it will prohibit colleges
that receive federal funds from
awarding scholarships solely on the
basis of a student's race, a maior re-
interpretation of civil rights law
that was immediately challenged by
education groups.

Michael. L Williams, assistant
secretary for civil rights, said such
*race-exclusive- scholarships are
discriminatory except when a col-
lege has been specifically ordered
try a court to remedy past segrega-
tion. He said the ban does not apply
to federal scholarship programs
Congress has established for minor-
ities, privately administered ones or
programs that consider race u one
of several eligibility cm! .na.

"Anything where race is a deter-
mining factor is a race-exclusive
wholarship." whether designated
for racial minenties or white ethnic
groups. Williams said at a news con-
ference.

Williams could not say how many
scholarships would be affected by
the ruling. Many colleges typcally
reserve a small number of scholar-
ships for minority students in an ef-
fort to increase their enrollment.

Richud F. Romer, president ot
the National Association of Inde-
Pendent Colleges and Universities,
calbed for an urgent meeting be-
tween higher educatun leaders and
officials from the White House and
Education Department. He said col-
lege officials 'were trying to do
what we thought was clearly a na-
tional pnorttrto educate more
MjnOrity students.

David S. Tatel, a Washington
lawyer who directed the civil rights
office during the Carter administra-
tion. said Williams was diming
regulations based on the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 that have been
in force since it became law.

'My view is that as long as mi-
norities and non-mmormes have ac-
cess to a college's overall scholar-
stup program. the fact that a small
portion is designated for minorities
is not a problem. Tatel said. Th2y
do not deny overall schoUrshIP 01-
portunsty to wlutee.*

*This is a crude and blatant at-
tempt to seriously crippie. if not kill
outright, the well-mtentioned et-
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Race-Based

Scholarships
Prohibited
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forts ... to provide educational op-
portunities for minority students."
said Benjamin Hooks. executive di-
rector of the NAACP.

"We will fight this directive with
every possible means at our dispoc
al and we have instructed our attor
neys to immediately begin studying
the possibility of bringing a legal
challenge; he aid.

Under the most extreme penalty
the department can impose. a col.
lege found to discriminate oukl
lose federal funding in the form of
student aid and research grants.

Richard Melee. deputy sssistant
education secretary for civil rights.
mud the department has received
five complaints concerning discnm-
inatory scholarship prugrams within
the last year. and all are pending

Two came from the Washington
Legal Foundation. a conservative
advocacy group. John Scully. iis
cOurisel, said he filed complaints in
May stout scholarship programs for
minonty students at the University
of Flonda and Florida Atlantic Une
versity.

Williams said he expects colleges
to comply voluntarily with the reg-
ulances and will not conduct a 30-
temata. search for discriminatory
programa. His office is obliged.
however, to investigate whatever
complaints tt receives.

The scholarship issue surfaced
fast week when the department re-
vealed that Williams had warned or-
gannets of the Fiesta Bowl football
game in Temm. Ans., about their
plans to contribute $200.000 in
scholarships for minority student*
at the two schools that will play in
the bowl New year's Dar

Williams said Lie twu schools. rne
University of Warm& and Uruver-
sity of Alabama. could not award
the acholarships themselves be-
cause they recewe federal funds.
but the Fiesta Bowl could 63 it be.
cause it is a not federally funded.
Williams said his office is continuing
to advise bowl officials on the mat-
ter.

Williams said department officials
had decided on the reinterpretation
on their own and had not cleared it
with the White House. President
Bush has been sharply criticized by
civil rights groups for his veto in
October of new civil rights legisla-
tion that he said would result in ra-
dial quotas.

Education Secretary Lauro F
Cavazos. who resigned yesterday.
was an advocate of making college
more accessible to minority stu-
dents. But Williams and Korner said
rhe department has never issued a
broad policy statement on scholar-
ships designated for minority stu-
dentssomething they plan to do
soonand has made inconsistent
rulings in the past -The fact of the
matter is we have been on both
sides of this issue.' Korner said.

Korner said two of three letters
of finding' issued by the department
since 1983 have approved scholar-
shins for minority students. includ-
ing one laM year approving a Uni-
versity of Colorado program for nu-
nontieS. Also upheld in 1983 was a
program that excluded a Cuban
Arnencan because lie wasn't the
right sort of Hispanic.' Korner said.

Congress could direct the depart-
ment to permit the scholarships.
Rep. WILIAM D.ford (D-Mich.). thy
mcomaii chairman of the Education
and Labor Committee. said the pan-
el 'will be Wong a closet Fook at
post what the adinnostration has in

Romer sakl that word of the de-
partment's decision is 'already cre-
ating aN kinds of chaos. We have
students applytng for scholarshipti
right now, and we may have a num-
ber of bascial ind programs sn
question. What kind of impact is thn
going to have cm minority students.
an particularr

hope the upahot a colleges and
universities keep on clang what
they are doing.' said Robert Atwell.
President of ihe American Council
on Education. an umbrella organ-
isation of higher education groups,
ltle don't see anY reason for them
to change and we hope the Office
for Civil Rights will change its po-
sition on sober reflection.'
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Official Who Wrote the Rule
Sees Consistency in Aid Ban

By KAREN DE WITT
special to Tho hk.'w York Times

WASHINGTON, Dec. 12 As an un-
dergraduate and a law student at the
University of Southern California in the
late 1970's, Michael L Willirms chal-
lenged the university to increase its
number of minority students.

But as head of dm civil rights office
in the Education Department, Mr. Wi
Rams is telling colleges and universi-
ties that if they give
balled on race,
stances, they will be

The 37-year-olot
for Civil Rights sees no Mconsistency
in the actions.

"You have to go back to the position
that we took at Southern Cal," he said
today. "We said the university needed
to look at a lot of other variables be-
sides the SA.T. in selecting students.
We urged them to look at economic dis-
advantage, whether students overcome
large obstacles, et cetera. We did not
urge them to say we will admit 15 black
students a year."

A Fresh Wind In June
Mr. Williams, a domestic policy ana-

lyst In George Bush's Presidential
campaign ln 1988, is a former Justice
Department official. He was consid-
ered a fresh wind in a moribund
agency when he took over the Educa-
tion Department office in June.

Civil rights and education groups
were cautiously optimistic that he
would be sympathetic to . their con-
cerns, particularly because he empha-
sized the law-enforcement aspects ot
his office. He sought redress for anti-

Asian admissions practices uncovered
in a 30-month investigation at the Uni-
versity of California at Los Angeles. He
also completed an investigation at Har-
yard University, concluding that there
was no anti-Asian bias in admissions
procedwes there.

The Office of Civil Rights is responsi- 1

ble for ing Federal laws that pro-
hibit based on race, sex,
netball lcap or age in all
education or activities that

In his confirmation hearings Mr. Wil- e
Mims said that his qtfice could support
education goals that the governors and f
the President have set for the nation by f
insuring that grouping students by abil-
ity was not carried out in discrimina-
tory fashion and that children whose
first language is not English were not
disproportionately placed in special
education programs. These are con- t
cerns of education and civil rights
groups.

But Mr. Williams draws his educa- c
tional philosophy from the early roots
of the civil rights struggle and its 1

search not for racially balanced
schools or busing, but for equal educe- I
tion opportunities for blacks.

Mr. Williams said today that the
reaction to his policy pinhibiting schol- ;

arships based on .race was "maybe a
bit of unnecessary frustration and anx-
iety." He added that he was not wor-
ried that without such scholarships, ,
universities and colleges would not in-
crease the number of minority stu-
dents in their institutions.

37-441 0 - 91 - 13
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Cavazos Quits as Educatiodchref
Amid Pressure From White House

By MAUREEN DOWD
Speetal to The New York Times

WASHINGTON, Dec. 12 Lauro F.
Cavazos resigned under pressure as
Secretary of Education today, even as
his department and the Administration
were plunged into a storm over a deci-
sion to bar Federal aid to colleges that
offer scholarships designated solely for
minority st.

Mr. Cavazos's resignation followed a
white House meeting on Tuesday in
which John H. Sununu, the chief of
staff, told the Secretary that the Presi-
dent wanted him to leave the Cabinet
by the end of the month. Mr. Cavazos,
83 years old and the nation's first His-
panic Cabinet member, said he would
leave by the end of this week.

The departure was announced uxlay
at a Cabinet meeting that Mr. Cavazos
did not attend. He issued a terve resig-
nation letter in which he did not thank
President Bush for the honor of serving
in his Cabinet.

But White House officials insisted
that there was no connection between
the forced resignation and Tuesdays
announcement of the scholarship poli-
cy. They said that, as they get closer to
the 1992 eleCtiork they needed to but-
tress Mr. Bushtiiessertion that he

the "Education President" with a
more forceful presence at the helm of
the Education Department.

Some people close to Mr. Cavazos
said that he was upset by the combat-
ive new posture of the Administration
on affirmative action programs and
the Tuesday announcement by another
Education Department ofacial of a
new. policy to cut off Federal aid to col-
leges that offer scholarships desig-
nated for minorities.

Mr. Cavazos has long been consid-
ered try Mr. Bush's advisers to be a
weak link in the Bush Cabinet, and the
President's domestic policy adviser,
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;Cavazos Quits as Education Chief
Amid Pressure From White House

Co/unwed From Page Al
-_-_-_-_.

Roger Porter, has been the Adminie
tr anon s point man on education

The announcement that race-esclu-
swe- scholarehips were dtscrimma Alif/
tory and therefore Mega! was made by
Michael L. Witham., the head of the
civil rights office in the Education De.
partment Mr Williams said today he
had not acted under instructions from
the White Home bul had talked with
lower imal White HMSe staff members
who ...FP and acquaintances

Policy Change Semites Busk
Senior Whtte House *Metals seemed

as turproted as everlfune else to hear Of
trse new scholarship policy Ind were
Careful tO rune that Mr Bush riad not
Pug his stamp of approval on d.

The President was not aware of the
strategy ;rear to its undertaking
John Herrick. a White House spokes
man. said tonight "Now that we are Laura Cavern, who resigned..
aware of 11. the while Howe is review ss Education Secretary,

Intki;e House officials said they weret
Roan into the decision to we if was'
legal, if 11 elf ellitily reversible- and
d tt should be reversed.

Mr. Willierns'a annoweroment had a
scalding effect us education and cord
rights circlet. Critics railed queetions
abate Its timing. followlna Mr Bush's
veto of s major civil nghte Istli and the
bellwaie comments Of Waltam .1 Ben-
nett. Uw former Educalion Depart-.
Ment Child and Mr. Wive new choice'
to Med the Republican National Com.I
mime. Mat he is reedy to thinker'
Demoniac,' dm tame of rectal quotas'
and affirmative anion

The American Council on Education.'
which repruerts awn LIM higher.
meatus ittalltutiorts. Masa a state-

ment advistng its Miran and =vet.
sows to continue thetr current onto.
to es on minority echotars eps .

ti would represent a rant Stag
backward In efforts ta impose edUCIN
lomat oppollunitsle for Um nation's nib
nortly students.- sail Robert H Ala .
well. the President of Ma Americo',

advisory w incorrect and m
Counril on Education "tVe beiragidt.

and may be politically matented."
Ralph Netie, the eXsCvttvc dWeetOr

the Leadiffehtp Confeeme on Clvd.. c

R was. charged that "the Rush Aerator;
titration Ntems determined w compilw..
a worse civil Hen mooed than eta
Reagan Admuunratian."

Smell Byrd, tha Lliatant
atm ttr NAACP Lep' Defense anal,
Educate:nal Fund, declared the sea*
Ai

no other word for 11."
rship decision wee

there Is
nice

"It seems the bush Admailstration. at
Pau Mr flerinett, sums to belente
Mai by stirring up what in effect la enc-
rare sear, there ta paitiCal motel to bg::
gamed

Teeple' White Reeentniewl

Into s of the scholarship policy saiC
that as the nation enters a recession,
there is more oil tendency 10 IOW fOr
political scapegoat and lads an at pra.
grams designed to redrew gralrfahrst.:
against minontwit.

Chrisitagat Echey Jr... late profea4,..'
sor at Harvard Ueivensty who was
adviser to Michael 1 Whom ri the_

political dividend& ISM Obelelle.
OM Presidential wieCtien. aid

c ornet at a time *on may Meta
&A though they have Mai made to NiCs. .
rd,ce to create apparealsellws......kluCi.
ethers They think Pere* paid
sae the lluari people are awaretiTtat
feeling oul there."

n mitigate pcoluom
Many Repubacara ere

inai a
alms1=7:

appeal to large muter' 01 erbieig.:;
voters particularly emonically
strewed worthy Claaa Americans weer''
feel repenthil sten wenn day peraleva
as advantatell toe mlPlitlea.

By choosing Mr Denim foe part,
c met lohn Sununu UM Petrel/ISM Omsk-.

opponent of favored treatmet=. .

knew they were picking an

nn race

BEST COPY AVAILABLE3

A Magma Palk
Republican art rty Wallow essemerl

today that thy dime wpm purer.
becklun here imp' erhe aii* oar
alder the Admittuaretant arum liaaels;-
handed. Any backlash that did develegg""'
they said. would be largely num.--
crated among blacks and Mower
whites, who do not wappert Mr Built wit
large perfentaget aarrey

Two pelmet dangers face Mr Bush,.
strategists from both parties say Thd
lirst Is that ht ciii undertater Nei e1u .
forts to reach out to rniflartty voter"-
But more importantly, from an gift. "
tore! point pf view. thent as rtiiit Of an.
tagonizing moderate. suburban Repair
hcans tor whom any hint of vetied rile-.

: ism is distasteful.
Robert Teeter, a top Bosh strategist,-

said that the Admintstration3 byword"
should not be seen as an ominous pat.
tern by civil rights groupt

knybody who thrall George Bush le
1 turning MI back on Civil rtetl II lt4/'
1 percent wrong." he said -Them la a le
! animate debate over whether rem"
pieference programs of any IsInd are a-
goud idea But to say anybody on the

1 other side of that debate m a racist and-
Issatost civil nett& and minarthee ts',
lust untrue Maybe they put think Quo-
las are the wrong way whelp Nadia"

Leavitt, Oraer by 5
Mr Cavazos's resignation came be-...'

lore an investigation Malty wife role
al Ihe department. conducted by the
E duration Depertment's inspector.,
general s office. was made Public

Peggy Ann Caelita. a former nurea
and the mother of their le childre,c
came to the office daily with her hus-
band and kept an office next to his for a
period She also sat in on meettnga "
edited speeches and oohs" paPers
traveled with him

Mr Bush's adviser' had worrwd (hal -
Mr Cavazos. a holdover from the end
ul Me Reagan Administration who
liked to leave the Mk, try 4 05 P co,
was turning into a political liability and
undermining Mr Rustra attempt la
claim educe On III firma gUlt

Mr Porter the domestic POlicy
viler had already sluiced away much
of Mr Cavazos' cower, moving Charles
Kolb a deputy tO Mr Casaba, onto lila
White House staff

Mr Cavan,' is the third high-ranking
Bush official to restg,n recently Ettga
WM H. Dole, Ire Labe* Secretary tad ,
the only woman ut the Bush Cabasei..
creManed in Oc tuber

Mr Bennett alio Mislaid lam mash s-
. as Mr lush's drug policy director, esu

then attented the poet as the eut
Republioan National

In his letter of refighlitaan. Mr. Cant- :
1 tos slot he ae especially yawl of loa

I n.tivelrothul cai eel 'ni n th. ;
for Htspanic Americana aed ream -
awareness of Use gledwrig 411Pansity sir `
America student population
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Minority-Scholarship
Curb Under Review
Adminishution Split as Oiticism Rises
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Education Dept. Ruling
Splits Administration

SCHOLARSHIP& Prow A22

in any of its programs, even if they
are privately funded.

*The source of the funding is ir-
relevant," Williams said after send-
ing a letter to Fiesta Bowl organ-
isers last week.

Many public and private colleges
have scholarships designated for
minoritiet Columbia University has
a program for minority students
begun in 1987 with a gift from John
Kluge, the Metromedia executive.
St. Louis University began offering
25 scholarships for black students
this EU, and Washington University

said it has six merit-based programs
that aid 50 minority students.

William H. Danforth, Washing-
ton's chancellor, said yesterday the
school would continue the programs
because "we have a commitment to
those students" and the Education
Department has issued no regula-
tion, proposed or final.

Several states. including lows.
New Mexico and Ronda, also fund
scholarships for minority students.

"We now have certsin states that
have special financial aid programs
for minorities. 1 wonder how
they're going to rule on that?" said
Richard F. Rosser, president of the

Naticnal Ask:dation of Independent
Colleges and Universities. "This is
really a complex mess.'

Elizabeth Sweeney, Florida's ad-
ministrator of student assistance
programs. said the legislature has
funded special scholarships for
Seminole Miccosukee Indians, stu-
dents "of Hispanic culture,' minor-
ity law students at the University ci
Florida and Florida State Univer-
sity. and minorities who attend cme
of four historically black colleges in
the state.

The Florida Department of
Education, where Sweeney works
sod which administers a variety
of federal programs. also awards
$150 scholarships from a pnvate
trust fund to descendants of Con-
federate Army or Navy veterans.
She said those scholarships were
not discriminatory because "there
were some black Confederate so'
diem?

:3 9
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In the Eye
Of Racial
Controversy
Eduartion
Action Shocks Some

By Barbara Vobrida
maser ew. sw.

As a young Lasser at the Reagan
Mime Departnaent. Macho] L.
Williams was known for his aggro-
sae prosetrom of racial crtmer.

He won swards for his handling
of A case involving Mute supremv
Onto North Cat ohm. a cane his to .
permsor sod vowed death threats
sourest hsm. He persecuted a while
AsPreMSCall m Idaho who had ha-
rassed the eteskiren of black and in
terroal familieh He toed Ken
'inky Klansman awned a toe.
trailing the home of a black lands
and he won polar brutahly Lases rn
Alabama sad Armco

Now. se outland secretary tot
rtghts at the Murat= ik-part

inept, Williams, 37, brida himself in
Ow noddle of a very &littera kind n1
racial sane Has amoiocement Wed .
neatly that ogroes swardnig hhoi
villas solely oo the bus of rare
woot be gnarl federal funding hat
prompted litter Mtwara° from ed .
oration and aril rights groups

To these who have worked wsth
Sum there no mconasstency in Ihr
two motors. As one of t handful ot
black conservatives who have
'erred in the Reagan and Bush ad
minstrattons. he a committed to
fighting neat preludke at the lare
tone plulowohwally imposed to
many of the conventional methods
Ihn have Sneed out =ionises for
sperm treatment

f

MICRMIL I. WILLIANS
.. male es ollsinhaps alarm ow

-mg mike wool c menvelental
ot wawa ot that demon not &
moose to mt.' old Chasid COW,
an attorney is Private Prortice
served as deputy aostset Sturm
general ot Reagan's second NM It
certainly it m SOMAS WO NW We
&ratan:Ong of his approach.'

But civil rights advocates, arta had
sten Wdharnis appointment
hopeful sign that the Besti Adman-
Onion meld &part from what
they saw as the tonal record el the
/terms adawbUstrati01. Me decision
en coliege Mohr** want abeels

'Perham I trearertd Mo.* said Su-
sanne RAMOS, a lawyer wrth the
Mesacardtmericar Legil Defense
and &Immoral Fund. 'Perhaps
he's a yery rood politician '

Rarno sad Williams invited her
to meet with lum shcatly alter hes
confirmation lot simmer and. at
the tune. stre WAS OSAISIAllr rod eiv
coward at has knowledge and o
terest m blingual educator and
Other Ord netts nutter*.

'We were mortised that be hsi
actually silted us and asked to meet
with us. she lad. 'He was ver7
personable. warn. froendly
was optimistic about Mr Wham.'
But ha new policy on acholarahro.
she suit 'was very downs

Wham. who declined thrlor
makenwonan to be interviewed.,
pined the Justice DePutment cird
isghts Moon in 1964. After lour
yeats in the Orman, he waS I sPecul
variant to Attorney General Dick
Thornburgh and served as *MO a%.
lastint secreOry for Bs minter
mist in the Treasury Department
hetine romans to the Education lie
partment

Wdlams began Ns careen as a taw.
yet in ho hometown nl MidLtnd
let . aftet eanung Oa law degree. a
mantel', and a hacheloaS dcgree
timn the University ot Southern s al
donna

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

These who have worked with
Wdlams descrbe him as open.
fnendly. optimally savvy, with a
Iteen legsl mind and a ready not.

'Ha scronobahments and sd
oncement at governmeotrI no
Modent.' lard Comer. e's got
OW WWII'

Others sad his amassment to
prosecute white siptemaosts and
other cases of racial violeme sig-
nalled that he enjoyed the cords.
dence uf ha superiors.

Those are tricky con, men If
the defendants sre really bad actors,'
sad Michael Carro, who snaked at
the justice Department with W-
hams and 1$ now M Melte practice.
'He had a good reputatsco"

At his coiliarMAISM hearing m
May. Wilhoria. who hves et Falb
Church and it marred to Dams Nel-
son Willurns, a mechanical engineer.
wai asked by Sen Paul Salm
why he dad not belong to the
NAACP. the Urban League or other
ortauttAtrala "Mat MAC bee* charm-
coming the causes that yost office
really ought to he chamPionsit*

Williams answered that those
groups did not have chapters in
Midland. tot that he had been one
of three founders of a blark student
lanortation At his r Ye Flay

"Mu I afn Erni Int in thin
Mid &Mon 'I want someone whn in
gnms to shell the muscle and the
hailstone In really stand up ervI do a

'The questmo sod of it.lt% to the
fire burning in the belly
responded 'It dem and I dunk it
Ma ... I thmk in the early pert of
my comer. when I was & tad bit
yowler IAIn I arn non. I have
shown that the fire haa darned en
the belly

. 3
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' __ling Effect' Feared
Area Colleges Say Ban Imperils 4,000 Grants

By Amy Gadoon sad ifis7 Jordul
faimpo SwF Wins

More than 4,000 college stu-
dents in the Washington area doh
loaing their scholarships under a
Dew U.S. Department of &Walks
ruling that forbids most schools to
award financial aid solely ce the
basis of race, state and campus ri-
nd& said yesterday.

In Maryland. Virginia and the
District, students aad administra-
tors complained that the new policy
could exlermine years of efforts to
attract mcire minority students at a
time when they are increasingly
undernnweeeeted in higher educe-
tion.

**la Gov. L. Douglaa Wilder
met a letter yesterday to President
Bush asking him to reverse the de-
partment's decision and contending

that the ban on `race exclusive'
scholarships woad have a "chilling
effect* on all minority education
programs.,

you want them to stop coming,
just stop the money," said Ulysses
Glee. financial aid director at the
Univenity ct Maryland at College
Park where 318 students are co
minority schola.shipo this year.

Maryland and Virginia, both re-
quired. by federal officials to deseg-
regate their college systems, award
about 1,800 students nearly $2.5
malice in minority scholarships
eadi Many Private colleges and
univeraities in the region, including
the District, also we grants to re-
cruit minorities.

College sod university adminis-
tram said the &location Dripiirt-'
mimes directive was so ambiguous

he STUMM Csi. 4

1
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College Officials Attack Scholarship Ban
11111.1DINTS. hem A I

that they coda got *terrine es-
scar bow may scrichnispa they
would have to eksmate.

The milky, sr waxed this week.
ennwits wleinkms Him art part
iii rowl-ordered duegregatron
strategies. The Bush admustranon
hat nee deified whether the poky
wnold affect Maidens currently get
'tog aid. Or how strictly the poky
...old be applied to aid bawd puny

. a student's race Cane onicials
they are still cwksed about

v hather privately funded Mums
v. old W sutorect ho the ruhna

I:wadies:es that waste the ban
uld. m Milne caws. forfeit all

federal passises, latiading other
ar Went aid Rod nisurch grants.

For Kimberly Boutware. the
stakes are more personal

&aware. a College Park SHINN
front Greenbelt. sad she chose the
wind because she won a flanneker
Scholardatp. a grant that pays lull
NOW and lees for talented black
students A government and politic s
move, sive has appl.ed to hie law
whorls. ad of which idler venal
schritatatupe for STUMM y lift Mu.
OtIOs

Without a Banneket Scholarship.
shr would not hro.e been able to
afford College Park. she sa.4. oatt
without A schikarship neat year, she
will not 1:e inlets sr hoof

I am very certain I would te
working sad not going until I can
pay tor rt. sad Boulware

39b

'Colleges kke Maryland use

sthnlerahiPli to RCM: sard Nadu
Tarlton. another Bartneker &holm'
at College Perk. 'ICH be hard to
recruit rturarrty atudenta II there
aren't these achotarshos.'

High echool aludenta said 'eater.
day that the federal ruling could
influence their plans. too

'5o many of the kids I know sho
went to university led there he.
CAW. it these kinds 01 schnlar
Ours." sad Carla Drown. I 7. a Syr,
no at Eleanor Roosevelt High
Shoal in Prime Croricr's Cranny
I'm from a male varent fanny
and! eras es:pectins to raw the same
iv holarships.

It they are unavailable, she sad.
she probably voll apply only to pre
dummantly black colleges instead rit
to Gentle Washington University.
as she has Panned

In MarYland. officials saal then
believe minority students At pularr
schools are nnt us Immediate darigrr

keang ad because the MA*. tr.
maims under J coller de,rgrega
Inn agreement with the !Metal
loyernmrrit

Although the plan espue,I 3n

lune. the Educator' Depattment
tktie tor Civil Rights is unlike!5 in
role on whether Maryland's public
matitutionv have satisfied enroll .
anent gods for st bast a year. sc
cording to George Funarn. Mary
tand's deputy higher education corn-
misrisrorea

II Maryland is released frnrn de-
wiregabon requIrements. Funaro
sad. Vice et a distinct possibility
we would be yuliseralde

Federal offusals have found Vit.
gun& nm aubstantal compliance
with a smular desegregation agree.
ment that rimed in 1086. but they
haw not entirely cleared the state

Ames E. Lyons, president ol
Bowie Stme Untversty. NW. 'We
we dealing with two contredalory
(Rata: Ilaatittea' Until now, he
said, the lidoCation Department Oaf
OnOttlfaled odseruce grants' as a
derattleVann tool. As a result.
Bum. I pimionsmantty Week
POW* Map& s paying
Ammo tue yew le scidarsheas
to 205 white students.

,Fohns Hopkins Univemby Pen.
ident Wiliam C. Richardson Mod
the Ws would frustrate gyrate
schcoif mksonty recrialing efforts.
Rocking punks woe scholar.
ships kt genial *Ms. tocksang
gineermg sad muse, tri which me
nunnis hue been acute.

Bent Dorset omectate &rector
of Virginal's Ante Costa ol High.
er Raman* -sled state triOto tOf
Fumanti,- memory to attract
wee ,tuch Students Into Neer ed.
swum The Federal dermal he
wad 'ea a thisge us tbeu philosophy.
which km been to ebwmate hon.
Weds of turn of taloned nuance
by award*, wend nrhoLarshipo

For the wet three wan. Ted
Wane?. , PhD Waco student at
the Colkege of Fribam Ind Mary in
Wilisemburg. has received a

1110.0130 mod mote grant Ice w-
avily graduate stinems. Delmer.
%rued, the miy Mich teacher in a
North Carohm ligt Fchool, I r""
ow of ceN two Mack students in his
Peognlea-

There In almost no blacks In
Renate sisals I suspect ant of
the ramose Is mut peswie tlink it

cast pruikaalure: said Deaner
'ft m ertraordinwth undsclant lo
the sturierdsboth foe white Sall
tienti ill Wei a I MIA students-4o
re Wicks as teachers mid w roles
of authorov

William and Mary sad it also re.
ceiver 1176.000 (row the Education
Department for the Paulus Rob-
erto Harris nrholstihip woolen ON
needy minority sisiergrshatek

About 200 students et the Unt
twiny of Vinous recent nannty
achigauhaw, wording to jobs A.
Blackburn. dun of adatmsiosa

In light ol the nding, James Ma-
lmo Unrvensty ar Harrisonburg has
PW on hold a 125.000 scholushoP
drrve For black a:silents. &coiling
t° Alan Unreal, *rector ol admr.
We&

to the DletrIct, the fauggial aad
dtrector 51 American Universal
and the Wool might ben to abol-
ish is Frederick Dcogism scholar-
dupe, I program mote than s dec-
ode old that pee gnats tokang
$i I earn to 138 Medi ander.
graduates thst fur.

While Howard University. a his-
torically black school, does not

spend any al its own rnocuy Ott
grants based on race, it doea re
(nye primate money lot such whol.
archive. A inuversity spokeown
sad he was unsure how those would
Walter fed

George Washington University
has four binds of wholarships, to.
tiling more than 140 million. that
are designated Ion D I high whod
graduates-95 percent al whom
VP Mar k

Georgetown officials sod they
trbered the school wouid he tele-
lively immune from the ban W.
carve nane ol tIS scholarship, is
awarded entirely on the basis ot
race

stet sows Strplionv Goffits and
Arai Herrutm coatrakared is Mat

rePart

00
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President #1":ers Aide to eview

New Minority Scholarship Policy
By MAUREEN DOWD
nodal to 11w Moor York Time

WASHINGTON, Dec. 14 Trying to
quell an angry reaction in education
and civil rights circles, President Bush
said today that he had instructed the
White HMO counsel to review a De-
partment of Education decision to bar
Federal aid to colleges that offer schol-
arships designated solely for minority
students.

"I've asked our staff here to give me
a quick readout on that so we can make
a determination," President Bush said
at a news conference before his depar-
ture to Camp David for the weekand

Racist latent Denied

Mr. Bush praised Michael L Wil-
liams, the Education Department's
Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights,
who stunned White House officials and
detonated a politica/ bomb when he an-
nounced a new policy stating that
"race-exclusive" scholarships were
discriminatory end therefore illegaL

President Bush said he had looked at
Mr. Williams' background and found

him "an extraordinarily sensitive,
very intelligent person," noting that "T
don't think in this case anybody would
accuse the person that promulgated
those resolutions of doing it on a racist
basis."

The President was alluding, in his re-
marks about Mr. Williams' back-
ground, to the tact that the Education
Department official is black.

Mr. Williams argued that it is consti-
tutionally illegal to have race-based
scholarships. But college administra-
tors and scholarship fund directors,
along with leaders in the education and
civil rights fields, darted that the
decision would undercut painstaking
efforts to improve the enrollment
levels of minorities at schools

Since Wednesday, when the new
policy came to light, White House of fi-
digs and Cabinet members have
divided into two camps over the issue,
engaging in an intense argument about
whether it would be best to defend the

Continued on Page 12, Column 1



Bush Orders Review of Policy Barring Minority Scholarships
Conttnued Front Pop Al r

The opposition camp prepared dreft
statements today repudiating the
polity for the President, hoping he
would rennince It before he left for the
weekend, putting the mess behind him.
Tey said in frantic tones, that it was
"Bob Jones University revisited," re
calling the cadroversy when the Rea.
gan Administration tried to give tax ex .
emptiona to colleges with discrtmins.
tory practices.

They reckoned that Mr. Bush could
easily back away frm the policy,
merely pointing out, truthfully, that the
White House had not had a chance
review it before Mr. Williams an
nounced it. -The White House's
are clean in this," one senior Bush a
said.

Mr. Williams spent several hours in

policy, often Uwe poliey, or "ice it," ae
one opponent put IL

Many White Hasse officials were
alarmed, or "la hysteria," as one put It,
that the abrupt announcement had
swiftly soured into a political loser for
Mr. Bush. Officials were especially dis-
tressed that the delicate issue hs4
unexpectedly fallen squarely into Mr.
Bush's tsp. Whatever decision the
President makes is bound to create
political probiems.

"Politically, it was a dumb move,"
Lyn Wailer, the political director ln
the Reagan Whits House, toid USA To-
day. "You've pone 041 and created
situation where black activists and
others can uy you're taking off after

meetings at the White House today and
was unava liable for comment.

"it was crazy that Williams war
making major policy dectsions without
a by your leave," said a White House
official.

The attempt to ban minority scholar-
ships was particularly damaging to the
White House, since It followed Mr
Bush's veto of a major civil rights bill
and the statements of William Bennett.
Mr. Bush's original choice to head the
Republican National Committee, about
the party being ready to take a stand
agalnat affirmative action and racial
quotas in the 1162 campaign.

Than who were upset about the
policy included Jack F. Kemp, the
Housing and Urban Development Sec.
retary, Louis W. Sullivan, the Sure

tary of Health and Human Services
Roger Porter, the domestic policy ad
wiser, Jamas Pinkerton, gluon thil do
mestic policy staff, James Ciccone and
Ed Rogers, Mee to John H. Swet
the chief of staff, and Ede Holiday, the
Cabinet eecretary.

StillDMded
Mr Sunimu and C. Boyden Gray, the

President's couneel, were holding their
opinion in abeyance. Richard G. Dar-
man, the budget thief, and William
Bristol, Vice President Quayle's chid
of staff, argued that the policy was con-
sistent with the President's positio6 in
vetoing the civil rights bill. Mr. Bush
asserted with that veto that his Admin-
istretion Peeks a colorblind society but
that &electing by race or muting by
race ill wrong.

Mr. Kristol also argued that it ts a
pcoular position in America today, as
reflected in polls. that Federal money
should not be distributed on the basis of
race.

By the end of the day, White House
officials were still divided about
whother the Adminiatration would
back away from the policy or merely
try to soften it a bit.

Some officiate suggested that the
President could soften it try arguing
that while the use of public moray for
racially exclusive scholerelps la it*
gal, the use oi private money through
public institutions for racially exclu-
sive scholarships would be legnimate.

_
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I caw//IOW Pori

'Edwin It 16der Ir. "

Nhy Not
Minority
Scholarships?

iist MEd le imegles sty gas
Add eh) WWI le be lieckepe-
aka?. Wad L. Wailed did ol
cleat** mbetelleset et the U.S. De-
putised d Idedmight be hostile
te alkultie Wks precuts. Scene-
WwIlk SI lido *PP arch grogram cast
demi a do legideste achlevernents of
in sea puma el he.

It is hit beerewer, to heillgie whY an
admisielesia sympethefic to Prionty air
PPM maid abradly chase a key
pace ern eaceity echelon*is without
yids rad amid commeatium Heck, they
sight ewe hue =BOA George Bush.

We ere led Wiliam decided on
hi ewe tbd taidedupstmi odder-
ship eire wig the taw. He diseased
de dee Worm* with "frleoir at the
Wile N. Id =ceding to the %Wine
House deal Am the president ol the
WWI Stela ess Not aware ol the
Orstegy pailleedleg terns by the wayl
war ta he tisderteise

Willime's Mkt le &embed at a mums
adieseld g recut Septum Court rul-
Imp. lit the Pee am to pubbc notice
aly bib dem the comic scramble of
macs plops I the Fiesta Bowl m
Aram to premeds the Fels of political

Did anyone consult
George Bush?
rezteetasa. awe Animas remedy re-
jected a IMP& birtm Lathes Kiel Jr.
hterie, the prim on to stem smets
mini I a WOW a Oshawa.

So the cattestarii vowed to set aside
mine al their howl proceed for scholar-
ship for bids Williams immediately
wooed them that this may indite the
avd-rights laws .

I. punt, the niggling overregulation
d colleges and universities aey respect

ratites and unsound. It e doubtful
tit Wilms or any other federal official

mole competent then college officials
themeelves ta decide who, on what terms,
ought to benefit from schdarship funds,
however dedicated. if the scholarships
were Feisty financed, a legitimate ques-
non al state actm would ante; but even
that would not be diapositive.

This son of reeddileonsmas now hrs a
Isititheseg history, made no more Wel-
ing by ea wberaticality. A demi or two
so. it was all tba rage in federal "comb-
ance circles to pi manna* of higher
educates, mead, phi immeembes to
enroll more hicks mid nerd more bask
faculty. Now one d the natural devices
miututam thus pressured chose to meet
the new mula a off.limes wiless re-
seed directly to a legal mandate.

The are flaw, however, is afl absurd
rigidity. Why the um of any dedicated
scholarships if privately funded, should
be off-turots more than I can see. If a
college offered scholarships only to
blacks, say. or youths ol Oriental eenva-
um, one could *es a case foe federal
atInteutice. Bre such mitclusnity a un-
known, mins it is at so-called luston-
catle black mediums, which have en-
joyed a special status in the eyes of
federal Teichner..

It a mid that ody thou meolarships
dedicated by ram and actually adminis.
tered by the institute= fall soder the
William bee. In practice. however, few
slidenhp. aave perhaps these for full.
becks or purer leeward.. are awarded
emissivity on the basis of a single qualm-
flameerece ce any other.

Seem where the threshold quakfication
iv rue (as might be did taint. due
d ongs sithemitical Isdisece. high
SAT scores or edema cider corsulee
atom oertealy soda* wane and
dander, come into day. As tegy shoukl.

Williams's decree mites the mint
and the meowed wisdom of justice Lew.

Powell's priests enunciated Ui his
commits *pied. a ted Bak* medical-
school adammes case: Mild race can-
not be the ally standard on the basis of
which a betted is conferred. It may be
one ol a "ember. Aod Powell did not try
to tell cod" blifIlilliNfitOrl exactly how
any ors commieratun amid be weight-
el vs-i-vis the others.

The plicy emecuted by William a
arbitrary. abreive, stnene md rigid. A
Commuted sed Jame Holmes. needs
play a the pmts. So does a federal policy
that edicts no sensately the hoPes of
young psi sad the discretion of our
wises and uminaties.
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EDUCATION

Minority Scholarship Fracas
Raises a Sensitive Issue

111 1hies Haas and Justice Depart-
TT sent officials have boon sum-

ming a Bush azakisentkin plan. in-
tensely oppmsd by education and civil
rights group. to kar cae(a and inn-
sauna nom giving scholarships
booed on ma.

Michael L. William assistant ac-
mes:7 far civil rights in the Depart-
ment a Ideation. said Dec. 12 that
-race-etclusne" Scholarship nil-
criminamd *Mt ocher studente and
violated Title VI of the Civil Riihts
Act of 1914. which prohibits dlecrimi-
mtke on the basis of race. coior and
national origin.

Williams said echo* avertible
such scholarships risked losing their
Mots) funds

That announcement. which would
ream more thaa 20 yeas of govern-
seat galley to emir minority enroll-
meet in higher education. unlashed a
storm of costemnation. And it raised
the mil:Isla issue of affination ea-
tica and rawer discrimination as the
1992 presidential campaign ap.
prearlesa

But White Ham °facials ap-
to beck off Dec. 12. WhiteCot spoilers. Marlin Pitswater

aid the preeidat did not Worn about
the change until he read about it in
the sampaper. "We doe't have an
ogialue st Oh time."

Etta Pieta direct*/ of public af .
fain at the Iducation Department.
said Williams had consulted with low.
level White House officials in deciding
to make the change-

Rea administration Mum ahond
with its ow intogneetation. it is likely
to facie a court challenge attar an ad.
eitnifikative review of an ladlyidual
schca's scholosalp Foram

AM Canino mild maw to block
the shift by setableg ea sandman to
1991 *Maim 0we peemalei vehicle a

resewsd bid to peso the civil right"
measure. Vetoed by Prooldent Bush as a
"quota" bin. ti 2104 wouki have lade it
easier for worn and miorithe to
peon lob dIsalmlestioe. Asaraerr vehi-
cle could he La restraoriatIon of the
Higher Eetucetion Act. Demoastic
loaders ecosidse lath swum top pri-

Ng laciorsoo

mita for the 102nd Conine'. (Civil
right, 8411. Wtelay Report. p X10)

House Education end Libor Chair-
man Augustus F. Hawkins. DCslif..
who a retiring at the end ol this year,
will hold a hearing Dec. 19 on the pol-
icy change. An aide described Haw-
kins. a longtime champion of civil
riihts and aCtill4 to higher education
for minorities. as "not happy."

Wjliiasn D Ford. D-Mick, incoming
chairman of the Houma Education NA
Libor Committee, said the panel would
etamine the policy dter the 102nd Con-
grew convenes in January. I hove a
problem with the department threaten-
ing somethate that Ms been in um-
tem for decades." Ford sud.

Robert H. Atwell. president of the
American Council on Education, a
nonprofit awkistion tenni/satin/ the
nation's collages and univereitin. said
he believed the new interpretation is
not only -incorrect and misguided"

but politimlly motivated. It also
would repropose a giant stop beck-
ward" foe minority student., ha said

David S. Tatal. head of the Educe-
Boo Depertaat's Office of Civil
Rights during the Carta ednunistra.
Um. laid the change appeared to be
part of a strategy to make race and
affirmative action an issue for the
1993 election year. atter it wu suc .
easefully used in the November re-
election of Sen. Jaw Helms. R.N.C.
"I can't imagine why else they would
take a polky used under both Demo-
crata and Republicans and toilet-
orally declare it illegal." Tsui said.

The department's announcement
CUM after Fiats Bowl °Miele said
they would rive $100,000 eech for mi
Donn richolanhips to students at the
University of Alabama and the Uni-
versity of Louisville, the two echools
playing in the annual football game.
Civil rights groups bad called for a
boycott of the game, which is to be
held in Arizona. bemire voters there
had refused to to..ite Mann Luther
King Jt. Day a state holiday

In a later to the *nanny dinctoe of
the FiNta Bowl. William wrote that the
echools would violate the Civil Right.
An if they accepted the money

'1
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/ A Learning Experience in Education Policy
THE education Pmident fired his Edu-
cation Secretary last week OM as a new
Administration policy on scholarship

aid for minority students set off. a storm of
criticism and confusion in academia.

The new policy, which would deny Federal
funds to college* that award scholarships to
minortty students cm the basis of race, be-
came public the day after the Secretary,
Limo F. Cavazos, religned following a meet-
ing with the White House chief of staff, John
S. Sununu.

The connection, if any, between the depar-
ture of Mr. Cavazos and the promulgation of
the new policy was at best murky. The White
House insisted there was exce, but some peo-
ple close to Mr. Cavazos, who was the first
Hispanic Cabinet member, said he was upset
by the scholarship policy. In any case, some
Bush aides had considered him a candidate
for cutting because his low-keyed style was
seen as undermining Mr. Bush's professed
concern with education.

But there was considerably less concern in
education circles about Mr. Cavazos's depar-
ture than about the implications'of the new
policy, which caught educators, civil rights
leaders and, apparently, some top White
House bides by surprise. Michael L

Jt Lawn. Now tort Time
Lauro F. Cavazos

Hams, the assistant secretary far civil rights
who announced the change, said he was sim-
ply trying to bring education policy in line
with overall Administration polky on affir-
mative action, racial quotas and the like.

Caught off guard by the initial round of out-
rage a host of leadkig etkicators called the
new policy variously shcsking, obscene and

unconscionabie the White Nome moved to
soften reaction by promising whet Mr. Bush
called "a quick readout" on the implications
of the rulbit White Roues aides stressed that
the policy thaw was not at the President's
behest and that it was "easily reversible."

The heeds of some educatIce groups ar-
gued that enforcing the policy would under-
cut years of efforts to Inouye the umber nt
black and other minority students. But °them
noted that the policy would not affect minor-
ity recnitt mut at the many colleges that sr-
lively seek minority students but offer them
aid based an tiled or merit rather than race.
In addition, schools under court order to hi-
crease minority earellneent would not be 'ab-
ject to the new policy, Mr. Williams said.

Nevertheless it was clearly a genie that the
White House wanted beck In the bottle. One
Republican etrategist uid that the policy
grew out of a "defensible legal position,'' but
that "from a political standpoint it stinks."

CARL.YLE C. DOUGLAS

The Region: Page 16
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Che tUasbington poet
AN INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER

The President and Scholarships
THE ASSISTANT secretary of edwation
who announced last week's new federal
approachnow under reviewto college

scholanhipe said that he did SO to clarify a muddy
policy. Tbe clumsiness of the effort, which we did
not take sufficient account of in our owl. initial
response, has destructively and hurtfully t,ad the
opposite effect. The highly political issue has now
gone to the president, who haa asked his staff for
a "quick readout" in order to be able to settle it. A
bender statement of purpose and rt.-A faith by
the White House is much need.A.

Tbe proposed new approach would have much
less direct effect ort the distribution 0; scholar-
shipswho actually gets themthan many of its
critics imply. But we now see that it could, given
tbe politicsl context in which it was undertsken,
have a very &raging lednect effect: the slgnal
seat might diemurtge not only applicants but
also institutiom OS might fear legu '. or other
gaveromental impedimenta in perfectly conatitu-
decal efforts to dismal certain grants to poor
minority youths. The apparent new positonthe
view tint in most cues it is probably decal to
reserve scholarships exclusively for minority
groupawr ... announced not with the elaborate
care that such a complex whist requires 1-qt
Omost casually, not to saf diarnissively, in a
two-page departmental pre= release ahout a
letter to the oepnisers of the Fiesta Bowi
football pane.

la addition, the depertamt was unprepared
still isas =ewer men legitimate guesses Ra
venture into the =Nett raised. As tughei educe-
d= led del righb grow protested, the notion

got geoid that sem lags amber al scholar-
ships might be ie jeopardy. Students were under-
sterdably frightened. msd so, by the end of the
weep for their Mere= reason, were some
presidential advisers.

No one knows bow many scholarships are
rearmed nationwide for members of minority
I -wee; the number is thought to be sizable. In
the past such scholarships were mostly accepted
if not encouraged by the goverment. That was
true both where schools were trying to correct
Put Weed serried= and where they were
trying simply for good social and educed, sal
reams to divendy their student populations.
The new doct rine. as tild out by Assisterit "arcre-

tar Michael Williams, is that private parties can
still earmar:c Ncholarships for minority group
members if they choose, and so can the federal.
government; the Supreme Court has shown spe-
cial deference to Congress on such matters. But
colleges (other than them under court or other
orders to desegregate) generally can't reserve
such scholarships if they receive federal (lands as
almost all do, because the law forbids recipients
of federal funds to disriminate on tire bases of
race, ethnic origin and the L.lre, and thie would be
such discrimination. States apparently can't re-
serve scholarships for minority groups either,
though this is one of the areas left unclear.

Mr. Williams says, however, that colleges and
states are free to use the Emilia: proxiespov-
erty and other disadvantageto continue to give
the same scholarships to essentially the same
recipients, and they are free as well la the name
of diversity to make race a factor in the awarding
of grants; race just can't be the overridieg one.

We cootinue to think that where k is possible
to get these students the financial support they
need and deserve without writing beck into law
racial preferences and exclusions that can so
easily be turned to ugly purpose, it is an inipor-
tant social value. And we also believe that the
scholarship aid that would be affected by the new
satement could readily be achieved by other
means, such as those we mention above. But
there is no ea o. answer to the critics' continuing
objection that Mr. Williams' position would none-
theless make harder what is already on of the
hardest problems many colleges and universities
facethe recruitment of blacks and members of
other minority groups. In part, they say, this is
because of tbe destructive message it would
wed.

Wert is that message? In part it is (to black and
other minority aspirants) that the government
ano society at large don't care about their min-
or= and won't help. But in part it is also a
message to the white majority: the distorted
notion that, abetted by government, some large
body of unqualified minority applicants is busily
stitching away valisabie positions Una tbe major-
ity deserves and would otherwise get. This is as
unfounded as it is hurtfuL Tbe president needs to
set the matter straight.
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Devastating Signal to Minority Students
Can colleges receiving Federal funds legally

award scholarships based on race even when
their purpose is to recruit minority members who
might not otherwise apply? Michael Williams, the
Department of Education's Assistant Secretary for
Civil Rights, says no. As law, that May be defensi-
ble. But as education and social policy, it's not.

Some critics charge that Mr. Williams seeks to
Inflame the debate over affirmative entice. That
may not be his purpose. But the Bush Administra-
tion needs to consider promptly the discouraging
signal he sends to the nation's minorities.

For two decades, colleges have set aside spe-
cial scholarship money to attract qualified minority
students. These special funds are probably only a
small fraction of the total financial aid. But they're
vitally important to recruiters trying to convince
minorities that money is avail. le especially
recruiters from expensive private schools. They're
equally vital to minority alumni who wish to boon
minority enrollment.

A handful of complaints have been lodged with
the Education Department's Office for Civil Rights,
charging that these funds discriminate against
whites. But it was an attempt by organizers of the

Fiesta Bowl in Arizona to set up minority scholar-
:lip funds that prompted a general policy state.
ment from Mr. Williams. The organizers had sought
to blunt outrage at Arizona's refusal to recognize
Martin Luther King Jr.'s birthday as a public
holiday.

Mr. Williams told the organizers that Federal
law prohibited colleges, moot of which receive some
form of Federal aid, from maintaining race...ear-
sive scholarships. Private groups, including founda-
tions, can offer such aid. But unless a college is
under court order to remedy past discrimination, It
can only use rece as one factor in determining
scholarship eligibility.

That's a possible, but by no means compelling,
interpretation of Federal civil rights law. And in
practice, colleges may still be able to award the
same amount of scholarship money to minorities
based on financial need.

But what ceght to trouble President Bush la the
devastating signal this verdict sends to minority
students mugging to advance themselves; to col-
lege administrators committed to diversity, and to
minority COMMUnitles that look to Washington to
insure equal education opportunity.

4 1 :-41, )
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White House Backs Off on Scholarships
Education Dept. Aid to Retreat on Policy Barring RaceBased Grants

By Ann Dewey
wrimps Pat SW VOMIT

The White House yesterday or-
dered the Education Department to
retreat from a ruling it made last
week that would hue barred most
ca. free rararding scholarships
hased solely on race.

Senior officials said White House
Chief of Staff John H. Sununu called
the author of the ruling. Auistant
Secietary of Education Michael L.
Williams. to a meeting with lawyers
from the Justice Department and
other sdministration cackle to dis-
cuss modifying the policy in the face
at ad tow inside tle adrninistra-
ties and among civil rights aad ed-
acatlea grow

Wiliam who akso spoke with

President Bush yesterday on the
issue. has scheduled a news confer-
ence today to announce the change
but it was unclear how far he would
go in backing off from his original
ruling. One administration source
said Williams would state that
scholarships aimed at a specific race
that are funded by private sources
would be ruled permissible but pub-
lic funds for race-specific scholar-
ships would be banned.

The continuing controversy over
the scholarship ruling threatened to
eclipse Bush's nomination yester-
day of Lamar Alexander. former
governor of Tennessee, to be ed-
ucation secretary. Asked his opinion
of ttw ruling. Alexander. a moder-
ate Republican now serving as pres-
ident ol ihe Umversity of Tennes-

see, said he didn't want to comment
until his confirmation hearings.

But he said the University of
Tennessee has provided such
grants, and they have `helped mi-
norny students who were poor to
get a college education.' He said
the administration would clarify the
new policy and then 'wait until the
Supreme Court decides the issue.
because it is ultimately a constitu-
tional question.'

At the White House meetings.
lawyers in the office of White House
Counsel C. Boyden Gray and the
Justice Department's office of legal
counsel said they thought Wil-
liams's interPrelation ot the 1964
Civil Rights Act and subsequent
court rulings u probibitaig "race-

d.. SCHOLAIBUIP& AS. Cei. 1
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White House Orders Education Dept.
To Retreat on Race-Based Scholarships

SCHOLAPAHIPIL N. AI

specific" scholarihips was paned,
bources said.

But Sununu. backed by White
House political advisers and most of
the Cesnet. ordered a rein ui ol
the policy on the grounds that it
contradicted the president's sup-
port for increased educational op-
portunities for minorities and un-
dercut his efforts to draw more mi-
norities Into the Republican fold.

Secretary of Health and Human
Services LOWS W. Sullivan, the
highest-ranking black in the admin-
latration, lobbied other members of
the Cabinet yesterday to urge the
president to revamp the policy and
make a strong statement support-
ing black education.

Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development Jack Kemp has al-
ready suggested publicly that the
policy should be altered, and Attor-
ney General Dick Thornburgh re-
portedly told Sununu on Friday that
Williams's interpretation was only
coe ot several that could be made of

the legal precedents and suggested
a less radical approach was legally
defensible.

Bush again refused yesterday to
be drawn into the public debate.
Despite statements by a spokesiii.ui
that he wu ''disturbecr by the Wil-
liams ruling, the president declined
to answer questions on the subject.

The Williams ruling
aroused an upniar.

Asked whether he wanted the FA-
oration Department to alter its rut.
ing, Bush, answering questions On
the Persian Gulf at the time. said,
"That is off the topic and I won't
take the question."

White House press secretary
Marlin Fitzwater had said earlier in
the day that the president had de-
cided over the weekend that he
wanted the Education Department
'to take a new look at this."

Fitzwater said Bush was "very
disturbed about the ruling in the
sense he believes these scholar-
ships are important to minorities
and to ensuring opportunity for all
Americans to get a good education.'
Fitzwater added. "l want to make it
clear that the president is very con-
cerned about it. He does believe
that minority scholarships have
been important tor economic
growth and development, for edu-
cational opportunity."

Asked if it were fair to cnnclude
Bush wants the policy reversed.
Fitzwater said, "It is being consid-
ered." Another senior official said.
"We are rolling this grenade back
into the Education Department's
back yard ... whence it came. We
expect them to dismantle a.'

A seniCIT official said Sununu
phoned Williams yesterday morning
to ask him to the White House.
Sununu reportedly suggested to
hams that the timing of his ruling last
week. without White House involve-
ment or approval, had put Bush ui a
politically awkward position.

MICHAEL L. WILUAME
... to bold MIPS coshreso laday

Asked why the White House did
not simply repudiate the Williams
finding, a senior official said Bush
"'mom him and ERI not want to do
that. We are trying to find a way
out that does not look like a criti-
cism of Mr. Williams."

Williams, officials said, knows the
president slightly but has a longer
friendship with Hush's oldest son,
George W. Bush. The two have
known each other since they were
both youngsters in Midland, Tex.
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LaMar Alexander tail* to mentors yesterday at the White House
alter he was selected by President Bush to be Education Socretaiy.

White House Retreats on Ruling
That Curbs Minority Scholarships

Uy ANDRES NOSENTFAL
Um l TIN Nei Taft TONI

WASHINGTON. Dec 17 The White
Home chief of esti today ordered the
Educataon Depertman lo Inverse its
ruling an schoiarees Ipt minority taw
delta acting on Malden Bush'. In-
structions to retreat from the WM*
ally damaging declete Adialstetra-
ten officials saA

The WWI Maryellen@ within hours
of Mr. Sushi selectle of Lamar Ana.
ander, the firmer timers Governor
of Temente, as the Illrer SOCrealry of
ECkar.41/013. He would replace Lam F.
Cavern. IMO Was forced le ni=
week by the White House 1ln
of Mr Meander, one of the first geser.
nors to champion educates redone
more than a decade ash was own as
an effort to revive the deponents and
make good Mr. Sue's pledge le be the
educatoCel Preoldent." IMA kl the

news. page Sill

Oelee ot Wein
In a contegeus reeleg co the

scholarship eproolke as his office this
afternoon. Mr. Sue's chief af gaff.
John H Swum averted offline@
from the Mee Hank the helm De.
pa rtment and the Eames Wart.
ment. who argued that the Aiindmietra..
tvon ewe fled forinue the wend
have the effect of rade/yin' die etillikg
against scholarships essisested solely
for mmority suisienu Mane specifi-
cally reversing it. Ashafolaretion offi-
cials sasd

Some officiaLe wassurt that the
EducatiOn Deportmeet rues shouid

simply be omponded Mee a *why
reviser was creducted. Others urged
language that wend let die ruling
nand but Ad retrIctices the. In the
wards of cee official "lime take all
the legal teeth and political problems
oil of it."

trened.Mr Stem ordered Federal
lawyers to come up with langusce that
would drew a legal diatinetion between
schoiership mceey that onus govern-
ment sources and money that comes
from private eourcos. Mr. Sununu
argued that thla could be presented as
sometheg leis than an outright rever-
sal hit officials who were mhappy
with his denim said that It meld be
seen that way.

AS01 dUs Werke" NS MISMIPI ration
official seid Mr Bosh hod he given his
final approval to Mr. Siesasia's ap-

Coottreed on Pose Bid. Column 3
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Administration Retreating
Over Minority Scholarships

Contoured Front Pole A 1 Another Mutation was that the
mg be "redefined" to MI that lisp
Ned strictly to scholarships that were
distributed according to en applicant:a
race. but that scholarshlim Intenciad io
redress economic imbalances or past

turns of dImrimineUon would b.tt

;snuck pul the cholf of staff wanted to
announce t decision on Tuesday in
hopes of getting Mr Bush out of this
latest polnical binal On civil rights 11$'
quickly as possible

Without White Besse Knowledge

Michael I. Williams. the head of the
Education DepartmerW5 civil rights
division. who issued the original ScitOl'
sratiip ruling wIthOut the knOwledge of
the White House, scheduled a news co.
terence for Tuesday morning-

Mr Williams deCided that It is Illegal

by Federal mey to Sive scholarehips
for coMps and universities supported!

on
that sre designated solely tor minority
itudents

Mr Williams argued that even If the
money came from private donations,
once it is in the possession of a univer.1
soy. it is. In effeCt. Public moor/ Law' I
yers Dorn the Education and Justice
Departments. led by the White House I
counsel. C. Boyden Gray. greed chill ;
that assessment.

Although the Ruth AdministratiOn
has strongly opposed lbws or race- ,
specific programs like the oros re- I
lected by Mr Williams. the baling
deeply embarrassed Mr. Bush, who
disapproved Of it MO learned of It only
alter ii was reported In the ara..

to of civil nights impaMtlen earlier
Still smarting from Criticlem of hIsl

veithis year. the President made it clear
that tie wanted his staff tO find a way to
reverse the mholershlp policy, while I
savirg as much face at possible In the
process. officials said.

Marlin Fitzwater. the Pretident's I
spokesmen. indicated Mr Rush's pm.
non today when he said that the Prosi-
dent. who hal keg been a supporter of
the Umted Negro College Fund and I
other efforts for minority student& eat

very disturbed" by Mr Williams's
decision

He non believe that mtnOrity sena
arships have been important for eco-
nomic growth and development, for
educationsl opportwory." Mr. Fonts.
ier said

E mbar ramie. Peelbes.Seene Say
Some officials argued that the Ad-

. ministration Could not simply reverse
Mr Whims's ruling without ember.

.rassment and without appearing to ro
loci Mr Bush's anti-quota stand. Tha
,Preinnant velOad Of 0411 rights bill

reel), becaum he believed It would
; lead ictizmemuLloymi, ent ihuot:S....10,e;

!in Mr Sununu's office today, some offi.
"dials suggested that the White House
;could suspend the ruling and order a
,"thorOugh review.- one otficial said

01 courts. a review ean p on forever
,and mem nwhiit the old pOlicy would be
!in piece.- the official said.

al .
'Ruth's instincts were to be pro-Mb

rarity eaten and suppOrtive Of Wil.
lams at the same time.' a senior offi-
cial said. notina that Mr Bush Dark-
phoned Mr. Williams today to express
his PeriOnal support for Mrh.

"OM way wOuld be w Itieve a state-
ment that would offer to give teChnICil
assistance 10 univarsitles to make
those sorolarthips needPased and di-
versitybased In a way that woul0
make lure there was ne reduction of
minority scans," the senior offledal
Said.

Mr Sununu Melded Mat It was pusQ
ble to draw a legal distinction beim*.
money chit came from private sources
and money that Came from public
Wrests and ordered tht lawyera to 6Q
sO. the offitial said. lhe chief of staff
argued that private money could bo
spent sny way the donor saw fit, the ota
Demi laid.

"At one Point. someone said. 'Wei)
what if parfait X gave money to a one
versity and said it could be used MI
for write Ituderter " the official MicL
-The ruling was that that was 0.K bee
Cause it would be private money."

The official said that the latest draft
of the AdmtnIstration's new ruling od
the team stipulated that the haw "would
allow universities, includoss public uni-
versities. tO administer scholarshipa
where the donor restricts eligibility tO
minority students-

FaMy Prepssalve Deventer'
! This debate ems the backdrop io Mr
Alexandera selection as Education
Secretary But the former Governor
skirted questions stout she issue today

; at s White Rau** news conference
A lOnstIme associate of Mr Alexan-

der sant "I wculd rate Lamar as hay-
mg been a fairly progressive Itepubli..
can gourrar and yCIJ Can read be.

Itween the losS di what tie says about
this questiCel But he's political 'rough;

. to know that he's got to move the Presi.,
" dent's agenda In a way that's got some.
I political sensitivity to it And there ilk
I no way he's goblet° get himself Staked'

c'poliitsnica I
alawapP0aNithtei until he kneel the

Mr Alexander was considered as e
Vice Presidential candtdate in IVA Mt

I was seen as a likely choice for Mr
Rush's Cabinet in I PM. brit was passed

I over in the first round 0 Cabuset
, chotces

your 160ner
Saturday.

In Bullnell Day
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Educating the Education President
There are many reasons to cheer President

Bush's choice of Lamar Alexander, the former
Governor of Tennessee, as his new Secretary of
Education. Mr. Alexander is a forceful man who
may persuade Mr. Bush to take education as seri-
ously as he once promised to do. His appointment
will boost morale at a department that lost its sense
of mission under the likable but diffident Lauro
Cavazos. And he's apt to bring a voice of reason to
the raging debate over minority scholarships.

Strapped by huge budget deficits, Mr. Bush has
made only a modest down payment on his pledge to
be the "education President." He has supported an
Increase In financing for Head Start and some
smaller programs like improving math and science
education. But under Mr. Cavazos. the Administra-
tion mainly trumpeted the idea of giving parents
more flexibility to choose schools, while falling to
offer money or a sensible blueprint for improving
whatever schools are chosen

Mr. Alexander understands that reform re-
quires innovation throughout the system. As Gover-
nor of Tennessee, he pushed to decentralize author-
ity, to give teachers greater responsibility and

better pay in exchange for greater accountability,
and to improve basic curriculums As president of
the University of Tennessee. he continued to call for
fundamental change.

He also brings to Washington a commit mem to
equal opportunity. This critical Federal role h ts
been jeopardized by a recent ruling by Michat.
Williams, the Education Department's Assistant
Secretary for Civil Rights. Mr. Williams declared
that colleges could not award scholarships on the
basis of race, even if then function was to recruit
minority students. Race-exclusive scholarships vio-
late Federal civil rights law, he said, and colleges
that award them jeopardize Federal aid.

His interpretation surprised the White House,
set off a storm of criticism among educators and
sent a discouraging signal to minority students. At
the insistence of the White House, it's now under
review by the Education and Justice Departments.

Mr. Alexander will have only an unofficiat
voice in this controversy until he's confirmed by the
Senate. and it's not entirely clear where he stands.
Yet his arrival Is welcome: education badly needs
stronger friends in this Administration.
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Administration Revises
Race-Based Grant Rule
hesident Denies TlipFlop' on Scholarships

BLIftiMa ANIL IffrOa

The Bush shasnistration yester-
day rimed to end a week-old con-
troversy over aid to minonty stu-
dents, peomoing that no scholar-
ships will be affected for the next
fax years.

President Bush denied there hed
tete a 'a flip-florf and said the
modified -icy solid %retinue
tbese mir scholanhips as best
we can.'

Tve long been committed to
them,' be sad at a news conference
witb retired editors. "I've long
been committed to affirmative ac-
dm'

The new policy outlined by the
Education Department earlier m
the day did rot compietely reverse
the regulation announced last
week led did not retract the de-
partment's contention that 'race
epeclac- *cholera*. are discrim-
inatory. But by imposing fouryesr
"trodden period' it seemed de-
signed to buy the polifical breathing
rem White House sides have
sought to &foe what Michael L.

the assume eimstion
secretary who initiated the regu-

11

labors, conceded yesterday vas a
Tuestorm" of criticiwn.

Williams insisted st news con-
ference that ha initial ruling 'was
legally correct, supported by cur-
rent federal law. It was also comb-
tent with most recent practice at
OCR fthe deParitneal 4fice of
civil nghtsj, but it was indeed po
fitically naive.'

The new :olicy he described did
not_appear ti. mollify many critics.

'We think the department is con-
fined, said Richard Romer, pres-
ident of the National Asecierion al
Independent Colleges and Univer-
sities. 'They really have not
thought through what they're do-
ing. We have another interpreted=
that ia highly questionable. Tbe law
hasn't changed, the cases Weal
changed, all that hu changed it Mr.
Wdliarns's intepretatwee

Williams's original decisim last
week reinterpreted regulation *-
sued under the CM Rights Act of
1964 and held that 'race ea:helve'
scholarships were discriasiestory.
The department Ms authmity to
cut off federal funds to college' dad
commit such vioisticins.

Williams justified bis rubs by isismazsit mommr
ass IKWOL41116129, AIL Cal 1 limtles 411.1.1 MAW L Illisar aphis my elm* simian* rho.

4,
...
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U.S. Lets Stand Curb on College Aid IC to Race

gi Policy on Scholarships
03

Stirs New Criticism
By Rights Groups

ay KAREN DC WITS
1P.11.4 ne NM Tat TIMM

WASHINGTON. Cow II Storing a

2
now rood of criticiam from roller/ ad.
minuireowe and civil rights activism
the Educauce Department today left
intact a key provision of a plan banning

co twhOlarehipe delagnated exclunvely,
for minority student.%

The move was something eli we.
paw coming on the day the (*pa rtmeal

k had Wen expected to abandon its ob-
lemons to nosily bawd schOlardtlpi

>. Under the policy wowed at a
newt conference today by Michael 1..
Williams. the depenment's Militate

Bq Secretary for civil rights, colleiget
could award such scholarships ae lOr4
as the money came from pnvate doss-
tans designated for that purpose Or
from Federal programs set up to mel
minority students Colleges would not
be allowed, however. to use money
f rom their gerdra I operating Nelms
for the scholarships Thu is the source Micheal William% aeiliM11111 Education SOCtItary. at news conference7.
ot much ol the money private colleges
use for minority scholarships

Under the earlier policy announced
week ago by Mr William colleges and
uowersitses receivog Federal funds
would not hove been allowed to award
scholarships cc the bests of race or eth-
nicity. even if private rourthitors had
earmarked the money for that purrose

A SWIM DIallsetiew
nn Monday. the White House misted

that President Bush had been sur
prised and embarrassed by the sn
nano ment of thal policy. and offkials
there said thal Jaren H. Wood the
diWf of staff. had ordered Ha reversal-
Several newqmpera including The
Noe York need carried articled say-
ing that the pone, waild be reversed
on Mr Ssilltlihes order, But the head-
lout and fire paragraphs of Maw of
the articles were °mooted- The full
article made clear that Mr SIthinti
had told lowyen from the EthaCJIIIOrt
ante four* Cispertowell that they!
intent consider drowse a legal donne.
tion between ratan denoted won-
rally to aid minority students and
mowy that comes from the col/eget
g eneral opersarg budget And that is
what Mr Williams did today

Ho Midway measure infuriated ova
rights gioupe and monied to Brave Mr
W it She, h111 tried to keep the issue et
rm I length. Wm than NIPPY arid tat-

eartem las the future course of
educaom oretcy on mriority acteitsr-
amps

-I have lona No committed to
them." Mr Nan mit *I have long
ben own mood to afttrrasuro wan;
and so I hope the rulicig SOT* of Ws
quite technical will Bromplon thai
end

"But I would like to think that the
matter can be resolved with finality
this way. hil said. 'But I ail think
that s what we we dole I think there'll
probably be some court challenges to '
this

Mr Bush defended tulle y a mace
and (*toed n was a flip flop But
White House officials said privately .

rominvedo Page fir Column J

.7ZST Off MAILABLE
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Curb on Racially Based Scholarships Is Left Intact
Confirmed Freest Pp Al

that he was unhappy with the out.
corns and They ale eontlaad
that the Adrealelestera ad not Ina
to throw Mr WiWage rif ItS MO-
eat ranking bath iilTflclals lIlt UI.
aide. while at the same tittle Centeli .
at hint for &COPS PISMO maitre
his the White Heat

Al Moneys conlermiCe today to los
nounce the darn. her. Williams said
that he had been laittscally naive*
in mating the initial Mint Malan
all rats:echo scholardopi

Before Mr Witham Nat earlier
this month. Milt ad 'male Oa
ages Ind waning Cand use my
hands from shy sources for minority
students scholendupe.

Mr Williams ruled that any "rue
exclusive- ettelarshiga were die
C ',minatory and therefore illegal

Todeye arewasernent states Mat
such Wools rasps wouid be per mitted
if the direr specified that toe for the
money and It was at aside in aps .
rale funds.

"This is iota retraction. It 5 ccolu.
son." sad Robert Atwelt presdent
of the American Cared on Educe
mon The orttniaatics represents
111.8011 confetti end teuversitia
a nand the mon. "I thy* they 660
went to totally lose Nu They prots
ably minted to stick by their guns 10
SOM. degree for pollute! rebO.14
They had to do eornething because of
the firestorm But the tiresome will
now conunue "

Ithatelar
Tim Chrutemen. Kuwait direc-

tor of the Natartal Asioctittort ol Stu
deal Flatness] Asd Administrators.
sad ulwaIdheiWtO.u.rtlthey
would retract Me wrote* thing This is
just a lattening"

Mr Menne/en Said that teday's
anon heel MAW ''quite a eat of e011-
NOW'

"At what past do darer Resets bt
come univarlity rundar he asked
"My fear Ii that Use ulttmete answer

Mee 1111055 matter ol lase wilt
hese to be Melded lit Melt

Al Ittli Mwi Oasierenet Mr Wil-
liams diontilitial apeculatial that be
Cause he m bath he had been seed to
neat i eolley applied by many Chill
rattrallieftyggrult11,114alalt'll been
poottral I tOok wee a peener. I toot
because I thought it leas rsfht

He mid felt his interpressuon had
betri -aptly Correct" but that there
were Other equally vela *pi inter
emulate of the taw and that todayl
araiturermen arra after ccessults
tam with Ow Whitt Moat Mr Wtl
tarns laud he Mae ma mewl mite&
without bah eceadtaucs.

The Bur administration has
amity appal quotas OS programs

that specify ego. iii requirement in
Such aret$ IS eat schools and Wu-

Inticashelis Mr Witharia's ectith
annoyed Mr Bush. whO wed he &up .
piMvel of n and aimed of the dish
twenty throur press morn.

Bea Menu nem Gangues'
Mr Mak at I news conference. in.

sated that the new policy will '4Lco
time Mew minority icholarsip is
best wii ten

-For now we have worked the regu .
hum so we um continue to have
thew Inds of echolarships:' Mr Bush
Mug -l've long been comma to
them I've IRIS been committed to af-
firmative man

Mary far ry. commitsowr on the
Umted Steles Civil hights Commis
lion. however. said that the new rut

invtied Segal complaints

hill te as matatios tor lawsuits
and compithrits laid with the Educe
tan Deportment by papa who wish
to I...derma* the programs and af .
firmauveactics," eta said "nue is

A legal distinction
is drawn on the
source of funds.

wholesale Assault cm Ouse programs
and poirmie Shittitrit be foosed"

ha Sera, the Number
Richard ROW!' president of the

Allaciat:in of Inapndent
Colleges and UnIversittes. slid

-t ;

'This it en satin blow to our instil.
mom because the majority of tee
money thet we re using tor meanly
Scholarship' IS WI MI of endowment
funds

Mr Christensen said that his or.
gammon did not RSVe any data on
the number ol scholarships or exempts
affected by the newest ruling

At the news conference. Mr WI.
hems SOKS thlit he did riot RIVII pity
KI*8 of the number either snd ihrs his
office had not done any survey ol the
f sea] before he made his original mi.

infer Williams oho come from the
lustke Departmeni . slid he did nor
seallte ISIS ICOOP would (resit such
-I tremor m" of opposition

He viewed his office as 'in 'Mose-
meat agency he sad. adding. SO
pat looited it the tar sratvalor
wird"
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New Scholarship Ruling Caught in Legal Cross-Fire
Policy Questkned in Eight of 1987 Civil Rights Law, Supreme Court Equal Protection Cases

By hula Marcus
IPulimpre OW Orr

The Meeks Department's
weld reversal of position yester-
day es this hlIty ot scholuships
reamed Or *.iss left support-
ers and opposed of much ail pro-
grams wham with tbe read red
naped by die legal basis kir it.

The *MAW aancomed that k
weld slow edges mid adversities
that retain addal hada to admin-
ister nee-adman adiolens set
up by mink* imonfor example,
the Fieata Bowl hods that the de-

r:smid hist wok would vio-
fedsenle mtkiismadistios law if

used ix rah scadardips.
Bot. tam daperbmnat did, private

universities lad accitg4 Waal aid
may sot me their ow. hods to es-
tablish race-exclusive schdarships.

ln dlditioa, the department said,
there would be a four-year -tran-
sition period* for colleges to figure
out how to aeply the new ruling.

Those who believe that reserving
sclsolarships for minorities does not
violate the federal civil nghts law
were unhappy with the pert of the
department's rag barring univer-
sities from using their own funds to
do ao. Those who adhere to the op-

poalte interpretatice of anti-dicrim-
ination law were chagrined that the
riding allows colleges to accept pri-
vate Ws with racial redrictions.

-Thst's the dumbest thins I ever
heard, Judith Uchtman of the Wo-
men's Ugal Defeese Fund said of
the newly 111100011C011 policy, terming
it 'gobbledygook which just proves
they were attempting to deal with a
political pcoblem in a way that makes
no setae. It doesn't make any sense
to have affirmative action but not do
it with your own money."

On the other side of the issue,
conservative legal scholar Bruce
Fein said the announcement was
"stout as eras a political judgment
riperimposed on the law as one can
imagine.* Referring to the four-year
transition period. be said, 'I'm sur-
prised that they dkiret chow 1992
after the first Tuesday in Novem-
ber. That perhaps would have been
a little too ccespicuous, but that's
obviously what the game is."

Both sides said they could see he-
ws in the law for making a distinction
between private funds admiaistered
by a coliege, on the cue hand, and
the institution's own &uncial aid
funds. Weed, they said, the Civil
Rights Re/tonna:el Ad of 1987
made clear that an institution that

receives federal funds is prohlkited
from discriminatingif such Idiot-
and** are in fact illegal discrimina-
tionin "all* of its operations.

"What it appears that they've
done here is attempted to amend
the Civil Rights Restoration Act
with a preas release,* sed John
Scully of the conservative Washing-
ton Legal Foundation, which has
filed complaints with the Educaticet
Department about minority-only
scholarships.

The Civil Rights Restoration Act
overturned the Supreme Court's
1984 ruling in Grow City aitkir
Bra, in which the court said the fed-
eral kw prohibiting 5ex discrimina-
tion in "any education program or
activity lei:dying Federal fmancisl
audience* iNthed ooly to the spe-
cific program, and not to the insti-
tution as a whole.

Witham Bradford Reynolds. who
headed the Justice Department's civ-
d rights diviaion during the Reagan
administration, said that in passing
the Civil Rights Restoration Act, It
was quite clear that the understand-
ing was that if tbe wilversity re-
ceived a dollar of federal foods it
could not participate in a program"
that discruninited, no matter where
the money tame from.

While civil rights group do rot
view such scholarships as discrim-
ination prohibited by federal kw,
they agreed that the distinction be-
tween outside and university finis
makes no sense under the Civil
Rights Restoration Am.

"The distinction is not one that
Fre seen recognised in the law any-
where," said Jane!! Byrd of the
NAACP Legal Defense and Educe-
bona! Fund.

Disagreement also emerged over
the Education Department's appar-
ent distinction between private and
public institution& Officials said they
interpret Suueme Court ck-isioes
on the Censtitutioa's equal prows
tiro clause to prohibit public coheres
from spending state or local hods for
such schdarship programs.

Civil rights orgsniutioa activids
rejected that constitutional analysis
ahosether.

While coaservatives said they
agreed with the department's read-
ing of the cases, they said it did not
go far enough.

Such an interpretation, cower-
vauves said, would apply to private .

schools as well because of Supreme
Court rulings placing nondiscrim-
ination obligations on private insti-
tutions receiving federal funds.
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Thmabout on Scholarships
rn HE ADMINISTRATION tried yesterday

to turn invisible on the divisive issue of
reserving college scholarships for minority

groups. To quell the controversy its own Educa-
tion Department crested, it reached for a neutral
position. A new policy statement was silent on
whether the federal 4tovernment can restrict
student aid to minoribee, as it does in a few
minor progams. It stood off as well from the
question d whether state and local governments
can impose such restrictions, saying only that the
issue had been covered by the courts and was
thesefore beyond executive branch discretion.

As to imiversities, ins revised view is that under
the Civil Rights Act of 1964, they can't restrict aid
to minority grams using their own funds but can
admter restricted scholsrship firograms that are
privately funded. The schninkeration also has creat-
ed a four-year *transition° or grace period during
which there wall be MO active enforcement ol the
new rule. Tbe ide& Assistant Secretary of Educe-
riOn Michael Wdliams said at a news conference, is
not to put any student or university at immediate
risk. This should be reasoning.

The main shift yesterday from what Mr. Williams
had amounced before had to do with university

)

program& He had earlier said they could not
administer scholarships even privately financed for
minceity groups only, but most could have gotten
around that ben, even protaithig higher educe-
don ofklais conceded As Mr. Wftm
originally suggested, tbey could change the terms
of the scholartips, give them to needy or other-
wire disadvantaged applicants exl achieve the same
result, and they remained free in the name of
diversity to make race re a comparable factor one
consideration in the awarding of aid; it could Just not
be the overriding one. Mr. Williams, who issued the
revised policy at tbe direction of the White House,
ccetinued to my yesterday that al think we must be
vay artful about making any decisions, aigni5cant
declaim, is this country that relete to lodividuals
Weed upoo race.* He is right about that. He also
said be had been in the earlier declaration of
policy, and on that he's more than right.

Increaaed access to higher education is one of the
great equalisers in this society. No administration
should oppose it, and no admInistratice can afford to
appear to be an opponent Any policy statement on
scholarships needs to be yet in the cement of
commitment to thia goaL There is still more for the
administration to say on this Idled.
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Education official
plays hooky; panel
won't buy excuse
By Carol lnnerst
twe w...s.ivoroe *4+55

The Education Department's be-
leaguered Michael L. Williams stood
up a congressional committee yes.
terday to Mi annoyance of the chair.
man, who called it "an affront to the
committee. to the Congress and to
American people:*

Augustus F Hawkins. chairman of
the House Education and Labor
Committee, said he had "I sonally
issued an invitation" to Mr hams.
assistant secretary for cwt, lghts,
to appear before the committee.

The California Democrat wanted
him to clarify the department's con-
troversial and confusing new policy
that apparently restricts race-
exclusise student scholarships.

The department confirmed his
appearance Monday but called on
Thesday to say he would not be there.
Mr. Hawkins said.

'It W39 ha :Mr Williams' l de-
cisme said Etta Fielek. the Educe-
non Department's director of public
affairs

"He felt he had nothing else to add
beyond what he said lin a news con-
ference! yesterday." she said. "He
made it clear in turning it down that
when the new Congress comes in. if
they want to talk about it, he's at
their disposal."

The hearing went on without him.
The higher-education lobby, the
president of a historically black col-
lege and the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People
Legal Defense Fund condemned Mr
Williams and the Bush adrninistra-
non for insensitivity to radial minor-
ities.

Mr Williams. who is black. has
been the center of a firestorm since
Dec.4. when he wrote to Fiesta Bowl
officials warning that their plans to
give $100.000 to the participating
schools solely for minority scholar-
ships could run afoul of the 1964
Civil Rights Act. The law prohibits
diScrumnation on the basis of race

On Dec. 12, he announced his Ot-
flee kir Civil Rights new enforce-
ment strategy which stirred an up-
roar. The strategy was aimed,
among other things. at ensuring that
colleges receiving federal funds do
not discriminate against other races
by awaNing minority scholarships
solely basis of race

The . '4 House. caught by sur .
prise the highereducation
lo1:01 and civil rights groups re-
at' ad witi anger, retooled Mr. Wil-
lis us' policy. On Thesday he re-
treated from his position that the
race-exclusive schnlarshins were

Michael L Williams

legal.
The flip.flop opened the door for

Arizona's Fiesta Bowl football game
to give money to the University of
Alabama and University of LOU13-
v tile for minority scholarships be-
cause the new policy allows colleges
to use funds from private donors
solely for minorities.

A senior Bush administration of.
hotel said about 15 percent of the
money that now goes to minority-
targeted scholarships is private, 40
percent is state money and the rest
comes from federal sources, either
directly or indirectly.

Educators and lawmakers say the
revised policy has increased the
confusion about what colleges may
do regarding minority scholarships.
They say it prohibits private col.
leges from using their own Nada,
including endowment funds, for
race-exclusive scholarships.

It generally prohibits race .
exclusive scholarships paid for by
state and local governments but 01(s
congressionally mandated scholar-
ships for minorities.

It gives schools four years to re-
view their programs under Title VI.
During that ttme. the Office of Civil
Rights will investigate complaints
but will not make a broad review of
school compliance.

"I think the policies are mis-
guided efforts to turn back the clock
on eovality" said Mr. Hawkins, who
at :.ge 83 did not seek re-election.

The committee will submit its
questions to Mr. Williams Le writing
and also ask him to endani, in writ-
ing, why he changed his mind about
testifying. Mr. Hawkins said.
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Michael Kinky

None So Colorblind . . .
What civil rights princOle does George Bush think he is enforcing?

Tho Hwy Herder *ague Si Marsha at
&rood Caw is ler those it whole or in
IOW OM al New Englond Modal docent.*
The ltedme Beller Scholarship is I e 'a resident
el Lead* Per., or, there being no such
Midst, a resident of the western part of
Pereyhmle The Helen B. Millington de-
rail Wan* is for Valente whose fa-
dor ore dressed and whose mothers have not
emeedst The bit pre co kw 150 page&

I* pola it ent that it sol acertimes helps
to he Ob. (Harvard. a practice, guerastees

dd to al comers) The point is that fate
spry emt orta of arbitrary advantages. Yet
me Pm* is government seem obsessed with
met* Megrim the occasional advantage that
come km Meg Me* Many who opeosed the
CM LOIS Act al 1964 in 1964. including
Medd Iterir end George Bush, now posture
a e swim at le portals of its "true meaning.*
Ms don 'reverse dierimmatioe r-
umbas that when all tbe advantages

411161101103 in the game of Me are
velibed Ned helescad, the advantageeven in
1111/1gese to people of color?

throe yen ago Ramps emsed a bill Who.
flag WM lard dill rights enforcement at
melioribre est accept federal fneds. Congress

11.101111 veto. The Bur administra-
ble taw trio to we this vary taw to restrict

minocity-targeted scholarrip. Conservatives
who condenned the biN as an unwarranted
governmeot Kansan into the private sphere
seem to her forgottim their odection.

Bush is obviously sorry be sturnbkd into this
Orli& He mays the ornal decision to ban
neveity echolenhips "was made without the
luxoloolio al the White House But be cannot
beer a rogue mister secretary of educating,
* hie meows. Michael Williams's Ming wa
the logical extension of everything Buth Pro.
femme to believe about civil right* in particular
the principle that it must be 'colorblind.'

By COatililt there is no ci....ment principle or
logic in the policy the administration haa settied on
otter a few mad days of Inicktracking. That pobcv
hokis dist irdvenities may not finance minority
scholarships thenuetves, but may have minority-
targeted scholarships financed by others.

Well, it's a distinction (as my old law pro(es-
sor used to say). But it hardly solves the moral
Poi* of reverse discrimination. Bush says,
Tve long beer committee to privately funded
minority scholarships, as indeed be hr. Yet how
can scholarships based on rue be money re-
poser wises financed by emiverakiee bit
praiseworthy when financed by Medals?

Furthermore, the pricy is int reclaNy neu-
tral, unless the achninieratioe is prepared to
alicwif mot encouragewhiteeosly echoer-

ships at universitiee. provided they are financed
by outsiders. I can't befieve it is.

Sven before the official backtrack, the pricy
was full of ccetradictions and violations of the
alleged principle at stake. There is an exception
for minority scholarships funded by the federal
government itself. So, 'cording to the Bur
pnecipke, it is the proper role of the federal
government to 1) ply for minority scholarships
Wet 2) bee minority 'dullard.* paid kr by
unlversitiee and 3) encourage alacrity whaler
ships mild for by prtvate individule. Go Suer.
The reread semi= declares let the admire-
talon takes eo mdtion co minority echoer-
ships headed by state end local gernmenr
Probably a gocd this.

Smierty, t re Is an exception Ix veirratke
arias ender a 'court cede to demiressie
Comte her used minority rholerships es a reine-
d', in reit rights cues. And that's okay, appereet-
ly. Mrs, according to the Bush intmpretation. the
same civil rights prindples sometime require yon
to crate minority adsolarehips eed seembeem
kebid auto do the egad wee thing.

The edmilnietration muggers let Mao*
eobolarships may be okay eves without a court
order to nuke op kr prt dirrimisele or
Ito* to promote diversity. This la called
reinventing tbe wheel. Universities Met ovate
sorority admirers because they hate white

people. They do it to promote diversity and
make op Oct pest discrinsioation. lf those re
g el esoiagh rearm to overcome the gathers
on reverse discrimination, then the principle Is
in nate debate; point.

Finely, amide* to the adminaestion, there
is Krieg meg MO :ding race es 'a factor in

a=recholeraWe as los% es it is not the
frac This kit of sophistry Mee,

from Jades Lark ?rein rain in the 197d
Balls ale. Yet a lector is oely Meier if k se
lomstiese the debermaim War. Whet is the
mid thermos beer* ray, raw* a moth
of your scholia" ix backs aid ming beck-
sees as elector Me will meal the deareace 1
permit al the Met And the aceptios also
not tolorble The edminintratica may dor,
n ot speve el wig white eka as la lector

echohnhipe. I hope.
So whet's the watt The morel, to me, is that

in applying the priaciplas of cid rights, there 4.
n o truly 'colorblind' standerd that err res-
aleable perm. achelia=orgt Beek woUld
actually be will* to peed* to
stir up white reeentmeet aped tiveree din-Jit It is pow** to negro Mug
reverse dincriedsetioa is Moro redicine
thin *odd be need spirally. Italor.=

eeto get all witil=eds abdlet rad mak sees it.
nea. rem I. ems* es.

bta
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White House in Disarray
Mishandling of Scholarships for Minorities
Reflects Struggle for a Civil Rights Agenda

By ANDREW ROSENTHAL
sopnal is Tr Nr Von Than

WASHINGTON. Dec. 19 The White
House's tortured handling of scholar-
ships for minorities reflects both the
disarray in President Bush's domestic
policy management and a fierce strug-

gle for the civil rights
agenda in the top levels of
the Admmistration.

That struggle reamed
with a new Intensity from

the moment Mr. Bush wcke tm on the
morning of Dec. 12 to news reports of
the Education Department's decision
to ban federally subsidised institutions
from desisnatu.,4 scholarships for ape-

' odic mtnonty groups.
Surprised and reports/My disturbed,

the Pmidem ordeps1 his thief of staff,
! John H. Sununu, to fad a way to retreat
from the ruling. which was not only
, politically deluging but also chal-
lecged Mr. Bush's commitment to mi-
nonty scholarahip programs.

Tryiae se Please Bea Shies
Panicked White House officials

clashed over polity and tactics in
sena of cattenUous MOMS' that
concluded,.as has happened so cam lo
Mr. Buah's tenure, with the White
House uying to pima both Ada
in the view et alio sad importers
alga passing artually nobody, Wad-
log the Prank:Mt Masa

Mr. Mak apreetad =can that
there would be a mort challawa of the
new ri lag. which allowed use of pri-
vate many nowificsalp dielmastad tor
mineritlea, but not mew treat a ad-
leer's general operathee hada. And
some Administratke officials worried

News
Analysis

that the split-the-difference approach
would not only undercut the Presi-
dent's paitico oppoeing racial quotas.
but would also leave the White House
grappline for months with an issue that
Mould have been laid to Md.

Under the revised proposal an-
nounced Tuesday by Michael L Wil-
liams, the Assistant Secretary of
Education for civil rights, there will be
a four-year transition period during
which "the Adm mist ration will not pur-
sue a broad compliance revtow,"
thereby giving the Administration
some leeway.

A Lack of Direction
"It's the central impulse of the Bush

Admimstration why can't everyone
be sausfied?" said an adviser to the
White ilcuss, who spoke on condition of
anerymity.

Administration officials and Republi-
can strategiats said Ow fact that no
senior White House official koew the
thaw In policy was even bektg con-
templatad reflected a Leek of dtrecilon
and a lack of an "ideological compass"
on domestic issues.

"If it ogre afferent kind of Admio-
IstraUon you could argue that someone
would have known about the shin or
Mat Bush's policy would bave beta so
clear that althorns wouldn't have dons
It lo ths fret place," one official said.

H. added: "If k were a aflame kind
of Admalstralah it weeldn't have
been so bud to rem. People MO La-
machately fall Into their grew", snd
say, The is what we Rave to

Continued on Pose BIl. Colionn 5
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COLLEGES EXPRESS

GREAT CONFUSION

cal

ON MINOMTY AID

AMBIGUITIES IN NEW RULE

cc Much of Uncertainty Centers

on When Enforcement of

the Policy Would Start

cc
O IyAN1HONYDiPALMA

nher a tvoeit ol Warts by the EduCa
uon Depa.tment to explam U pshcry on

l33
count scholarthips uietignated was-

Z scow for motruy soMenta. college of
heals sabd yesterday that they were
more cenfoSed than ever arid that they
d.d not Intend to change their proce-
dures untd the department dainties us
intenttanS

A printed statement issued by the die.
partment On Tuesday. as well u corn
mem% by department officials. Were
amb.sonos est many maw putts. And
me department's AsUttarit Secretary
for Civil Rights. Michael I.. Williams.
failed to appesr before s Congressional
hes r mg patently toile:orate

Cm Tuesday. Mr Williams an.
wowed WI colleen recerrem Fed-
eral sid could award sdioLariMps PA-
cluswely for mmority studerta as long
as the money tabu from private dons-
nom deugnated for RIM muwee or
frorn Federal win= ilet 43 tO ald
minority students. Bui colleges amid
not be allOsed to we wary from their
general operating budget& which mr.
rently serve as the Karon of much ol
the money for minority scholars/ups

Last vete Mr Williams annwfted
Mit WIWI and anIverSittieS that re-
ceive Federel Mee, caikl not legally
gram scholarship based solely
rice

Tholes Is Illeseelein

Part ol the confestea svMarday cere
tered an when ttie IRA ,identonstrat ion
intended to begin enRWCW4 1M PDIKY
Mr %Marna, in a Whey datieration
that The New VOA Timm Inadvert-
ently omitted from coverage of lUs
news eugenic', aid Tuesday that
ty.erp timid be a himpew mammas
period *wing Wildi thi fulenintun
um 'AU nee fume a brad compliancs
review

He said the purpoile of the transition
period wu to gem colleges Ina to re-
view their femardup orosrims and
-to insure that erry students under
scholarship. or Was evaluated for
%chola rehip, ds wi suffer

flut at We UM Use. Mr Williams
thai early the trsmitlen ported

the AdnialstreUer muld tulflhl Br
sistutory elollgation to enwelgate any
complaints remtvad" lt Ina swi clear
if such uvreetimsticas mein Moult in
declaims dangly &Meer. ledivldral
mmority Maimta. Mr WIlliamis el
rice is cuttingly iiimstageong one tom-
plaint. brought by it white student et
Fiends AilantM UnIversity. a keit
Raton. who said he ew a echail-
rsh tis becalm el his raw
Mown Caleniewit Officlaio seed

yesterday Met Yams aspects of the
new policy reinserted unclear to them
Among theft are whether students en-
terms college elm fU lIMI mud W
eligible for minority-baled scholar-
Wisps from a colleges general Wide.

COMIALed OR "VI ij. Calm,. 3
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Colleges Remain Baffled by Scholarship Policy
Continued From Page M

whether the same would be ap
plied to scholitrift specifically set
aside for women, handicapped or
older students; and why a distinction
can be legally made between money
donated by a private person and non-
governmental money awarded by a
private university from its general op-
erating budget

Yesterday, some college officials
questioned whether the announced
changes have the force of law.

Cn Capitol NW, Representative Au
gums F. Hawkins, the California
Democrat who is chairman of She!
House Education and Labor Commit
tee, called Mr. Whams's failure to tes-
tify yesterday "an affront to the com-
mittee, Me Congress and the American
people," He characterized Mr. WO
llama's ruling as a "misguided effort to ,
turn back the clock on equality "

Setting a theme that was echoed by
witnesses at the hearing, Mr. Hawkins
criticized the Administration's policy .

making acumen. "Lurching from'
policy by press release to policy by
prints confrerence, the Department (di
EducatIcei and, indeed. the Ad m istra-
tion itself has demonstrated a disdain !
for the orderly process of govern-1
meet," he said.

A spokeswonfen for the Education I
Department said Mr. Williams did not .
testify because he needed more time to
prepare.

Many highereducaUon officials said
they dld not intend to change any cur-
rent prectices unUl the issues were
clarifkd.

"We sent out an advisory to all our
college to ignore the department's
opinion until we have lot more tnfor-
minion," said Dale Parnell. president
Of the American Association of com-
munity and Junior Colleget "The
whole thing is so fuzzed up that we're
probably coins to need a court dectsion
to clear It.

In large part the confusion in Wash
Moon and on campuses acrom the
country Is caused by the way the
EducatiOn Department made known
the new policy. Which bees many schol-
arship' desIgnsied exclUelvely for ml-
noiltysiudenti.

Last week the department made the
blanket Ming that manes and univer-
sities recelvkig Federal money could
not Illve out minority-only sdiolarships
because they were dacriminatory.

On Tuesday. It backed Off that stand.
which had caused an uproar of adverse

public opiruon. It said c011eges could
award scholarships on the basis of race
if the money came from private contri-
butions earmarked for that purpose.
For example, private _philanthropies,
like the Richard King Mellon Founda-
tion, often provide education assist
ance specifically for minority students.

lhe Education Department contin.
ued to allow minority-only scholarships
Um are mandated by Congress and
scholarships financed by state and
local governments, saying they art
protected by court decisions.

Whet the new regulations restrtctec
is scholarships that colleges and uni
versales give using their own money
Such money includes tuition receipts
thal go into their general treasury oi
money from private dcnors that la not
earmarked for any specific purpose.
That money has routinely been used tc

Attempts to
clarify lead
to more
confusion.

provide scholarships that are awarded
exclusively to minority students as s
way to increase enrollments in certain
areas It is also used to finance othei
types of scholarships.

The partial reversal of the depart
ment's original decision, intended tr
else political criticism, appeared tc
appease almost no one.

Robert H. Atwell, president of the
American Council on Education, which
represents 11,000 colleges and universi-
ties, said the situation was "only made
worse by this clarification."

It Is not clear how many race-exclu-
sive scliblarships exist. Some private
colleges do not use any of their awn
money to give scholarships based on
race. A Int report by !ft National
center for Educition Statistice Indi-
cated that IQ percent of black under-
graduates nationwide romived finan-
cial aid of same kind, but that only 13.9
percent were helped by money that
came from the colleges or eniversities
themselves There is no way of know-
mg whether the help was granted
solely on the basis of race or in ccei-
junction with financial need and other
factors,

The Education Department has not
sent college administrators any official
notification of the new -regulations,
which leaves the college officials
trying to determine from news reports'
and press releases what they will be
forced to do to meel the new standards.

A spokeswoman for the department.'
Etta Fielek, said letters explaining the
new policy could be mailed to college
kdministrators in a few weeks All that
the department has asked institutions .
to do for now, She said, is review their
own programs.

MS Fielek said that during the four.
year transition pertod the detiartment
would Investigate any complaints filed
about discriminatory scholarships but
that it would not conduct any broad re-
view to see whether colleges were co m-
plying with the regulations

As part of the new policy, the Admin-
istration wouldill encourage state
legislatures and local governments to
review the legal restrictions on mi-
nority scholarships.

If the regulations are enfurced in
four years. the critical factor for insti-
tutions will be figuring the steps by
which privately donated money can be
designated so that it can be set aside
for minority scholarships.

Tim Christensen, associate director
of the National Association of Student
Financial Aid Adnlinittrators said one
legal question Is whether donors who
wish to designate money for a special
group must administer the program
themselves In order to prove that the
money is indeed separate from the uni-
versity's general treasury.

Daniel Steiner, vice president and
general counsel at Harvard University,.
said he thought that dell/ABMs dons- i
Uons for minority Scholarships wouid
be as simple as inserting a clause in the
letters transmitting Me scholarship
money to the institution.

Mr. Atwell said the new ruling would,
Invite a surge of lawsuit' against insti-
tutions and complaints to the Office of
Civil Rights. He said It "raised a host of
questions about whether the same ar .
guments applied to minority scholar.
ships will be extended to stholarships
restricted by gender, nation irtgirc,
religious afftllauon or handicapped!
status."

An Indication of how broadly the new
ruling can be Interpreted came Isom
Senator Bob Dole, Retoublican of Kan-
sas, who urged the EducatiOn Denim-
ment to re-examine admission pref er.
ences that private colleges and drover- I
stties give to children of alumni

11111 MSW 11MI6S, THUttbliAY, UtsCIMABER IPOO
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Scholarship Policy Called Not Binding
Revision Is Personal Opinion' That Lacks Force, &Official Asserts

By Health J. Comet
w_lsp,l 11111 Mir

A former bead of the Education
Department's civil rights office toid
Congress yesterday that the depart-
ment's revised policy on minority
schorrships is not kially binding m
coders became it hu not been szst-
ed in forms] regulanos or *rid by
an riministrative law judge.

The 'thornily restriction an-
rousted Tun* by Micheel L
Williams, assistant secretary for
chill rights, represent his Vernal
opinion,' said David S. Taut who
had the same job during the Carter
administration.

Tate!, now a Wallington Lawyer,
was coe of a series of witnesses who
cnticised the deportment at House
Education and Labor Committee
hearings. Williams canceled a
planned appearance before tbe pond.

On Tinny Wiliam modified a
near-ban oo tace-esclusive schol-
arships that be had seamen lag
wen, and mid colleges can make
such grants out c4 private funds
earmarked for that purple. But he
also said private colleges could not
use their own funds for such echo"-
uships and that public colleges
could not devote public funds to
them. Williams announced a four.
year 'transition penod" to allow

time for colleges to adjust their
scholarship programs and for stu-
dents with race-based grants to
complete degree programs. He also
said hia office will cominue to inns-
tigate any complaints about race-
based 'chola

nYesterdayabiZartineot spokes-
man said Williams 'would be bound'
to take enforcement artist if an
investigation found a college's
scholarship program was raddy
discriminatory wider tbe
Rights Act of 1264.

In his terbrion, Tatel said Wil-
liams's "recent arsouncements do
not bind reek:rots of federal funds.
The fact is that the melts* secre-
tary has Unruly no authority to
bind any recipient of federal Nods
simply by Wing a prees release.'

Because WManus has not initi-
ated 'formal regulatory procedures'
or an enforcement action upheld by
an administrative law judge, Tatel
said his sixt policy on scholar-
ship 'should te viewed as no more
than his own personal opinion' or
law enforcement &tritely.' He lat-
er told reporters that colleges
"don't have to go out and abolish
their minority scholarship pro-
gram' but he did advise colleges
to conduct legal reviews of them.

A department spokesman said
Williams disagrees with Teel and

believes the scholarohip pokicy to be
legally binding without new regu-
lations. "As far ma his reading of es-
Sting law, no further action would
te neccessary to enforce that law,'
the spokesman mid.

The Conge Board yesterday ne-
leased the first nationwide Hone
that suggest bow mar colleges
provide schoiership bred at leas
in part oe a student's race.

At least 785 colleges dice Nth
rholarahlp, according to re-
sponses to tbe board's 1920 wormy
ol 3,138 accredited colleges. Ras
Marione, the board's director of
information services, said 453 pub-
lic colleges and 332 private colleges
reported that 'minority status' was
a criterion for aome
The survey did not pitta=
information on white ethnic groups
and did not ulo about the number er
value of minority scholarships.

Rep. Augustus F. Hawkins (D-
Calif.), the committee's angora
chairman, criticised Williams kr not
testifying after confirming Mondry
that be would smear. The cur&
lotion, Hawkins said, was 'an II-
front' to the committee.

A department spokesman said
llama decided not to testify became
he wanted time to study legal cases
and other material concerning the
new scholarship policy.
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Colleges Offer Data To Assess Scholarship Policy's Impact
By Mark Mach

In the weeks mance arecietent Sucre-
taly of Educatioo Michael L
hams made his controversial state-
ments on the legal status of minority
scholarships, mllege officials have
sought to Ore stleator picture of the
number and nature of thcre aesnie

Among the data cited
According to the College Board's

annual survey of colleges and uni-
versities. 24 percent, or 696, of the
responding institutions for the
199041 academic year rePorled din-
fibuting rents Or !scholarships tO
minority studenta without regard to
financial need That was up from 15
percent, or 439, of the schools re-
sponcling in 1987-88

About 27 percent. or 785 whonls.
repurted iprwng grants or scholar
gum to minontim bawd on both race
and need in 1990-91. the survey
found That waa up from 16 percent.
Or 467. a the schools in 1987-88

At least nine states have egad,-
lialwd schulandup, front, or loan
forgiversers programs for minonties
regardless of need. scantling to a
1989.90 eurvey by the National Aa-
emotion of State Scholarship and
Grant Programa

In addition, it found. ous mate% have
minority scholarships and grants
thin take nerd into account

A 1990 survey 0(142 public, four-
)ear tivtitutions In 10 Matte with
large minority populations. conduc't .
ed b. lbchard C. Richardson, Form-
ate deducational leadership arid poli-
cy tudies t Arizona State
Uruvenuty. found that mon. than 60
frarnt of the school. offend special
enuUenwnir to nunonts atudente

tThrle Mr William. dirt rot leortfi
colly addnre Innn rialto rm.,. pro
(roans. air eiduratnrs hate mold
concern that state programs thet
%rove tollegeloon reps% menu for
minority studentp ahoenter traxfung
aught be deemed illegal

26 EDUCATION %TEX JANUARY 9.1991

At least 10 rates hair such pro-
grama, sconchng to a sun ey by the
American Amomstion of College,
for %cher Educsbon

TIse pootion laid out by Mr Wil.
harm on Det !greaten that toilers.
with fotoe exception., may we ard
race-exclusive stholarships only if
they are financed with pen ate money
donated speafiltally for that purport

lf the policy stands. observers pro.
eheted. expensive prnate callere
and the most retains public um
versant' will be hardest tut- becauee
they commonly have to offer suable
financial incentiies to attract cru-
nona studenu

Richard F Rokwr. president of
the National Aarecistion of Indr
prrelent Collerrs and 1:n1.er-riots
told the Hooke Lducation and Lobar
Committee last month that 70 per
cent of the financial aid tameted for
minorit. mem:vent And retention
al"...i.I school. tomer from general
institutional fund", and therefore

would be illegal under the depart.
ment's position

Loa. of 'Welcome Mat'?

College snd uniiervity officials
hese sloo (wrested uncertainti
titer hoe broadly the department
might apply lie legal interpretation

Blend/ J Wileon. chancellor of
the University of Mithigan Dear-
born, said she womed that the col-
lege-access program at her !school.
%Inch includes tutonrig.mentonng.
and wholerahim for Much anteged
students who live in Detroit neigh
borhoods. could be affected The
neighlorhaols targeted are 75 per
ant black

'If the (ottersl go1 ernmeni ran tell
higtier eduratien institutiorte that
the% (An I it, minori). scholar
Mir. the might begin tn Oat it,'
csni discriminate to neighbor
hoed ahe said

JarTifAF Lvons president of Bois
le State College in Maryland. mid

he condered if the "other-race
grants durtnbutrd by the nate to
encourage whites to ettend his prr.
dominantly black school will be af-
fected

Apert from thr potential monetary
tmpert. 171.1111% edurstora earned, the
scholerslup Rep could rend negitne
mewoor In morn!. etudents

Thom louden!, wholar.hipa
designed fur them Le a -iotoirorne
nist' of porta to the predornsruintl

hit, inetnutiona of higher educe
bon. the educators said The depart-
ment's purouon. they argued, pulls
that mat from under them Just ao de
moraphic trends are making mi-
norities an increasingly critical
eource of skills for the yob market

'There mei be eome bans in the
for this Ipisitinnl that I don t

Anna about hut in my., opinion
there s rw, bro.. in edut at Innsl or so
roil 'uric...est aid l'iordon II
!Amt. prrwirril %,wtheostrrn II

Urn.. mit, hitt, ruo aidrit
ni ail( 50 miniiriti students cith
$1 1100 arhiiltirships it deirloped

ith the pl. Int aector

WAsinscroN
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Pruidral Bush answers quatiow from Black publtaAtra and addort danna
a Pr11A114 MILO HOUSI hotelman la Ise Roosepelt &WM

Bush, Black Journalists in an administration of a man who
Debate Scholarship luue prommed to becoren knos,nPrsiiAt White House Luncheon te.nhrdn bee n sche-duled btte

President George Bush invited Williama' controversial announce.
12 top Black publiahera and edi ment.
tors from acroas the country to Bush told the journalistic an
private White House luncheon for dience that while lie ctintinues to
the second time in less than a question the faumess of quotas he

remains 'committed to ailirnis
tive action.' Additionally, he
predicted, the constitutionality of
race exclusive scholarships in
evitably will be decided later in
the courts.

To the surpnse of sonic guests.
President 13ush defended WO
hams, seyin4 'he is not Wm'. sort
of nen racist and despo con
cerns pertaining to th
body had to go the is

During a considera pan of
the PA hour luncheon. Premilent
Bush fielded questions on the edu
cation issue as well as questions
about his VC'A, of the 199a

year.
But before the guests could

take their seats in the Roosevelt
Room, President Huth confided
that he was'embarrassed" by the
Education Department's huflaba
loo over minority scholarships.

Only days before the luncheon,
Assistant Secretary of Education
fur Civil Rights, Michael I. Wil.
hams, who is Black, stirred a hor
nets nest among Black and White
educators and civil rights advo
cites with his announcement that
'race specifk '. scholarahips were
discriminatory No issue has

..ited such a turmoil, especially

NS' COPY AVAILABLE

Rights Act, the Persian Gulf cn
six, and racism.

Citing recent incidents of racial
ly motivated attacks hy such
groups as "skinheads and the
nearly-successful senatorial bid in
Lousiana by David Dukes, Presi-
dent Bush said he hoped these ex-
amples were not an indication of
increasing raciam. Speaking out
against racism is a 'proper' func.
tton of the White House, he con-
cluded, saying, 'I have the obligs .
tion to say race has no place in
this soclety.'

Guests dined on tomato bouillon
soup, sliced roast terderloin of
beef, wild rice, French green
beans, and cheese cake

Following the luncheon Bush
escorted guests into the Oval Of
lice force iprief look.see.

White House luncheon guests
were listed as. William Garth,
Chicago Citizen Newspaper; Paul
Bennett, Philadelphia Tribune;
Areyla Mitchell, The T'ri-State
Defender (Memphis)' Thomas
Watkins, The New York Daily
Challenge; Marie Smith, Black
Entertainment Television; Ler.
one Bennett, Executive Editor
Eaton% Eric Simpson, The Flori-
da Star; Robert IgeTyre, Michi-

n Chronicle; Connie Cameron,
Seattle Medium; Kenneth Tho.

Los Angeles Sentinel; F.
Cosmos Hanie, Denver Weekly
News; and Riehette L. HaYwood,
Associate Editor Jtr. Also in at-
tendance were White House dB.
cials Marlin Fitzwater. Robert
Gates, Deb Amend, and Joseph
Watkins.

Minority Scholarahip Policy
Change Draws Reactions

Educators and civil rights lead.
yrs are giving mixed reviews to
President Rush's alteration of a
eontroversial U.S. Department of
Educatinn policy banning racially .
based college scholarships.

At a preps conference announc-
ing the new stance. White House
Press Secretary Marlin Fitzwater
sod President Huah sas 'very
disturbed about the ruling in the

tha he believes these
scholarships are important to
minonties and to ensuring oppor-
tunity for all Americana tn get a
good education However, under
the revision to the. poky, college.,
could as ard such scholarships 31t

the m-ney calm from pri
vat, ihnations for that purpose or
from Federal programs set up to

aid minorities.
The money
could not come
from general
funds, which is
the source of
must of the
money private
colleges use
for scholar. Yowl mitosis
ships. said Michael Williams. ea-
instant Education Secretary, who
articulated the anginal opinion

The Rev. Jesse Jackson says the
new policy is just a continuation
of apolitical game by the Bush ad.
mimatration. Rev. Jackson says
Bush knew of the decision all
slung and Williams. who be Black,
VIAS used as the 'frunt man.'

Or. Benjamin Honks, executive
directer of the NAACP, said: 'In

(Continued on paw Ili
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Newhouse Foundation
Donates $2 Million To
Private UNCF Schools

The United Negro College
Fund has received a $2 million
gift from the Samuel I. Newhouse
F'oundation for scholarships at
seven colleges in Alabama and
Louisiana, UNCF President
Christopher F. Ed ley recently
reported.

The Newhouse Scholarship
Fund will finance scholarships at
Miles College, Oakwood College,
Stillman Ca llege, Talladega Col-
lege and Thskegee University in
Alabama; and at Dillard and
Xavier Universities in New
Orleans.

'The importance of this gift,"
said Ed ley, "is that it is destined
for some of the most deserving re-
cipientsthe bri,ght young people
who would not be able to attend
these schools but for the generosi-

(Continued from par 5)
our view, the President has acted
properly and in the national in-
terest, in reversing the decision.
The decision should not have been
made in the first place, since what
it has primarily accomplished has
been setting off an ugly debate
that in too many instances has at-
tempted to project minority
scholarships as something harm-
ful to the interest of the majority
groups."

The ruling in question stemmed
from a decision by Williams after
Fiesta Bowl officials offered to
donate $100,000 for minority
scholarships to schools who par-
ticipated in the Arizona football
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ty of the Newhouse Foundation
and the Newhouse group of news-
papers. This magnificent gift is
the latest example of the long-
term support from the Newhouse
Foundation to UNCF and to our
historically Black colleges and
universities."

Donald E. Newhouse, who
serves as vice President of the
Newhouse Foundation, said, 'The
Newhouse Foundation is delight-
ed to help meet the needs of the
UNCF in this vital educational
mission. Through this gift, the
foundation recognizes the impor-
tance of giving young people the
opporturuty to ftirther their edu-
cation regardless of financial ob-
stacles."

In the respective cities, the
scholarships will be presented by
the Birmingham igews, The
Huntsville Times and the Tirnes-
Picayune, all part of the New-
house group of newspapers.

game this year.
"The position taken by Presi-

dent Bush today does not repre-
sent a change of policy. It
represents a change of politics
ami of public relations. In fact,
policy-wise President Bush is be-
ing inconsistent," Rev. Jackson
said. 'The letter put out by Mr.
Williams is the logical conclusion
of Mr. Bush's, veto of the 1990 Civ-
il Rights Reetoration Act and his
calling it a 'racial quota' bill. The
Bush administration would like to
do to the 'academic set-aside' pro-
gram the courts) what it dicl to
t e 'economic set-aside' program
in Richmond casedestroy it le-
gally.*

11
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A commission of Black educa-
tors praised President Bush for
nullifying the recent Education
Department interpretation of con-
stitutional law banning minority.
only scholarships.

Members of the President's
Board of Advisors on Historically
Black Colleges and Universities
were in the nation's capital when
Education Assistant -Secretary
Michael Williams made a public
statement and later held a preas
conference contending that such
scholarships earmarked for Black
students were unlawfUl. Former
Education Secretary Lauro Cava
EON, only a few days earlier, had
sworn In membera of the board,
who were appointed by the Presi.
dent, and the next day found him-
self ousted from the Cabinet.

-3

During the turmoil, commission
members uddenly had their
backs to the wall in the effort
to help Black students. However,
President Bush's action im calling
for a review of the policy before
implementation gave the
educators time to develop a
straten.

The -c\alrman of the body, for-
mer Howard University Presi-
dent James Cheeks, wrote the
President that, 'Black colleges
cannot, nor should not be expect-
ed to create the only environment
hospitable to Black students.'

Dr. Cheek charged that 'Uni-
versities which took elaborate
measures to mulct minority en-
rollment 24 years ago bear the
stigma and depreciated ability to
create appropriate educational
environment today. Scholarahip
awards which are influenced by
ethnic membership help to im
prove the chances of the deserv-
ing minority student ...*

RI, 1.1111
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Rights Commission Asks Bush
To Back Minority Scholarships

By Kenneth J. Cooper
%awe hi Ike WON

The U.S. Civil Rights Commis-
sion has urged President Bush to
support college scholarships re-
served for minorities and to clarify
government policy on such race-
specific grants.

The independent commission
Thursday sent Bush its recommen-
dations on the controversial issue in
a letter that members approved on
a 5 to 2 vote with one abstention.
.Chairman Arthur A. Fletcher, who
last month urged Bush to back such
'minority scholarships, signed the
two-page letter on the commis-
slon's behalf.

The action was prompted by a
Dec. 18 decision by an Education
Department official that such
grants are in most cases permissi-
ble only if funded by earmarked pri-
vate gifts. Michael L. Williams, as-
sistant secretary for civil rights,
announced that policy two weeks
after his total ban on race-specific
scholarships provoked a firestorm
of criticism.

Williams set a four-year period
for compliance, but said his office

would continue to investigate dis-
crimination complaints that could
lead to sanctions against colleges.

The civil rights commission ad-
vised Bush that "this area of vital
national concern" should not "be
relegated to subcabinet-level pro-
nouncements." The panel said the
distinction that Williains made be-
tween privately earmarked schol-
arships and college-funded ones is
legally insupportable" and would
outlaw most such scholarships.

"We urge you, therefore, to take
a strong stand in support of affirm-
ative _action in the recruitment of
minority atudents, including the use
of minority-targeted scholarships
where necessary to achieve either
of two important national inter-
estsremedying the invidious ef-
fects of discrimination and attaining
the benefits of a diverse student
body,' the commission wrote.

Voting against the commission's
stance were William Allen, a profes-
sor from Claremont, Calif., and Carl
Anderson, a vice president of the
Knights of Columbus. Blandina Ra-
mirez abstained because she works
for the American Council on Educa-
tion, which represents colleges.
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